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Foreword by the Publisher
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
All praise belongs to Allah, the one who created us and then sent to us His Messengers,
specifically His final Prophet, and made apparent for us the divinely appointed guardianship
of His intimate friends, the A’immah of true guidance, for the perfection of the faith.
He then guided us towards the best of ethical traits and the keys for the acceptance of our
actions and permitted us to seek the reward of our actions so that we may enter into the
haven of peace that we may reside in the permanent gardens, where He will allow us to
witness the Angel who will say to us, Salam [Peace] this is the word from your Lord, the
Merciful.
May the prayers and salutations be upon the final Messenger of Allah, Muhammad alMustafa and upon his pure and immaculate family members – those who came to explain to
us the responsibilities which we must fulfill (towards Allah) through their righteous words,
and who came to lead the servants toward the oceans of light using the flame which is like
a Glowing lamp lit from the oil of the blessed olive tree.
Since the dawn of civilization, humanity has had to grapple with the forces of good versus
evil. Societies sometimes live in periods of relative calmness and security, but just when
everyone starts to get comfortable, oppression raises its ugly head, bringing peace to a
standstill.
This has been the situation since the coming of the first human being on Earth, namely
Prophet Adam, and will persist until as we continue to ‘progress’ in terms of science and
technology, we see that humanity is ‘digressing’ in terms of morality, culture and its
interaction with other nations.
Asides from the countless ‘natural disasters’ which have displaced and killed millions of
people over the ages, the current century has seen wars on the increase, and it is the
innocent men, women and children who are caught in this cross fire.
How can it be that humanity has evolved to such a level that they can penetrate the
furthest points of the solar system, but we cannot live in harmony with our neighbors? Why
is it that we can feed our insatiable appetite for the latest technological gadgets, but we
cannot manage to nourish the hungry children dying of malnutrition?
How is it possible that we can spend billions of dollars on the design and production of the
latest weapons of mass destruction, but we cannot afford to provide education and basic
health care services to the most vulnerable of our society? Is there any hope for the
underprivileged and deprived people of the world? Yes there is a beacon of hope.
The belief in an awaited reformer and savior of humanity is an embodiment and a symbol of
an aspiration cherished by mankind, in spite of its divergent religious doctrines. The Mahdi
(ajtf) as he is referred to in the Islamic beliefs is the crystallization of an inspiration through

which all people, regardless of their religious affiliations, are waiting for.
They all look forward to a day when the Heavenly mission will materialize when the tiring
march of humanity across history will culminate and the world will be able to live in peace
and tranquility.
Religion, when it endorses this common consciousness and stresses that in the long run,
this world will be filled with justice and equity after having been filled with injustice and
oppression, gives it a factual value and converts it into a definite belief.
This belief is not merely a source of consolation rather it is a source of virtue and strength.
It is a source of virtue because the belief in the Mahdi (ajtf) means the total elimination of
injustice and oppression prevailing in the world and it is a source of inexhaustible strength
because it provides hope which enables humanity to resist frustration, however hopeless
and dismal the circumstances may be.
The belief in the appointed day of his advent proves that it is possible for the forces of
justice to face and prevail over a world previously filled with injustice and oppression and
reconstruct the world order.
After all, prevalence of injustice howsoever dominant and extensive it may have become is
an abnormal state and must be eliminated. The prospect of its elimination after having
reached its climax infuses a great hope in every persecuted individual and every oppressed
nation, that it is possible to change the state of affairs of this world.
The concept of a Mahdi (ajtf) is more widespread than just within the Muslim community
however its detailed features, as determined and explained by Islam, are more in line with
mankind’s aspirations and dreams.
The Islamic concept of the Mahdi (ajtf) is in greater conformity with the feelings and
sentiments of the oppressed and the persecuted of all times, more so than in any other
religion or tradition. It is Islam which has given a concrete shape to an abstract idea!
It is no longer necessary to look forward to an unknown savior, who may come into the
world at a distant future, rather as the savior is already here we simply have to look
forward to the day when the circumstances are appropriate for him to reappear and begin
his great mission.
The Mahdi (ajtf) is no longer an idea. He is no longer a prophecy. We do not need to wait for
his birth. He already exists. We only have to wait for the inauguration of his role. He is a
specific entity living among us in his real human form and he shares our hopes and our
joys; and grieves at our sorrows and times of distress.
He witnesses all the acts of oppression and persecution which are perpetrated on the face
of the earth, and somehow or another, he is affected by them. He too is anxiously waiting
the moment when he will be able to extend his helping hand to everyone upon whom any
wrong has been done, and that he will be able to eradicate injustice and oppression
completely.
Although this Awaited Savior is living among us, waiting for the appointed moment of his
advent, however, he has been ordained not to proclaim himself, nor disclose his identity.
The concept of the Mahdi (ajtf) as espoused by Islam shortens the gap between the

oppressed and the expected savior. It connects the bridge between them, howsoever long
the period of waiting may be.
The traditions (ahadith) urge the believers in the Mahdi (ajtf) to keep on waiting for him and
to continue looking forward to solace. The idea is to establish a close spiritual and intuitive
link between the believers on the one hand and with the Mahdi(ajtf) and all that he stands
for, on the other hand.
It is not possible to establish such a link without believing that the Mahdi (ajtf) has already
been born and that he is a living and contemporary personality.The late Professor Henry
Corbin, philosopher and researcher on Islam, and a student of the late ‘Allamah Sayyid
Muhammad Husain Taba`taba’i has stated:
“To my mind, the Shi’ite is the only sect which has preserved and perpetuated the link of
Divine guidance between man and God through its belief in the Imamate. According to the
Jews, the prophethood, a real link between man and God, came to an end with Moses. They
do not believe in the Prophethood of Jesus and Muhammad. The Christians too, do not go
beyond Jesus. The Sunnite sect has also stopped at the Prophet Muhammad and believes
that the link between man and God has been severed with the end of the Prophethood.”
Thus, it is only the Twelve Shi’a, who believes that the link between man and God still
exists through the Mahdi, and this belief will continue to exist forever!
However, being in a state of Intiďar or ‘active expectation’ for the awaited savior of
humanity, the Shi’a differ greatly from other religious traditions and the various schools of
thought within the Islamic world, Since it is them who have been ordered to and are
actively working to lay the foundations which will herald the glorious advent of Imam alMahdi (ajtf).
The word, Intiďar comes from the ‘Arabic root word “ ”ﻧﻈﺮwhich literally means “to see”
something. However, when it is put into the fourth of the ten (most common) ‘Arabic verbal
forms, it becomes “ ”إﻧﺘﻈﺎرwhich literally means “to wait or to anticipate (something)”.
From the Islamic texts and the writings of the scholars, we understand that Intiďar is an
active state which a true believer must be in 24 hours a day. What is the proof of this?
One of the great Mara’ja (sources of emulation) of this current era and the foremost
authority on issues of the 12th Imam, Ayatullah al-’Uzma al-Hajj ash-Shaykh Lutfullah Safi
Gulpaygani (may Allah keep him under His projection) explains that term of actively waiting
for the Mahdi (ajtf) in his work, “Intiďar: The Force Behind Resistance and Opposition [to
Tyranny].”
In this work he states:
“Intiďar is a state (which a person finds himself in) which is comprised of true faith and firm
belief in the sources (of legislation) in the faith of Islam (The Qur`an and Sunnah of the
Prophet and A`immah) and in the mastership and guardianship (Wilayah) of Imam alZaman (ajtf). It (Intiďar) is a spirit of zeal and keen desire for the advent, governance and
living along side with the Ahlul Bayt (as).
It is the detestation of the current state which we are in times of imperfection, corruption,
perversity and degeneration of our surroundings. This state of affairs (being separated from
the Imam and the corruption around us) burns deep within the heart of a person and

creates turbulence within the heart and affects one’s entire presence including one’s
individual actions and struggles to better the entire society…”
The late Henry Corbin stated the following in regards to the anticipation of the Imam:
“In the meantime it is the duty of all the Muslims, especially the Shi’a, to strive steadfastly
for the creation of the proper atmosphere and the right climate for the establishment of a
world order based on justice, virtue and piety.
They should not only mould their individual lives according to the teachings and high ideals
of Islam, but they should also bend their efforts to set up the Islamic order on the collective
and communal level.
They should devote themselves to the service of the faith and be prepared to receive the
Awaited Savior. That is what was meant by the Imams when they exhorted the Muslims to
keep on waiting for the Mahdi (ajtf).”
The founder and leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the late Ayatullah al-’Udhma al-Hajj
Sayyid Ruhullah Khumayni (may his spirit be sanctified) stated the following in regards to
awaiting the final Imam (ajtf):
“What has value is that a person stands up in opposition to oppression. He stands up and
puts an end to the face of despotism and does not permit inhuman acts of injustice to take
place this is what has value and worth!
We have a responsibility! It is not correct to believe that since we are awaiting the advent
of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), we just sit at home, take the prayer beads (tasbih) in our hands
and merely repeats the prayer, ‘may his return be a speedy one.’ Rather, the swift return of
the Imam must be made such by our own actions! We ourselves must lay the groundwork
for the return of the awaited Imam!”
Therefore, we see that we have a very important role in preparing ourselves and the
society for the return of the Mahdi (ajtf).
He is alive and visits different places and takes an interest in world events. He often
attends the assemblies of the faithful, but does not disclose his true identity. He will
reappear on the appointed day, and will fight against the forces of evil, lead a global
revolution and set up a new world order based on justice, righteousness and virtue.
Allah in the Noble Qur`an has clearly promised that a day will come when truth will prevail
and the righteous will come to power:

ْ ُوَﻋَﺪَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ آﻣَﻨُﻮا ﻣِﻨْﻜُﻢْ وَﻋَﻤِﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺤَﺎتِ ﻟَـﻴَﺴْﺘَﺨْﻠِﻔَﻨَّﻬ
ﻢ
ُﻓِﻲ اﻷَرْضِ ﻛَﻤَﺎ اﺳْﺘَﺨْﻠَﻒَ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗَﺒْﻠِﻬِﻢْ وَﻟَﻴُﻤَﻜِّﻨَﻦَّ ﻟَﻬُﻢْ دِﻳﻨَﻬُﻢ
 ...ْاﻟَّﺬِي ارْﺗَﻀَﻰ ﻟَﻬُﻢ
“Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good deeds that He will
surely make them successors on the Earth as He made those who were before

them and that He will surely establish their religion which He has chosen for
them...” (Suratul Noor, 24: 55)
It is clear from this and other verses that ultimately, the righteous will take the world
administration in their hands and Islam will be victorious over all the other religions.
However, as we are instructed, those awaiting the glorious advent and the eradication of all
forms of evil need to actively engage in laying the groundwork for the return of Imam alMahdi (May Allah hasten his reappearance).
The book that you have in your hands details over 80 responsibilities, divided into 99
chapters which provide us with practical steps that need to be performed and implemented
in order to put in place the foundations for the advent of the Imam of our time.
Some of the responsibilities mentioned in this work perhaps are things which we already
perform on a regular basis, without being aware that they are our duties towards the Imam.
By simply ‘shifting’ our intention and enacting them with the thought in mind that they are
being done to heard the return of the Awaited Savior, we can do our part to ensure that his
advent is hastened and that we have done whatever is in our power to assist him.
We would like to thank everyone who played a role in helping this publication materialize,
for without your continued support of this and our other publications, such works would not
see the light of day.
Our sincerest appreciation is extended to the numerous private contributors, who have
requested anonymity, who graciously donated financially to this project. In addition, we
need to acknowledge the various non-profit charitable organizations who also contributed
financially `to this work, specifically the following (in alphabetical order): The Islamic
Humanitarian Service of Kitchener, Ontario, Canada and The Mohsin and Fauzia Jaffer
Foundation of Oprington, Florida, USA – all of your rewards are with Allah alone.
Our special thanks are also extended to Shaykh Tahir-Ridha Jaffer for his meticulous proof
reading of the ‘Arabic text of this book and to Sister Arifa Hudda for a thorough review and
editing of the English text not an easy task for either of them given their other
responsibilities and commitments. Indeed, without the assistance of these two individuals,
this publication would have further been delayed.
We pray to Allah that He grants all of the donors and anyone who had a role in the
publication of this book the greatest blessings, and keeps them under His Mercy and
Protection, and that He accepts this humble work from us, and Insha-Allah, enables us to be
among the helpers and Shi’a of Imam al-Zaman (may Allah hasten his glorious advent).
Islamic Publishing House
February 3rd, 2008 ce
Muharram 25th, 1429 ah
Martyrdom anniversary of Imam ‘Ali b. Husayn Zainul ‘Abidin (peace be upon him)

Introduction by the Author
All Praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the Universe. May the prayers and salutations be

upon our master and leader, the chief of all the Prophets and those who have been sent by
Him, the beloved of the Lord of the Universe, the best of His creations and the best of
humanity, Abul Qasim Muhammad (S).
In addition, may prayers and salutations be upon his family, the righteous and pure
Infalliables (as) especially the Remnants of Allah on His Earth, Imam al-Hujjah ibnil Hasan
al-’Askari (ajtf). Finally, may the greetings and salutations be upon all of the great Maraja’
[sources of emulation] of the faith and the shining lights of the Shari’ah the past and
present especially the late Ayatullah Khumayni, may Allah be pleased with all of them.
The purpose of humanity’s creation is for them to attain spiritual growth and advancement
towards the pinnacles of greatness and closeness to Allah, the Most High. The only path
which one can traverse to reach this station is The Straight Path (as-Siratul Mustaqim) and
we cannot diverge from this course.
According to the accepted proofs1, The Straight Path is nothing other than the Imam whom
we have been ordered to follow. Therefore, in every time period, the Imam and Divinely
appointed proof of Allah, the Most High, is the true straight path and his is the only
direction which leads towards happiness in both worlds.
In the time which we are living, which is full of tribulations and calamities, and during this
state of uneasiness and anguish, the straight path which leads to Allah, the Most High, is
none other than the 12th Imam who is in occultation (ghaybah) and whose advent is
awaited by all.
He is the proof of Allah on this Earth, even though he is behind the curtains of occultation
and his example is just like the sun which occasionally veils itself behind the clouds;
however we still benefit from its rays.
In fact, the twelfth Imam (ajtf) has stated: “During my period of occultation, you will benefit
from me just as you benefit from the sun when it goes behind the clouds and is veiled from
your sight. Thus, I am the source of refuge and protection for the people of Earth.”2
During the current age, acquiring ma’rifah (a deep understanding and insight into the
Imam, his characteristics and traits), bringing about true faith and love for him, and
complete obedience to him is the straight path of Allah and is the only road towards
salvation and happiness.
We must traverse this path and must not show any lapses rather, we must expend all of our
energies in attaining piety and consciousness of Allah so that we may reach to the highest
level of our goal. The purification of our soul and the attainment of the consciousness of
Allah in our heart.
Taqwa of Allah is the only component which makes up the reality of the straight path, and
is the true essence of the path. It is also the same reality and firm foundation which the
Imam and proof of Allah of our time, al-Hujjat ibnil Hasan (as) has invited his Shi’a
(followers) and those who are actively awaiting his noble advent to observe:

ْﻓَـﺎﺗَّﻘُﻮا اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺟَﻻَﻟُﻪُ وَ ﻇَﺎﻫِﺮُوﻧَﺎ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻧْﺘِـﻴَﺎﺷِﻜُﻢْ ﻣِﻦْ ﻓِـﺘْﻨَﺔٍ ﻗَﺪ
ْأَﻧَﺎﻓَﺖْ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻜُﻢ

“So be conscious of Allah, Majestic is His Glory, and help us to save you from a seditious
matter that is about to overcome you.”3
He has also stated:

ﻓَﺘَّﻘُﻮا اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ وَ ﺳَﻠِّﻤُﻮا ﻟَﻨَﺎ وَ رُدُّوا اﻷَﻣْﺮَ إِﻟَﻴْﻨَﺎ
“Be conscious of Allah and submit to us and refer all affairs to us.”4
In addition, he has told us:

وَ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻗِﺒَﺔُ ﺑِﺠَﻤِﻴﻞِ ﺻُﻨْﻊِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎﻧَﻪُ ﺗَﻜُﻮنُ ﺣَﻤِﻴﺪَةً ﻟَﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﺎ اﺟْـﺘَﻨَﺒُﻮا
ِاﻟْﻤَﻨْﻬِﻲَّ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺬُّﻧُﻮب
“The end result, by virtue of the excellent arrangement of Allah, Glorious is He, shall be
praiseworthy for them (our followers) because they avoided committing the sins which He
forbade them to perform.”5
Those who have a claim over us are many the greatest of which is Allah after Him, His
friend (wali) and representative on the Earth (khalifah) has a right over us and thus, the
true definition of taqwa is to fulfill the rights of these individuals.
The rights which must be observed while on the path of truth and which belong to the
representative of Allah, Imam Waliul ‘Asr (ajtf) are many. Some are related to particular
individuals, while others are related to the believers in general.
In this work, we have restricted ourselves to the second category the rights related to the
believers in general and as the reader can appreciate, we can only cover some of them.
Our purpose in compiling this work was to make these responsibilities available to the
lovers of the Imam (ajtf) and those who are seeking to follow the path of true guidance. It is
hoped that the believers will be able to uphold these responsibilities which we have to
Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf).
In addition, the believers will also be acquainted with responsibilities which the Imam (ajtf)
himself has to fulfill towards his followers.
In the current era, the enemies of the faith have increased and have been able to use
various weapons against the believers. Through their onslaught, they have launched wars
against religion and those who follow Divine guidance, and without doubt, one of their aims
is to misguide the young generation of Muslims.
Unfortunately, those who are unaware of their personal responsibilities have fallen into the
trap of the enemies, and either knowingly or unknowingly, has assisted them and may
actually be at the forefront of helping them.

The actions of the enemies of Islam, both in the past and present, have been enacted in
order to remove the aura of spirituality which exists amongst the true believers and to
delude the people from their primary goals of life.
In such a time, it is incumbent upon the scholars and researchers of the faith of Islam to
elucidate upon the spiritual issues and pure teachings of the religion of Islam.
In order to further advance the spiritual teachings, one must pay attention to the
discussions related to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) as he is the spiritual sun of the universe and
the primary reason for all spiritual movements. It is through the dissemination of these
teachings that we will arrive to the best methods of explaining the spiritual issues, which
will in turn, have a favourable impact upon the entire Islamic society.
Thus, we hope that this book will lead to a continuation of discussions in regards to Imam
al-Hujjah (ajtf) especially those which focus on the practical actions which we must perform.
As mentioned previously, this work focuses on the rights and responsibilities which the true
believers have to the Imam. As we know, the best way which one can fulfill such
responsibilities is through purification of the soul and in addition, a spiritual change must
take place within each person and we must seek to maintain closeness to Allah.
Therefore, with the permission of Allah, and through the blessings which we pray are
showered upon us by Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf), may our souls be sacrificed for him, we hope to
be able to reach our goal and encounter a favourable end while on this path.
We pray that we are able to grant contentment and happiness to the Imam (ajtf) and that
we are given a grand status for our endeavours.
This book is an abridgment of various books which have been written on this topic and its
contents has been extracted from works such as Mikyalul Makarim6 and Spiritual Links with
the Sacred Presence of the Mahdi7 however the work in your hands has been presented
with slight modifications from these two books.
We have elucidated upon close to eighty responsibilities, however when we look at all the
responsibilities and their sub categories as presented in this book, the number reaches
ninety-nine.
Where we have deemed necessary and in order to offer a deeper explanation, we have
divided a duty into numerous discussions. Obviously, all of the branches of that particular
responsibility are merely extensions of the primary responsibility.
As you shall see, responsibilities which are branches of the general responsibility are noted
accordingly.
17th of Rabi’ al-Awwal, 1420 ah
Birth Anniversary of Prophet Muhammad b. ‘Abdullah (S) and Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad asSadiq (as) Sayyid Muhammad Rida Husaini Mutlaq
1. These proofs can be seen in the books of traditions such as Biharul Anwar, and Usulul
Kafi in the discussions related to the Divinely appointed leadership (Imamah).
2. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 483 – the letter given by the Imam in response
to questions by Ishaq b. Ya’qub; al-Ihtijaj (al-Tabrisi), vol. 2, pg. 284

3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 175, sec. 31, no. 8 (the letter written by the Imam to Shaykh
al-Mufid)
4. al-Ghaybah of Shaykh Tusi, pg. 285; Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 179, sec. 31, no. 9
5. al-Ihtijaj, pg. 498 (The letter written by the Imam to Shaykh al-Mufid); Biharul Anwar,
vol. 53, pg. 177, sec. 31, no. 8
6. Written by the late Ayatullah Sayyid Muhammad Taqi Musawi ISfahani.
7. Written by the late Sadrul Islam Mirza ‘Ali Akbar Hamdani.

Responsibility 1: Ma’rifat of the Imam
(as) Part 1
One of the most important responsibilities for a Shi’a is to acquire ma’rifah (a detailed and
profound understanding) of the Imam of the time, and the testimony to this can be seen in
both the logical and narrated proofs (ahadith).
It is clear from the traditions that we must know the characteristics and specific traits of the
Imam (as) whom we are all obliged to follow. This must be done so that we do not mistake
him for someone who claims his status. In addition, there are also numerous traditions
which oblige us to have a ma’rifah of our Imam (as).
It has been related from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) that the Prophet of Allah
said:

ًﻣَﻦْ ﻣَﺎتَ وَ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻌْﺮِفْ إِﻣَﺎمَ زَﻣَﺎﻧِﻪِ ﻣَﺎتَ ﻣِﻴـﺘَﺔً ﺟَﺎﻫِﻠِـﻴَّﺔ
“One who dies while he does not have ma’rifah of the Imam (as) of his time, dies the death
of Jahiliyyah (the period of Ignorance before the time of the Prophet (saws))”1
In another tradition, this one from the eleventh Imam, Hasan ‘Ali al-’Askari (as), it is
mentioned that:

ْأَنَّ اﻷَرْضَ ﻻَ ﺗَﺨْﻠُﻮ ﻣِﻦْ ﺣُﺠَّﺔِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻪِ وَ أَنَّ ﻣَﻦْ ﻣَﺎتَ وَ ﻟَﻢ
َّ إِنَّ ﻫٌﺬَا ﺣَﻖٌّ ﻛَﻤَﺎ أَن:َﻳَﻌْﺮِفْ إِﻣَﺎمَ زَﻣَﺎﻧِﻪِ ﻣَﺎتَ ﻣِﻴـﺘَﺔً ﺟَﺎﻫِﻠِﻴَّﺔً ﻓَﻘَﺎل
 ﻳَﺎ اﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻓَﻤَﻦِ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔُ وَ اﻹِﻣَﺎمُ ﺑَﻌْﺪَكَ؟:َاﻟﻨَّﺎرَ ﺣَﻖٌّ ﻓَﻘِﻴﻞ
ْ إِﺑْـﻨِـﻲ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٌ ﻫُﻮَ اﻹِﻣَﺎمُ وَ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔُ ﺑَﻌْﺪِي ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻣَﺎتَ وَ ﻟَﻢ:َﻓَﻘَﺎل
ًﻳَﻌْﺮِﻓْﻪُ ﻣَﺎتَ ﻣِﻴـﺘَﺔً ﺟَﺎﻫِﻠِﻴَّﺔ
“Unquestionably, the Earth can never remain devoid of a hujjat (proof) of Allah over His

creations. Indeed the person who dies without recognizing the Imam of his age has died the
death of Jahiliyyah.” The Imam (as) continued: “Surely this (the issue of an Imam existing
for all ages) is true, just as the (existence of) hell fire is true.”
It was said to the Imam: “O’ son of the Messenger of Allah! Who is the hujjat and Imam
after you?” The Imam replied: “My son, Muhammad is the Imam and hujjat after me.
Whoever dies and has not recognized him (as his Imam) has died the death of Jahiliyyah.”2
Without doubt, the meaning of these traditions which state that it is obligatory to recognize
the Imam of the time is that those who possess true faith must know the Imam in the way
and to the extent that would lead to their happiness in this world and the next.
In addition, the recognition of the Imam must be such that there remains no room for
misguidance or confusion in regards to this noble personality.
Thus, recognition can be divided into two types:
1. Ma’rifah of the personality of the Imam;
2. Ma’rifah of the Imam himself.
In order to acquire these two forms of ma’rifah, we must refer to the writings of the
scholars of the faith.3
We must realize that recognizing the character and personality of the Imam can only be
achieved through understanding his qualities, attributes and special traits which are related
to the status of Imamate.
If we are successful in becoming acquainted with the status of Imamate, its central role in
Islam and its characteristics and qualities, then we will become acquainted with any Imam
since all of the A`immah are created from one nur (Divine celestial light) and in the words
of the leaders of true guidance themselves:
“The first of us is Muhammad, the middle of us is Muhammad and the last of us is
Muhammad!”4 Thus, we must have ma’rifah of the merits and excellence of all of our
A`immah (as) since they share these traits amongst themselves
On the other hand, we must also become acquainted with the merits of excellence which
are specific to the Imam whom we wish to know more about so that our ma’rifah of him can
become complete. This form of ma’rifah can be acquired through knowledge of his name,
title, titles of appellation, genealogy, characteristics, virtues, and other traits which relate to
the specific time and place in which he lives.
The minimum and maximum limits of these two types of ma’rifah of the Imam can be
understood by our intellect and in brief, we will mention the minimum limit as stated in the
traditions.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said: “The minimum level of ma’rifah of the
Imam is to know that he is on par with the Prophet except in the status of prophethood. The
Imam is the inheritor of the Prophet, and obedience to the Imam is equivalent to obedience
of Allah and the Messenger of Allah.
Thus, you must submit to the Imam in all issues, and all questions must be referred to him.

You must act in accordance with his commands and must know that the Imam after the
Messenger of Allah was ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as). After him it was Hasan (as), then Husain (as),
then ‘Ali b. al-Husain (as), then Muhammad b. ‘Ali (as), then Ja’far b. Muhammad (as), then
Musa b. Ja’far (as), then ‘Ali b. Musa (as), then Muhammad b. ‘Ali (as), then ‘Ali b.
Muhammad (as), then Hasan b. ‘Ali (as) and then al-Hujjah b. al-Hasan (ajtf) – these are
your leaders.”5
As was previously mentioned, in order to recognize the Imam, we must know his name,
titles of appellation, the name of his father and other incidental facts. However, we must
also know his qualities of excellence and special merits.
The Imam of our time (ajtf) shares the same first name as the Prophet Muhammad (S). His
title is also the same as that of the Prophet of Allah (S) (Abul Qasim) and his title of
appellation is al-Mahdi. He has a beautiful black mark on his right shoulder blade, a very
handsome face with a nose that is slightly protruded and is of average height.
In addition, we also need to understand the specialties related to the time and place of the
Imam and the events surrounding him including his actions and speech.
For example, we need to know that in order for the Imam to make his advent, five signs
must be fulfilled. We know that when he makes his appearance, the Earth would be full of
oppression and corruption. However, before his advent, a sound will be heard from the sky
an image of a hand will be seen on the moon the staff of Musa will be seen with him and
many other signs.
It should be noted that all of these signs are mentioned in the books of traditions6 and the
appearance of these will herald his return. In addition, there are also other special signs
related to him which we must know and understand. Therefore knowing these signs
constitutes one of the ways in which we can recognize our living Imam.
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 175, sec. 31, no. 7; al-Ihtijaj, pg. 498
2. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 11, pg. 491, sec. 33, no. 23
3. Books such as: al-Ghaybah, written by Shaykh Muhammad b. Ibrahim Nu’mani better
known as Ibne Abi Zainab; al-Ghaybah of Shaykh Tusi; Najm al-Thaqib of Shaykh Tabrisi
Nuri; Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah of Shaykh Saduq; A’yan ash-Shi’a (section on
Imam al-Mahdi); Biharul Anwar (section on Imamah and the book of Imam al-Mahdi); Usul
al-Kafi, vol. 1 and 2.
4. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 85; Biharul Anwar, vol. 36, pg. 399, sec. 46, no. 9
5. al-Burhan, vol. 2, pg. 35, no. 3
6. Books such as al-Ghaybah of Shaykh Muhammad b. Ibrahim Nu’mani better known as
Ibne Abi Zainab; al-Ghaybah of Shaykh Tusi; Najm al-Thaqib of Shaykh Tabrisi Nuri; Kamal
ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah of Shaykh Saduq.

Responsibility 2: Ma’rifat of the Imam
Part 2
Another responsibility which the believers have is to ask Allah for a thorough ma’rifah of

Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) and one must be sincere in praying for this.
Just as was previously stated, after attaining the ma’rifah of Allah and His Messenger (S),
the next most important action for the believers is to have ma’rifah of Waliul ‘Amr, Imam
al-Zaman (ajtf).
Only Allah can grant this level of ma’rifah to his servants for this is something which is out
of the power of human beings to acquire without the help of Allah. Thus, this ma’rifah
cannot be achieved through a person’s own struggles as this is a nur (Divine celestial light)
which Allah places in the heart of those whom He wishes. Therefore, we must request the
recognition of our Imam from the Almighty through supplications.
It has been narrated that Muhammad b. Hakim said to Abu ‘Abdillah, Ja’far b. Muhammad
as-Sadiq (as):

أَﻟْﻤَﻌْﺮِﻓَﺔُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻُﻨْﻊِ ﻣَﻦْ ﻫِﻲَ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻُﻨْﻊِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻟَﻴْﺲَ ﻟِﻠْﻌِﺒَﺎدِ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ
ٌﺻُﻨْﻊ
“Who is responsible for granting this ma’rifah (of the Imam)?” He replied: “It is the doing of
Allah and the servants have no role in it (on their own - without the intervention of Allah).”1
In order to arrive at the recognition of the Imam, the following supplication is very effective:

...َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِـﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻚ
“O’ Allah! Grant me ma’rifah of Your Self...”2
1. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 163, sec. on the “Necessity of Having a Hujjah”, no. 2
2. The full text of this supplication will be mentioned in the next responsibility.

Responsibility 3: Ma’rifat of the Imam
Part 3
Reciting the supplications which the Ahlul Bayt (as) has advised us is another responsibility
of the believers. The books of tradition have stated that the following supplication should be
recited and this is clearly seen in the following tradition.
It has been narrated from Zurarah that he heard Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as)
say:

َ ﻳَﺨَﺎفُ و:َ وَ ﻟِـﻢَ؟ ﻗَﺎل:ُ ﻗُﻠْﺖ:َإِنَّ ﻟِﻠْﻐُﻻَمِ ﻏَﻴْـﺒَﺔٌ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ أَنْ ﻳَﻘُﻮمَ ﻗَﺎل
َ ﻳَﺎ زُرَارَةُ وَ ﻫُﻮَ اﻟْـﻤُﻨْـﺘَﻈَﺮُ وَ ﻫُﻮ:َأَوْﻣـﻰ ﺑِﻴَﺪِهِ إِﻟـﻰ ﺑَﻄْﻨِﻪِ ﺛُﻢَّ ﻗَﺎل
َاﻟَّﺬِي ﻳُﺸَﻚُّ ﻓِﻲ وِﻻَدَﺗِﻪِ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ ﻣَﺎتَ أَﺑُﻮهُ ﺑِﻻَ ﺧَﻠَﻒٍ و
ِﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ ﺣَﻤْﻞٌ وَ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ إِﻧَّﻪُ وُﻟِﺪَ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﻣَﻮْتِ أَﺑِـﻴﻪ
َﺑِﺴَـﻨَﺘَﻴﻦِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ اﻟْـﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈَﺮُ ﻏَﻴْﺮَ أَنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ ﻳُﺤِﺐُّ أَنْ ﻳَﻤْﺘَﺤِﻦ
َاﻟﺸِّـﻴﻌَﺔَ ﻓَﻌِﻨْﺪَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻳَﺮْﺗَﺎبُ اﻟْﻤُﺒْﻄِﻠُﻮنَ! ﻳَﺎ زُرَارَةُ إِذَا أَدْرَﻛْﺖَ ذٌﻟِﻚ
ْ أَﻟﻠٌّﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓْﻨِـﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِنْ ﻟَﻢ:ِاﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنَ ﻓَﺎدْعُ ﺑِﻬٌﺬَا اﻟﺪُّﻋَﺎء
ْ أَﻟﻠٌّﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓـﻨِﻲ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِن.َﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻚَ ﻟَﻢْ أَﻋْﺮِفْ ﻧَﺒِﻴَّﻚ
َ أَﻟﻠٌّﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِـﻲ ﺣُﺠَّﺘَﻚ.َﻟَـﻢْ ﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِﻲ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ ﻟَﻢْ أَﻋْﺮِفْ ﺣُﺠَّـﺘَﻚ
.ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِنْ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْﻨِﻲ ﺣُﺠَّﺘَﻚَ ﺿَﻠَﻠْﺖُ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻳـﻨِـﻲ
“‘Verily there is a period of occultation for my son before he makes his advent.’ It was said
to the Imam: ‘And why is this?’ The Imam replied: ‘He will be frightened’ and placed his
hand on his abdomen and then said: ‘O’ Zurarah! He is the one who will be awaited, and he
is the one whom the people will have doubt in with regards to his birth.
Some people will say: ‘His father died without a child’ others will say ‘His mother was
pregnant with him (when his father died)’ others will say ‘He was born two years before his
father passed away’ and he is awiated, for surely Allah, the Noble and Grand, loves to test
the Shi’a and it is then that the impugners begin to doubt. O’ Zurarah! If you witness that
period (of confusion) then supplicate with this supplication:

ْ ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓْﻨِـﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِنْ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻚَ ﻟَﻢْ أَﻋْﺮ
ف
ْ أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓـﻨِﻲ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِنْ ﻟَـﻢْ ﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِﻲ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ ﻟَﻢ.َﻧَﺒِﻴَّﻚ
 أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻋَﺮِّﻓْـﻨِـﻲ ﺣُﺠَّﺘَﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ إِنْ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗُﻌَﺮِّﻓْﻨِﻲ.َأَﻋْﺮِفْ ﺣُﺠَّـﺘَﻚ
ﺣُﺠَّﺘَﻚَ ﺿَﻠَﻠْﺖُ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻳـﻨِـﻲ
“O’ Allah! Grant me ma’rifah of Yourself for if I do not have the ma’rifah of You then I will
never know Your Prophet. O’ Allah! Grant me ma’rifah of Your Messenger for if I do not have
the ma’rifah of Your Messenger than I will never know Your Representative. O’ Allah! Grant
me ma’rifah of Your Representative for if I do not have the ma’rifah of Your Representative,
then surely I have gone astray from my religion.’”1
1. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 337; al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 166, no. 6

Responsibility 4: Ma’rifat of the Imam
Part 4
Another responsibility of the true believers is to be familiar with the signs of the
reappearance of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf).
Just as was previously mentioned, it is important for us to recognize the signs of his return,
as this is actually considered as a part of knowing the Imam. There are numerous signs
which will herald his advent and they are divided into two categories:
1. Signs which are absolute and will definitely happen.
2. Signs which may or may not take place.
According to the narrations, it is obligatory to know and understand both types of signs.
However, it is much more important to know the first type those that will definitely occur
before his return.
According to the Islamic narrations, the signs that must occur before the Imam will return
are five with a small discrepancy in some of them (due to there being various traditions in
this regards). The differences in the signs will become obvious when we look at them
directly from the traditions.
In brief, these signs are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The arrival of Sufyani.
The arrival and uprising of Yamani.
A loud noise from the sky.
The killing of a pure soul (Nafs-e-Zakiyyah).
The sinking of Bayda`.

It has also been mentioned in the traditions that the image of a hand will be seen on the
moon and this is also considered as one of the definite signs.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ُ ﻇُﻬُﻮرُ اﻟﺴُّﻔْﻴَﺎﻧِﻲِّ وَ اﻟْﻴَﻤَﺎﻧِﻲِّ وَ اﻟﺼَّﻴْﺤَﺔ:ٍ ﺧَﻤْﺲُ ﻋَﻻَﻣَﺎت ِﻟِﻠْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢ
ِﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺴَّﻤَﺂءِ وَ ﻗَﺘْﻞُ اﻟﻨَّﻔْﺲِ اﻟﺰَّﻛِﻴَّﺔِ وَ اﻟْﺨَﺴْﻒُ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒَﻴْﺪَاء
“There are five (definite) signs for the return of al-Qaim (ajtf) the appearance of al-Sufyani
(the appearance of) al-Yamani, a loud cry from the sky, the killing of a pure soul [an-Nafs alZakiyyah]; and the caving in (of the earth) at Bayda`.”1
It has been mentioned in the traditions that al-Sufyani is a reddish white coloured man with
a black eye and that he will make his advent during the month of Rajab. We are told that he
will take over a few countries of the world and that the advent of al-Mahdi (ajtf) will be in
the same year.

After many victories, al-Sufyani will turn his attention towards ‘Iraq and it is at this time that
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) will make his advent from Makkah. At this point, a large contingent of
forces will be sent to attack the Imam (by al-Sufyani), however when this army will reach
the place known as Bayda` a location between Makkah and Madinah they will be swallowed
into the Earth.
In addition, before the advent of the Imam (ajtf), many uprisings will take place such as the
revolts of al-Hasani and al-Yamani and according to some traditions, the uprising of alYamani is also one of the definite signs.
The hearing of two cries one from the sky and the other from within the Earth is also one of
the definite signs. During the first call, Jibra`il will call the name of Imam al-Qa`im (ajtf) and
his father and will proclaim that the truth is with ‘Ali ibn. Abi Talib (as) and his Shi’a
(followers). Everyone will hear this call in their own language and even the women who are
in their house behind locked doors will hear the call.
As well, before the advent of the Imam, a noble person will be killed during the Hajj rites in
Makkah. In the traditions, this person has been referred to as the Pure Soul or an-Nafs alZakiyyah. Detailed information about this individual has been mentioned in the books
concerning the occultation of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf).
The importance of knowing the signs which will take place before the advent of our Imam,
especially the definite signs that must occur, can best be understood when we review the
history of Islam.
We see that some other signs may have already taken place and thus, a number of people
falsely claimed to be the Mahdi (ajtf) Without doubt, these people have fallen out of the fold
of Islam and it is they who are misguided and are left alone in utter spiritual darkness.
The reason for them falling into this state is that they were not acquainted with the signs
related to the advent and uprising of the Imam such that they could follow them. In
addition, they lacked awareness of the specific signs which will herald in the advent of the
Imam.
If they had knowledge of these signs, then they would not have been led astray and would
have stayed firm on the Imamate and Wilayat of the Imam (as). They would not have been
fooled nor would they have mistaken anyone else for the real Mahdi (ajtf).
Possessing a ma’rifah of the signs of the advent, especially the definite signs which must
take place, helps us in differentiating between truth and falsehood, and by recognizing
Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), we would actually look forward to and prepare the groundwork for his
uprising. We would also not falter in our obedience to him or our delay in adhering to him.
It has been narrated by Zurarah that Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ﻳُﻨَﺎدِي ﻣُﻨَﺎدٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺴَّﻤَﺂءِ أَنَّ ﻓُﻻَﻧﺎً ﻫُﻮَ اﻷَﻣِﻴﺮُ وَ ﻳُﻨَﺎدِي ﻣُﻨَﺎدٍ أَنَّ ﻋَﻠِﻴًّﺎ
 ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻳُﻘَﺎﺗِﻞُ اﻟْﻤَﻬْﺪِيَّ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻫٌﺬَا؟:ُ ﻗُﻠْﺖ.َوَ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘَﻪُ ﻫُﻢُ اﻟْﻔَﺎﺋِﺰُون
ﻓَﻘَﺎلَ إِنَّ اﻟﺸَّﻴْﻄَﺎنَ ﻳُﻨَﺎدِي أَنَّ ﻓُﻻَﻧﺎً وَ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘَﻪُ ﻫُﻢُ اﻟْﻔَﺎﺋِﺰُونَ ﻳَﻌْﻨِﻲ
:َ ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻳَﻌْﺮِفُ اﻟﺼَّﺎدِقَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻜَﺎذِبِ؟ ﻗَﺎل:ُ ﻗُﻠْﺖ.َرَﺟُﻻً ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻨِﻲ أُﻣَﻴَّﺔ

ْﻳَﻌْﺮِﻓُﻪُ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻛَﺎﻧُﻮا ﻳَﺮْوُونَ ﺣَﺪِﻳﺜﺎً وَ ﻳَﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ إِﻧَّﻪُ ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ أَن
َﻳَﻜُﻮنَ وَ ﻳَﻌْﻠَﻤُﻮنَ أَﻧَّﻬُﻢْ ﻫُﻢُ اﻟْﻤُﺤِﻘُّﻮنَ اﻟﺼَّﺎدِﻗُﻮن
“A caller will announce from the sky: ‘Certainly so and so is the leader.’ Then a caller will
announce: ‘Certainly ‘Ali (as) and his followers are the victorious ones.’” I said to the Imam:
“So then who will fight against the Mahdi (ajtf) after this (call)?’ The Imam replied:
“Unquestionably, Satan will also call out: ‘Certainly, so and so and his followers will be the
successful ones’ meaning a man from the tribe of Bani Umayyah.’
I said to the Imam: ‘So then how will a person be able to recognize the truthful one from the
imposter?’ The Imam replied: ‘Those who narrate traditions will recognize (the difference)
and they will say that it (the call from the sky) will come before (the advent), and they will
understand this and will know that they (the ones who make the first call) are speaking the
truth.’”2
1. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, sec. 252 on the signs of the return, no. 9
2. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 246, no. 28

Responsibility 5: Fulfilling the Rights of
the Imam
Another responsibility of the Shi’a, is to fulfill the rights which the Imam has over us.
Without doubt, the most important right which we owe to others starts with those which we
owe to Allah, followed by the Messenger of Allah and then the rights which we must fulfill to
our Imam. Obviously, the rights which our Imam demands from us must be carried out in
the most perfect way.
In regards to this responsibility, there are numerous traditions which have been mentioned.
Since it is not possible to narrate all of them, we suffice with one tradition from the
Infallibles which states:

ﻣَﺎ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ ﻣِﻦْ ﺣَﻖٍّ ﻓَﻬُﻮَ ﻟَﻨَﺎ
“Any right or privilege which belongs to Allah, the Most High, is also a privilege that belongs
to us (the Ahlul Bayt).”1
1. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 282; in Biharul Anwar, vol. 27, pg. 314, sec. 9, no. 11 it is
mentioned with a slight variation in the wording.

Responsibility 6: Inviting People to the
Imam
The next responsibility which rests upon the shoulders of the believers is to invite others to
have a better knowledge of the Imam and to help them advance in their conviction. In
addition, the believers must also be ready to guide one another to the highest pinnacles of
ma’rifah of the Imam.
There are many proofs which stress the importance of this responsibility, such as ‘Amr bil
Ma’ruf (enjoining others to what is right) and the benefits which are given to guiding people
to the path of truth.
We are told that each person must invite others to the path of the Imam in accordance with
their level of awareness and understanding of the Imam. One must educate others on the
characteristics of the Imam, his moral fiber and other issues related to him, and in actuality,
this is a responsibility which we all share towards this noble personality and it is through
this act that we bring ourselves closer to the Imam.
A person who is active in this sort of invitation must not only possess the theoretical
knowledge of the Imam (and of Islam), rather he must also manifest this knowledge
through his actions.
As we know, it is through both the theoretical knowledge and our practical actions that we
are able to educate and guide the people towards the Imam so that they too may be able to
take him as their own personal example and guide to follow in life.
Without a doubt, inviting others to the path of guidance through one’s practical actions has
a greater effect than merely possessing theoretical knowledge.
From another point of view, we see that a person who is engaged in inviting others to the
way of the Imam must also employ good exhortation and advice, and through a
combination of these methods, should guide others towards the Imam.
If needed, the path of warning (of the punishment of Allah) can also be used so that the
hearts of the people are awakened to the truths around them and so that their spiritual
souls are kept enlivened.
A person inviting to the Imam must also be able to make use of the reliable proofs
(traditions) and with the various proofs and logical arguments available, should be able to
convince others of the existence of the Imam and acquaint them with their true leader.
One of the Infallibles has said:

وَ إِنَّ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟِﻢَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻳُﻌَﻠِّﻢُ اﻟﻨَّﺎسَ ﻣَﻌَﺎﻟِﻢَ دِﻳـﻨِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﻳَﺪْﻋُﻮﻫُﻢْ إِﻟـﻰ
ٍإِﻣَﺎﻣِﻬِﻢْ أَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺳَﺒْﻌِﻴﻦَ أَﻟْﻒَ ﻋَﺎﺑِﺪ

“Surely the scholar who instructs the people in matters of their religion and invites them to
their Imam is better than seventy thousand worshippers.”1
In another tradition, this one from Imam ‘Ali b. Muhammad al-Hadi (as) it is stated that:

َ ِﻟَﻮْ ﻻَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﺒْﻘﻰ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻏَـﻴْـﺒَﺔِ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻤِﻨﺎَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻌُﻠَﻤَﺎءِ اﻟﺪَّاﻋِـﻴﻦَ إِﻟَﻴْﻪ
و
ِاﻟﺪَّاﻟِّﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ اﻟﺬَّاﺑِّـﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻳـﻨِﻪِ ﺑِﺤُﺠَﺞِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻤُﻨْﻘِﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻟِﻀُﻌَﻔَﺎء
ﻋِﺒَﺎدِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣِﻦْ ﺷِﺒَﺎكِ إِﺑْﻠِﻴﺲَ وَ ﻣَﺮَدَﺗِﻪِ وَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻓِﺨَﺎخِ اﻟْﻨَّﻮَاﺻِﺐِ ﻟَﻤَﺎ
َﺑَﻘِﻲَ أَﺣَﺪٌ إِﻻَّ ارْﺗَﺪَّ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻳـﻦِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ ﻟٌﻜِﻨَّﻬُﻢُ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻳُﻤْﺴِﻜُﻮنَ أَزِﻣَّﺔ
.ﻗُﻠُﻮبِ ﺿُﻌَﻔَﺎءِ اﻟﺸِّﻴﻌَﺔِ ﻛَﻤَﺎ ﻳُﻤْﺴِﻚُ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐُ اﻟﺴَّﻔِـﻴﻨَﺔِ ﺳُﻜَّﺎﻧَﻬَﺎ
َّأُوْﻟٌﺌِﻚَ ﻫُﻢُ اﻷَﻓْﻀَﻠُﻮنَ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَّ ﺟَﻞ
“If after the occultation of your Qa`im (ajtf) there were not to remain a person from
amongst the scholars who invite towards him (the Imam) guide others to him defend his
religion by the proofs of Allah, rescue the downtrodden servants of Allah from the snares of
Iblis and his hoards, and the traps of the enemies (of the Ahlul Bayt), then there would not
remain a single person (on Earth) except that he would have left the religion of Allah.
However, these scholars take it upon themselves to be the protectors of the hearts of our
downtrodden Shi’a just as the captain of a boat takes control of the lives and safety of
those on his ship. Thus, these (scholars – the ‘Ulama) are the best people in the sight of
Allah, the Noble and Great.”2
1. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 274
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 2, pg. 6, sec. 8, no. 12

Responsibility 7: Relating the Merits and
Qualities of the Imam
Another responsibility is to mention the merits and qualities of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf). The
narrations have encouraged the believers to do this for all of the Infallible A`immah (as)
and specifically Imam al-’Asr (ajtf).
Without doubt, mentioning and reminding others of the merits and virtues of the Imam is
the same as mentioning goodness in itself (as the Imams are the personification of
everything good) and this is one of the best actions which a believer can perform and is a
way to show enmity towards Satan.
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

َ ْوَ إِنَّ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨَﻴﻦِ ﻳَﻠْﺘَﻘِﻴَﺎنِ ﻓَﻴَﺬْﻛُﺮَانِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺛُﻢَّ ﻳَﺬْﻛُﺮَانِ ﻓَﻀْﻠَﻨَﺎ أَﻫ
ﻞ
َّاﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖِ ﻓَﻻَ ﻳَﺒْﻘـﻰ ﻋَﻠـﻰ وَﺟْﻪِ إِﺑْﻠِﻴﺲَ ﻣُﻀْﻐَﺔُ ﻟَﺤْﻢٍ إِﻻَّ ﺗَﺨَﺪَّدُ ﺣَـﺘَّﻰ إِن
ِرُوﺣَﻪُ ﻟَﺘَﺴْﺘَﻐِﻴﺚُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺷِﺪَّةِ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺠِﺪُ ﻣِﻦَ اﻷَﻟَﻢ
“Indeed when two believers meet one another and remember Allah and then mention the
greatness of us the Ahlul Bayt (as), no flesh remains on the face of Iblis (Satan) except that
it gets wrinkled and his soul cries out due to the severity of the pain (he feels).”1
In a tradition from Imam ‘Ali b. Husain as-Sajjad (as), it is stated that:

َه وَ ﺗَﺬْﻛُﺮَ ﻣَﻌْﺮُوﻓَﻪُ و
ُ َن ﺗَﺸْﻜُﺮ
ْ َوَ أَﻣَّﺎ ﺣَﻖُّ ذِي اﻟْﻤَﻌْﺮُوفِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻓَﺄ
َﺔ اﻟْﺤَﺴَﻨَﺔ
َ َﺗَﻨْﺸُﺮَ ﻟَﻪُ اﻟْﻤَﻘَﺎﻟ
“As for the right of the person who has done good to you over you, it is that you should
thank him, remember his favor and spread (to others) good words about him.”2
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 188, no. 7
2. Tuhaf al-’Uqul, pg. 265; Makarim al-Akhlaq, pg. 459

Responsibility 8: Taking Part in
Religious Gatherings
The next responsibility is to take part in gatherings in which the merits of Imam al-Mahdi
(ajtf) are mentioned or in which his noble ancestors are remembered. We must be present
in such gatherings and through our presence, offer a spiritual gift to these great
personalities and make such programs dynamic as this is one of the signs of true love for
our Imam.
A companion narrated that Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) said:

...ِ أَيِّ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ:ُأَﺗَﺨْﻠُﻮنَ وَ ﺗَﺘَﺤَﺪَّﺛُﻮنَ وَ ﺗَﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﻣَﺎ ﺷِﺌْـﺘُﻢْ؟ ﻓَﻘُﻠْﺖ
ِ أَﻣَﺎ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻟَﻮَدِدْتُ أَﻧِّﻲ ﻣَﻌَﻜُﻢْ ﻓِﻲ ﺑَﻌْﺾِ ﺗِﻠْﻚَ اﻟْﻤَﻮَاﻃِﻦ: َﻓَﻘَﺎل
َأَﻣَﺎ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ إِﻧِّﻲ ﻟَﻸُﺣِﺐُّ رِﻳْﺤَﻜُﻢْ وَ أَرْوَاﺣَﻜُﻢْ وَ أَﻧَّﻜُﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰ دِﻳﻦِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ و
ٍدِﻳﻦِ ﻣَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺘِﻪِ ﻓَﺄَﻋِﻴﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻮَرَعٍ وَ اﺟْﺘِﻬَﺎد

“Do you seclude yourselves and speak to one another about whatever pleases you (in
regards to the teachings of Allah)?” I replied: “Yes, by Allah.” The Imam replied: “I swear by
Allah that surely I would love to be with you in some of these gatherings.
Surely, by Allah I love the pleasant aroma that emanates from you (by holding such
gatherings) and I love your souls! Surely you are all on the religion of Allah and the religion
of His Angels so help (one another) to observe piety and struggle (in these regards).”1
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 187, no. 5

Responsibility 9: Arranging Religious
Gatherings
Another responsibility of the believers is to arrange gatherings in which Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf) is mentioned, as this is also a sign of one’s love for the Imam. If a true believer is well
versed in public speaking and is able to speak about the Imam and his qualities, then he
must perform this act.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) said to Fudhail:

َ ْ إِنَّ ﺗِﻠ:َ ﻧَﻌَﻢْ ﺟُﻌِﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﺪَاكَ ﻗَﺎل:َﺗَﺠْﻠِﺴُﻮنَ وَ ﺗُﺤَﺪِّﺛُﻮنَ؟ ﻗَﺎل
ﻚ
اﻟْﻤَﺠَﺎﻟِﺲَ أُﺣِﺒُّﻬَﺎ ﻓَﺄَﺣْـﻴُـﻮا أَﻣْﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻳَﺎ ﻓُﻀَﻴﻞُ ﻓَﺮَﺣِﻢَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻣَﻦْ أَﺣْـﻴَﺎ
أَﻣْﺮَﻧَﺎ
“Do you gather and discuss (about us the Ahlul Bayt)?” Fudhail said: “Yes, may I be
sacrificed for you!” The Imam said: “Verily I love such gatherings, so keep our teachings
alive O’ Fudhail! May the mercy of Allah be upon a person who keeps our teachings alive.”1
Indeed, establishing such gatherings is the true essence of helping the religion of Allah and
the Hujjah of our time and will result in the spread of the religion of truth.
In fact, it is possible that at certain times, it may actually become obligatory to establish
such programs. For example, if there is a possibility of danger coming to the religion and
people are being led astray, then in order to save the faith and protect the souls of the
people, it will become obligatory to hold such gatherings.
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 44, pg. 282, sec. 34, no. 14

Responsibility 10: Written Propagation
of the Imam
Another responsibility is to recite poetry, write books or other such things in which the
merits and virtues of the Imam are mentioned. Such writings should also contain praise and
admiration of the Imam and words of consolation, solace and lamentation for him (since he
is in the major occultation).
Of course, this should be carried out according to one’s ability and indeed, this is one way
in which we can help the religion and our Imam. The pure A`immah (as) used to
recommend their followers to extol the virtues of the Ahlul Bayt (as) through their words
and deeds and there are many traditions in this regard.
For example, Imam ‘Ali b. Musa al-Ridha (as) has said:

ﻣَﺎ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻓِﻴﻨَﺎ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦٌ ﺷِﻌْﺮاً ﻳَﻤْﺪَﺣُﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪِ إِﻻَّ ﺑَﻨـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟَﻪُ ﻣَﺪِﻳﻨَﺔً ﻓِﻲ
َاﻟْﺠَﻨَّﺔِ أَوْﺳَﻊَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺪُّﻧْـﻴَﺎ ﺳَﺒْﻊَ ﻣَﺮَّاتٍ ﻳَﺰُورُهُ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﻛُﻞُّ ﻣَﻠَﻚٍ ﻣُﻘَﺮَّبٍ و
ٍﻛُﻞُّ ﻧَﺒِﻲٍّ ﻣُﺮْﺳَﻞ
“There is not a single believer who recites a poem in our (the Ahlul Bayt’s) praise except
that Allah builds for him a city in Paradise whose expanse is more than the world seven
times over and wherein all the closest Angels (to Allah) and every appointed Messenger will
come to visit him.”1
1. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 10, pg. 467, sec. 105, no. 3

Responsibility 11: Absolute Obedience
to the Imam
Another responsibility of the believers is to obey the Imam, during the time of his advent
and also during his occultation. Obeying him means that we must adhere to the legislations
sent by Allah.
During the period of the occultation, obeying the Imam can be achieved by following the
commandments of his noble ancestors which are found in the books of narrations.
Imam ‘Ali b. Husain as-Sajjad (as) has said:

َﻻ و
َ َﻻَ ﻛَﺮَمَ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺘَﻘْﻮَى وَ ﻻَ ﻋَﻤَﻞَ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨِّﻴَّﺔِ وَ ﻻَ ﻋِﺒَﺎدَةَ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَّﻔَﻘُّﻪِ أ
إِنَّ أَﺑْﻐَﺾَ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻘْﺘَﺪِي ﺑِﺴُﻨَّﺔِ إِﻣَﺎمٍ وَ ﻻَ ﻳَﻘْﺘَﺪِي
ِﺑِﺄَﻋْﻤَﺎﻟِﻪ
“There is no honour except by being Godwary, and there is no action except when
accompanied by the (correct) intention, and there is no worship except with contemplation.
Surely the most hated of people in the sight of Allah is one who follows the tradition of the
Imam, however does not follow him in his actions.”1
In a second tradition from one of the Imams it has been stated:

ًﻛُﻮﻧُﻮا ﻟَﻨَﺎ زَﻳْﻨﺎً وَ ﻻَ ﺗَﻜُﻮﻧُﻮا ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﺷَﻴْﻨﺎ
“Be a beautification for us (the Ahlul Bayt) and not a source of embarrassment to us.”2
In a final tradition for this responsibility, we quote the words of the sixth Imam, Ja’far b.
Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) who said:

َﻻ و
َ َإِﻧَّﺎ ﻻَ ﻧَﻌُﺪُّ اﻟﺮَّﺟُﻞَ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻨﺎً ﺣَﺘَّـﻰ ﻳَﻜُﻮنَ ﻟِﺠَﻤِﻴﻊِ أَﻣْﺮِﻧَﺎ ﻣُﺘَّﺒِﻌﺎً ﻣُﺮِﻳﺪاً أ
َإِنَّ ﻣِﻦِ اﻟﺘِّﺒَﺎعِ أَﻣْﺮِﻧَﺎ وَ إِرَادَﺗِﻪِ اﻟْﻮَرَعَ ﻓَﺘَﺰَﻳَّـﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻪِ ﻳَﺮْﺣَﻤْﻜُﻢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ و
ُﻛِﺒِّﺪُوا أَﻋْﺪَاﺋَـﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻪِ ﻳَﻨْﻌَﺸْﻜُﻢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“Indeed we do not classify a person as a true believer until he follows all of our teachings.
Certainly piety is attained by following our teachings so beautify yourselves with it, may
Allah have mercy upon you, and hurt our enemies with it and Allah will enliven your
spirits.”3
1. al-Kafi, vol. 8, pg. 234, sec. 8, no. 312
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 68, pg. 151, sec. 19, no. 6
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 78, sec. al-Wara’, no. 13

Responsibility 12: Giving the Imam
Priority in our Lives
Another responsibility of the believers is to place the wishes and desires of Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf) above our own wishes and desires. A true believer must always give precedence to

the Imam’s requests over his own pleasure and happiness.
Before a believer carries out a task, one must first think to himself if that action is in
accordance with the wishes of the Imam or not? If one feels that the Imam will be happy
with it, then one should go ahead and follow through and that too only to earn the Imam’s
satisfaction and not for one’s own pleasure or to satisfy his lower desires.
If an action one wishes to perform will not please the Imam, then one should not perform it.
In essence, a believer should try to struggle against the lower self in order to earn the
satisfaction of the Imam.
A person who acts in this manner will definitely earn the attention of the Imam and will be
of those whom the Imam will love. In turn, the Imam will remember that person in a positive
way and supplicate for him.
The following tradition narrated by Abi ‘Abdillah, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as)
sheds more light on this issue in which a person asked the Imam a question:

َﻣَﺎ أَﻛْـﺜَﺮَ ﻣَﺎ أَﺳْﻤَﻊُ ﻣِﻨْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺳَﻴِّﺪِي ذِﻛْﺮَ ﺳَﻠْﻤَﺎنِ اﻟْﻔَﺎرْﺳِﻲِّ؟ ﻓَﻘَﺎلَ ﻻ
 أَﺗَﺪْرِي ﻣَﺎ.ﺗَﻘُﻞْ ﺳَﻠْﻤَﺎنَ اﻟْﻔَﺎرْﺳِﻲَّ وَ ﻟٌﻜِﻦْ ﻗُﻞْ ﺳَﻠْﻤَﺎنَ اﻟْﻤُﺤَﻤَّﺪِي
ﻛَﺜْﺮَةُ ذِﻛْﺮِي ﻟَﻪُ؟ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ ﻻَ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻟِﺜَﻻَثِ ﺧِﺼَﺎلٍ إِﺣْﺪَاﻫَﺎ إِﻳْﺜَﺎرُهُ ﻫَﻮى
ُأَﻣِﻴﺮِ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻫَﻮى ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻪِ وَ اﻟﺜَّﺎﻧِﻴَﺔُ ﺣُﺒُّﻪُ اﻟْﻔُﻘَﺮَاءَ وَاﺧْﺘِـﻴَﺎرُه
َّ إِن.ِإِﻳَّﺎﻫُﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰ أَﻫْﻞِ اﻟﺜَّﺮْوَةِ وَ اﻟْﻌُﺪَدِ وَاﻟﺜَّﺎﻟِﺜَﺔُ ﺣُﺒُّﻪُ ﻟِﻠْﻌِﻠْﻢِ وَ اﻟْﻌُﻠَﻤَﺂء
َﺳَﻠْﻤَﺎنَ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻋَـﺒْﺪاً ﺻَﺎﻟِﺤﺎً ﺣَﻨِﻴﻔﺎً ﻣُﺴْﻠِﻤﺎً وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻤُﺸْﺮِﻛِِﻴﻦ
“Why do I hear you speak so much about Salman al-Farsi, O’ my master?” The Imam
replied: “Do not call him Salman al-Farsi, rather refer to him as Salman al-Muhammadi. Do
you know why I speak so much about him?” The man replied to the Imam: “No I do not
know.” The Imam said: “Because of three traits which he possessed.
The first one is that he preferred the wishes and desires of the Commander of the Faithful,
‘Ali. Abi Talib (as) over his own desires. The second reason is because he loved poor people
and preferred them over those who had wealth and riches. The third reason is due to his
love of knowledge and those who possess knowledge (the ‘Ulama). Unquestionably Salman
was a servant (of Allah), righteous, upright, submissive (to Allah) and he was not from
among the polytheists.”1
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 22, pg. 327, sec. 10, no. 33

Responsibility 13: Knowing the Scholars

of the Faith
Another responsibility is to know the narrators of traditions, scholars of the religion and
those who are well acquainted with the traditions of the Ahlul Bayt (as), especially those
who (in addition to knowing these sciences), act according to what they know.
These are none other the people who make up the glorious chain of great Jurisprudents and
respected scholars (who are worthy of being followed).
The second section of this responsibility is to obey the rulings of such scholars and this is
one of the most important responsibilities of a servant of Allah during the occultation.
Rather, even in the period of the Imam’s advent, this will also be one of the most important
duties.
During the occultation, it is obligatory to have faith in and testify to such scholars and it is
also mandatory upon the people to perform taqlid (to follow) one of the Mujtahidin from
amongst them.
It goes without saying that a detailed discussion regarding taqlid cannot be covered in this
book. However in brief we can state that during the period of occultation, a true believer
has one of three choices, He himself becomes a Mujtahid; he acts according to precaution
(Ihtiyat) in the performance of all his actions or becomes a ‘muqallid’ which means that he
follows a person who is at the highest level of Ijtihad.
If one does not fit into the first two categories, then one must perform taqlid of a Marja’
who fulfills all of the requirements to be followed1 in all areas of the Furu’ ad-Din (the
practical Islamic regulations).
Just as the narrators of traditions and the scholars of the religion have been ordered to
guide the people in their religious injunctions and issues related to the next life, so too the
people have been commanded to take guidance from such scholars of the faith.
Through relying upon our intelligence and the Islamic proofs, we can deduce that not only is
it permissible to refer to the people of knowledge when an issue comes up, rather it is the
only way to achieve success and reach our goals!
The Qur`an clearly tells us:

 َ ﻓَﺎﺳْﺌَﻠُﻮا أَﻫْﻞَ اﻟﺬِّﻛْﺮِ إِنْ ﻛُﻨْــﺘُﻢْ ﻻَ ﺗَﻌْﻠَﻤُﻮن
“Ask the people of the remembrance (those who have knowledge on a particular
issue) if you do not know.” (16:43)
In regards to issues of the next life and this transient world and how to achieve success in
both, the only path of salvation lies in referring to the people of knowledge and those who
are permitted to express their opinion the scholars of the faith who act according to their
knowledge.

At the head of all responsibilities which we have, it is this one which makes the duty of a
true believer clear in regards to the representative (of Allah).
It is through following this commandment that a person’s actions, in relation to the life of
this transient world and the next, are given a stable footing; it is under the shadow of
obeying the commandments of the Marja’ through the act of taqlid that obedience to the
Imam is realized it is also through this act that happiness in this transient life and the next
world are guaranteed.
In reality, following the commandments of the Imam can never materialize except under
the shadow of obedience to a Marja’ who fulfills all of the requirements to be followed2 and
this status can be referred to as Wilayatul Faqih or the Guardianship of the Jurisprudent.
The only way that one can obey Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) is by obedience to his general
representative, as it is this person who is at the forefront of the narrators of the tradition,
scholars and callers towards the faith.
The principle of Wilayatul Faqih is the foremost foundation of Islam and the person who
wishes to possess true faith during the period of occultation must believe in and accept
this.
Even if the term Wali al-Faqih is thought of as being coined in our current era, we see that it
simply means to follow the Marja’ who fulfills all of the requirements (of being followed) as
it is he who is responsible for leading the Islamic society.
He is the one who is permitted to lead the Muslim community as they have accepted his
leadership and authority (Wilayah). Therefore, once he is entrusted with this authority, his
obedience is at the pinnacle of all obligatory acts.
Without doubt, it is obligatory to obey all of those who narrate the traditions and are
considered as true scholars of the faith, however if from amongst these, there are Mara’ja
who fulfill the requirements, and amongst this select group there is an individual who is
recognized as the Wali al-Faqih, then he is the first one who must be followed since he
possesses the guardianship over the entire Muslim nation.
As we know, following Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) can only be done under the shadow of following
the orders of the Wali al-Faqih who has taken on the responsibility of guardianship of the
entire community. Therefore, to disobey his orders is tantamount to disobeying the
commandments of Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf).

 ﻋَﻈِّﻢِ اﻟْﻌُﻠَﻤَﺂءَ وَ اﻋْﺮِفْ ﻓَﻀْﻠَﻬُﻢْ ﻓَﺈِﻧِّﻲ ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ ﻟِﻌِﻴﺴَﻰ
ِﻓَﻀَّﻠْـﺘُﻬُﻢْ ﻋَﻠَـﻰ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻲ إِﻻَّ اﻟﻨَّﺒِﻴِّﻴﻦَ وَ اﻟْﻤُﺮْﺳَﻠِﻴﻦَ ﻛَﻔَﻀْﻞ
َاﻟﺸَّﻤْﺲِ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻜَﻮَاﻛِﺐِ وَ ﻛَﻔَﻀْﻞِ اﻵﺧِﺮَةِ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟﺪُّﻧْـﻴَﺎ و
ٍﻛَﻔَﻀْـﻠِــﻲ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺷَـﻲْء
Allah, the Most High, said to ‘Isa: “Hold the scholars in great esteem and recognize their
greatness since surely I have granted them greatness above all My creations, with the

exception of those who have been sent as Prophets and Messengers just like the sun enjoys
greatness over the other stars, and the next life enjoys greatness over the transient world,
and like My greatness over all other things.”3
In a letter which Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) wrote to Ishaq b. Ya’qub, he stated:

ْوَ أَﻣَّﺎ اﻟْﺤَﻮَادِثُ اﻟْﻮَاﻗِﻌَﺔُ ﻓَﺎرْﺟِﻌُﻮا ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ إِﻟـﻰ رُوَاةِ ﺣَﺪِﻳـﺜِﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻬُﻢ
(ْﺣُﺠَّﺘِﻲ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻜُﻢْ وَ أَﻧَﺎ ﺣُﺠَّﺔُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ )ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢ
“As for (guidance in) the events which transpire, refer to those who narrate our traditions,
since they are my proof over all of you and I am the proof of Allah (over them).”4
In a tradition from Imam Hasan b. ‘Ali al-’Askari, he said:

ًﻓَﺄَﻣَّﺎ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻔُﻘَﻬَﺎءِ ﺻَﺎﺋِـﻨﺎً ﻟِﻨَﻔْﺴِﻪِ ﺣَﺎﻓِﻈﺎً ﻟِﺪِﻳـﻨِﻪِ ﻣُﺨَﺎﻟِﻔﺎ
َﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻫَﻮَاهُ ﻣُﻄِﻴﻌﺎً ﻟِﻸَﻣْﺮِ ﻣَﻮْﻻَهُ ﻓَﻠِﻠْﻌَﻮَامِّ أَنْ ﻳُﻘَﻠِّﺪُوهُ وَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻻ
ْﻳَﻜُﻮنُ إِﻻَّ ﺑَﻌْﺾَ ﻓُﻘَﻬَﺎءِ اﻟﺸِّﻴـﻌَﺔِ ﻻَ ﻛُﻠُّﻬُﻢ
“As for the one who is from amongst the Fuqaha (scholars) and who protects his soul safe
guards his faith goes against the passions of his lowly desires obeys the commands of his
master (Allah) it is required that the common people should follow him. However these
characteristics are present only in some of the Fuqaha of the Shi’a not all of them.”5
1. Refer to the Tawdhiul Masa’il of any Marja’ Taqlid, section on Taqlid, issue 1
2. A Mujtahid who fulfills all of the requirements [Jami’ul Shara’it] in order to be followed
must possess the following qualities: male, mature (Baligh), Shi’a Ithna-Asheri, of
legitimate birth, alive and Just (‘Adil), one who protects his own soul (from sins), one who
protects and safeguards his religion, one who goes against the desires of his lower soul
and follows the commands of Allah, the Most High. (Risalah Tawdhiul Masa’il, section on
Taqlid, issue 2)
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 2, pg. 25, sec. 8, no. 91; Muniyat al-Murid, pg. 121, sec. on the
Greatness of Knowledge
4. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 18, pg. 101, section 11, no. 9; Biharul Anwar, vol. 2, pg. 90, sec.
14, no. 13
5. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 27, pg. 131, sec. 10, no. 33401; Biharul Anwar, vol. 2, pg. 88, sec.
14, no. 12; al-Ihtijaj (Tabrisi), vol. 2, pg. 283

Responsibility 14: Imitating Those

Spiritually Close to Allah
Another responsibility is to imitate the close, intimate friends of Allah. The Awliyah and The
Divine Gnostics. This means that it is obligatory to spiritually travel towards Allah and to
follow those who have reached the station of union and annihilation in Allah.
One must strive to become like those who have decorated themselves with the Divine
virtuous traits and etiquette have reached lofty stations of ma’rifah of Allah and arrived to
the pinnacles of their spiritual migration to the Almighty. While on this path, the believer
must cut himself off from all other individuals in his life other than those who are on this
path.
Amongst the scholars of the religion and those who narrate the traditions of the pure and
infallible Ahlul Bayt (as) and those who practice what they know with true sincerity, there is
a group who through their hard work, have attained the status of the sincere individuals (alMukhliSun).
It is this group of people who possess complete ma’rifah of Allah, and through spiritual
union with Him, have completely annihilated themselves in His Sacred Essence.
It is incumbent upon the true believers to go in search of these people so that through
them, the believers are guided. It is through following their direction that one can benefit
from the springs of goodness which they possess and through which one may be able to
reach the highest goals.
According to the intellect and the traditions, it is obligatory to follow these scholars as they
are at the spiritual forefront over all others. These scholars must be sought after throughout
the entire Earth and one must be able to identify them and know who they are. Once this is
accomplished, one must then strengthen his aspirations and become a disciple of such
people.
Through both the inner being and the outer self, one must have full trust in them and not
deviate from their path even in the slightest. It is under the shadow of their guidance that a
true believer will be able to reach his goal - the lofty levels of spiritual closeness to Allah 
and purification of the soul.
Through this, one will become a true manifestation of the collection of verses of the Qur`an
which start with:

 ...َ ﻗَﺪْ أَﻓْﻠَﺢَ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨُﻮن
“Surely successful are the true believers...”1
In every era, there are certain individuals who make up the pure tree (Shajaratul Tayyibah)
and for the one who is searching for the truth, finding such individuals is:

ٍأَﻳْﺴَﺮَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻳَﺴِﻴﺮ
“Easier than all other easy tasks.”
Those who wish to follow this responsibility must seek to be amongst those whom Imam
Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has spoken in regards to when he said: “I swear by the
One who holds my life in His hands.
Verily on the land and its surroundings, there are true believers for whom the entire
transient world does not even measure in the worth of the wing of a fly.If the entire
material world and all that is within it and upon it was to be turned into gold and was to be
put around their neck and was then to fall off of their neck, they would not even feel that
something was on their neck nor would they realize that something had fallen off!”
After explaining some of the characteristics of the close, intimate friends of Allah, then
Imam went on to say: “Ahh!
How I long to sit and speak with these people and how much grief I have for that which they
have - however by sitting with them, my grief would go away! I am looking for these people
and when I find them and benefit from their Divinely granted Light, then I too shall be
guided. Through them, we will all be successful in this life and in the next.
Such people are more scarce than red sulphur. Their ornament is their prolonged silence,
keeping of secrets, establishing the Salat, Zakat, Hajj and Fasting, being in solace, helping
their brothers in faith when they have the ability and even when they are in difficulty.
These are their ornaments and things that they love to do. Glad tidings upon these people
and what a good return (from Allah) they will have! These are the people who shall be the
inheritors of the Firadus wherein they shall abide for eternity.”2
The Noble Prophet  had stated: “O’ Usamah! This group of people shall have knowledge of
all corners of the Earth. Anytime the Mihrab (place of worship) will not find them within
them, they will lament!
Thus, take these people as your treasure and worth it is possible that through them you
shall be saved from the difficulties of this transient world and the fears and uncertainties of
the Day of Resurrection! Ensure that you follow the path they are on because if you leave
their path, then your feet shall definitely tremble and you will slip into the hell-fire.”3
In a tradition from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) , we read:

ٍ ْﺣُﺐُّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ إِذَا أَﺿَﺎءَ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﺳِﺮِّ ﻋَﺒْﺪٍ أَﺧْﻻَهُ ﻋَﻦْ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺷَﺎﻏِﻞٍ وَﻛُﻞِّ ذِﻛ
ﺮ
ْﺳِﻮَى اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ ﻇُﻠْﻤَﺔٍ وَاﻟْﻤُﺤِﺐُّ أَﺧْﻠَﺺُ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ ﺳِﺮًّا ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ وَأَﺻْﺪَﻗُﻬُﻢ
ْﻗَﻮْﻻً وَأَوْﻓَﺎﻫُﻢْ ﻋَﻬْﺪاً وَأَزْﻛَﺎﻫُﻢْ ﻋَــﻤَﻻً وَأَﺻْـﻔَﺎﻫُﻢْ ذِﻛْﺮاً وَأَﻋْـﺒَﺪُﻫُﻢ
ُ ﺗَﺘَﺒَﺎﻫَﻰ اﻟْﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔُ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ ﻣُﻨَﺎﺟَﺎﺗِﻪِ وَﺗَﻔْﺘَﺨِﺮُ ﺑِﺮُؤْﻳَﺘِﻪِ وَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻳَﻌْﻤُﺮ،ًﻧَﻔْﺴﺎ
ِاﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ ﺑِﻻَدَهُ وَﺑِﻜَﺮَاﻣَﺘِﻪِ ﻳُﻜْﺮِمُ ﻋِﺒَﺎدَهُ ﻳُﻌْﻄِﻴﻬِﻢْ إِذَا ﺳَﺄَﻟُﻮا ﺑِﺤَﻘِّﻪ

ِوَﻳَﺪْﻓَﻊُ ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢُ اﻟْﺒَﻻَﻳَﺎ ﺑِﺮَﺣْﻤَﺘِﻪِ ﻓَﻠَﻮْ ﻋَﻠِﻢَ اﻟْﺨَﻠْﻖُ ﻣَﺎ ﻣَﺤَﻠُّﻪُ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
ِوَﻣَﻨْﺰِﻟَﺘُﻪُ ﻟَﺪَﻳْﻪِ ﻣَﺎ ﺗَﻘَﺮَّﺑُـﻮا إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ إﻻَّ ﺑِﺘُﺮَابِ ﻗَﺪَﻣَﻴﻪ
“When the love of Allah illuminates the inner self of a servant, it distracts him from all
preoccupations and all thoughts other than Allah. One who loves (Allah) will become the
most sincere of all people to Him in secret the most truthful in words; the most faithful in
his promise, the purest in deeds, the most earnest in rememberance (of Allah) and the
most obedient in worship.
The Angels will be delighted when he whispers (to his Lord) and will feel proud when they
see him. It is because of him that Allah makes His lands prosper; and in favour of his honour
will Allah honour His servants.
He gives them when they beseech Him in his name, and He wards off misfortunes on
account of His mercy (for him). Had the creation known the actual status and standing of
such a loving servant with Almighty Allah, they would not have sought nearness to Allah
except by the dust of his feet!”4
1. Suratul Mu’minun (23), verse 1; Suratul A’la (87), verse 14; Suratul Shams (91), verse 9
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 67, pg. 351, sec. 14, no. 54
3. The Spiritual Link with the Sacred Essence of al-Mahdi, pg. 264; al-TahSin (Ibne Fahd alHilli), sec. 3, pg. 22
4. Biharul Anwar, vol. 70, sec. on the Love of Allah, pg. 23, no. 23

Responsibility 15: Rejecting the
Imposters
Renunciation of those who claim to be the specific representatives of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf)
during the major occultation is another responsibility of the true believers. The Imamiyah
Shi’a firmly believes that with the death of the four specific representatives of the Imam
during the period of the minor occultation, namely his last one, Shaykh ‘Ali. Muhammad
Samari al-Raďi, the specific representation of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) came to an end.
During the era of the major occultation, there is absolutely no specific representative of the
Imam. However, a general representation1 of the Imam is possible and permissible and the
proofs confirm the existence of general representatives of the Imam and tell us that the
scholars who act according to their knowledge and fulfill the conditions2 which have been
mentioned in the sayings of the Ahlul Bayt (as) are the general deputies and
representatives of the Imam.
In a tradition narrated by Muhammad al-Hasan b. Ahmad we read that:

ُّﻛُﻨْﺖُ ﺑِﻤَﺪِﻳﻨَﺔِ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمِ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺴَّﻨَﺔِ اﻟَّﺘِـﻲ ﺗُﻮُﻓِّـﻲَ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ اﻟﺸَّﻴْﺦُ ﻋَﻠِﻲ

،ٍﺑْﻦُ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ اﻟﺴَّﻤُﺮِيُّ رِﺿْﻮَانُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ ﻓَﺤَﻀَﺮْﺗُﻪُ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ وَﻓَﺎﺗِﻪِ ﺑِﺄَﻳَّﺎم
 ﻳَﺎ.ِ ﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ:ُﻓَﺄَﺧْﺮَجَ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ ﺗَﻮْﻗِﻴﻌﺎً ﻧُﺴْﺨَﺘُﻪ
ٌﻋَﻠِﻲَّ ﺑْﻦَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ اﻟﺴَّـﻤُﺮِيَّ أَﻋْﻈَﻢَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ أَﺟْﺮَ إِﺧْﻮَاﻧِﻚَ ﻓِﻴﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ ﻣَﻴِّﺖ
ٍ ﻓَﺄَﺟْﻤِﻊْ أَﻣْﺮَكَ وَ ﻻَ ﺗُﻮصِ إِﻟـﻰ أَﺣَﺪ،ٍﻣَﺎ ﺑَﻴْـﻨَﻚَ وَ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﺳِﺘَّﺔِ أَﻳَّﺎم
َﻓَﻴَﻘُﻮمَ ﻣَﻘَﺎﻣَﻚَ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ وَﻓَﺎﺗِﻚَ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ وَﻗَﻌَﺖِ اﻟْﻐَﻴْﺒَﺔُ اﻟﺜَّﺎﻧِﻴَﺔُ ﻓَﻻَ ﻇُﻬُﻮر
ِإِﻻَّ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ إِذْنِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَّ ﺟَﻞَّ وَ ذٌﻟِــﻚَ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻃُﻮْلِ اﻷَﻣَﺪِ وَ ﻗَﺴْﻮَة
اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبِ وَ اﻣْﺘِﻻَءِ اﻷَرْضِ ﺟَﻮْراً وَﺳَﻴَـﺄْﺗِـﻲ ﺷِﻴﻌَـﺘِـﻲ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﺪَّﻋِﻲ
َاﻟْﻤُﺸَﺎﻫَﺪَةَ أَﻻَ ﻓَﻤَﻦِ ادَّﻋﻰ اﻟْﻤُﺸَﺎﻫَﺪَةَ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﺧُﺮُوجِ اﻟﺴُّﻔْﻴَﺎﻧِﻲِّ و
ِّاﻟﺼَّﻴْﺤَﺔِ ﻓَﻬُﻮَ ﻛَﺬَّابٌ ﻣُﻔْﺘَﺮٍ وَ ﻻَ ﺣَﻮْلَ وَ ﻻَ ﻗُﻮَّةَ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟْﻌَﻠِﻲ
ِاﻟْﻌَﻈِﻴﻢ
“I was in the city of Peace (Baghdad) in the year in which Shaykh ‘Ali b. Muhammad alSamuri, may Allah’s grace be upon him, passed away and was with him a few days before
he left this world. At that time, he brought out a piece of paper with some writing on it that
stated: “In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
O’ ‘Ali b. Muhammad al-Samuri! May Allah grant your brothers a grand reward concerning
you since you are going to die soon and between you and death, only six days remain.
Thus, gather your affair and do not appoint anyone to be in your place (as my
representative) after your death for the time of the second occultation is here and there will
be no advent until after the permission of Allah, the Noble and Majestic.
This will be after a long period (has passed) after the hearts have become hardened and
the Earth has become full of corruption. And there will come some from my Shi’a who will
claim to have seen me. Certainly the person who claims to have seen me before the
appearance of al-Sufyani and the Call is a liar and a fabricator. And there is no power or
strength, save with Allah, the Most High, the Majestic.’”3
Confirming the specific representation of the Imam can be possible through the following
three ways:
1. A direct and explicit text from Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) himself.
2. A clear text from one of the direct representatives of the Imam (ajtf)
3. A person who claims to be the representative of the Imam (ajtf) shows supernatural
actions which would prove the relationship between him, Allah and the Imam.
During the minor occultation, the four specific representatives of the Imam were either
explicitly appointed directly by the Imam or through a written text from the preceding
representative based on the Imam’s directive and each one was able to perform
supernatural actions to prove their status.
Therefore, as long as the specific representation is not proven through the definite proofs,
we cannot accept his claim! In actuality, it is forbidden (haram) to make this claim and to

accept the claim from one who makes it!
During the period of the major occultation, it is hard to arrive at the three conditions
mentioned rather, it is impossible as there is no explicit text from the Imam himself or one
of the directly appointed representatives, nor can we find a single person who could
produce such supernatural and paranormal acts that would be able to confirm his
appointment as a specific representative of the Imam!
Indeed, it is possible that a person or a group of people may claim to be specific
representatives of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), however we must test them to see if they possess
any of the three points mentioned above.
Through testing them and closely monitoring their speech, actions, behavior and their
claims of specific representation, their lies and trickery will clearly be seen as from the
beginning of the major occultation until today, not only have we not heard, but also we
have not seen any of these signs in any person.
A person who claims this status must be one who acts upon the Shari’ah and the religion of
Allah. In addition, there must not be even the smallest slips in his character or in the
performance of the religious duties. He must perform all of the obligatory (wajib) acts and
refrain from all of the prohibited (haram) acts.
Of course, all reprehensible (makruh) acts must be avoided and the recommended
(mustahab) acts must be carried out. In addition to this, the supernatural acts would have
to be shown as this defines his relationship with Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) and his being a
specific representative of the Imam.
In the tradition quoted above, the Imam noted: “Whoever claims to have seen me (during
the occultation) is a liar and has leveled a false accusation against me” and this statement
clearly proves that there are currently no specific representatives of the Imam!
Thus, if a person claims to have a certain status granted to him by the Imam or claims to
have met the Imam just like the (four) specific representatives of the Imam had done
(during the minor occultation), then he must be called a liar and must be introduced as one
who has placed a false accusation against the Imam.
1. The proofs which speak about the general representation are many and can be found in
the books which are related to the issue of the Wilayatul Faqih. There are traditions in
regards to this topic which are found in the thirteenth responsibility in this book, from
Imam Hasan al-’Askari  and one from the 12th Imam  himself.
2. Refer to the Tawdhiul Masa’il manual under the section of Taqlid, Issue 1
3. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2, pg. 516, sec. 45, no. 44

Responsibility 16: Praying To Allah for
the Noble Traits
Another responsibility is to pray to Allah for the attainment of the necessary traits which a
believer must possess. A true believer must ask Allah for that which is good for this world

and the next. He must also ask Allah to grant him the virtuous ethical traits such as
patience, truthfulness in speech, intelligence, aptitude, wisdom and insight.
If having patience is one of the necessary traits of the believers during the occultation of
the Imam, then its corresponding responsibility is that a believer asks Allah for this trait to
be instilled within him. As well, if fulfilling the rights of the Imam is considered as one of the
duties of a believer, then another responsibility is that one must pray for the ability to fulfill
the rights of the Imam.
Thus in summary, one must supplicate to Allah  to be able to fulfill every important task.
The Messenger of Allah has said:

ِﺳَﻠُﻮا اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ ﻣَﺎ ﺑَﺪَاﻟَﻜُﻢْ ﻣِﻦْ ﺣَﻮَاﺋِﺠِﻜُﻢْ ﺣَـﺘَّﻰ ﺷِﺴْﻊَ اﻟْﻨَﻌْﻞ
ْﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻪُ إِنْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳُـﻴَﺴِّﺮْهُ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﺘَﻴَﺴَّﺮ
“Ask Allah, the Majestic and Glorious, for the necessities that you require, even for as much
as your shoelace, because if He does not make it easily available for you then it will not be
attainable.”1
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 93, pg. 295, sec. 16, no. 23

Responsibility 17: Acquiring the Noble
Ethical Traits Part 1
The next responsibility is to acquire the noble ethical traits (Makarimul Akhlaq) and a
believer must struggle to attain these virtuous qualities.
The noble ethical traits and worthwhile qualities that a Shi’a of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) must
possess are many some of which include: silence, knowledge, forbearance, fellowship with
the people, never going to extremes in the faith or in life, and other things.
Jabir b. ‘Abdullah al-AnSari said to Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as):

َﻳَﺎاﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣَﺎ أَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺴْﺘَﻌْﻤِﻠُﻪُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﻓِﻲ ذٌﻟِﻚ
ِاﻟﺰَّﻣﺎنِ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﺣِﻔْﻆُ اﻟﻠِّﺴَﺎنِ وَ ﻟُﺰُومُ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖ
“O’ son of the Messenger of Allah! What is the best action for a true believer during that
time (the period of occultation)?” The Imam replied: “Protecting one’s tongue (watching
what he says) and staying at home (protecting one’s self from corruption).”1

The meaning of protecting the tongue is to keep quiet and may refer to using dissimulation
(taqiyyah) when necessary; staying at home means that one keeps away from corruption,
refrains from sins and acts with caution with the transient world and the over-indulgence of
pleasures contained within it.
The narrator of the following tradition asked Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) for
guidance in regards to the best actions during the period of occultation, to which the Imam
replied:

َ َإِﻗْﺮَأْ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﺮى أَﻧَّـﻪُ ﻳُﻄِﻴﻌُﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ وَ ﻳَﺄْﺧُﺬُ ﺑِﻘَﻮْﻟِﻲ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَم
و
ِأُوﺻِﻴﻜُﻢْ ﺑِﺘَﻘْﻮى اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ وَ اﻟْﻮَرَعِ ﻓِﻲ دِﻳـﻨِﻜُﻢْ وَ اﻹِﺟْﺘِﻬَﺎدِ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪ
ِوَ ﺻِﺪْقِ اﻟْﺤَﺪِﻳﺚِ وَ أَدَاءِ اﻷَﻣَﺎﻧَﺔِ وَ ﻃُﻮلِ اﻟﺴُّﺠُﻮدِ وَ ﺣُﺴْﻦِ اﻟْﺠِﻮَار
ْ أَدُّوا اﻷَﻣَﺎﻧَﺔَ إِﻟـﻰ ﻣَﻦِ اﺋْﺘَﻤَﻨَﻜُﻢْ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬَﺎ ﺑَﺮًّا أَو ٌﻓَﺒِﻬٌﺬَا ﺟَــﺂءَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
ِ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻳَﺄْﻣُﺮُ ﺑِﺄَدَآءِ اﻟْﺨَﻴْﻂِ وَ اﻟْﻤَﺨِﻴﻂ ِﻓَﺎﺟِﺮاً ﻓَﺈِنَّ رَﺳُﻮلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“Convey my salutations to the Shi’a whom you know to be obedient to me and who acts
upon my words.
I also advise you to maintain consciousness of Allah, the Glorious and Noble, piety in
relation to your religion struggle in the way of Allah, truthfulness in speech and giving back
a trust (when you have been entrusted with something), prolonging the prostrations and to
be a good neighbour since these (are all things) that Muhammad (blessings of Allah be
upon him and his family) brought.
Give back the trust that someone has given to you to keep whether he be a good person or
an open sinner, because certainly the Messenger of Allah (blessings of Allah be upon him
and his family) used to command the return of the trust even if it be (something as small
as) a thread and needle.”2
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) also said:

ًإِﻧَّﺎ ﻟَﻨُﺤِﺐُّ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻋَﺎﻗِﻻً ﻓَﻬْﻤﺎً ﻓَﻘِﻴﻬﺎً ﺣَﻠِﻴﻤﺎً ﻣُﺪَارِﻳﺎً ﺻَﺒُﻮراً ﺻَﺪُوﻗﺎ
ْوَﻓِـﻴًّﺎ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ ﺧَﺺَّ اﻷَﻧْـﺒِﻴَﺂءَ ﺑِﻤَﻜَﺎرِمِ اﻷَﺧْﻻَقِ ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖ
ِﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺤْﻤَﺪِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻋَﻠﻰ ذٌﻟِﻚَ وَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗَﻜُﻦْ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺘَﻀَﺮَّعْ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
َ ﺟُﻌِﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﺪَاكَ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻫُﻦَّ؟ ﻗَﺎل:ُ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻗُﻠْﺖ.ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﺟَﻞَّ وَﻟْﻴَﺴْﺄَﻟْﻪُ إِﻳَّﺎﻫَﺎ
َ ﻫُﻦَّ اﻟْﻮَرَعُ وَ اﻟْﻘَﻨَﺎﻋَﺔُ وَ اﻟﺼَّﺒْﺮُ وَ اﻟﺸُّﻜْﺮُ وَ اﻟْﺤِﻠْﻢُ وَ اﻟْﺤَـﻴَﺂءُ و:
ُاﻟﺴَّﺨَﺎءُ وَ اﻟﺸَّﺠَﺎﻋَﺔُ وَ اﻟْﻐِﻴْﺮَةُ وَ اﻟْﺒِﺮُّ وَ ﺻِﺪْقُ اﻟْﺤَﺪِﻳﺚِ وَ أَدَاء
ِاﻷَﻣَﺎﻧَﺔ

“Surely we love that person who is intelligent, has understanding; deep knowledge of the
religion, forbearing, compassionate, patient truthful and trustworthy. Surely Allah, the
Glorious and Noble, graced the messengers with the noblest of ethics so whoever has these
traits in himself should praise Allah for this and whoever does not possess them should
beseech Allah, the Glorious and Noble, and plead for them from him.”
The companion continued: “I said to the Imam, may I be sacrificed for you, what are they?”
The Imam replied: “They are to keep away (from sin), to be satisfied (with what one has),
patience, thankfulness, forbearance, chastity, benevolence, courage, dignity,
righteousness, truthfulness in one’s speech and returning the entrusted.”3
1. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2, pg. 330
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 636, no. 5; Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 12, pg. 6, sec. 1, no. 10496
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 56, sec. on Makarimul Akhlaq, no. 3

Responsibility 18: Acquiring the Noble
Ethical Traits Part 2
Another responsibility is to ask Allah for the noble traits (Makarimul Akhlaq) so that a
believer can resemble and manifest the traits of the Imam, thus earning his love.
In regards to this responsibility, it is highly recommended to recite the prayer known as
“Makarimul Akhlaq”1 which has been mentioned in various books of supplications, as this
Du’a is very beneficial in attaining this rank. This supplication starts as follows:

ْأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَآﻟِﻪِ وَ ﺑَﻠِّﻎْ ﺑِﺈِﻳـﻤَﺎﻧِﻲ أَﻛْﻤَﻞَ اﻹِﻳْـﻤَﺎنِ وَاﺟْﻌَﻞ
...ِﻳَﻘِﻴـﻨِﻲ أَﻓْﻀَﻞَ اﻟْﻴَﻘِﻴﻦ
“O’ Allah! Send your blessings upon Muhammad and the family of Muhammad and elevate
my faith to a perfect faith and make my certitude the best of certitudes...”
Reciting these sorts of supplications is important for developing the noble ethical traits and
reaching this state is only possible with the assistance of Allah for it is out of the reach of
humanity to attain on their own.
A believer can only struggle and choose the path meaning that it is up to him to choose the
path towards the noble traits and then struggle to reach one’s goal.
However, the true point of achieving these traits, for example, arriving to the stage of
possessing the noble ethical traits, in dependent upon both the intention and struggles of a
person and the desire of Allah  to grant the believer such a status.
1. Supplication number 20 in as-Sahifah as-Sajjadiyah al-Kamilah; also found at the end of
Mafatih al-Jinan.

Responsibility 19: Fulfilling the Rights of
the Believers
Another responsibility is to fulfill the rights of fellow believers and this is actually regarded
as fulfilling the rights of the Imam!
The rights which our fellow believers have upon us are numerous however one of these is
to satisfy their needs and to act with goodness and honesty towards them.
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

وَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻗَﻀﻰ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺔً ﻟِﻸَﺣَﺪٍ ﻣِﻦْ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋِﻨَﺎ ﻓَﻜَﺄَﻧَّﻤَﺎ ﻗَﻀَﺎﻫَﺎ ﻟِﺠَﻤِﻴﻌِﻨَﺎ
“A person who fulfills the need of one of our friends is like the one who has fulfilled the
need for all of us (the Ahlul Bayt).”1
Once, a person asked Imam Ja’far. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) about the rights of another
believer to which he replied:

ﺳَﺒْﻌُﻮنَ ﺣَﻘًّﺎ
“These are seventy rights.”2
In addition, Abul Hasan has said:

ِ ٌّﻣَﻦْ أَﺗَﺎهُ أَﺧُﻮهُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﻓِﻲ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺔٍ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻤَﺎ ﻫِﻲَ رَﺣْﻤَﺔٌ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻠ
ﻪ
َﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ ﺳَﺎﻗَﻬَﺎ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ ﻓَﺈِنْ ﻗَﺒِﻞَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ وَﺻَﻠَﻪُ ﺑِﻮَﻻَﻳَـﺘِﻨَﺎ وَ ﻫُﻮ
ﻣَﻮْﺻُﻮلٌ ﺑِﻮَﻻَﻳَﺔِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ إِنْ رَدَّهُ ﻋَﻦْ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺘِﻪِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرُ ﻋَﻠﻰ
ﻗَﻀَﺎﺋِﻬَﺎ ﺳَﻠَّﻂَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ ﺷُﺠَﺎﻋﺎً ﻣِﻦْ ﻧَﺎرٍ ﻳَﻨْﻬَﺸُﻪُ ﻓِﻲ ﻗَﺒْـﺮِهِ إِﻟـﻰ
َﻳَﻮْمِ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ ﻣَﻐْﻔُﻮراً ﻟَﻪُ أَوْ ﻣُﻌَﺬَّﺑﺎً ﻓَﺈِنْ ﻋَﺬَرَهُ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻟِﺐُ ﻛَﺎنَ أَﺳْﻮَأ
ًﺣَﺎﻻ
“When a person is approached by his believing brother in need of assistance, this is
actually a mercy from Allah, the High, which He sent to that person.
Therefore, if a person accepts this (and helps his brother) then it will bring him to our

custodianship and the custodianship of Allah.
However, if he rejects his brother’s request (for help) while he is able to help him, then
Allah will make a large serpent of fire come that will frighten him in his grave until the Day
of Judgment, either a means of forgiveness for him (if he had done other good deeds in the
world) or a punishment. And if the seeker forgives him then he will be in a worse state.”3
From these and other traditions, we can deduce that fulfilling the rights of the believers is
one of the best ways to get closer to Allah  and Imam al-Zaman (ajtf)
1. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 420; Biharul Anwar, vol. 100, pg. 121, sec. 2, no. 26
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 184, sec. ‘The rights of a believer over his brother,’ no. 14
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 196, sec. ‘Fulfilling the needs of a Believer,’ no. 13

Responsibility 20: Enmity for the
Enemies of the Imam Part 1
Another responsibility is to hate the enemies of the Imam. One of the definitions of an
enemy of the Imam is a person who is an enemy of Allah and this concept has been
referred to as Tabarrah in the Furu’ ad-Din (Principles of Religion) and is one of the signs of
true faith.
A true lover of Allah will be able to show the truthfulness of his love through the hatred of
the enemies of the one whom he truly loves.
The enemies of the Imam are various and come from all walks of life and thus, we cannot
elucidate upon all of them. However in summary we can state that his main enemies are:
the disbelievers, hypocrites, agnostics, and those who are working against the faith (of
Islam). Of course, these people are his enemies as long as they persist in their incorrect
beliefs and actions and do not accept him.
In addition, those who openly (and knowingly) commit sins and carry on in this way without
returning to the straight path are also his enemies.
Just as the enemies of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) are in different stages and levels in their
hatred towards him, so too the hatred that we must show to them must also be at different
stages and levels.
The minimum level of hatred for them is the spiritual aversion in the heart. After this, a
physical aversion and separation from them - in addition to the aversion of the heart such
as not speaking with them, business transactions, partnership or working together and
being in their company, etc Must also be enacted.
However, along with the hatred which we show and our means of interaction, the conditions
of enjoining the good and forbidding from the bad (‘Amr bin Ma’ruf and Nahi ‘anil Munkar)
must also be carefully observed.
One of the enemies of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) is Satan (May he be removed from the mercy

of Allah) and a true believer must take him as an enemy! Without doubt, the best form of
enmity that one can show towards Satan and his helpers is to work against his orders. In
other words, one must obey Allah and the religion that He sent and must also obey Allah’s
representative and travel the path of self-purification.
The other enemies of the Imam include those with extremely negative ethical traits and
people who intentionally try to mislead the masses. These influences may take on the form
of cultural invasions and include those who write books to mislead the people, centers of
corruption, wrong ideas and systems of economics (such as taking interest), and other
effects of disbelief, transgression and rebellion which a true believer must protect himself
from.
In describing the Shi’a, Imam Ja’far. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has stated:

ﻻَ ﻳُﺤِﺐُّ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻣُﺒْﻐِﻀﺎً وَ ﻻَ ﻳُﺒْﻐِﺾُ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻣُﺤِﺒًّﺎ
“They (our Shi’a) are those who will not love the people who have enmity towards us (the
Ahlul Bayt) and will not hate those who love us (the Ahlul Bayt).”1
Imam Muhammad. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

ًوَ أَﺑْﻐِﺾْ ﻣُﺒْﻐِﺾَ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ إِنْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﺻَﻮَّاﻣﺎً ﻗَﻮَّاﻣﺄ
“Have enmity for those who have enmity for the family of Muhammad even if they fast and
stand (for Salat) a lot.”2
Imam Ja’far. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ْ َوَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣَﺎ ﺟَﻌَﻞَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟِﻸَﺣَﺪٍ ﺧِـﻴَﺮَةً ﻓِﻲ اﺗِّـﺒَﺎعِ ﻏَﻴْﺮِﻧَﺎ وَ إِنَّ ﻣ
ﻦ
َوَاﻓَﻘَﻨَﺎ ﺧَﺎﻟَﻒَ ﻋَﺪُوَّﻧَﺎ وَ ﻣَﻦْ وَاﻓَﻖَ ﻋَﺪُوَّﻧَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﻗَﻮْلٍ َأوْ ﻋَﻤَﻞٍ ﻓَﻠَﻴْﺲ
ْﻣِﻨَّﺎ وَ ﻻَ ﻧَﺤْﻦُ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢ
“I swear by Allah that Allah has not permitted anyone to follow anybody other than us (the
Ahlul Bayt) and whoever follows us (the Ahlul Bayt) has gone against our enemies; and
whoever agrees with our enemies in their words or deeds is not from us and we are not
from them.”3
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 68, pg. 165, sec. 19, no. 16; Biharul Anwar, vol. 68, pg. 179, sec. 19,
no. 37
2. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 11, pg. 444, sec. 17, no. 19
3. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 18, pg. 85, sec. 9, no. 33

Responsibility 21: Enmity for the
Enemies of the Imam Part 2
Another responsibility is to ask Allah to remove His mercy from the enemies of the Imam,
as this is one of the best ways to show our hatred for his enemies.
A true believer must keep these enemies in mind, ask Allah to remove His specific mercy
from them, and pray to Allah  to increase His chastisement over them. This act is actually
considered as a good deed and in addition, it has a positive effect on the spirit of a person
and will assist in strengthening his soul against the opposing enemies!
The greatest historical enemies of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) include the Bani Umayyah and Bani
‘Abbas and the believer must remember to curse these people every day and night with his
heart and tongue.
The simplest level of ‘cursing’ them is to detest them through one’s actions. In this regards,
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

إِذَا اﻧْﺤَﺮَﻓْﺖَ ﻋَﻦْ ﺻَﻻَةٍ ﻣَﻜْﺘُﻮْﺑَﺔٍ ﻓَﻻَ ﺗَﻨْﺤَﺮِفْ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻧْﺼِﺮَافِ ﻟَﻌْﻦِ ﺑَﻨِﻲ
َأُﻣَﻴَّﺔ
“When you have departed from your obligatory Salat then do not leave (your prayer area)
until you have cursed the Bani Umayyah.”1
The Messenger of Allah has said:

َ َّﻣَﻦْ ﺿَﻌُﻒَ ﻋَﻦْ ﻧُﺼْﺮَﺗِﻨَﺎ أَﻫْﻞَ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖِ ﻓَﻠَﻌَﻦَ ﻓِﻲ ﺧَﻠَﻮَاﺗِﻪِ أَﻋْﺪَاﺋَﻨَﺎ ﺑَﻠ
ﻎ
اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺻَﻮْﺗَﻪُ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊَ اﻷَﻣْﻻَكِ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺜَّﺮى إِﻟــﻰ اﻟْﻌَﺮْشِ ﻓَﻜُﻠَّﻤَﺎ ﻟَﻌَﻦَ ﻫٌﺬَا
:اﻟﺮَّﺟُﻞُ أَﻋْﺪَاﺋَﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻌْﻨﺎً ﺳَﺎﻋَﺪُوهُ ﻓَﻠَﻌَﻨُﻮا ﻣَﻦْ ﻳَﻠْﻌَﻨُﻪُ ﺛُﻢَّ ﺛَﻨَّﻮْهُ ﻓَﻘَﺎﻟُﻮا
َأَﻟﻠٌّﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻋَﺒْﺪِكَ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻟَّﺬِي ﻗَﺪْ ﺑَﺬَلَ ﻣَﺎ ﻓِﻲ وُﺳْﻌِﻪِ وَ ﻟَﻮْ ﻗَﺪَر
ُ ﻗَﺪْ أَﺟَﺒْﺖ: ﻓَﺈِذَا اﻟﻨِّﺪَاءُ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗِﺒَﻞِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ.َﻋَﻠـﻰ أَﻛْﺜَﺮَ ﻣِﻨْﻪُ ﻟَﻔَﻌَﻞ
َدُﻋَﺎءَﻛَﻢْ وَ ﺳَﻤِﻌْﺖُ ﻧِﺪَاءَﻛُﻢْ وَ ﺻَﻠَّﻴْﺖُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ رُوْﺣِﻪِ ﻓِﻲ اﻷَرْوَاحِ و
ِﺟَﻌَﻠْﺘُﻪُ ﻋِﻨْﺪِي ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻤُﺼْﻄَﻔَﻴﻦَ اﻷَﺧْـﻴَﺎر
“If one is too weak to support us the Ahlul Bayt (in open) and thus curses our enemies in
secret, Almighty Allah makes his voice reach all the creatures from the earth up to the
Divine Throne (‘Arsh).

Hence, whenever one curses our enemies, they support him by cursing the one whom he is
cursing then they laud him saying: “O Allah! (Please) send blessings on this servant of
yours who is doing the best he can and who would certainly do more if he could.”
Almighty Allah answers: “I have responded to your prayers and have listened to your
requests therefore, I send blessings upon the soul of this servant and I include him with the
‘Company of the Elect, the Virtuous.’”2
1. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 4, pg. 1038, sec. 19, no. 2; Biharul Anwar, vol. 86, pg. 58, sec. 38,
no. 64
2. Tafsir of the Qur’an by Imam Hasan b. ‘Ali al-’Askari, pg. 47, no. 21

Responsibility 22: Keeping a Distance
from People of Ill-Reputation
Another responsibility of a true believer is to keep away from people who are not worthy of
associating with those who are not on the path of the Imam or do not follow his way of life.
People who have distanced themselves from the righteous and noble individuals and do not
remember the Imam. This is definitely one of the important responsibilities for one who
loves and is seeking closeness to the Imam.
It is possible for a person to be considered as a Muslim and even a Shi’a and it is possible
that he performs the Salat, Sawm, pays his Zakat and other charities and Islamically
legislated “taxes” and fulfills all other obligations, but is still considered as one who is not
worthy of associating with.
In essence, these people spend most of their time preoccupied with the material world and
follow their lower desires and passions. They pay very little attention to spiritual issues, the
spiritual journey towards the final abode or treading on the path towards Allah. They have
fled the difficult paths (of this life), have run away from the slope that leads towards the
next life and have given preference to a life of ease, comfort, relaxation and negligence (of
the faith).
If they approach the Salat and fasting and other Islamic acts, then they do so because they
are seeking a good outcome in the next life and because of their fear of the hell fire. Thus,
the only reason for them to perform these acts is in order to get a lofty place in Paradise!
When a person looks at their acts of worship, one sees that they are performed in a
particular manner such that it does not intrude with the goals of the transient world!
How many times has it been seen that their acts of worship are simply performed because
they wish to look good amongst the people (that others see them perform these acts) and
to gain something for this world from another person. Therefore, such people actually seek
to acquire even more of the transient world by misleading the people (through the acts of
worship!)
Even in the face of many solid proofs, they refuse to submit to true guidance and refuse to
turn away from the path they are on (of seeking the material world). Such individuals are

drowning themselves in unattainable desires and wishes.
These types of people, whose number is not small, and whom we can safely say make up a
large percentage of the followers of the path of truth(The Shi’a) If they are not classified as
enemies of the Imam, it can safely be said are not true friends of the Imam either! Thus,
the true followers of the Imam must keep their distance from such people.
In addition, one should also keep away from them when it comes to business dealings and
working with them in other issues of life - except in the case of necessity.
Of course, there is no problem in guiding them and taking them by the hand to enlighten
them with the hope that this will have an effect on them and that some change may take
place. Rather, this is actually obligatory (wajib) upon the true believer! However, in other
than this situation, one must keep their distance from them.
One who associates with them, speaks with them and remembers them, will definitely
forget the Imam even though they apparently may be righteous people.
If being with a certain individual or speaking with him makes one forget the love of the
Imam, then it is not worth associating with that person - even if he or she is not an enemy
of the Imam and is a part of the nation of the Imam! In essence, any person who makes a
true believer negligent of his responsibilities to the Imam is not worth associating with!
In addition, if a person does not help his brother or sister in their spiritual growth and
achieving closeness to the Imam, then it is not advisable to associate with that person even if they does not prevent one from these things.
The only people who are worthy of keeping company with are those who help one another
on the path towards the Imam; those who have the same spiritual course in life; and those
who have the same desires and goals and are actively awaiting the Imam.
Of course, that which has been expressed in this responsibility does not go against the
reciprocal rights that one must fulfill in relation to brothers in the faith. For example, if one
does not associate with a person who is not worthy of associating with, this does not mean
that he has broken off family ties (which is a sin in Islam).

Responsibility 23: Being Ready &
Equipped to Assist the Imam
Another responsibility of the believers is to prepare and keep their weapons of warfare
ready. In addition, according to some traditions, one should keep a horse to help the Imam
upon his advent.
During the period of waiting for the advent of the Imam, these and other ways which will be
explained in detail must be followed if one wishes to establish a relationship with the
Imam.1
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

 وَ ﻟَﻮْ ﺳَﻬْﻤﺎً ﻓِﺈِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ إِذَا ِﻟِﻴُﻌِﺪَّنَّ أَﺣَﺪُﻛُﻢْ ﻟِﺨُﺮُوجِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢ
ِﻋَﻠِﻢَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻧِﻴَّﺘِﻪِ رَﺟَﻮْتُ ﻷَِنْ ﻳُﻨْﺴِﺊَ ﻓِﻲ ﻋُﻤُﺮِه
“Each one of you must prepare for the advent of al-Qa`im (peace be upon him) even if it be
(by as much as) an arrow because when Allah, the High, knows that a person has this
intention, then He will grant such a person a longer life.”2
Imam Muhammad. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

ْ ِ ﻟٌﻜ: َ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ أَرْﺑَﻌُﻮنَ ﻗَﺎل:ﻛَﻢِ اﻟﺮِّﺑَﺎطُ ﻋِﻨْﺪَﻛُﻢْ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﺮَّاوِي
ﻦ
ُرِﺑَﺎﻃُﻨَﺎ رِﺑَﺎطُ اﻟﺪَّﻫْﺮِ وَﻣَﻦِ ارْﺗَﺒَﻂَ ﻓِﻴـﻨَﺎ دَاﺑَّﺔً ﻛَﺎنَ ﻟَﻪُ وَزْﻧُﻬَﺎ وَوَزْن
وَزْﻧِﻬَﺎ ﻣَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻋِﻨْﺪَهُ وَﻣَﻦِ ارْﺗَﺒَﻂَ ﻓِﻴـﻨَﺎ ﺳِﻻَﺣﺎً ﻛَﺎنَ ﻟَﻪُ وَزْﻧُﻪُ ﻣَﺎ
ُﻛَﺎنَ ﻋِﻨْﺪَه
“How many days do you calculate a ribat (stationing of an army) to be?” The narrator
answered: “Forty days.” The Imam (peace be upon him) said: “Yet, the ribat for our sake is
as long as one’s lifetime.3
One who stations a riding animal for our sake shall be rewarded according to its weight as
well as the weight of it as long as it will be kept by him; and one who keeps a weapon
prepared for our sake shall be rewarded according to its weight as well as the weight of it
as long as it is kept by him.”4
The meaning of ‘weapons’ in this tradition are the very weapons of war whatever type they
may be such as bow and arrow, spear, mace, lance, dagger, sword or gun.
However according to some traditions, the meaning of weapon is specifically limited to the
sword and this can be deduced from the (various) proofs and the traditions since we know
that in some countries, it is not permissible to possess weapons such as guns.
The meaning of the Imam when he spoke about the relationship ‘.for one’s entire lifetime’
(as was seen in the second tradition quoted above) will be discussed in the next
responsibility.
1. A deeper explanation of this point will appear in the next responsibility.
2. al-Ghaybah of al-Nu’mani, pg. 320, sec. ‘That which has been mentioned about the
Shi’a’.
3. Commenting on this narration, Shaykh Kulayni says: “This means that the Shi’a are
required to dedicate all their efforts to the obedience of the Imam and to the expectation
of the advent as they must prepare themselves for such.
4. al-Kafi, vol. 8, pg. 381, sec. 8, no. 576

Responsibility 24: Achieving Closeness
to the Imam
Seeking closeness to Imam al-’Asr (ajtf) is another responsibility of the believers. This
closeness can be divided into three categories, however before discussing them, it should
be stated that one meaning of closeness is to maintain the boundaries which exist between
ourselves and the enemies of the Imam.
Another more general interpretation is the general boundary of life and this means that we
must look after and be aware of everything happening in the world around us (to the best
of our ability).
As for the meaning of closeness which has been mentioned in the book of Allah and the
Sunnah, it is related to the following three things:
1. Looking after and keeping one’s weapons ready be it a horse or anything else in
anticipation of the advent of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) with the hope that one will be able to
help him and make use of those things in the service of the Imam during his advent. This
type of closeness was mentioned in the previous responsibility and is one of the
recommended acts in Islam.
2. Those things which the scholars have mentioned in their writings in the ‘Book of Jihad’. In
these writings, the scholars have stated that a true believer must protect and defend his
country when there is a possibility that the enemies will launch an attack. One must also
keep his stead and weapon ready so as to protect the Islamic lands from the enemies
attack and in the event of an attack, must rise up to defend Islam!
The minimum amount of time a believer must spend in protecting the Islamic territory is
three days while the maximum is forty days. However, if he guards the territory for more
than forty days, then he will be given the reward of a Mujahid (one who is struggling) in the
way of Allah!
This type of closeness with the Imam at the time of his advent or during the occultation is a
recommended act.
The Messenger of Allah (S) has said:

ِرِﺑَﺎطُ اﻟْﺨَﻴْﻞِ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔً ﻓِﻲ ﺳَﺒِﻴﻞِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺧَﻴْﺮٌ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻِﻴَﺎمِ ﺷَﻬْﺮٍ وَ ﻗِﻴَﺎﻣِﻪ
َﻓَﺈِنْ ﻣَﺎتَ ﺟَﺮى ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ ﻋَﻤَﻠُﻪُ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻛَﺎنَ ﻳَﻌْﻤَﻞُ وَ أُﺟْﺮِيَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ رِزْﻗُﻪُ و
َأَﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻔَﺘَّﺎن
“To be prepared (for war) one night in the way of Allah is better than fasting an entire
month and spending all its night in worship. If a person is to die (in this state), then the
(reward) for the action he performed will continue, his sustenance will continue to be given

to him and he will be saved from the Angel of Examination (in the grave).”1
The Messenger of Allah (S) also said:

ﻛُﻞُّ ﻣَﻴِّﺖٍ ﻧَﺨْﺘِﻢُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻋَﻤَﻠِﻪِ إِﻻَّ اﻟْﻤُﺮَاﺑِﻂَ ﻓِﻲ ﺳَﺒِﻴﻞِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻪُ ﻳَﻨْﻤُﻮ
ِﻟَﻪُ ﻋَﻤَﻠُﻪُ إِﻟـﻰ ﻳَﻮْمِ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ وَ ﻳُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﻣِﻦْ ﻓَﺘَّﺎنِ اﻟْﻘَﺒْﺮ
“The actions of every deceased person are sealed except one who is garrisoned in the way
of Allah - this person’s good deeds will continue to grow until the Day of Judgment and he
will have protection from the Angels of the Grave.”2
3. A true believer must maintain his affiliation and closeness to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) by
making a pact with the infallible leaders of the religion and forging a covenant reaffirming
his belief in these individuals.
Through this, one will be able to develop close times with his Imam. In addition, one must
consider the acts of helping, assisting and following the Imam as being incumbent upon
him. This sort of affiliation is Wajib al-’Ayni meaning that it is obligatory upon every true
believer.
This relationship with the Imam is different than the second meaning of the affiliation which
must be shown since at the level we are currently discussing, a person is not permitted to
have someone else step in and perform this task for him. Thus, this form of pact with the
Imam is very important and is one of the pillars of true faith and without it, Allah shall not
accept the actions of any person.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

إِﺻْﺒِﺮُوا ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻤَﺼَﺎﺋِﺐِ وَ ﺻَﺎﺑِﺮُوا ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻔَﺮَاﺋِﺾِ وَ رَاﺑِﻄُﻮا ﻋَﻠـﻰ
ِاﻷَﺋِﻤَّﺔ
“Have patience in the face of difficulties, observe patience in relation to the performance of
obligatory acts, and establish an affinity with the A`immah.”3
In regards to the verse of the Qur`an in which Allah  has said:
“O’ you who have firm faith! Observe patience, have endurance and establish a
relation4,
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

ْإِﺻْـﺒِﺮُوا ﻋَﻠـﻰ أَدَآءِ اﻟْﻔَﺮَاﺋِﺾِ وَ ﺻَﺎﺑِﺮُوا ﻋَﺪُوَّﻛُﻢْ وَ رَاﺑِﻄُﻮا إِﻣَﺎﻣَﻜُﻢ

ْاﻟْﻤُﻨْـﺘَﻈَﺮ
“Observe patience in relation to performing the obligatory acts, have endurance in facing
your enemies and establish closeness with your Imam, al-Muntadhar (the Awaited One).”5
In relation to the verse that states:

  ﻳَﺎ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ آﻣَﻨُﻮا اﺻْﺒِﺮُوا وَﺻَﺎﺑِﺮُوا وَرَاﺑِﻄُﻮا
“O’ you that have faith! Observe patience, stand firm and close [your] ranks.
Imam Ja’far. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) said that ‘establish a relation’ means:

ْأَﻟْﻤُﻘَﺎمُ ﻣَﻊَ إِﻣَﺎﻣِﻜُﻢ
“Standing firm (and resolved) with your Imam.”6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jawahir al-Kalam, vol. 21, pg. 40; Tahrir al-Ahkam, vol. 1, pg. 134
Jawahir al-Kalam, vol. 21, pg. 40; Majma’ al-Faidah wal Burhan, vol. 8, pg. 449
Biharul Anwar, vol. 24, pg. 220, sec. 57, no. 20
Surah Ale Imran (3), Verse 200
al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 199, no. 13
Biharul Anwar, vol. 24, pg. 217, sec. 57, no. 11

Responsibility 25: Getting Spiritually
Closer to the Imam Part 1
Another responsibility of the believers during the period of occultation of the Imam is that
they should consider the door to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) open at all times. However, it should
be noted that the applicability of this issue, its meaning, and realization cannot be realized
by just anyone.
A true believer must accept the fact that the path towards the Imam is open and thus, he
must speak to him and ask his wishes since the Imam can see and hear us and without
doubt, he will reply to the requests of the believers.
A companion of the Imam once said: “I wrote to Abul Hasan that there is a person who
would like to convey something directly to his Imam and to Allah, the Great.” The Imam
replied:

َإِنْ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻟَﻚَ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺔٌ ﻓَﺤَﺮِّكْ ﺷَﻔَـﺘَﻴْﻚَ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﻟْﺠَﻮَابَ ﻳَﺄْﺗِﻴﻚ
“If you have a need, then move your lips (and mention it) and the reply will surely come to
you.”1
It is mentioned in the traditions that Imam ‘Ali. Muhammad once said to a man:

َإِذَا أَرَدْتَ أَنْ ﺗَﺴْﺄَلَ ﻣَﺴْﺄَﻟَﺔً ﻓَﺎﻛْـﺘُﺒْﻬَﺎ وَ ﺿَﻊِ اﻟْﻜِﺘَﺎبَ ﺗَﺤْﺖَ ﻣُﺼَﻻَّكَ و
ِدَﻋْﻪُ ﺳَﺎﻋَﺔً ﺛُﻢَّ أَﺧْﺮِﺟْﻪُ وَاﻧْﻈُﺮْ ﻓِﻴﻪ
“If you want to ask a question (to your Imam), then write it down and place the writing
under your prayer mat and leave it there for an hour. Then take it out and look at the
paper.”2
The companion stated: “I did just as I was told and received the answer that I was looking
for. The signature of the Imam was even on the paper!”
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 50, pg. 155, sec. 3, no. 41
2. al-Kharaij, pg. 419, Biharul Anwar, vol. 50, pg. 155, sec. 3, no. 41

Responsibility 26: Getting Spiritually
Closer to the Imam Part 2
During times of difficulty, misfortunes, sickness and other such things even in the times of
confusion and spiritual difficulties which can wreak havoc on the belief system and faith of
a person one should hold tight to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) and seek help and support from
him. During such a time, one must cry out for help to the Imam.
Allah has said in the Qur`an:

  وَ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ اﻷَﺳْﻤَﺎءُ اﻟْﺤُﺴْﻨـﻰ ﻓَﺎدْﻋُﻮهُ ﺑِﻬَﺎ
“And to Allah belong the most beautiful names so call upon Him by them.”1
In relation to this verse, it has been narrated from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq 
that:

ﻧَﺤﻦُ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻷَﺳْﻤَﺎءُ اﻟْﺤُﺴْﻨـﻰ
“We (the Ahlul Bayt) are, by Allah, the most beautiful names (of Allah).”2
In addition, Imam ‘Ali b. Musa al-Rida (as) has said:

ُإِذَا ﻧَﺰَﻟَﺖْ ﺑِﻜُﻢْ ﺷِﺪَّةٌ ﻓَﺎﺳْﺘَﻌِﻴﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻗُﻮْﻟُﻪ
  وَ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ اﻷَﺳْﻤَﺎءُ اﻟْﺤُــﺴْﻨﻰٌ ﻓَﺎدْﻋُﻮهُ ﺑِﻬَﺎ :َّﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞ
“When difficulties come upon you, then seek assistance through us (the Ahlul Bayt) as
intermediaries with Allah, the Noble and Grand, and this is the meaning of His words, the
Noble and Grand, And to Allah belong the most beautiful names so call upon Him by
them.”3
Indeed, the believers must refer to their Imam and seek assistance from him because if
they do not do so, then they will remain in troubles and will not be protected from disgrace
and humiliation.
1. Suratul A’raf (6), Verse 180
2. al-Burhan, vol. 2, pg. 52 under the commentary of Suratul A’raf (6), Verse 180
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 94, pg. 5, sec. 28, no. 7

Responsibility 27: Getting Spiritually
Closer to the Imam Part 3
A true believer must perform the supplications, Salat and other acts of worship which the
A`immah of guidance have instructed us to perform as a form of Tawassul (seeking
assistance) from the Imam in order to fulfill our needs and remove any difficulties that we
have.
In this responsibility, we mention some of these prayers and supplications which are
various ways and means that we can request our needs from our Imam.
One Salat: On either a Wednesday or Thursday night, one should go under the open sky
with one’s head uncovered and perform a two Rak’at Salat. After the Salat, the following
should be said 55 times:

ُﻳَﺎ ﺣُﺠَّﺔُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢ

“O’ Hujjatul Qa`im.”1
One Du’a: This Du’a was taught by our twelfth Imam to a man who had been sent to
prison. After reciting this short supplication, he was freed:

َ َإِﻟٰـﻬِﻲ ﻋَﻈُﻢَ اﻟْﺒَﻻَءُ وَﺑَﺮِحَ اﻟْـﺨَﻔَﺎءُ وَاﻧْﻜَﺸَﻒَ اﻟْﻐِﻄَﺎءُ وَاﻧْﻘَﻄ
ﻊ
َاﻟﺮَّﺟَﺎءُ وَﺿَﺎﻗَﺖِ اﻷَرْضُ وَﻣُﻨِﻌَﺖِ اﻟﺴَّﻤَﺎءُ وأَﻧْﺖَ اﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﻌَﺎنُ وَإِﻟَﻴْﻚ
ِّ أَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞ.ِاﻟْـﻤُﺸْـﺘَﻜٰﻰ وَﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﻌَﻮَّلُ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺸِّﺪَّةِ واﻟﺮَّﺧَﺎء
ْﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَآلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ أُوﻟِﻲ اﻷَﻣْﺮِ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻓَﺮَﺿْﺖَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺘَﻬُﻢ
ًوَﻋَﺮَّﻓْـﺘَﻨَﺎ ﺑِﺬٰﻟِﻚَ ﻣَﻨْﺰِﻟَــﺘَﻬُﻢْ ﻓَﻔَﺮِّجْ ﻋَﻨَّﺎ ﺑِﺤَﻘِّﻬِﻢْ ﻓَﺮَﺟﺎً ﻋَﺎﺟِﻻً ﻗَﺮِﻳـﺒﺎ
ُ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪُ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻠِﻲُّ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻠِﻲُّ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ.ُﻛَﻠَﻤْﺢِ اﻟْﺒَﺼَﺮِ أَوْ ﻫُﻮَ أَﻗْﺮَب
 ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ ﻳَﺎ.ِإِﻛْـﻔِﻴَﺎﻧِﻲ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻜُﻤَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻴَﺎنِ وَاﻧْﺼُﺮَاﻧِﻲ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻜُﻤَﺎ ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮَان
، أَدْرِﻛْﻨِﻲ أَدْرِﻛْﻨِﻲ أَدْرِﻛْﻨِﻲ،َ أَﻟْﻐَﻮْثَ أَﻟْﻐَﻮْثَ أَﻟْﻐَﻮْث،ِﺻَﺎﺣِﺐَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎن
َ ﻳَﺎ أَرْﺣَﻢ. أَﻟْﻌَﺠَﻞَ أَﻟْﻌَﺠَﻞَ أَﻟْﻌَﺠَﻞ،َأَﻟﺴَّﺎﻋَﺔَ أَﻟﺴَّﺎﻋَﺔَ أَﻟﺴَّﺎﻋَﺔ
َاﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤِﻴﻦَ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَآﻟِﻪِ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦ
“O’ Allah, terrible is the calamity; and its evil consequences are visible the covering has
been removed (all) hopes have been cut off; the (plentiful) Earth has shrunk (with very little
room to spare); the heavenly blessings have been withheld.
You alone can help, we refer our grief and sorrow to you, we have full faith in you, in the
times of distress, as well as in good fortune.
O’ Allah send Your blessings on Muhammad and the family of Muhammad, whom we must
obey as per Your command, through which we become aware of their rank and status, and
let there be joy after sorrow for us, for their sake, right away, in the twinkling of an eye or
even more rapidly than that.
O’ Muhammad, O’ ‘Ali, O’ ‘Ali, O Muhammad, Give me enough, because both of you provide
sufficiently (by the permission of Allah). Help me, because both of you help and protect (by
the permission of Allah). O’ our master, O’ the Imam of our Time! Help me, help me, help
me! Assist me! Assist me! Assist me!
At once, in this hour. Be quick, be quick, be quick. O’ the Most Merciful of those who show
mercy, for the sake of Muhammad and his pure family.”2
One written request: It is mentioned in the traditions that if a person has a legitimate
desire, then he should write the following on a piece of paper and place it inside the grave
of one of the A`immah.
If this is not possible, then he may seal it with pure mud and place it in a deep well, river or
any other body of flowing water and it will reach to Imam Sahib al-Zaman (ajtf). The Imam

himself has guaranteed that he will answer the requests of the person:

ﻛَﺘَﺒْﺖُ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَى ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻣُﺴْﺘَﻐِﻴﺜﺎً وَﺷَﻜَﻮْتُ ﻣَﺎ ﻧَﺰَلَ ﺑِﻲ
ﻣُﺴْﺘَﺠِﻴﺮاً ﺑِﺎﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ ﺛُﻢَّ ﺑِﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻣْﺮٍ ﻗَﺪْ دَﻫِﻤَﻨِﻲ وَأَﺷْﻐَﻞَ ﻗَﻠْﺒِﻲ
وَأَﻃَﺎلَ ﻓِﻜْﺮِي وَﺳَﻠَﺒَﻨِﻲ ﺑَﻌْﺾَ ﻟُﺒِّﻲ وَﻏَﻴَّﺮَ ﺧَﻄِﻴﺮَ ﻧِﻌْﻤَﺔِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋِﻨْﺪِي
)أَﺳْﻠَﻤَﻨِﻲ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ ﺗَﺨَﻴُّﻞِ وُرُودِهِ اﻟﺨَﻠِﻴﻞُ وَﺗَﺒَﺮَّأَ ﻣِﻨِّﻲ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ( ﺗَﺮَاﺋِﻲ إِﻗْﺒَﺎﻟِﻪِ
إِﻟَﻲَّ اﻟْﺤَﻤِﻴﻢُ وَﻋَﺠَﺰَتْ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻓﺎَﻋِﻪِ ﺣِﻴﻠَﺘِﻲ وَﺧَﺎﻧَﻨِﻲ ﻓِﻲ ﺗَﺤَﻤُّﻠِﻪِ
ﺻَﺒْﺮِي وَﻗُﻮَّﺗِﻲ ،ﻓَﻠَﺠَﺄْتُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ وَﺗَﻮَﻛَّﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻤَﺴْﺌَﻠَﺔِ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ ﺟَﻞَّ
ﺛَﻨَﺎؤُهُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻓِﻲ دِﻓَﺎﻋِﻪِ ﻋَﻨِّﻲ ﻋِﻠْﻤﺎً ﺑِﻤَﻜﺎَﻧِﻚَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ رَبِّ
اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟَﻤِﻴﻦَ وَﻟِﻲِّ اﻟﺘَّﺪْﺑِﻴﺮِ وَﻣَﺎﻟِﻚِ اﻷُﻣُﻮرِ وَاﺛِﻘﺎً ﺑِﻚَ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻤُﺴَﺎرَﻋِﺔِ ﻓِﻲ
اﻟﺸَّﻔَﺎﻋَﺔِ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺛَﻨَﺎﺋُﻪُ ﻓِﻲ أَﻣْﺮِي ﻣُﺘَﻴَﻘِّﻨﺎً ﻟِﻺِﺟَﺎﺑَﺘِﻪِ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ
إِﻳَّﺎكَ ﺑِﺈِﻋْﻄَﺎﺋِﻲ ﺳُﺆْﻟِﻲ وَأَﻧْﺖَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ ﺟَﺪِﻳﺮٌ ﺑِﺘَﺤْﻘِﻴﻖِ ﻇَﻨِّﻲ
وَﺗَﺼْﺪِﻳﻖِ أَﻣَﻠِﻲ ﻓِﻴﻚَ ﻓِﻲ أَﻣْﺮِ ﻛَﺬٌا وَﻛَﺬٌا) ...ﻓِﻲ( ﻣِﻤَّﺎ ﻻَ ﻃَﺎﻗَﺔَ ﻟِﻲ
ﺑِﺤَﻤْﻠِﻪِ وَﻻَ ﺻَﺒْﺮَ ﻟِﻲ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَإِنْ ﻛُﻨْﺖُ ﻣُﺴْﺘَﺤِﻘًّﺎ ﻟَﻪُ وَﻟِﻸَﺿْﻌَﺎﻓِﻪِ ﺑِﻘَﺒِﻴﺢِ
أَﻓْﻌﺎﻟِﻲ وَﺗَﻔْﺮِﻳﻄِﻲ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻮَاﺟِـﺒَﺎتِ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ ﻓَﺄَﻏْﺜِﻨِﻲ ﻳﺎ
ﻣَﻮْﻻيَ ﺻَﻠَﻮاتُ اﻟﻠّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻠَّﻬْﻒِ وَﻗَﺪِّمِ اﻟْﻤَﺴْﺄَﻟَﺔَ ﻟِﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﺰَّ وَﺟَﻞَّ
ﻓِﻲ أَﻣْﺮِي ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﺣُﻠُﻮلِ اﻟﺘَّﻠَﻒِ وَﺷَﻤﺎﺗَﺔِ اﻷَﻋْﺪآءِ ﻓَﺒِﻚَ ﺑَﺴَﻄَﺖِ اﻟﻨِّﻌْﻤَﺔُ
ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ وَاﺳْﺌَﻞِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺟَﻻﻟُﻪُ ﻟِﻲ ﻧَﺼْﺮاً ﻋَﺰِﻳﺰاً وَﻓَﺘْﺤﺎً ﻗَﺮِﻳﺒﺎً ﻓِﻴﻪِ
ﺑِـﺒُﻠُﻮغِ اﻵﻣَﺎلِ وَﺧَﻴْﺮِ اﻟْﻤَﺒَﺎدِي وَﺧَﻮاﺗِﻴﻢِ اﻷَﻋْﻤﺎلِ وَاﻷَﻣْﻦِ ﻣِﻦَ
اﻟْﻤَﺨَﺎوِفِ ﻛُﻠِّﻬَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺣَﺎلٍ إِﻧَّﻪُ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺛَﻨَﺎؤُهُ ﻟِﻤَﺎ ﻳَﺸَﺎءُ ﻓَﻌَّﺎلُ وَﻫُﻮَ
ﺣَﺴْﺒِﻲ وَﻧِﻌْﻢَ اﻟْﻮَﻛِﻴﻞُ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻤَﺒْﺪَءِ وَاﻟْﻤﺂلِ
“I am writing to you, O my master, may Allah’s blessings be upon you, seeking your aid.
And I am complaining about what has befallen me, seeking protection from Almighty Allah
and then from you against the trouble that has inflicted me; busied my heart; occupied my
mind; deprived me of my prudence; and changed the great favors of Almighty Allah upon
me.
It has disappointed me after I had thought of it as my friend; and disavowed me after it had
pretended itself as my close comrade. Thus, all my means have failed to defend me against
it; and my endurance and power have been too short to bear it.
I therefore resort to you against it and I depend upon Allah, the greatly Praised, and upon
you, on account of my confession of your (unique) standing with Allah, the Lord of the
Worlds, the Source of perfect management, and the Prevailer over all affairs, in protecting

me against it and I am sure that you will expedite interceding for me before Allah, the
greatly Praised, regarding my affair.
I am certain that He, the Blessed and Elevated, will respond to me by answering my appeal.
Verily, you, my master, are worth causing my expectation to come true and making my
hope achievable concerning so-and-so...”
In the place of the last words in bold, the person would proceed to write his needs and then
continue by writing:
“...which I cannot stand to bear although I have deserved not only that problem but also
many times as many as it due to my misdeed and negligence of my duties towards
Almighty Allah. O my master!
May Allah’s blessings be upon you, (please) aid me as I am anxious, and provide my
request before Almighty Allah before I am injured and my enemies gloat over my grief. It is
through you that the bounties have been spread over me.
Please ask Almighty Allah to grant me a great assistance and a near victory through which
my hopes may be attained, the commencements and ends of my deeds may be made
good, and all my apprehensions secured under all circumstances. Verily, He, the greatly
Praised does whatever He wills; and He is Sufficient for me! Most Excellent is He in whom
we trust first and last.”
The person should then stand near the river or body of water and by taking the name of the
one four specific representatives of the Imam (it is best to take the name of Hasan b. Ruh)
call upon him and say:

َ أَﺷْﻬَﺪُ أَنَّ وَﻓَﺎﺗَﻚ.َ ﺳَﻻَمٌ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚ:(ٍﻳَﺎ ﻓُﻻَنَ ﺑْﻦَ ﻓُﻻَنٍ )ﺣَﺴَﻦَ اﺑْﻦَ رُوح
ﻓِﻲ ﺳَﺒِﻴﻞِ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَ أَﻧْﺖَ ﺣَﻲٌّ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻣَﺮْزُوقٌ وَ ﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﺎﻃَﺒْـﺘُﻚَ ﻓِﻲ
ٰﺣَﻴَﺎﺗِﻚَ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﺟَﻞَّ وَ ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﻫٰﺬِهِ رُﻗْﻌَـﺘِﻲ وَ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺘِﻲ إِﻟـﻰ
ُﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺴَﻠِّﻤْﻬَﺎ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ ﻓَﺄَﻧْﺖَ اﻟﺜِّﻘَﺔُ اﻷَﻣِﻴﻦ
“O’ so and so (Hasan b. Ruh): Peace be upon you! I bear witness that surely your death was
in the way of Allah and that indeed you are alive in the presence of Allah being sustained
(by Him) and thus I address you in your life which you have in the presence of Allah, the
Noble and Grand, and this writing of mine has my needs that are to be given to our master
so then submit this to him since you are the trustworthy and reliable.”
The person should then throw the paper into the flowing water so that his desires will be
fulfilled, Insha-Allah.3 [This is common known as the Areezah.]
One ziyarat: Among the best rites of visitation that can be recited for the Imam to have
our legitimate desires fulfilled (by the permission of Allah ) is the Ziyarat of Aale Yasin4
which has been recorded and preserved in many books of supplication and it is as follows:

ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْـﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻲٖم
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

.ِﺳَﻻَمٌ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ آلِ ﻳٰـﺲۤ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ دَاﻋِﻲَ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَرَﺑَّﺎﻧـِﻲَّ آﻳَﺎﺗِﻪ
َ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺧَﻠِﻴﻔَﺔ.ِأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺑَﺎبَ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَدَﻳَّﺎنَ دِﻳْـﻨِﻪ
.ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺣُﺠَّﺔَ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَدَﻟِﻴﻞَ إِرَادَﺗِﻪ.ِاﻟﻠﻪِ وَﻧَﺎﺻِﺮَ ﺣَﻘِّﻪ
“Peace be upon (the) progeny of Yasin. Peace be upon you, O the caller of Allah and place
of manifestation of His signs. Peace be upon you, O the door of Allah and the devout one of
His religion. Peace be upon you, O the vicegerent of Allah and the helper of His truth. Peace
be upon you, O the proof of Allah and the symbol of His ordinance.

 أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻓِﻲ.ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺗَﺎﻟِﻲَ ﻛِﺘَﺎبِ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَﺗَﺮْﺟُـﻤَﺎﻧَﻪ
.ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺑَﻘِﻴَّﺔَ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻓِﻲ أَرْﺿِﻪ.َآﻧَﺎءِ ﻟَﻴْﻠِﻚَ وَأَﻃْﺮَافِ ﻧَـﻬَﺎرِك
.ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣِﻴﺜَﺎقَ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟَّﺬِي أَﺧَﺬَهُ وَوَﻛَّﺪَه
Peace be upon you, O the reciter of Allah’s book and its interpreter. Peace be upon you in
your night and in your day. Peace be upon you, O the vestige of Allah on His earth. Peace
be upon you, O the covenant of Allah, which He took and affirmed.

ُ َأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟْﻌَﻠ.ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ وَﻋْﺪَ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﺿَﻤِﻨَﻪ
ﻢ
ًاﻟْـﻤَﻨْﺼُﻮبُ وَاﻟْﻌِﻠْﻢُ اﻟْـﻤَﺼْـﺒُﻮبُ وَاﻟْﻐَﻮْثُ وَاﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤَﺔُ اﻟْﻮَاﺳِﻌَﺔُ وَﻋْﺪا
ٍﻏَﻴْﺮَ ﻣَﻜْﺬُوب
Peace be upon you, O the promise of Allah which He guaranteed. Peace by upon you, O the
raised flag and the one who is molded with knowledge, the help, the far-reaching mercy
and the promise which is not a lie.

َ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚ،ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﻘْﻌُﺪ،ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﻘُﻮم
ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَم،ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗُﺼَﻠِّﻲ وَﺗَـﻘْﻨُﺖ،ُﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﻘْﺮَأُ وَﺗُـﺒَﻴِّﻦ
،ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗُـﻬَﻠِّﻞُ وَﺗُﻜَﺒِّﺮ،ُﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﺮْﻛَﻊُ وَﺗَﺴْﺠُﺪ

ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗُﺼْﺒِﺢ،ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﺤْﻤَﺪُ وَﺗَﺴْﺘَﻐْﻔِﺮ
وَﺗُـﻤْﺴِﻲ
Peace be upon you while you are standing. Peace be upon you while you are sitting. Peace
be upon you when you are reading and explaining (the Qur`an). Peace be upon you when
you are praying and supplicating.
Peace be upon you when you are bowing (in Ruku’) and prostrating (in Sajdah). Peace be
upon you when you are announcing the Tahlil (saying: ‘There is no god but Allah’) and
Takbir (saying: ‘Allah is greater [than can be described].’) Peace be upon you when you are
praising (Allah) and seeking forgiveness. Peace be upon you when you enter the morning
and the evening.

ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَم،أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﻠَّﻴْﻞِ اِذَا ﻳَﻐْﺸﻰٰ وَاﻟﻨَّﻬَﺎرِ إِذَا ﺗَﺠَﻠَّﻰ
ُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟْـﻤُﻘَﺪَّم،ُﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻹِﻣَﺎمُ اﻟْـﻤَﺄْﻣُﻮن
ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﺠَﻮِاﻣِﻊِ اﻟﺴَّﻻَم،ُاﻟْـﻤَﺄْﻣُﻮل
Peace be upon you in the night when it envelops and the day when it becomes manifest.
Peace be upon you, O the protected leader. Peace be upon you, O the one whose coming is
hoped for. Peace be upon you by the collections of the salutations.

ُأُﺷْﻬِﺪُكَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَى أَﻧِّـﻲ أَﺷْﻬَﺪُ أَنْ ﻻَ اِﻟٰﻪَ اِﻻَّ اﻟﻠﻪُ وَﺣْﺪَهُ ﻻَ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚَ ﻟَـﻪ
ُوَأَنَّ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪاً ﻋَﺒْﺪُهُ وَرَﺳُﻮْﻟُﻪُ ﻻَ ﺣَﺒِﻴﺐَ اِﻻَّ ﻫُﻮَ وَأَﻫْﻠُﻪ
I call you as a witness, O my Master, that certainly I testify that there is no god except
Allah, He is alone, there is no partner with Him. And (I testify) that indeed Muhammad is His
servant and His Apostle; there is no beloved except him and his progeny.

َ َ وَاﻟْـﺤَﺴ،ُوَأُﺷْﻬِﺪُكَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ أَنَّ ﻋَﻠِﻴّﺎً أَﻣِﻴﺮَ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ
ﻦ
َ وَﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪَ ﺑْﻦ،ُ وَﻋَﻠِﻲَّ ﺑْﻦَ اﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴْﻦِ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُ وَاﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴْﻦَ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ
،ُ وَﻣﻮُﺳَﻰٰ ﺑْﻦَ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮٍ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُ وَﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮَ ﺑْﻦَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ
ٍ وَﻋَﻠِﻲَّ ﺑْﻦَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ،ُ وَﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪَ ﺑْﻦَ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُوَﻋَﻠِﻲَّ ﺑْﻦَ ﻣﻮُﺳﻰٰ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ
ِ وَأَﺷْﻬَﺪُ أَﻧَّﻚَ ﺣُﺠَّﺔُ اﻟﻠﻪ،ُ وَاﻟْـﺤَﺴَﻦَ ﺑْﻦَ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ،ُﺣُﺠَّﺘُﻪ

And I call you as a witness, O my Master, that certainly ‘Ali, the Commander of the
Believers is His proof and Hasan is His proof and Husain is His proof and ‘Ali, son of Husain
is His proof and Muhammad, son of ‘Ali is His proof and Ja’far, son of Muhammad is His
proof and Musa, son of Ja’far is His proof and ‘Ali, son of Musa is His proof and Muhammad,
son of ‘Ali is His proof and ‘Ali, son of Muhammad is His proof and Hasan, son of ‘Ali is His
proof and I testify that indeed you are the proof of Allah.

ُ َأَﻧْﺘُﻢُ اﻷَوَّلُ وَاﻵﺧِﺮُ وَأَنَّ رَﺟْﻌَﺘَﻜُﻢْ ﺣَﻖٌّ ﻻَ رَﻳْﺐَ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﻳَﻮْمَ ﻻَ ﻳَﻨْﻔ
ﻊ
ﻧَﻔْﺴﺎً إِﻳْـﻤَﺎﻧُـﻬَﺎ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗَﻜُﻦْ آﻣَﻨَﺖْ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗَﺒْﻞُ أَوْ ﻛَﺴَﺒَﺖْ ﻓِﻲ إِﻳْـﻤَﺎﻧِـﻬَﺎ
ًﺧَﻴْﺮا
You (all) are the first and the last. And surely your return is a truth, there is no doubt in it,
(on) the day when (the) belief of none will benefit him who previously did not believe or
acquired goodness through his belief.

ٌّوَأَنَّ اﻟْـﻤَﻮْتَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَأَنَّ ﻧَﺎﻛِﺮاً وَﻧَﻜﻴﺮاً ﺣَﻖٌّ وَأَﺷْﻬَﺪُ أَنَّ اﻟﻨَّﺸْﺮَ ﺣَﻖ
ٌّوَاﻟْﺒَﻌَﺚَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَأَنَّ اﻟﺼِّﺮَاطَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَاﻟْـﻤِﺮْﺻَﺎدَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَاﻟْـﻤِﻴﺰَانَ ﺣَﻖ
َوَاﻟْﺤَﺸْﺮَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَاﻟْﺤِﺴﺎبَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَاﻟْﺠَـﻨَّﺔَ وَاﻟﻨَّﺎرَ ﺣَﻖٌّ وَاﻟْﻮَﻋْﺪَ وَاﻟْﻮَﻋِﻴﺪ
ٌّﺑِﻬِﻤَﺎ ﺣَﻖ
And indeed death is (an inescapable) truth; and indeed (the questioning of) Nakir and Nakir
is a truth; and I testify that indeed the dispersion (in Qiyamat) is a truth; and the
resurrection is a truth; and indeed the (narrow) path (over hell) is a truth; and the place of
observation is a truth; and the (measuring) scales is a truth; and the gathering (of all
human beings) is a truth; and the accounting (of deeds) is a truth; and Paradise and Hell is
a truth; and the promise and the threat are both a truth.

ﻳﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻيَ ﺷَﻘِﻲَ ﻣَﻦْ ﺧَﺎﻟَــﻔَﻜُﻢْ وَﺳَﻌِﺪَ ﻣَﻦْ أَﻃَﺎﻋَﻜُﻢْ ﻓَﺎﺷْﻬَﺪْ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣَﺎ
أَﺷْﻬَﺪْﺗُﻚَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَأَﻧَﺎ وَﻟِﻲٌّ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑَﺮِﻳـﺊٌ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋَﺪُوِّكَ ﻓَﺎﻟْﺤَﻖُّ ﻣَﺎ
ِرَﺿِـﻴﺘُﻤُﻮهُ وَاﻟْﺒَﺎﻃِﻞُ ﻣَﺎ ﺳَﺨِﻄْـﺘُﻤُﻮهُ وَاﻟْـﻤَﻌْﺮُوفُ ﻣَﺎ أَﻣَﺮْﺗُﻢْ ﺑِﻪ
ُوَاﻟْـﻤُﻨْﻜَﺮُ ﻣَﺎ ﻧَـﻬَـﻴْﺘُﻢْ ﻋَﻨْﻪ
O my master, one who opposes you (all) is wretched and the one who obeys you (all) is
successful. Then testify whatever I made you a witness upon. And I am a friend of yours,
distanced from your enemy. So the truth is whatever you are pleased with, and falsehood is
whatever you are angry with, and goodness is whatever you have ordered, and evil is

whatever you have prohibited.

ِ ﻓَﻨَﻔْﺴِﻲ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻨَﺔٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﻠﻪِ وَﺣْﺪَهُ ﻻَ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚَ ﻟَﻪُ وَﺑِﺮَﺳُﻮﻟِﻪِ وَﺑِﺄَﻣِﻴ
ﺮ
ْاﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَﺑِﻜُﻢْ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ أَوَّﻟِﻜُﻢْ وَآﺧِﺮِﻛُﻢْ وَﻧُﺼْﺮَﺗِﻲ ﻣُﻌَﺪَّةٌ ﻟَﻜُﻢ
َوَﻣَﻮَدَّﺗِﻲ ﺧَﺎﻟِﺼَﺔٌ ﻟَـﻜُﻢْ آﻣِﻴﻦَ آﻣِﻴﻦ
So I am a believer in Allah, the One, He has no partner, and (I am a believer) in His
Messenger and in the Commander of the Faithful and in you O my master, the first among
you and the last among you. And my help is ready for you and my love is purely for you.
Ameen! Ameen! (Accept! Accept! [whatever I have asked for])”
The following du’a should then be recited to complete this Ziyarat:

َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّﻲ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ أَنْ ﺗُﺼَﻠِّﻲَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﻧَﺒِﻲِّ رَﺣْﻤَﺘِﻚَ وَﻛَﻠِﻤَﺔِ ﻧُﻮرِك
َوَأَنْ ﺗَـﻤْﻷَ ﻗَﻠْـِﺒﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟْﻴَﻘِﻴﻦِ وَﺻَﺪْرِي ﻧُﻮرَ اﻹِﻳـﻤَﺎنِ وَﻓِﻜْﺮِي ﻧُﻮر
ِاﻟﻨِّﻴَّﺎتِ وَﻋَﺰْﻣِﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟْﻌِﻠْﻢِ وَﻗُﻮَّﺗِﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟْﻌَﻤَﻞِ وَﻟِﺴَﺎﻧِﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟﺼِّﺪْق
َ وَﺑَﺼَﺮِي ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟﻀِّـﻴَﺂءِ وَﺳَﻤْﻌِﻲ ﻧُﻮر،َوَدِﻳـﻨِﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟْﺒَﺼَﺎﺋِﺮِ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋِﻨْﺪِك
اﻟْﺤِﻜْﻤَﺔِ وَﻣَﻮَدَّﺗِﻲ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟْـﻤُﻮَاﻻَةِ ﻟِـﻤُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَآﻟِﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ
أَﻟْﻘَﺎكَ وَﻗَﺪْ وَﻓَﻴْﺖُ ﺑِﻌَﻬْﺪِكَ وَﻣِﻴﺜَﺎﻗِﻚَ ﻓَﺘُﻐَﺸِﻴَّﻨِﻲ رَﺣْﻤَﺘَﻚَ ﻳَﺎ وَﻟِﻲُّ ﻳَﺎ
ُﺣَﻤِﻴﺪ
“O Allah, surely I ask you to send blessings upon Muhammad - the Prophet of Your mercy
and the aphorism of your light. And fill my heart with the light of certainty; and my chest
with light of faith; and my thinking with the light of intentions and my determination with
the light of knowledge and my strength with the light of action and my tongue with the light
of truthfulness.
And my religion with the light of understanding from You and my vision with the light of
illumination and my hearing with the light of wisdom and my love with the light of
friendship for Muhammad and his progeny, peace be upon (all of), them until I meet You
having certainly fulfilled (my duty to) Your promise and Your covenant. So you cover me
with your mercy, O Master! O Praiseworthy.

َ ِأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠٰﻰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﺣُﺠَّﺘِﻚَ ﻓِﻲ أَرْﺿِﻚَ وَﺧَﻠِﻴﻔَﺘِﻚَ ﻓِﻲ ﺑِﻻَد
ك
ِّ وَﻟِـﻲ،َوَاﻟﺪَّاﻋِﻲ إِﻟـﻰٰ ﺳَـﺒِﻴـﻠِﻚَ وَاﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﺑِﻘِﺴْﻄِﻚَ وَاﻟﺴَّﺎﺋِﺮِ ﺑِﺄَﻣْﺮِك
ِّاﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَﺑَﻮَارِ اﻟْـﻜَﺎﻓِﺮِﻳﻦَ وَﻣُﺠَﻠِّﻲ اﻟﻈُّﻠْﻤَﺔِ وَﻣُﻨِﻴﺮِ اﻟْﺤَﻖ

ِ ِ اﻟْـﻤُﺮْﺗَﻘ،َوَاﻟﻨَّﺎﻃِﻖِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺤِﻜْﻤَﺔِ وَاﻟﺼِّﺪْقِ وَﻛَﻠِﻤَﺘِﻚَ اﻟﺘَّﺂﻣَّﺔِ ﻓِﻲ أَرْﺿِﻚ
ﺐ
ِ ﺳَـﻔِﻴﻨَﺔِ اﻟﻨَّﺠَﺎةِ وَﻋَﻠَﻢِ اﻟْـﻬُﺪى وَﻧُﻮرِ أَﺑْﺼَﺎر،ِاﻟْﺨَﺂﺋِﻒِ وَاﻟْﻮَﻟِﻲِّ اﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺢ
ُاﻟْﻮَرىٰ وَﺧَﻴْﺮِ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﻘَﻤَّﺺَ وَارْﺗَﺪىٰ وَﻣُﺠَﻠِّﻲ اﻟْﻌَﻤَﻰٰ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻳَـﻤْﻻَء
ٍ إِﻧَّﻚَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺷَﻲْء،ًاﻷَرْضَ ﻋَﺪْﻻً وَﻗِﺴْﻄﺎً ﻛَﻤَﺎ ﻣُﻠِﺌَﺖْ ﻇُﻠْﻤﺎً وَﺟَﻮْرا
ٌﻗَﺪﻳﺮ
O Allah send your blessings upon Muhammad, your proof on your earth, your vicegerent
over your lands the caller towards your way, the establisher of your justice, the one who
follows Your command. The master of the believers and the (cause of) ruin of the
disbelievers, the enlighten of the darkness, the illuminator of the truth the speaker with
wisdom and truth.
Your complete word on Your earth, the anxious anticipator and the counseling master, the
ship of salvation, the flag of guidance, the light of the sight of mankind, best of he who was
attired and was clothed and the illuminator of the blind, the one who will fill the earth with
justice and equity, just as it was filled with injustice and oppression. Surely you are Powerful
over all things.

،ْأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ وَاﺑْﻦِ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋِﻚَ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﻓَﺮَﺿْﺖَ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺘَﻬُﻢ
.ً وَأَذْﻫَﺒْﺖَ ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢُ اﻟﺮِّﺟْﺲَ وَﻃَﻬَّﺮْﺗَـﻬُﻢْ ﺗَﻄْﻬِﻴﺮا،ْوَأَوْﺟَﺒْﺖَ ﺣَﻘَّﻬُﻢ
ُأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ اﻧْﺼُﺮْهُ وَاﻧْـﺘَﺼِﺮْ ﺑِﻪِ ﻟِﺪِﻳـﻨِﻚَ وَاﻧْﺼُﺮْ ﺑِﻪِ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋَﻚَ وَ أَوْﻟِﻴﺎَﺋَﻪ
ْوَﺷِﻴﻌَﺘَﻪُ وَأَﻧْﺼَﺎرَهُ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢ
O’ Allah send your blessings upon your close friend and son of your close friends those
whom you have ordered (us) to obey, you made (the observation of) their rights
compulsory, you removed from them all uncleanliness and purified them a thorough
purification. O’ Allah help him and come to the aid of your religion through him and help
your close friends (those who are) his friends and his followers and his helpers, and place us
among them.

،َأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ أَﻋِﺬْهُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺷَﺮِّ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺑَﺎغٍ وَﻃَﺎغٍ وَﻣِﻦْ ﺷَﺮِّ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻚ
ِوَاﺣْﻔَﻈْﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪِ وَﻣِﻦْ ﺧَﻠْﻔِﻪِ وَﻋَﻦْ ﻳَـﻤِﻴـﻨِﻪِ وَﻋَﻦْ ﺷِـﻤَﺎﻟِﻪ
َوَاﺣْﺮُﺳْﻪُ وَاﻣْﻨَﻌْﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ أَنْ ﻳُﻮﺻَﻞَ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ ﺑِﺴُﻮءٍ وَاﺣْﻔَﻆْ ﻓِﻴﻪِ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚ
ِوَآلَ رَﺳُﻮﻟِﻚَ وَأَﻇْﻬِﺮْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﻌَﺪْلَ وَأَﻳِّﺪْهُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨَّﺼْﺮِ وَاﻧْﺼُﺮْ ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮِﻳﻪ
ْوَاﺧْﺬُلْ ﺧَﺎذِﻟﻴﻪِ وَاﻗْﺼِﻢْ ﻗَﺎﺻِﻤِﻴﻪِ وَاﻗْﺼِﻢْ ﺑِﻪِ ﺟَﺒَﺎﺑِﺮَةَ اﻟْﻜُﻔْﺮِ وَاﻗْـﺘُﻞ

ِﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﻜُﻔَّﺎرَ وَاﻟْـﻤُﻨَﺎﻓِﻘِﻴﻦَ وَﺟَﻤِﻴﻊَ اﻟْـﻤُﻠْﺤِﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺣَﻴْﺚُ ﻛَﺎﻧُﻮا ﻣِﻦْ ﻣَﺸَﺎرِق
ِ وَاﻣْﻠَﻸْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻷَرْضَ ﻋَﺪْﻻً وَأَﻇْﻬِﺮْ ﺑِﻪ،اﻷَرْضِ وَﻣَﻐَﺎرِﺑِﻬَﺎ ﺑَﺮِّﻫَﺎ وَﺑَﺤْﺮِﻫَﺎ
ِدِﻳﻦَ ﻧَـﺒِﻴِّﻚَ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَآﻟِﻪ
O Allah! Protect him from the evil of every tyrant and despot and from the evil of all your
creatures and grant him protection from his front, his back, his right and his left and protect
him and prevent from him the reaching of any evil.
Protect Your Apostle and the progeny of Your Apostle through him and make justice
manifest through him; support him by victory; aid his helpers and abandon his deserters;
crush his enemies and break up the forces of disbelief through him.
Through him, kill the disbelievers and the hypocrites and all the infidels wherever they be,
in the east of the earth and its west, its land and its sea. Fill the earth with justice through
him and manifest the religion of Your Prophet, blessings be upon him and his progeny
(through him).

 وَأَرِﻧِﻲ ﻓِﻲ،ِوَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨِﻲ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻧْﺼَﺎرِهِ وَأَﻋْﻮَاﻧِﻪِ وَأَﺗْﺒَﺎﻋِﻪِ وَﺷِﻴﻌَﺘِﻪ
َ إِﻟٰﻪ،َآلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢُ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺄْﻣُﻠُﻮنَ وَﻓِﻲ ﻋَﺪُوِّﻫِﻢْ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺤْﺬَرُون
َاﻟْﺤَﻖِّ آﻣِﻴﻦَ ﻳَﺎ ذَا اﻟْﺠَﻻَلِ وَاﻹِﻛْﺮَامِ ﻳَﺎ أَرْﺣَﻢَ اﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤِﻴﻦ
And place me, O Allah, among his helpers and his aides and his followers and his partisans.
And show me in the progeny of Muhammad peace be upon them, whatever they are hoping
for and in their enemies whatever they (the enemies) are afraid of. O Lord of the truth,
Ameen (Accept). O the Possessor of Splendor and Honor! O the Most Merciful of all the
Merciful.”
One dhikr: When a person has a legitimate need that must be fulfilled, he should stand
facing the Qiblah with his head uncovered, and say the following 570 times:

ُﻳَﺎ ﺣُﺠَّﺔُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢ
“O’ Hujjatul Qa`im.”5
One form of tawassul: We are able to seek an intermediary to Allah through the 12th
Imam (ajtf) by reciting this supplication:

َأَﻟﻠّﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻪِ وَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ و

َ ِاﺑْﻨَﺘِﻪِ وَ اﺑْﻨَﻴْﻬَﺎ اﻟْـﺤَﺴَﻦُ وَ اﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴﻦُ إِﻻَّ أَﻋَﻨْـﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻬِﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺘ
ﻚ
وَ رِﺿْﻮَاﻧِﻚَ وَ ﺑَﻠَّﻐْـﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻬِﻢْ أَﻓْﻀَﻞَ ﻣَﺎ ﺑَﻠَّﻐْﺘَﻪُ أَﺣَﺪاً ﻣِﻦْ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋِﻬِﻢْ ﻓِﻲ
َذٰﻟِﻚ
“O’ Allah! Send your blessings upon Muhammad (S) and his household (as) and I beseech
you, O Allah, in the name of Muhammad (S), his daughter (sa), and her two sons, al-Hasan
and al-Husayn (as), that by their right you help me to obey you and attain your pleasure
and that you grant me the best of all that which you have ever granted to any of their close
friends.

َ ِوَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ أَﻣْﻴﺮِ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ أَﺑِﻲ ﻃَﺎﻟِﺐٍ إ
ّﻻ
اﻧْﺘَﻘَﻤْﺖَ ﻟِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣِـﻤَّﻦْ ﻇَﻠَﻤَﻨِﻲ وَ ﻛَﻔَﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣَﺌُﻮﻧَﺔَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳُﺮِﻳﺪُﻧِﻲ
ﺑِﻈُﻠْﻢٍ أَﺑَﺪاً ﻣَﺎ أَﺑْﻘَﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ
And I beseech you in the name of Your close servant, the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali b.
Abi Talib, that by his right, You take revenge on him who has wronged me, and by his right,
You stand against anyone who intends to injure me as long as You will to keep me alive.

وَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﻋَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ اﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴﻦِ إِﻻَّ ﻛَﻔَﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ وَ ﻧَﺠَّﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ
َﻣِﻦْ ﺟَﻮْرِ اﻟﺴَّﻻَﻃِﻴﻦَ وَ ﻧَﻔْﺚِ اﻟﺸَّﻴَﺎﻃِﻴﻦ
And I beseech you in the name of Your close servant, ‘Ali b. al-Husayn, that by his right, You
protect and save me from the persecution of the rulers, and the evil inspirations of the
devils.

َّﺮ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ إِﻻ
ِ َوَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻴﻚَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﺑْﻦِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ وَ ﺟَﻌْﻔ
َأَﻋَـﻨْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻬِﻤَﺎ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ أَﻣْﺮِ آﺧِﺮَﺗِﻲ ﺑِﻄَﺎﻋَﺘِﻚ
And I beseech you in the name of your two close servants, Muhammad b. ‘Ali and Ja’far b.
Muhammad, that by their right, you help me manage the affairs of my next life by means of
obedience to you.

ٍوَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْﻌَﺒْﺪِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِـﺢِ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰٰ ﺑْﻦِ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮ

اﻟْـﻜَﺎﻇِﻢِ ﺑِﻐَﻴْﻈِﻪِ إِﻻَّ ﻋَﺎﻓَﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣِـﻤَّﺎ أَﺧَﺎﻓُﻪُ وَ أَﺣْﺬَرُهُ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﺑَﺼَﺮِي
َوَ ﺟِـﻤِﻴﻊِ ﺳَﺎﺋِﺮِ ﺟَﺴَﺪِي وَ ﺟَﻮَارِحِ ﺑَﺪَﻧِﻲ ﻣَﺎ ﻇَﻬَﺮَ ﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﺑَﻄَﻦ
ﻣِﻦْ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ اﻷَﺳْﻘَﺎمِ وَ اﻷَﻣْﺮَاضِ وَ اﻷَﻋْﻻَلِ وَ اﻷَوْﺟَﺎعِ ﺑِﻘُﺪْرَﺗِﻚَ ﻳَﺎ
َأَرْﺣَﻢَ اﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤِﻴﻦ
And I beseech You, O Allah, in the name of Your close righteous servant, Musa b. Ja’far, who
suppressed his anger (al-Kadhim), that by his right, You safeguard me against all that which
I fear and and am careful about regarding my sight and the rest of my entire body, and all
my organs the external and the internal from all illnesses, diseases, ailments, and pains,
out of Your power, O the most Merciful of all those who show mercy.

ِ ِو أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﻋَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰٰ اﻟﺮِّﺿَﺎ إِﻻَّ أَﻧْﺠَﻴْـﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑ
ﻪ
َ
و ﺳَﻠَّﻤْـﺘَﻨِﻲ ﻣـِﻤَّﺎ أَﺧَﺎﻓُﻪُ وَ أَﺣْﺬَرُهُ ﻓِﻲ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ أَﺳْﻔَﺎرِي ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﺒَﺮَارِي
َ
ِو اﻟْﻘِﻔَﺎرِ وَ اﻷَوْدِﻳَﺔِ وَ اﻟْﻐِﻴَﺎضِ وَ اﻟْﺒِﺤَﺎر
And I beseech You, O Allah, in the name of Your close servant, ‘Ali b. Musa al-Riďa, that
through him, You rescue me and guard me against all that I fear and am careful about in all
my journeys through the lands, deserts, valleys, jungles, and seas.

ِ ِوَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ أَﺑِﻲ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮٍ اﻟْﺠَﻮَادِ إِﻻَّ ﺟُﺪْتَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﺑ
ﻪ
ﻣِﻦْ ﻓَﻀْﻠِﻚَ وَ ﺗَﻔَﻀَّﻠْﺖَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣِﻦْ وُﺳْﻌِﻚَ ﻣَﺎ أَﺳْﺘَﻐْﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَﻤَّﺎ ﻓِﻲ
َأَﻳْﺪِي ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻚَ وَ ﺧَﺎﺻَّﺔً ﻳَﺎ رَبِّ ﻟِﺌَﺎﻣَﻬُﻢْ وَ ﺑَﺎرِكْ ﻟِﻲ ﻓِﻴﻪِ وَ ﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ ﻟَﻚ
َﻋِﻨْﺪِي ﻣِﻦْ ﻧِﻌَﻤِﻚَ وَ ﻓَﻀْﻠِﻚَ وَ رِزْﻗِﻚَ إِﻟٰـﻬِﻲ اﻧْﻘَﻄَﻊَ اﻟﺮَّﺟَﺎءُ إِﻻَّ ﻣِﻨْﻚ
ِوَ ﺧَﺎﺑَﺖِ اﻵﻣَﺎلُ إِﻻَّ ﻓِﻴﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ذَا اﻟْﺠَﻻَلِ وَ اﻹِﻛْﺮَام
And I beseech you, O Allah, in the name of your close servant, Abu Ja’far al-Jawad, that by
his right, you generously confer upon me your favours and bestow upon me with your
expansive grace so that I will no more need what is possessed by Your creatures and in
particular the cruel among them.
Bless all that which you confer upon me as well as your favours, grace, and sustenance that
I possess. O my God! All my hopes have failed except that which I put in you, and all the
expectations have been disappointed, except those which I expect from You; O the Lord of
Majesty and Honour.

ِ ْأَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ ﻣَﻦْ ﺣَﻘُّﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ وَاﺟِﺐٌ أَنْ ﺗُﺼَﻠِّﻲَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ أَﻫ
ﻞ
َﺑَﻴْﺘِﻪِ وَ أَنْ ﺗَﺒْﺴُﻂَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﻣَﺎ ﺣَﻈَﺮْﺗَﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ رِزْﻗِﻚَ وَ أَنْ ﺗُﺴَﻬِّﻞَ ذٰﻟِﻚَ و
ﺗُﻴَﺴِّﺮَهُ ﻓِﻲ ﺧَﻴْﺮٍ ﻣِﻨْﻚَ وَ ﻋَﺎﻓِﻴَﺔٍ وَ أَﻧَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﺧَﻔْﺾِ ﻋَﻴْﺶٍ وَ دَﻋَﺔٍ ﻳَﺎ
َأَرْﺣَﻢَ اﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤِﻴﻦ
I beseech You in the name of him whose right You have made incumbent upon you, that
You bless Muhammad and his Household, and grant me the sustenance which You have
kept from me, and make it easy for me (to acquire) in goodness and wellbeing while I enjoy
good living and comfort; O the most Merciful of all those who show mercy.

ٰوَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُـﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﻋَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ إِﻻَّ أَﻋَﻨْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَﻠﻰ
َﻗَﻀَﺎءِ ﻧَﻮَاﻓِﻠِﻲ وَ ﺑِﺮِّ إِﺧْﻮَاﻧِﻲ وَ ﻛَﻤَﺎلِ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺘِﻚ
And I beseech You, O Allah, in the name of Your close servant, ‘Ali b. Muhammad, that
through him, You help me perform my supererogatory actions, act righteously with my
brethren-in-faith, and obey You perfectly.

ِ وَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْﺤَﺴَﻦِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ اﻟْـﻬَﺎدِي اﻷَﻣِﻴ
ﻦ
اﻟْﻜُﺮِﻳـﻢِ اﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺢِ اﻟﺜِّﻘَﺔِ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟِﻢِ إِﻻَّ أَﻋَﻨْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ أَﻣْﺮِ آﺧِﺮَﺗِﻲ
And I beseech You, O Allah, in the name of your close servant, Hasan b. ‘Ali al-Hadi, the
trustworthy, the generous, the sincere counselor, the trust-worthy scholar; that through
him, you help me in the affairs (which are beneficial) for my next life.

وَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ وَ ﺣُﺠَّﺘِﻚَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِكَ وَ ﺑَﻘِﻴَّﺘِﻚَ ﻓِﻲ
ِأَرْﺿِﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﻨْﺘَﻘِﻢِ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻋْﺪَاﺋِﻚَ وَ أَﻋْﺪَاءِ رَﺳُﻮﻟِﻚَ ﺑَﻘِﻴَّﺔِ آﺑَﺎﺋِﻪ
ُاﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦَ وَ وَارِثِ أَﺳْﻻَﻓِﻪِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِـﺤِﻴﻦَ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐِ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠﻪ
َﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ آﺑَﺎﺋِﻪِ اﻟْﻜِﺮَامِ اﻟْـﻤُﺘَﻘَﺪِّﻣِﻴﻦَ اﻷَﺧْﻴَﺎرِ إِﻻَّ ﺗَﺪَارَﻛْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻪِ و
َّﻧَـﺠَّﻴْﺘَﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻛَﺮْبٍ وَ ﻫَﻢٍّ وَ ﺣَﻔِﻈْﺖَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﻗَﺪِﻳـﻢَ إِﺣْﺴَﺎﻧِﻚَ إِﻟَﻲ
وَ ﺣَﺪِﻳْﺜَﻪُ وَ أَدْرَرْتَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻞَ ﻋَﻮَاﺋِﺪِكَ ﻋِﻨْﺪِي
And I beseech You, O Allah, by Your close servant, and Your proof over Your servants, and

Your representative in Your lands, (the one) who will take revenge on Your enemies and the
enemies of Your Messenger; the perfection of his Immaculate fathers, the inheritor of his
Infallible predecessors, the Patron of the Age, may Allah’s blessings be upon him and upon
his fathers, the virtuous, the preferred ones, and the honourable ones that You make me
his follower and deliver me from all misfortunes and griefs, and protect Your favours upon
me, old and new, and shower upon me with Your excellent boons.

َﻳَﺎ رَبِّ أَﻋِﻨِّﻲ ﺑِﻪِ وَ ﻧَﺠِّﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْـﻤَﺨَﺎﻓَﺔِ وَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺷِﺪَّةٍ وَ ﻋَﻈِﻴﻤَﺔٍ و
ٍﻫَﻮْلٍ وَ ﻧَﺎزِﻟَﺔٍ وَ ﻏَﻢٍّ وَ دَﻳْﻦٍ وَ ﻣَﺮَضٍ وَ ﺳُﻘْﻢٍ وَ آﻓَﺔٍ وَ ﻇُﻠْﻢٍ وَ ﺟَﻮْر
َوَ ﻓِﺘْﻨَﺔٍ ﻓِﻲ دِﻳْﻨِﻲ وَ دُﻧْـﻴَﺎيَ وَ آﺧِﺮَﺗِﻲ ﺑِـﻤَﻨِّﻚَ وَ رَأْﻓَﺘِﻚَ وَ رَﺣْﻤَﺘِﻚَ و
َﻛَﺮَﻣِﻚَ وَ ﺗَﻔَﻀُّﻠِﻚَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﻄُّﻔِﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻲَ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰٰ ﻓِﺮْﻋَﻮنَ وَ ﻳَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻲ
ُﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪِ ﻣَﺎ أَﻫَﻤَّﻪ
O Lord! help me through him and save me from the fear (that I have) and from all
hardships, calamities, horrors, disasters, griefs, debts, illnesses, diseases, epidemics,
persecutions, prejudices, and seditious matters concerning my religion, worldly affairs, and
affairs of my next life out of Your grace, compassion, mercy, magnanimity, favour and
sympathy.
O He Who saved (Prophet) Musa from the Pharaoh! O He Who relieved Muhammad, Allah’s
blessings be upon him and his Household, all that which grieved him.

ِ ْوَ ﻳَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻲَ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﻣَﺎ أَﻫَﻤَّﻪُ ﻳَﻮْمَ ﺻِﻔِّﻴﻦَ وَ ﻳَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻲَ ﻋَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑ
ﻦ
ِاﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴﻦِ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْـﺤَﺮَّةِ وَ ﻳَﺎ ﻛَﺎﻓِﻲَ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤْﻤَّﺪٍ أَﺑَﺎ اﻟﺪَّوَاﻧِﻴﻖ
َّﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ آﻟِﻪِ وَ اﻛْﻔِﻨِﻲ ﻣَﺎ أَﻫَﻤَّﻨِﻲ ﻓِﻲ دَارِ اﻟﺪُّﻧْـﻴَﺎ وَ ﻛُﻞ
ﻫَﻮْلٍ دُونَ اﻟْـﺠَﻨَّﺔِ ﺑِﺮَﺣْﻤَﺘِﻚَ ﻳَﺎ أَرْﺣَﻢَ اﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤِﻴﻦَ ﻳَﺎ ﻗَﺎﺿِﻲَ اﻟْﺤَﻮَاﺋِﺞِ ﻳَﺎ
ِوَﻫَّﺎبَ اﻟﺮَﻏَﺎﺋِﺐِ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﻌْﻄِﻲَ اﻟْـﺠَﺰِﻳﻞِ ﻳَﺎ ﻓَﻜَّﺎكَ اﻟْﻌُﻨَﺎة
O’ He who rescued ‘Ali from that which grieved him on the day of Siffin, O’ He Who rescued
‘Ali b. al-Husayn on the day of (the Battle of) al-Harrah, O’ He Who saved Ja’far b.
Muhammad against Abu al-Dawaniq (i.e. Abu-Ja’far al-ManSur, the ‘Abbasid ruler).
Send blessings upon Muhammad and his Household and relieve me against all that which
has grieved me in this worldly abode and against all horrors aside from Paradise out of Your
mercy, O’ the most Merciful of all those who show mercy. O’ He Who grants all needs! O’
He Who fulfills all the desires! O’ He Who provides abundantly! O’ He who delivers from
anguish.

ِّأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧَّﻚَ ﺗَﻌْﻠَﻢُ أَﻧِّﻲ أَﻋْﻠَﻢُ أَﻧَّﻚَ ﻗَﺎدِرٌ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻗَﻀَﺎءِ ﺣَﻮَاﺋِﺠِﻲ ﻓَﺼَﻞ
َﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ آﻟِﻪِ وَ ﻋَﺠِّﻞْ ﻳَﺎ رَبِّ ﻓَﺮَجَ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚْ وَ اﺑْﻦِ ﺑَﻨْﺖِ ﻧَﺒِﻴِّﻚَ و
َاﻗْﺾِ ﻳَﺎ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﺣَﻮَاﺋِﺞَ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴﺖِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ اﻗْﺾِ ﻟِﻲ ﻳَﺎ رَبِّ ﺑِـﻤُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ و
ٍأَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻪِ ﺣَﻮَاﺋِﺞَ اﻟﺪُّﻧْـﻴَﺎ وَ اﻵﺧِﺮَةِ ﺻَﻐِﻴﺮَﻫَﺎ وَ ﻛَﺒِﻴـﺮَﻫَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﻳُﺴْﺮ
َﻣِﻨْﻚَ وَ ﻋَﺎﻓِﻴَﺔٍ وَ ﺗَـﻤِّﻢْ ﻧِﻌَﻤْﺘَﻚَ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ وَ ﻫَﻨِّﺌْﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻬِﻢْ ﻛَﺮَاﻣَﺘَﻚَ و
ٍأَﻟْﺒِﺴْﻨِﻲ ﺑِﻬِﻢْ ﻋَﺎﻓِﻴَﺘَﻚَ وَ ﺗَﻔَﻀَّﻞْ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﺑِﻌَﻔْﻮِكَ وَ ﻛُﻦْ ﻟِﻲ ﺑِﺤَﻖِّ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
َوَ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻪِ ﻓِﻲ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ أُﻣُﻮرِي وَﻟِﻴًّﺎ وَ ﺣَﺎﻓِﻈﺎً وَ ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮاً وَ ﻛَﺎﻟِﺌﺎً و
َرَاﻋِﻴﺎً وَ ﺳَﺎﺗِﺮاً وَ رَازِﻗﺎً ﻣَﺎ ﺷَﺎءَ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻛَﺎنَ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﺸَﺄْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻜُﻦْ ﻻ
َﻳُﻌْﺠِﺰُ اﻟﻠﻪَ ﺷَﻲْءٌ ﻃَﻠَﺒَﻪُ ﻓِﻲ اﻷَرْضِ وَ ﻻَ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺴَّﻤَﺎءِ ﻫُﻮَ ﻛََﺎﺋِﻦٌ ﻫُﻮ
ُﻛَﺎﺋِﻦٌ إِنْ ﺷَﺎءَ اﻟﻠﻪ
O’ Allah! You indeed know that I admit that You have the power to grant all my needs,
therefore, bless Muhammad and his Household and hasten, O’ Lord, the advent of Your
close servant, the son of Your Prophet’s daughter, and grant, O’ Allah, the needs of
Muhammad’s household, and grant, O’ Lord, in the name of Muhammad and his household,
all my needs in this world as well as in the Next World.
Be they big or small, with easiness and wellbeing from You; and perfect Your graces for me,
and make me enjoy Your honor, and dress me with Your (bounty of) wellbeing, and confer
upon me with Your pardon, and, in the name of Muhammad and his Household, be my
Guardian, Custodian, Supporter, Savior, Overseer, Protector and Sustainer, in all of my
affairs. Only that which Allah wills shall occur; while that which He does not will shall not
occur. Nothing is difficult for Allah to do in the Earth or in the Heavens. This shall be; this
shall be, Allah willing.”6
It may be possible that some of the lovers of the Imam may have other ways which they
use to seek help and assistance from the Imam to fulfill their needs and requests.
For example, it is possible that a person has a need which he wants fulfilled and he conveys
this to the Imam either in his dreams or even while awake in a state of Mukashifa (an
awaken state in which one experiences the presence of the Divine or His appointed agents)
with the answer coming directly from the Imam.
In addition, it is possible that a person verbally declares his desires and an answer comes
from the Imam.
Also, it is possible that a person may write his requests to the Imam and keep it under his
prayer rug and one will see his answer written on that paper.
In this regards, Imam ‘Ali b. Muhammad (as) has said:

َإِذَا أَرَدْتَ أَنْ ﺗَﺴْﺄَلَ ﻣَﺴْﺄَﻟَﺔٍ ﻓَﺎﻛْـﺘُﺒْﻬَﺎ وَ ﺿَﻊِ اﻟْﻜِﺘَﺎبَ ﺗَﺤْﺖَ ﻣُﺼَﻻَّكَ و

ُ ﻓَﻔَﻌَﻠْﺖُ ﻓَﻮَﺟَﺪْت: ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﺮَّاوِي.ِدَﻋْﻪُ ﺳَﺎﻋَﺔً ﺛُﻢَّ أَﺧْﺮِﺟْﻪُ وَ اﻧْﻈُﺮْ ﻓِﻴﻪ
ِﺟَﻮَابَ ﻣَﺎ ﺳَﺄَﻟْﺖُ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ ﻣُﻮَﻗَّﻌﺎً ﻓِﻴﻪ
“When you wish to ask for something, then write it down (on paper) and place this writing
underneath your prayer mat. Wait for an hour and then take the paper out and look at it.”
The narrator said: “I did just this and I found the answer to what I has asked for with the
signature of the Imam on it (the paper).”7
1. Spiritual Bond with the Sacred al-Mahdi, pg. 252
2. MiSbah of al-Kaf’ami, pg. 176; Mafatih al-Jinan after Du’a at-Tawassul
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 234, sec. 10, no. 2; al-Balad al-Amin, pg. 157; MiSbah alKaf’ami, pg. 404
4. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 171, sec. 31, no. 5
5. Spiritual Bond with the Sacred Mahdi, pg. 252
6. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 252, sec. 10, no. 10
7. al-Kharaij, pg. 419; Biharul Anwar, vol. 50, pg. 155, sec. 3, no. 41

Responsibility 28: Praying for the
Protection of the Imam Part 1
Another responsibility which a true believer has is to pray for the protection of Imam al-’Asr
(ajtf) from all types of trials and tribulations which can appear from the Earth or Heavens,
and from evil of the devils among mankind and the Jinn.
The lover of the Imam must supplicate, whenever he is able to, for the Imam. As we are
told, the best time to pray to Allah  is when the supplications are most readily accepted
and these specific times will be mentioned in the next responsibility.
One of the best supplications which can be read for his protection is the following short
Du’a (which we will mention in detail in the next responsibility):

...ِأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ﻛُﻦْ ﻟِﻮَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْـﺤُﺠَّﺔِ ﺑْﻦِ اﻟْﺤَﺴَﻦ
“O’ Allah, be for your deputy (Wali), al-Hujjat b. al-Hasan...”1
1. The entire text of this supplication will be mentioned in the next responsibility.

Responsibility 29: Praying for Protection
of the Imam Part 2
Another responsibility of a believer is to supplicate to Allah for the Imam and the best
supplication for his protection is the famous one which has been taught to us by the
infalliable A`immah (as):

،ِ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاﺗُﻚَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَﻋَﻠﻰٰ آﺑَﺎﺋِﻪ،ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻛُﻦْ ﻟِﻮَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔِ ﺑْﻦِ اﻟْﺤَﺴَﻦ
ً وَﻟـِﻴًّﺎ وَﺣَﺎﻓِﻈﺎً وَﻗَﺎﺋِﺪاً وَﻧَﺎﺻِﺮا،ٍﻓِﻲ ﻫٰﺬِهِ اﻟْﺴَّﺎﻋَﺔِ وَ ﻓِﻲ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺳَﺎﻋَﺔ
ًوَدَﻟﻴﻼً وَﻋَﻴْﻨﺎً ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﺗُﺴْﻜِﻨَﻪُ أَرْﺿَﻚَ ﻃَﻮْﻋﺎً وَﺗُـﻤَﺘِّﻌَﻪُ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﻃَﻮِﻳﻼ
“O’ Allah, be for Your deputy, al-Hujjah b. al-Hasan, may Your Blessings be upon him and
his forefathers, now and at all times, the Master, Protector, Guide, Helper, Proof and Guard
until he resides peacefully on Your earth and let him enjoy (the blessings of this life) for a
long time.”1
1. MiSbah al-Mutahajjid, pg. 630; al-Balad al-Amin, pg. 203

Responsibility 30: Giving Charity on
Behalf of the Imam
Another responsibility is to give Sadaqah (charity) for the safety and protection of the
Imam. The amount and type of Sadaqah given is not important, rather what is vital is the
sincere intention that it is given with, and that what is given is within one’s ability (a person
does not go through untold hardships to offer this charity such as giving too much).
The giving of Sadaqah for the safety of the Imam can be done on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis whatever is easy for the believer and at the time of giving the Sadaqah, one should
remember and pray for the safety of Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf).
A person giving the Sadaqah can and should pray for the safety of his friends and family
members his father, mother, children, and others such as his teacher and other people as
well. Therefore, within the intention, one can specify that he is giving Sadaqah with the
hopes that it will be accepted as a protection for all of these people not just the Imam.

Responsibility 31: Vigilance in

Mentioning the Imam
We should not take the ‘proper name’ of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) when we mention him and
should observe taqiyyah (dissimulation) as much as possible. The proper name of the Imam
is his first name which is the same as the Prophet of Islam  )م ح.( م دSince we are not
permitted to refer to him by his proper name, we should refer to him through his titles and
names of appellation.
Without a doubt, it is forbidden (haram) to mention the name of the Imam in gatherings in
which the enemies of the religion are present and any place where there is a fear of the
enemies. If there is fear that danger may come to a person, then it becomes forbidden to
mention the title of the Imam and the names or titles of the other A`immah as well.
However, the prohibition of not mentioning the name of the Imam in other instances, for
example in gatherings in which there is no fear or danger of the enemies of Islam, and
where it is not necessary to observe taqiyyah. This is a matter of debate amongst our
scholars. However that which we deduce from the traditions which speak about this issue is
that it is prohibited to mention his proper name (in any gathering).
The Messenger of Allah (S) has said:

ِﻫُﻮَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻻَ ﻳُﺴَﻤِّﻴﻪِ ﺑِﺎﺳْﻤِﻪِ ﻇَﺎﻫِﺮاً ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﻗِﻴَﺎﻣِﻪِ إِﻻَّ ﻛَﺎﻓِﺮٌ ﺑِﻪ
“He is the one whom no one calls by his (proper) name openly before his advent, except
the one who disbelieves in him.”1
The Messenger of Allah has also said:

ِﻓَﻻَ ﻳَﺤِﻞُّ ﻟِﻸَﺣَﺪٍ أَنْ ﻳُﺴَﻤِّﻴﻪِ أَوْ ﻳُﻜَـﻨِّﻴﻪِ ﺑِﺎﺳْﻤِﻪِ وَ ﻛُﻨْﻴَﺘِﻪِ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﺧُﺮُوﺟِﻪ
ِﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪ
“It is not permitted for anyone to call him by his name or his title before his advent, may
the blessings of Allah be upon him.”2
There are many reliable traditions found in the well-known books of hadith on this issue
which reach to the level of mustafiďha3 rather, they reach to the level of being mutawatire-ma’nawi4 and tell us that it is impermissible to mention the name and title of Imam alMahdi (ajtf) before his advent.5
It is permissible to mention the name of the Imam in supplications and the whispered
prayers (Munajat) which are recited in private, however one should keep away from this in
large gatherings and according to ihtiyat6 it is still better not to do this.

The same holds true for mentioning the name of the Imam in secret and in one’s heart such
that only the person himself can hear what he is saying this too is permitted, however it is
better to observe precaution in these regards as well.
In addition, it also goes against precaution to mention the proper name of the Imam in
writings and books. Thus, from the time of the late Shaykh Kulayni 7 until now, we see
that our great scholars have not mentioned the name of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) in their
books or writings and the methodology of our scholars is constant and none of them have
gone against this custom.
Mentioning the proper name of the Imam (ajtf) through the use of the individual letters of
his name  م د( )م حas a way of indicating him is permissible and just as it was previously
stated, his name is the same as the name of the Messenger of Allah and his title is the
same as that of the Prophet of Allah (S).
This same ruling (about mentioning him) applies in regards to remembering him by his
name and title in closed gatherings and programs those gatherings in which the Shi’a,
especially those particular Shi’a such as the ‘Ulama and the pious people are present as
long as there is no fear or danger and there is no need to be in a state of taqiyyah.8
So, what is the reason for it to be prohibited to mention the name and title of the Imam?
Numerous reasons can be cited why it is forbidden to mention his name, however we must
concede that the true reason for this prohibition has been hidden from us (by Allah, the
Prophet and the A`immah).
Another name of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) which is also one of the names of the Prophet is
Ahmad. So the question arises that is it also forbidden to mention the Imam by this name?
In brief we can state that it is not forbidden to call the Imam with this name, however,
according to precaution, it is better to refrain from this as well.
From some of the traditions, we can deduce that it is also prohibited to mention the specific
title which the Imam is known by, as it shares the same ruling as mentioning his proper
name.
Some people state that it is forbidden to mention his name and titles and we must not call
him by such things is this true? In answer to this we state that the strongest opinion9 is that
it is not forbidden to mention the titles of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf). However, according to
precaution it is not permitted and this is how we should tread in these regards (by
observing this precaution).

 وَ أَﺷْﻬَﺪُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ رَﺟُﻞٍ ﻣِﻦْ وُﻟْﺪِ اﻟْﺤُﺴَﻴﻦِ ﻻَ ﻳُﻜَﻨَّﻰ:ِﻓِﻲ ﺣَﺪِﻳﺚِ اﻟْﺨِﻀْﺮ
ُوَ ﻻَ ﻳُﺴَﻤَّﻰ ﺣَﺘَّﻰ ﻳَﻈْﻬَﺮَ أَﻣْﺮُه
In the tradition of al-Khidhr it has been mentioned: “And I bear witness to that man who will
come from the children of al-Husain (as) whose title will not be expressly mentioned nor will
his name be called until his advent.”10
1. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 111; Mustadrak al-Wasa’il, vol. 12, page 285, sec. 31, no.

14106
2. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 117; Mustadrak al-Wasa’il, vol. 12, page 280, sec. 31, no.
14095
3. Any tradition that has not reached the level of being classified as being Tawatur is
called Khabar-e-Wahid. However, if the number of narrators of the tradition is greater than
three, then that tradition is referred to as a mustafidh tradition which is one of the best
types of “khabar-e-wahid” tradition.
4. A Mutawatir tradition is of two types: The literal/verbal and the figurative/abstract. The
literal/verbal mutawatir tradition is one in which the words of the various traditions are
exactly the same with no difference in them while the figurative/abstract mutawatir
tradition is one in which the words and phrases are not exactly the same, however their
content is similar and thus, all of the hadith on that one topic have the same content and
substance with different wordings.
5. Please refer to books such as Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2; Mustadrak alWasa’il, vol. 2; al-Kafi, vol. 2
6. Ihtiyat is in the meaning of a recommended precaution here.
7. His exact birth date is not known, however he passed away in the year 328 or 329 and
had seen the special representatives of Imam al-Zaman  and his book al-Kafi is also one
of the Kutub al-Ar’bah or Four Major books of Shi’a tradition and is the most important of
all of them.
8. It is our opinion that in this era, the name of the Imam  can be mentioned without any
fear and when we look at the history and see the fear and fright of the past which does not
exist today and thus, it is not necessary to refrain from calling the Imam  by his name.
9. That which the Mujtahid feels is the most correct way and which is also in the meaning
of Ihtiyat Mustahab.
10. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 1, pg. 315; al-Ihtijaj, pg. 267

Responsibility 32: Observing Proper
Manners Part 1
Another responsibility of the true believer is to observe the proper etiquette and to refrain
from anything which would be considered as bad manners in the presence of Imam alZaman (ajtf).
Taking part in gatherings in which Imam al-’Asr (ajtf) is spoken about in a bad way or in
which people openly question and deny his existence, or where he is made fun of, are
examples of things which would be classified as bad manners in relation to the Imam.
In addition, we must also stay away from programs which do not have the remembrance of
Allah and Imam al-’ASr (ajtf) as this too is a sign of not observing manners and etiquette in
relation to the Imam.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq(as) has said:

ُﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻳُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻴَﻮْمِ اﻵﺧِﺮِ ﻓَﻻَ ﻳَﺠْﻠِﺲُ ﻣَﺠْﻠِﺴﺎً ﻳُﻨْـﺘَﻘَﺺ

ٌﻓِﻴﻪِ إِﻣَﺎمٌ أَوْ ﻳُﻌَﺎبُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦ
“He who has true belief in Allah and the Last Day will not attend gatherings in which the
Imam is being disparaged or in which the defects of a believer are being spoken about.”1
Actions such as not observing the responsibilities which one has to fulfill in regards to Imam
al-Zaman (ajtf) displaying our own shortcomings in relation to these rights, seeking help
(tawassul) from other than the Imam or his pure family in times of difficulties, trying to find
faults and defects in the rulings of the religion and that which the Prophet of Islam brought,
or insulting the laws of Allah are all things which are equivalent to insulting the Imam.
In addition, actions such as having hatred for the friends and lovers of Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf), or loving the enemies of the Imam and enemies of the religion are also practical
examples of showing disrespect and not observing the correct etiquette in relation to the
Imam.
Therefore, these and many other things which are considered as showing disrespect to the
Imam must be kept away from and without doubt, those with intellect and understanding
can clearly under this responsibility.
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, Pagre 377, no. 9

Responsibility 33: Observing Proper
Manners Part 2
Another responsibility is to observe the proper etiquette when the Imam’s name is
mentioned.
A true believer should only call upon the Imam by his titles such as: al-Hujjah, al-Qa`im, alMahdi, Sahib al-Amr, Sahib az-Zaman, Aba Salih and others.
In addition, when one wants to say or write the blessed name of the Imam, one must also
display the utmost of respect.
For example, if we use the word ‘Haďrat’ or ‘Mawla’ or things such as this before his name,
then we must also add the various forms of greeting, salutations and prayers after
mentioning him, such as: “ُ( ”ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمpeace be upon him): “ِ( ”ﺳَﻻَمُ اﻟﻠٌِّهِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪmay Allah’s
peace be upon him): “ُ( ”ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ اﻟﺼَّﻻَةُ وَ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمprayers and peace be upon him): “ُ”أَرْوَاﺣُﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻪُ اﻟْﻔِﺪَاه
(may our souls be sacrificed for him) or “َ( ” ﻋَﺠَّﻞَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻓَﺮَﺟَﻪُ اﻟﺸَّﺮِﻳﻒmay Allah, the Most
High, hasten his noble return) after his blessed name.
The Messenger of Allah (S) has said:

َﻣَﻦْ ﺻَﻠَّـﻰ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﻓِﻲ ﻛِﺘَﺎبٍ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗَﺰَلِ اﻟْﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔُ ﺗَﺴْﺘَﻐْﻔِﺮُ ﻟَﻪُ ﻣَﺎ دَام

ِإِﺳْﻤِـﻲ ﻓِﻲ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟْﻜِﺘَﺎب
“Whoever sends blessings on me in writing, the Angels will continue to ask forgiveness for
him for as long as my name is in that book (or writing).”1
Therefore based on this tradition, we must remember to show honor and respect to the
Prophet, the Imam of our time and the other A`immah and this cannot be achieved by
merely writing ()ص2 in the place of ,(َ )ﺻَﻠَّـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪِ وَ ﺳَﻠَّﻢor ( )عin the place of ِ)ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪ
(ُ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمor ( )ﻋﺞin the place of (َ )ﻋَﺠَّﻞَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻓَﺮَﺟَﻪُ اﻟﺸَّﺮِﻳﻒand other things such as these.
Many times, we see scholars write long dissertations and do not even try in the least to
keep their words to a minimum or we see speakers who deliver long lectures and never
suffice with short talks, however when it comes to showing respect to the A`immah of true
guidance, they never follow the code of honor in relation to them or if they do, they resort
to using the abbreviated forms of respect.
Therefore, instead of writing out (َ )ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪِ وَﺳَﻠَّﻢthey will write ( )صor even worse,
they will cut the salutation off and write )ُ !)ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪIn place of the prayer, (ُ )ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمand in
place of (َ )ﻋَﺠَّﻞَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻓَﺮَﺟَﻪُ اﻟﺸَّﺮِِﻳﻒthey will use the symbols ( )عand ) !)ﻋﺞSometimes, in
place of the prayer (ِ )رِﺿْﻮَانَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪor the prayer (ِ )رَﺣْﻤَﺔُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪthey will shorten them
and write them as ( )رضand .()ره
We should keep in mind that not only is the use of such shortened expressions in relation to
these noble personalities rude and impolite, but it is also one of the greatest forms of
disrespect towards them!
Another point of etiquette in showing respect to the Imam is that we should not touch his
name or any of his titles without Wudhu’ (spiritual purity).
What we have just mentioned in relation to showing respect and honor to the Imam is just
the tip of the iceberg and there are many other forms which can be manifest and indeed
these are clear for the one who has true insight and understanding (of the Imam).
It goes without saying that what we have stated in this responsibility in regards to the last
Imam also holds true for the rest of the Infallibles.
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 94, pg. 71, sec. 29, no. 65; Munyat al-Murid, pg. 347 (The section of
Writing and Keeping Books)
2. In most English publications, this is written as (S), (s), (SAW), (saws), (pbuh&hf) and
other such ways. (Tr.)

Responsibility 34: Observing Proper
Manners Part 3
Another responsibility of the believers is that when they hear or see the name of Imam alZaman or any of his titles, they should immediately show the appropriate form of respect.

In addition, as a sign of acknowledging his status, they should stand up when they hear his
blessed title, al-Qa`im.
One day, a person was in a gathering with Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) when
another person took the name of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) and out of respect to the 12th
Imam, the 6th Imam stood up!1
Once, a companion named Di’bil, who lived in the later part of the Islamic history, recited a
poem which he had composed in which he mentioned Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) to the 8th
Imam, ‘Ali b. Musa al-Rida (as). When he mentioned the 12th Imam, Imam al-Rida (as)
stood up and placed his right hand on his head as a form of respect to the final Imam and
prayed for his speedy arrival!2
The philosophy behind standing up when one hears the blessed name or title of the Imam,
especially al-Qa`im (ajtf) is that we are showing our readiness to rise to help and assist the
Imam.
Indeed, whenever and wherever the name of the Imam is taken, he immediately makes
himself present in that gathering and looks with attention towards the people (who have
taken his name) and therefore, it is recommended to show respect to the Imam by standing
up whenever his name is mentioned.
1. Spiritual Relation with the Noble Personality of the Mahdi, pg. 240, Muntakhab al-Athar,
pg. 506, al-Zaimun NaSib, vol. 1, pg. 371
2. Ibid.

Responsibility 35: Showing Humility &
Humbleness Part 1
Another responsibility of the followers of the Imam is that we must have humility and
humbleness and show concern in our hearts (for the Imam) when we mention him.

ِ أَﻟَـْﻢ ﻳَﺄْنِ ﻟِﻠَّﺬِﻳﻦَ آﻣَﻨُﻮا أَنْ ﺗَﺨْﺸَﻊَ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑُﻬُﻢْ ﻟِﺬِﻛْﺮ :ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ
 ِّاﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻧَﺰَلَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﺤَﻖ
Allah, the Most High has said (in the Noble Qur`an):
“Has not the time come that those who have true faith begin to show humility in
their hearts when Allah and that which He has revealed of the Truth is
mentioned?”1
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said that: “Remembering us (the Ahlul Bayt) and
mentioning us is the same as remembering or mentioning Allah.”2

Therefore, the hearts of the true believers must have humbleness which can only come
about through remembering the name of the Imam, just as Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad asSadiq(as) stated in his supplication for Friday:

َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّـﻲ أَﺗَﻘَﺮَّبُ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﻘَﻠْﺐٍ ﺧَﺎﺿِﻊٍ وَ إِﻟـﻰٰ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﺑِﺒَﺪَنٍ ﺧَﺎﺷِﻊٍ و
ٍإِﻟـﻰٰ اﻷَﺋِﻤَّﺔِ اﻟﺮَّاﺷِﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺑِﻔُﺆَادٍ ﻣُﺘَﻮَاﺿِﻊ
“O’ Allah! Indeed I seek nearness to you with a submissive heart, and (I seek nearness) to
your representative with a body that is humble and (I seek nearness) to the rightly guided
A`immah by a heart filled with humility.”3
1. Suratul Hadid (57), Verse 16
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 396, no. 2
3. Jamal al-Usbu’, Pag 230, Biharul Anwar, vol. 89, pg. 332, sec. 4, no. 5

Responsibility 36: Showing Humility &
Humbleness Part 2
A true believer’s entire presence must show humility to the 12th Imam. By this we mean
that every part of our body must be in the service of and ready to carry out the commands
of the Imam.
We must know that in the presence of the Imam, we are weak and insignificant and that it
is the Imam who possesses greatness and magnimity. In addition, we must follow the Imam
by our actions and our heart.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said the following in his supplication for the
day of Friday:

َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّـﻲ أَﺗَﻘَﺮَّبُ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﻘَﻠْﺐٍ ﺧَﺎﺿِﻊٍ وَ إِﻟـﻰٰ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﺑِﺒَﺪَنٍ ﺧَﺎﺷِﻊٍ و
ٍإِﻟـﻰٰ اﻷَﺋِﻤَّﺔِ اﻟﺮَّاﺷِﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺑِﻔُﺆَادٍ ﻣُﺘَﻮَاﺿِﻊ
“O’ Allah! Indeed I seek nearness to you with a submissive heart, and (I seek nearness) to
your representative with a body that is humble; and (I seek nearness) to the rightly guided
A`immah by a heart filled with humility.”1
1. Ibid.

Responsibility 37: Love for the Imam
Part 1
Another responsibility that the believers have is to love the Imam since he is one of the
infallible members of the Ahlul Bayt (as) of the Prophet Muhammad (S).
The consecutively narrated traditions tell us that loving the Ahlul Bayt (as), and specifically
Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), is one of the responsibilities of the true believers.
As we know, it is obligatory upon every believer to love the family of the Prophet which is
actually the reward he asked for bringing us the message of Islam. In addition, this act is
also regarded as a part of having true faith and is one of the conditions for our actions to be
accepted in the presence of Allah.
All of the permitted, pure blessings of Allah and the various pleasures which the believers
have been granted are due to the presence of the Imam and the blessings he brings with
him and it stands to reason that a person must love the one who is the reason for all of the
blessings which he has been granted. Indeed, the Islamic traditions tell us that the
presence of the twelfth Imam is the reason that we are blessed.
Thus, our intelligence commands us to love him and in principle, human nature commands
people to this truth we must love the one who has given us blessings and bounties and has
done good to us.
In addition, there are numerous traditions that speak directly about the need to have love
for our living Imam.

ُ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪُ أَﺣِﺒَّﻪُ ﻓَﺈِﻧِّﻲ أُﺣِﺒُّﻪُ وَ أُﺣِﺐُّ ﻣَﻦْ ﻳُﺤِﺒُّﻪ:ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ
Allah has said in a Sacred Tradition (Hadith al-Qudsi): “O’ Muhammad! Have love for him
(al-Mahdi) since surely I love him and I love anyone who loves him.”1
The Messenger of Allah (S) has said:

ُوَ ﻣَﻦْ أَﺣَﺐَّ أَنْ ﻳَﻠْﻘَـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ وَ ﻗَﺪْ ﻛَﻤُﻞَ إِﻳْﻤَﺎﻧُﻪُ وَ ﺣَﺴُﻦَ إِﺳْﻻَﻣُﻪ
َﻓَﻠْﻴَﺘَﻮَلَّ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔَ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ اﻟْﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈَﺮ
“A person who would like to meet Allah in a state of perfect faith and in the best form of
submission should love al-Hujjah Sahib al-Zaman al-Muntadhar (ajtf).”2
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 36, pg. 223, sec. 40, no. 21
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 36, pg. 296, sec. 41, no. 125

Responsibility 38: Love For the Imam
Part 2
In addition to having love for the Imam, a true believer must also encourage others to love
him in essence, they must pull others towards the Imam and towards love for him!
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ْرَﺣِﻢَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺒْﺪاً ﺣَﺒَّﺒَﻨَﺎ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ وَ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﺒَﻐِّﻀْﻨَﺎ إِﻟَﻴْﻬِﻢ
“May Allah have mercy upon a servant who endears us to the people and does not make
them have hatred towards us (the Ahlul Bayt).” 1
In another tradition, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq has said:

َرَﺣِﻢَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺒْﺪاً إِﺟْﺘَﺮَّ ﻣَﻮَدَّةَ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ إِﻟَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺤَﺪَّﺛَﻬُﻢْ ﺑِﻤَﺎ ﻳَﻌْﺮِﻓُﻮنَ و
َﺗَﺮَكَ ﻣَﺎ ﻳُﻨْﻜِﺮُون
“May Allah have mercy upon that servant who encourages the people to love us (the Ahlul
Bayt) through speaking to them whatever (positive) they know (about us), while refraining
from mentioning that which they do not find acceptable (about us).”2
1. al-Kafi, vol. 8, pg. 229, sec. 8, no. 293
2. al-Amali (Shaykh Saduq), pg. 99

Responsibility 39: A Desire to Meet the
Imam Part 1
Expressing one’s desire to meet the Imam is another responsibility of the believers.
In the supplications which are specifically related to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) such as Du’a alNudbah1, there are passages (which as we know are the exact words of Imam Ja’far b.
Muhammad as-Sadiq) in which this responsibility has been clearly mentioned:

َﻋَﺰِﻳﺰٌ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ أَنْ أَرَى اﻟْـﺨَﻠْﻖَ وَ ﻻَ ﺗُﺮىٰ وَ ﻻَ أَﺳْﻤَﻊُ ﻟَﻚَ ﺣَﺴِﻴﺴﺎً وَ ﻻ

ٰﻧَـﺠْﻮى
“How difficult it is for me that I am able to see all the creation, however you cannot be
seen, and I do not hear any sound or whisper from you!”
The Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) has said:

ِﻫَﺎه! وَ أَوْﻣـﻰ ﺑِﻴَﺪِهِ إِﻟـﻰ ﺻَﺪْرِهِ ﺷَﻮْﻗﺎً إِﻟـﻰ رُؤْﻳَﺘِﻪ
“Aah! (O’ how I wish I could see him!)” And then he struck his hand on his chest as a sign of
longing to see the Imam (al-Mahdi).2
1. This supplication has been narrated in the reliable books of supplication such as Mafatih
al-Jinan, Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 93-100; the hand written copy of Mizar al-Kabir of
Ibne al-Mashadi, pg. 822; Mizar (the old Version) by Qutb Rawandi; the hand written copy
of Mizar of Sayyid ibne Tawus which is known by the name of MiSbahul Zair, pg. 334;
Biharul Anwar, vol. 102
2. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 1, pg. 115; Biharul Anwar, vol. 51, pg. 115, sec. 2, no. 14

Responsibility 40: A Desire to Meet the
Imam Part 2
Another responsibility of a believer is to ask Allah for the ability to meet Imam al-Mahdi
(ajtf). We must pray to Allah that the Imam permits us to see him, but of course we should
ask to see him while we are in a state of true faith and performing good deeds.
Therefore, we should be blessed to meet him having full faith in Islam so that we do not
cause any spiritual harm to the Imam and such that we are not among those whose his
anger is taken out upon.
This type of meeting with Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) is possible both during his advent and during
his occultation. Therefore, it is possible for the believers to see and meet him during his
occultation, just as it is possible to see and meet him during his advent. Thus, just because
he is currently hidden from the eyes of the people, we must not deny the fact that it is
possible to see him.
To see the Imam during his advent or during the period of occultation while awake or
asleep is something that everyone aspires towards and this must be the wish of all true
believers. They must sincerely ask Allah for this honor and the best way to achieve this is to
supplicate to Allah to be granted the opportunity to meet the Imam upon his advent.
In the Du’a of ‘Ahd (The Supplication of the Pact to the Imam)1 which has been narrated by

Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as), we pray the following:

أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ أَرِﻧِﻲ اﻟﻄَّﻠْﻌَﺔَ اﻟﺮَّﺷِﻴﺪَةَ وَ اﻟْﻐُﺮَّةَ اﻟْـﺤَﻤِﻴﺪَةَ وَاﻛْﺤُﻞْ ﻧَﺎﻇِﺮِي
...ِﺑِﻨَﻈْﺮَةٍ ﻣِﻨِّﻲ إِﻟَﻴْﻪ
“O’Allah! Show me the appearance of the one who is rightly guided and the finest of those
deserving praise; and beautify my sight with the ability to look upon him...”2
Later on in this same supplication we appeal to Allah  and say:

...ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّﻲ أَﺳْﺌَﻠُﻚَ أَنْ ﺗُﺮِﻳَﻨِﻲ وَﻟِﻲَّ أَﻣْﺮِكَ ﻇَﺎﻫِﺮاً ﻧَﺎﻓِﺬَ اﻷَﻣْﺮ
“O Allah I ask that you show me the authority of your affairs manifestly as he carries out
your orders...”3
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َﻪ ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﺎﻓِﻴَﺔٍ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺑَﻌَﺚ
ُ َّإِذَا ﺗَـﻤَﻨَّـﻰ أَﺣَﺪُﻛُﻢُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢَ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺘَﻤَﻨ
ًﻌﺚُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢَ ﻧَﻘِﻤَﺔ
َ ْﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪاً رَﺣْﻤَﺔً وَ ﻳَﺒ
“Anytime one of you has the desire (to see) al-Qa`im (ajtf), then you should desire that (you
see him while) you are in a good (spiritual) state since surely Allah had sent Muhammad (S)
as a mercy but will send al-Qa`im (ajtf) as an avenger.”4
In addition, it has been mentioned in Du’a al-Nudbah5:

...ٰوَ أَرِهِ ﺳَﻴِﺪَّهُ ﻳَﺎ ﺷَﺪِﻳﺪَ اﻟْﻘُﻮى
“And allow him (Imam al-Mahdi) to see his Master, O’ the Almighty...”6
In another supplication7, it has been mentioned:

ِوَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻣِﻤَّﻦْ ﺗَﻘَﺮُّ ﻋَﻴْﻨُﻪُ ﺑِﺮُؤْﻳِﺘَﻪ

“And make us of those whose eyes are delighted by seeing.”8
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ﻣَﻦْ ﻗَﺮَأَ ﺳُﻮرَةَ ﺑَﻨِـﻲ إِﺳْﺮَاﺋِﻴﻞَ ﻓِﻲ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔِ ﺟُﻤْﻌَﺔٍ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻤُﺖْ ﺣَـﺘَّﻰ
ِﻳُﺪْرِكَ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢَ ﻓَﻴَﻜُﻮنَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺻْﺤَﺎﺑِﻪ
“A person who recites Surah Bani Isra`il (17) every Thursday night will not die until he sees
al-Qa`im (ajtf) and becomes one of his companions.”9
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has also said:

ِﻣَﻦْ ﻗَﺮَأَ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀَﺔٍ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻟﺪُّﻋَﺎءَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻪُ ﻳَﺮى اﻹِﻣَﺎمَ م ح م د ﺑْﻦ
ِاﻟْﺤَﺴَﻦِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ أَﺑَﺎﺋِﻪِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻴَﻘْﻈَﺔِ أَوْ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْـﻤَﻨَﺎم
“A person who recites the following supplication after every obligatory Salat will definitely
see Imam  م د( )م حIbn al-Hasan, may peace be upon him and upon his forefathers, (either)
while he is awake or in his dreams.”10
Then the Imam recited the following supplication:

 أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑَﻠِّﻎْ ﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ أَﻳْﻨَﻤَﺎ.ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
...َﻛَﺎنَ وَ ﺣَﻴْﺜُﻤَﺎ ﻛَﺎن
“In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. O’ Allah! Convey to our Master,
Sahib al-Zaman (ajtf), wherever he is and everywhere he is...”
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 1111, sec. 7, no. 2; MiSbah of al-Kaf’ami, pg. 550
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 90
3. Ibid.
4. al-Kafi, vol. 8, pg. 233, no. 306
5. This supplication has been narrated in the reliable books of supplication such as Mafatih
al-Jinan, Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 93-100; the hand written copy of Mizar al-Kabir of
Ibne al-Mashadi, pg. 822; Mizar (the old Version) by Qutb Rawandi; the hand written copy
of Mizar of Sayyid ibne Tawus which is known by the name of MiSbahul Zair, pg. 334;
Biharul Anwar, vol. 102
6. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 90
7. Biharul Anwar, vol. 89, pg. 310, sec. 3, no. 14
8. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 90
9. Biharul Anwar, vol. 86, pg. 61, sec. 38, no. 69

10. Ibid.

Responsibility 41: Visiting the Places the
Imam Visits
Another responsibility of the believers is to go to those places where this is a possibility that
the Imam visits such as Masjid al-Sahlah (in ‘Iraq), Masjid Jamkaran (in Iran) and other
places, especially at the specific times which have been mentioned that he may be there1
the gatherings in which the greatness and traits of the Imam and the other infallible
A`immah are mentioned.
Programs to commemorate the marriage of the Sadat and the ‘Ulama and especially those
gatherings in which the Sadat scholars who also possess the qualities of abstaining from
sins and who adhere to piety are present, gatherings in which the troubles that befell the
Ahlul Bayt are mentioned programs in which the teachings of Allah and in which the
infallible A`immah are remembered.
Especially the days which are relevant to them such as ‘Ashura, ‘Eid al-Fitr, Thursday night
and other days accompanying the dead bodies of the scholars and those who love the
Imam especially the true Shi’a to their burial site are all programs and gatherings which a
true believer should be present in.
In addition, the joyous occasions which take place during the year such as ‘Eid al-Ghadir,
‘Eid al-Qurban, the Nights of Qadr in the Month of Ramaďhan and others, are also times in
which Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) is present and thus, we should also be sure to take part in
programs which are held around these great days.
1. For example according to the traditions it is stated that Imam Wali al-’ASr attends the
Hajj every year and on the day of ‘Arafat, he is present on the Plains of ‘Arafat.

Responsibility 42: Grief and Sorrow Due
to Separation Part 1
Another responsibility of a true believer is that one must feel grief and sorrow due to one’s
separation from the Imam and not being able to see him. This state of grief should be a
continuous feeling for a believer and should not be limited to merely a few days during the
year.
If a true believer is only able to be in spiritual contact with the Imam for certain hours or
parts of the day, then at least in those time periods, one must express grief at being
separated from the Imam and the delay in his advent.
There is a section in Du’a al-Nudbah which explains the sorrow one feels at being separated
from his Imam:

ﻫَﻞْ ﻣِﻦْ ﻣُﻌِﻴﻦٍ ﻓَﺄُﻃِﻴﻞَ ﻣَﻌَﻪُ اﻟﻌَﻮِﻳﻞَ وَ اﻟْﺒُﻜَﺎءَ؟
“Is there any assistant that will be alongside me in prolonging my grief and tears (at being
separated from you, O’ Imam?)”1
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 90

Responsibility 43: Grief and Sorrow Due
to Separation Part 2
Another responsibility of the believers is to shed tears due to being separated from the
Imam and because of the trials and tribulations which he has had to endure. If it is not
possible for a person to cry, then he should try and force himself to cry or at least ‘pretend’
to cry which is known as ‘tabaka’ in ‘Arabic.
In a tradition from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) it is mentioned that:

ٍﻣَﻦْ ذَﻛَﺮَﻧَﺎ أَوْ ذُﻛِﺮْﻧَﺎ ﻋِﻨْﺪَهُ ﻓَﺨَﺮَجَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋَﻴْﻨِﻪِ دَﻣْﻊٌ ﻣِﺜْﻞُ ﺟَﻨَﺎحِ ﺑَﻌُﻮﺿَﺔ
ﻏَﻔَﺮَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟَﻪُ ذُﻧُﻮﺑَﻪِ وَ ﻟَﻮْ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻣِﺜْﻞَ زَﺑَﺪِ اﻟْﺒَﺤْﺮ
“Anyone who remembers us or when we are remembered in his presence, a tear-drop the
size of the wing of a gnat comes out from his eye, Allah will forgive his sins even if they are
the amount of the foam on the waters of the sea.”1
In another tradition from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) he has stated:

ْ ُإِﻳَّﺎﻛُﻢْ وَاﻟﺘَّﻨْﻮِﻳَﺔَ أَﻣَﺎ وَاﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻟَﻴَﻐِﻴﺒَﻦَّ إِﻣَﺎﻣُﻜُﻢْ ﺳِﻨِﻴﻨ ًﺎ ﻣِﻦْ دَﻫْﺮِﻛ
ﻢ
ِﻚ وَﻟَﺘَﺪْﻣَﻌَﻦَّ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪ
َ َوَﻟِﻴُﻤَﺤِّﺼَﻦَّ ﺣَﺘَّﻰ ﻳُﻘَﺎلَ ﻣَﺎتَ أَوْ ﻫَﻠَﻚَ ﺑِﺄَيِّ وَادٍ ﺳَﻠ
َﻋُﻴُﻮنُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦ
“Take care not to refer to him (by name))! By Allah (I swear that) your Imam will disappear
for many years during which time, you shall be (intensely) tested until it will be said: “He
died” or “He has perished” or “Which valley has he taken as his place of recluse?” Verily,
the eyes of the believers shall shed tears for him.”2
Sudair Sairafi has narrated that:

دَﺧَﻠْﺖُ أَﻧَﺎ وَ اﻟْﻤُﻔَﻀَّﻞُ ﺑْﻦُ ﻋُﻤَﺮَ وَ أَﺑُﻮ ﺑَﺼِﻴﺮٍ وَ أَﺑَﺎنُ ﺑْﻦُ ﺗَﻐْﻠِﺐَ ﻋَﻠﻰ
ﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ أَﺑِﻲ ﻋَﺒْﺪِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ ﻓَﺮَأَﻳْﻨَﺎهُ ﺟَﺎﻟِﺴﺎً ﻋَﻠﻰ اﻟﺘُّﺮَابِ
وَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ ﻣِﺴْﺢٌ ﺧَﻴْﺒَﺮِيٌّ ﻣُﻄَﻮَّقٌ ﺑِﻻَ ﺟَﻴْﺐٍ ﻣُﻘَﺼَّﺮُ اﻟْﻜُﻤَّﻴْﻦِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﺒْﻜِﻲ
ﺑُﻜَﺎءَ اﻟْﻮَاﻟِﻪِ اﻟﺜَّﻜْﻠﻰ ذَاتَ اﻟْﻜَﺒِﺪِ اﻟْﺤَﺮَّى ﻗَﺪْ ﻧَﺎلَ اﻟْﺤُﺰْنُ ﻣِﻦْ وَﺟْﻨَﺘَﻴْﻪِ وَ
ﺷَﺎعَ اﻟﺘَّﻐَﻴُّﺮُ ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﺎرِﺿَﻴْﻪِ وَ أَﺑْﻠﻰ اﻟﺪُّﻣُﻮعُ ﻣَﺤْﺠِﺮَﻳْﻪِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ:
ﺳَﻴِّﺪِي ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘُﻚَ ﻧَﻔَﺖْ رُﻗَﺎدِي وَ ﺿَﻴَّﻘَﺖْ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ ﻣِﻬَﺎدِي وَ أَﺳَﺮَتْ ﻣِﻨِّﻲ
رَاﺣَﺔَ ﻓُﺆَادِي! ﺳَﻴِّﺪِي ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘُﻚَ أَوْﺻَﻠَﺖْ ﻣُﺼَﺎﺑِﻲ ﺑِﻔَﺠَﺎﺋِﻊِ اﻷَﺑَﺪِ وَ ﻓَﻘْﺪُ
اﻟْﻮَاﺣِﺪِ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ اﻟْﻮَاﺣِﺪِ ﻳُﻔْﻨِﻲ اﻟْﺠَﻤْﻊَ وَ اﻟْﻌَﺪَدَ ﻓَﻤَﺎ أُﺣِﺲُّ ﺑِﺪَﻣْﻌَﺔٍ ﺗَﺮْﻗَﻰ
ﻣِﻦْ ﻋَﻴْﻨِﻲ وَ أَﻧِﻴﻦٍ ﻳَﻔْﺘُﺮُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻَﺪْرِي ﻋَﻦْ دَوَارِجِ اﻟﺮَّزَاﻳَﺎ وَ ﺳَﻮَاﻟِﻒِ
اﻟْﺒَﻻَﻳَﺎ إِﻻَّ ﻣُﺜِّﻞَ ﻟِﻌَﻴْﻨِﻲ ﻋَﻦْ ﻋَﻮَاﺋِﺮِ أَﻋْﻈَﻤِﻬَﺎ وَ أَﻓْﻈَﻌِﻬَﺎ وَ ﺗَﺮَاﻗِﻲ
أَﺷَﺪِّﻫَﺎ وَ أَﻧْﻜَﺮِﻫَﺎ وَ ﻧَﻮَاﺋِﺐَ ﻣَﺨْﻠُﻮﻃَﺔٍ ﺑِﻐَﻀَﺒِﻚَ وَ ﻧَﻮَازِلَ ﻣَﻌْﺠُﻮﻧَﺔٍ
ﺑِﺴَﺨَﻄِﻚَ! ﻗَﺎلَ ﺳَﺪِﻳﺮٌ :ﻓَﺎﺳْﺘَﻄَﺎرَتْ ﻋُﻘُﻮﻟُﻨَﺎ وَﻟَﻬﺎً وَ ﺗَﺼَﺪَّﻋَﺖْ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑُﻨَﺎ
ﺟَﺰَﻋﺎً ﻋَﻦْ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟْﺨَﻄْﺐِ اﻟْﻬَﺎﺋِﻞِ وَ اﻟْﺤَﺎدِثِ اﻟْﻐَﺎﺋِﻞِ وَ ﻇَﻨَﻨَّﺎ أَﻧَّﻪُ ﺳِﻤَﺔٌ
ﻟِﻤَﻜْﺮُوﻫَﺔٍ ﻗَﺎرِﻋَﺔٍ أَوْ ﺣَﻠَّﺖْ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺪَّﻫْﺮِ ﺑَﺎﺋِﻘَﺔٌ ﻓَﻘُﻠْﻨَﺎ :ﻻَ أَﺑْﻜَﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ
ﻳَﺎ اﺑْﻦَ ﺧَﻴْﺮِ اﻟْﻮَرَى ﻋَﻴْﻨَﻴْﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ أَيِّ ﺣَﺎدِﺛَﺔٍ ﺗَﺴْﺘَﻨْﺰِفُ دَﻣْﻌَﺘَﻚَ وَ
ﺗَﺴْﺘَﻤْﻄِﺮُ ﻋَﺒْﺮَﺗَﻚَ وَ أَﻳَّﺔُ ﺣَﺎﻟَﺔٍ ﺣَﺘَﻤَﺖْ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻟْﻤَﺄْﺗَﻢَ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻓَﺰَﻓَﺮَ
اﻟﺼَّﺎدِقُ زَﻓْﺮَةً اﻧْﺘَﻔَﺦَ ﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎ ﺟَﻮْﻓُﻪُ وَ اﺷْﺘَﺪَّ ﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎ ﺧَﻮْﻓُﻪُ وَ ﻗَﺎلَ:وَﻳْﻜُﻢْ
إِﻧِّﻲ ﻧَﻈَﺮْتُ ﻓِﻲ ﻛِﺘَﺎبِ اﻟْﺠَﻔْﺮِ ﺻَﺒِﻴﺤَﺔَ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻟْﻴَﻮْمِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ اﻟْﻜِﺘَﺎبُ
اﻟْﻤُﺸْﺘَﻤِﻞُ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻋِﻠْﻢِ اﻟْﻤَﻨَﺎﻳَﺎ وَ اﻟْﺒَﻻَﻳَﺎ وَ اﻟﺮَّزَاﻳَﺎ وَ ﻋِﻠْﻢِ ﻣَﺎ ﻛَﺎنَ وَ ﻣَﺎ
ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ إِﻟـﻰ ﻳَﻮْمِ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﺧَﺺَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻘَﺪَّسَ اﺳْﻤُﻪُ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪاً وَ
اﻷَﺋِﻤَّﺔَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِهِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢُ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ وَ ﺗَﺄَﻣَّﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻣَﻮْﻟِﺪَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻤِﻨَﺎ
وَ ﻏِﻴﺒَﺘَﻪُ وَ إِﺑْﻄَﺎءَهُ وَ ﻃُﻮلَ ﻋُﻤُﺮِهِ وَ ﺑَﻠْﻮَى اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِهِ
ﻓِﻲ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ وَ ﺗَﻮَﻟُّﺪَ اﻟﺸُّﻜُﻮكِ ﻓِﻲ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑِﻬِﻢْ ﻣِﻦْ ﻃُﻮلِ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪِ وَ
ارْﺗِﺪَادَ أَﻛْﺜَﺮِﻫِﻢْ ﻋَﻦْ دِﻳﻨِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﺧَﻠْﻌَﻬُﻢْ رِﺑْﻘَﺔَ اﻹِﺳْﻻَمِ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻋْﻨَﺎﻗِﻬِﻢُ
اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻘَﺪَّسَ ذِﻛْﺮُهُ وَ ﻛُﻞَّ إِﻧْﺴَﺎنٍ أَﻟْﺰَﻣْﻨﺎهُ ﻃَﺎﺋِﺮَهُ ﻓِﻲ
ﻋُﻨُﻘِﻪِ ﻳَﻌْﻨِﻲ اﻟْﻮَﻻَﻳَﺔَ ﻓَﺄَﺧَﺬَﺗْﻨِﻲ اﻟﺮِّﻗَّﺔُ وَ اﺳْﺘَﻮْﻟَﺖْ ﻋَﻠَﻲَّ اﻷَﺣْﺰَانُ.
ﻓَﻘُﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻳَﺎ اﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻛَﺮِّﻣْﻨَﺎ وَ ﺷَﺮِّﻓْﻨَﺎ ﺑِﺈِﺷْﺮَاﻛِﻚَ إِﻳَّﺎﻧَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﺑَﻌْﺾِ
ﻣَﺎ أَﻧْﺖَ ﺗَﻌْﻠَﻤُﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋِﻠْﻢٍ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ أَدَارَ ﻓِﻲ
اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻣِﻨَّﺎ ﺛَﻻَﺛَﺔً أَدَارَﻫَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﺛَﻻَﺛَﺔٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺮُّﺳُﻞِ ﻗَﺪَّرَ ﻣَﻮْﻟِﺪَهُ ﺗَﻘْﺪِﻳﺮَ
ﻣَﻮْﻟِﺪِ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰ وَ ﻗَﺪَّرَ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘَﻪُ ﺗَﻘْﺪِﻳﺮَ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺔِ ﻋِﻴﺴﻰ وَ ﻗَﺪَّرَ إِﺑْﻄَﺎءَهُ

ﺗَﻘْﺪِﻳﺮَ إِﺑْﻄَﺎءِ ﻧُﻮحٍ وَ ﺟَﻌَﻞَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻋُﻤُﺮَ اﻟْﻌَﺒْﺪِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺢِ أَﻋْﻨِﻲ
اﻟْﺨِﻀْﺮَ دَﻟِﻴﻼً ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻋُﻤُﺮِهِ .ﻓَﻘُﻠْﺖُ :اﻛْﺸِﻒْ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻳَﺎ اﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ
ﻋَﻦْ وُﺟُﻮهِ ﻫٌﺬِهِ اﻟْﻤَﻌَﺎﻧِﻲ .ﻗَﺎلَ :أَﻣَّﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻟِﺪُ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰ ﻓَﺈِنَّ ﻓِﺮْﻋَﻮْنَ ﻟَﻤَّﺎ
وَﻗَﻒَ ﻋَﻠﻰ أَنَّ زَوَالَ ﻣُﻠْﻜِﻪِ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻳَﺪِهِ أَﻣَﺮَ ﺑِﺈِﺣْﻀَﺎرِ اﻟْﻜَﻬَﻨَﺔِ ﻓَﺪَﻟُّﻮهُ
ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻧَﺴَﺒِﻪِ وَ أَﻧَّﻪُ ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻨِﻲ إِﺳْﺮَاﺋِﻴﻞَ وَ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﺰَلْ ﻳَﺄْﻣُﺮُ أَﺻْﺤَﺎﺑَﻪُ
ﺑِﺸَﻖِّ ﺑُﻄُﻮنِ اﻟْﺤَﻮَاﻣِﻞِ ﻣِﻦْ ﻧِﺴَﺎءِ ﺑَﻨِﻲ إِﺳْﺮَاﺋِﻴﻞَ ﺣَﺘَّﻰ ﻗَﺘَﻞَ ﻓِﻲ
ﻃَﻠَﺒِﻪِ ﻧَﻴِّﻔﺎً وَ ﻋِﺸْﺮِﻳﻦَ أَﻟْﻒَ ﻣَﻮْﻟُﻮدٍ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺬَّرَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ اﻟْﻮُﺻُﻮلُ إِﻟـﻰ ﻗَﺘْﻞِ
ﻣُﻮﺳﻰ ﻟِﺤِﻔْﻆِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ إِﻳَّﺎهُ ﻛَﺬٌﻟِﻚَ ﺑَﻨُﻮ أُﻣَﻴَّﺔَ وَ ﺑَﻨُﻮ
اﻟْﻌَﺒَّﺎسِ ﻟَﻤَّﺎ وَﻗَﻔُﻮا ﻋَﻠﻰ أَنَّ زَوَالَ ﻣُﻠْﻜِﻬِﻢْ وَ اﻷُﻣَﺮَاءِ وَ اﻟْﺠَﺒَﺎﺑِﺮَةِ
ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻳَﺪِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻣِﻨَّﺎ ﻧَﺎﺻَﺒُﻮﻧَﺎ اﻟْﻌَﺪَاوَةَ وَ وَﺿَﻌُﻮا ﺳُﻴُﻮﻓَﻬُﻢْ ﻓِﻲ
ﻗَﺘْﻞِ آلِ ﺑَﻴْﺖِ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ إِﺑَﺎدَةِ ﻧَﺴْﻠِﻪِ ﻃَﻤَﻌﺎً ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻮُﺻُﻮلِ
إِﻟـﻰ ﻗَﺘْﻞِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ وَ ﻳَﺄْﺑَﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ أَنْ ﻳَﻜْﺸِﻒَ أَﻣْﺮَهُ ﻟِﻮَاﺣِﺪٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻈَّﻠَﻤَﺔِ
إِﻟـﻰ أَنْ ﻳُﺘِﻢَّ ﻧُﻮرَهُ ...وَ ﻟَﻮْ ﻛَﺮِهَ اﻟْﻤُﺸْﺮِﻛُﻮنَ وَ أَﻣَّﺎ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺔُ ﻋِﻴﺴﻰ ﻓَﺈِنَّ
اﻟْﻴَﻬُﻮدَ وَ اﻟﻨَّﺼَﺎرى اﺗَّﻔَﻘَﺖْ ﻋَﻠﻰ أَﻧَّﻪُ ﻗُﺘِﻞَ وَ ﻛَﺬَّﺑَﻬُﻢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﺟَﻞَّ
ﺑِﻘَﻮْﻟِﻪِ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻗَﺘَﻠُﻮهُ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﺻَﻠَﺒُﻮهُ وَ ﻟٌﻜِﻦْ ﺷُﺒِّﻪَ ﻟَﻬُﻢْ ﻛَﺬٌﻟِﻚَ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺔُ
اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﻷُﻣَّﺔَ ﺗُﻨْﻜِﺮُﻫَﺎ ﻟِﻄُﻮﻟِﻬَﺎ ﻓَﻤِﻦْ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻞٍ ﺑِﻐَﻴْﺮِ ﻫُﺪًى ﺑِﺄَﻧَّﻪُ ﻟَﻢْ
ﻳُﻮﻟَﺪْ وَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻞٍ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ إِﻧَّﻪُ وُﻟِﺪَ وَ ﻣَﺎتَ وَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻞٍ ﻳَﻜْﻔُﺮُ ﺑِﻘَﻮْﻟِﻪِ إِنَّ ﺣَﺎدِيَ
ﻋَﺸَﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻋَﻘِﻴﻤﺎً وَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻞٍ ﻳَﻤْﺮُقُ ﺑِﻘَﻮْﻟِﻪِ إِﻧَّﻪُ ﻳَﺘَﻌَﺪَّى إِﻟـﻰ ﺛَﺎﻟِﺚَ
ﻋَﺸَﺮَ ﻓَﺼَﺎﻋِﺪاً وَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻞٍ ﻳَﻌْﺼِﻲ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺑِﻘَﻮْﻟِﻪِ إِنَّ رُوحَ
اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻳَﻨْﻄِﻖُ ﻓِﻲ ﻫَﻴْﻜَﻞِ ﻏَﻴْﺮِهِ وَ أَﻣَّﺎ إِﺑْﻄَﺎءُ ﻧُﻮحٍ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻪُ ﻟَﻤَّﺎ اﺳْﺘَﻨْﺰَلَ
اﻟْﻌُﻘُﻮﺑَﺔَ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻗَﻮْﻣِﻪِ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺴَّﻤَﺎءِ ﺑَﻌَﺚَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﺟَﻞَّ ﺟَﺒْﺮَﺋِﻴﻞَ
اﻟﺮُّوحَ اﻷَﻣِﻴﻦَ ﺑِﺴَﺒْﻌَﺔِ ﻧَﻮَﻳَﺎتٍ ﻓَﻘَﺎلَ ﻳَﺎ ﻧَﺒِﻲَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ
ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ ﻟَﻚَ إِنَّ ﻫٌﺆُﻻَءِ ﺧَﻻَﺋِﻘِﻲ وَ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِي وَ ﻟَﺴْﺖُ أُﺑِﻴﺪُﻫُﻢْ
ﺑِﺼَﺎﻋِﻘَﺔٍ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻَﻮَاﻋِﻘِﻲ إِﻻَّ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﺗَﺄْﻛِﻴﺪِ اﻟﺪَّﻋْﻮَةِ وَ إِﻟْﺰَامِ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔِ ﻓَﻌَﺎوِدْ
اﺟْﺘِﻬَﺎدَكَ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺪَّﻋْﻮَةِ ﻟِﻘَﻮْﻣِﻚَ ﻓَﺈِﻧِّﻲ ﻣُﺜِﻴﺒُﻚَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ اﻏْﺮِسْ ﻫٌﺬَا
اﻟﻨَّﻮَى ﻓَﺈِنَّ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓِﻲ ﻧَﺒَﺎﺗِﻬَﺎ وَ ﺑُﻠُﻮﻏِﻬَﺎ وَ إِدْرَاﻛِﻬَﺎ إِذَا أَﺛْﻤَﺮَتِ اﻟْﻔَﺮَجَ وَ
اﻟْﺨَﻻَصَ ﻓَﺒَﺸِّﺮْ ﺑِﺬٌﻟِﻚَ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﺒِﻌَﻚَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﻓَﻠَﻤَّﺎ ﻧَﺒَﺘَﺖِ اﻷَﺷْﺠَﺎرُ
وَ ﺗَﺄَزَّرَتْ وَ ﺗَﺴَﻮَّﻗَﺖْ وَ ﺗَﻐَﺼَّﻨَﺖْ وَ أَﺛْﻤَﺮَتْ وَ زَﻫَﺎ اﻟﺜَّﻤَﺮُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬَﺎ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ
زَﻣَﻦٍ ﻃَﻮِﻳﻞٍ اﺳْﺘَﻨْﺠَﺰَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎﻧَﻪُ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ اﻟْﻌِﺪَةَ ﻓَﺄَﻣَﺮَهُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ
ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ أَنْ ﻳَﻐْﺮِسَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻧَﻮَى ﺗِﻠْﻚَ اﻷَﺷْﺠَﺎرِ وَ ﻳُﻌَﺎوِدَ اﻟﺼَّﺒْﺮَ

وَ اﻹِﺟْﺘِﻬَﺎدَ وَ ﻳُﺆَﻛِّﺪَ اﻟْﺤُﺠَّﺔَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻗَﻮْﻣِﻪِ ﻓَﺄَﺧْﺒَﺮَ ﺑِﺬٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟﻄَّﻮَاﺋِﻒَ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ
آﻣَﻨَﺖْ ﺑِﻪِ ﻓَﺎرْﺗَﺪَّ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﺛَﻻَثُ ﻣِﺎﺋَﺔِ رَﺟُﻞٍ وَ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻟَﻮْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺪَّﻋِﻴﻪِ
ﻧُﻮحٌ ﺣَﻘّﺎً ﻟَﻤَﺎ وَﻗَﻊَ ﻓِﻲ وَﻋْﺪِ رَﺑِّﻪِ ﺧُﻠْﻒٌ ﺛُﻢَّ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ
ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﺰَلْ ﻳَﺄْﻣُﺮُهُ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻣَﺮَّةٍ أَنْ ﻳَﻐْﺮِﺳَﻬَﺎ ﺗَﺎرَةً ﺑَﻌْﺪَ أُﺧْﺮَى إِﻟـﻰ أَنْ
ﻏَﺮَﺳَﻬَﺎ ﺳَﺒْﻊَ ﻣَﺮَّاتٍ ﻓَﻤَﺎ زَاﻟَﺖْ ﺗِﻠْﻚَ اﻟﻄَّﻮَاﺋِﻒُ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﺗَﺮْﺗَﺪُّ
ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻃَﺎﺋِﻔَﺔٌ إِﻟـﻰ أَنْ ﻋَﺎدَ إِﻟـﻰ ﻧَﻴِّﻒٍ وَ ﺳَﺒْﻌِﻴﻦَ رَﺟُﻻً ﻓَﺄَوْﺣَﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ
ﻋَﺰَّ وَ ﺟَﻞَّ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻳَﺎ ﻧُﻮحُ اﻵنَ أَﺳْﻔَﺮَ اﻟﺼُّﺒْﺢُ ﻋَﻦِ
اﻟﻠَّﻴْﻞِ ﻟِﻌَﻴْﻨِﻚَ ﺣِﻴﻦَ ﺻَﺮَّحَ اﻟْﺤَﻖُّ ﻋَﻦْ ﻣَﺤْﻀِﻪِ وَ ﺻَﻔَﺎ اﻷَﻣْﺮُ ﻟِﻹِﻳْﻤَﺎنِ
ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻜَﺪَرِ ﺑِﺎرْﺗِﺪَادِ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻃِﻴﻨَﺘُﻪُ ﺧَﺒِﻴﺜَﺔً ﻓَﻠَﻮْ أَﻧِّﻲ أَﻫْﻠَﻜْﺖُ
اﻟْﻜُﻔَّﺎرَ وَ أَﺑْﻘَﻴْﺖُ ﻣَﻦْ ﻗَﺪِ ارْﺗَﺪَّ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻄَّﻮَاﺋِﻒِ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ آﻣَﻨَﺖْ ﺑِﻚَ
ﻟَﻤَﺎ ﻛُﻨْﺖُ ﺻَﺪَﻗْﺖُ وَﻋْﺪِيَ اﻟﺴَّﺎﺑِﻖَ ﻟِﻠْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ أَﺧْﻠَﺼُﻮا اﻟﺘَّﻮْﺣِﻴﺪَ
ﻣِﻦْ ﻗَﻮْﻣِﻚَ وَ اﻋْﺘَﺼَﻤُﻮا ﺑِﺤَﺒْﻞِ ﻧُﺒُﻮَّﺗِﻚَ ﺑِﺄَنْ أَﺳْﺘَﺨْﻠِﻔَﻬُﻢْ ﻓِﻲ اﻷَرْضِ وَ
أُﻣَﻜِّﻦَ ﻟَﻬُﻢْ دِﻳﻨَﻬُﻢْ وَ أُﺑَﺪِّلَ ﺧَﻮْﻓَﻬُﻢْ ﺑِﺎﻷَﻣْﻦِ ﻟِﻜَﻲْ ﺗَﺨْﻠُﺺَ اﻟْﻌِﺒَﺎدَةُ ﻟِﻲ
ﺑِﺬَﻫَﺎبِ اﻟﺸَّﻚِّ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﻛَﻴْﻒَ ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ اﻹِﺳْﺘِﺨْﻻَفُ وَ اﻟﺘَّﻤْﻜِﻴﻦُ وَ
ﺑَﺪَلُ اﻟْﺨَﻮْفِ ﺑِﺎﻷَﻣْﻦِ ﻣِﻨِّﻲ ﻟَﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﻊَ ﻣَﺎ ﻛُﻨْﺖُ أَﻋْﻠَﻢُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺿَﻌْﻒِ ﻳَﻘِﻴﻦِ
اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ارْﺗَﺪُّوا وَ ﺧُﺒْﺚِ ﻃِﻴﻨَﺘِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﺳُﻮءِ ﺳَﺮَاﺋِﺮِﻫِﻢُ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻧَﺘَﺎﺋِﺞَ
اﻟﻨِّﻔَﺎقِ وَ ﺳُﻨُﻮحَ اﻟﻀَّﻻَةِ ﻓَﻠَﻮْ أَﻧَّﻬُﻢْ ﺗَﺴَﻨَّﻤُﻮا ﻣِﻨِّﻲ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻤُﻠْﻚِ اﻟَّﺬِي
أُوﺗِﻲَ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَﻗْﺖَ اﻹِﺳْﺘِﺨْﻻَفِ إِذَا أَﻫْﻠَﻜْﺖُ أَﻋْﺪَاءَﻫُﻢْ ﻟَﻨَﺸَﻘُﻮا
رَوَاﺋِﺢَ ﺻِﻔَﺎﺗِﻪِ وَ ﻻَﺳْﺘَﺤْﻜَﻤَﺖْ ﺳَﺮَاﺋِﺮُ ﻧِﻔَﺎﻗِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﺗَﺄَﺑَّﺪَ ﺣِﺒَﺎلُ ﺿَﻻَﻟَﺔِ
ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﻛَﺎﺷَﻔُﻮا إِﺧْﻮَاﻧَﻬُﻢْ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌَﺪَاوَةِ وَ ﺣَﺎرَﺑُﻮﻫُﻢْ ﻋَﻠَﻰ ﻃَﻠَﺐِ
اﻟﺮِّﺋَﺎﺳَﺔِ وَ اﻟﺘَّﻔَﺮُّدِ ﺑِﺎﻷَﻣْﺮِ وَ اﻟﻨَّﻬْﻲِ وَ ﻛَﻴْﻒَ ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ اﻟﺘَّﻤْﻜِﻴﻦُ ﻓِﻲ
اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦِ وَ اﻧْﺘِﺸَﺎرُ اﻷَﻣْﺮِ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﻣَﻊَ إِﺛَﺎرَةِ اﻟْﻔِﺘَﻦِ وَ إِﻳﻘَﺎعِ
اﻟْﺤُﺮُوبِ ﻛَﻻَّ ﻓَﺎﺻْﻨَﻊِ اﻟْﻔُﻠْﻚَ ﺑِﺄَﻋْﻴُﻨِﻨﺎ وَ وَﺣْﻴِﻨﺎ .ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﺼَّﺎدِقُ وَ ﻛَﺬٌﻟِﻚَ
اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢُ ﺗَﻤْﺘَﺪُّ أَﻳَّﺎمُ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪِ ﻟِﻴُﺼَﺮِّحَ اﻟْﺤَﻖُّ ﻋَﻦْ ﻣَﺤْﻀِﻪِ وَ ﻳَﺼْﻔُﻮَ اﻹِِﻳـﻤَﺎنُ
ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻜَﺪَرِ ﺑِﺎرْﺗِﺪَادِ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﻃِﻴﻨَﺘُﻪُ ﺧَﺒِﻴﺜَﺔً ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺸِّﻴﻌَﺔِ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ
ﻳُﺨْﺸَﻰ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢُ اﻟﻨِّﻔَﺎقُ إِذَا أَﺣَﺴُّﻮا ﺑِﺎﻹِﺳْﺘِﺨْﻻَفِ وَ اﻟﺘَّﻤْﻜِﻴﻦِ وَ اﻷَﻣْﻦِ
اﻟْﻤُﻨْﺘَﺸِﺮِ ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﻬْﺪِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ .ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟْﻤُﻔَﻀَّﻞُ :ﻓَﻘُﻠْﺖُ ﻳَﺎ اﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ
اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ إِنَّ اﻟﻨَّﻮَاﺻِﺐَ ﺗَﺰْﻋُﻢُ أَنَّ ﻫٌﺬِهِ اﻵﻳَﺔَ ﻧَﺰَﻟَﺖْ ﻓِﻲ أَﺑِﻲ ﺑَﻜْﺮٍ وَ ﻋُﻤَﺮَ وَ
ﻋُﺜْﻤَﺎنَ وَ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻻَ ﻳَﻬْﺪِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻗُﻠُﻮبَ اﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺒَﺔِ ﻣَﺘَﻰ ﻛَﺎنَ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦُ
اﻟَّﺬِي ارْﺗَﻀَﺎهُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ وَ رَﺳُﻮﻟُﻪُ ﻣُﺘَﻤَﻜِّﻨﺎً ﺑِﺎﻧْﺘِﺸَﺎرِ اﻷَﻣْﻦِ ﻓِﻲ اﻷُﻣَّﺔِ وَ

ِذَﻫَﺎبِ اﻟْﺨَﻮْفِ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗُﻠُﻮﺑِﻬَﺎ وَ ارْﺗِﻔَﺎعِ اﻟﺸَّﻚِّ ﻣِﻦْ ﺻُﺪُورِﻫَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﻬْﺪ
ِأَﺣَﺪٍ ﻣِﻦْ ﻫٌﺆُﻻَءِ وَ ﻓِﻲ ﻋَﻬْﺪِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﻣَﻊَ ارْﺗِﺪَادِ اﻟْﻤُﺴْﻠِﻤِﻴﻦَ وَ اﻟْﻔِﺘَﻦ
َاﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﺗَﺜُﻮرُ ﻓِﻲ أَﻳَّﺎﻣِﻬِﻢْ وَ اﻟْﺤُﺮُوبِ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ ﺗَﻨْﺸَﺐُ ﺑَﻴْﻦ
 ﺛُﻢَّ ﺗَﻻَ اﻟﺼَّﺎدِقُ ﺣَﺘَّﻰ إِذَا اﺳْﺘَﻴْﺄَسَ اﻟﺮُّﺳُﻞُ وَ ﻇَﻨُّﻮا.ْاﻟْﻜُﻔَّﺎرِ وَ ﺑَﻴْﻨَﻬُﻢ
َّ وَ أَﻣَّﺎ اﻟْﻌَﺒْﺪُ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺢُ اﻟْﺨَﻀِﺮُ ﻓَﺈِن.أَﻧَّﻬُﻢْ ﻗَﺪْ ﻛُﺬِﺑُﻮا ﺟﺎءَﻫُﻢْ ﻧَﺼْﺮُﻧﺎ
ٍاﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻣَﺎ ﻃَﻮَّلَ ﻋُﻤُﺮَهُ ﻟِﻨُﺒُﻮَّةٍ ﻗَﺪَّرَﻫَﺎ ﻟَﻪُ وَ ﻻَ ﻟِﻜِﺘَﺎب
َﻳُﻨْﺰِﻟُﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻻَ ﻟِﺸَﺮِﻳﻌَﺔٍ ﻳَﻨْﺴَﺦُ ﺑِﻬَﺎ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻌَﺔَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻗَﺒْﻠَﻬَﺎ ﻣِﻦ
اﻷَﻧْﺒِﻴَﺎءِ وَ ﻻَ ﻟِﻺِﻣَﺎﻣَﺔٍ ﻳُﻠْﺰِمُ ﻋِﺒَﺎدَهُ اﻹِﻗْﺘِﺪَاءَ ﺑِﻬَﺎ وَ ﻻَ ﻟِﻄَﺎﻋَﺔٍ ﻳَﻔْﺮِﺿُﻬَﺎ
َﻟَﻪُ ﺑَﻠَﻰ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺗَﺒَﺎرَكَ وَ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ ﻟَﻤَّﺎ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻓِﻲ ﺳَﺎﺑِﻖِ ﻋِﻠْﻤِﻪِ أَنْ ﻳُﻘَﺪِّر
ِﻣِﻦْ ﻋُﻤُﺮِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓِﻲ أَﻳَّﺎمِ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪِ ﻣَﺎ ﻳُﻘَﺪِّرُ وَ ﻋَﻠِﻢَ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﻜُﻮنُ ﻣِﻦْ إِﻧْﻜَﺎر
ْﻋِﺒَﺎدِهِ ﺑِﻤِﻘْﺪَارِ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟْﻌُﻤُﺮِ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﻄُّﻮلِ ﻃَﻮَّلَ ﻋُﻤُﺮَ اﻟْﻌَﺒْﺪِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺢِ ﻣِﻦ
َﻏَﻴْﺮِ ﺳَﺒَﺐٍ أَوْﺟَﺐَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ إِﻻَّ ﻟِﻌِﻠَّﺔِ اﻹِﺳْﺘِﺪْﻻَلِ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻰ ﻋُﻤُﺮِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ و
ٌﻟِﻴَﻘْﻄَﻊَ ﺑِﺬٌﻟِﻚَ ﺣُﺠَّﺔَ اﻟْﻤُﻌَﺎﻧِﺪِﻳﻦَ ﻟِﺌَﻻَّ ﻳَﻜُﻮنَ ﻟِﻠﻨَّﺎسِ ﻋَﻠَﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺣُﺠَّﺔ
Sudair al-Sairafi says: “I along with al-Mufaďďal b. ‘Umar, Abu BaSir, Aban b. Taghlib
entered upon our master Abu ‘Abdillah Ja’far b. Muhammad (as). We saw him sitting on
bare earth with a Khaibari woolen cloak that was ringed at the neck, did not have any
pockets and had short sleeves.
He was crying like a deeply afflicted and bereaved mother of a child from the depths of a
heart that was full of mourning. Grief had appeared in the sides of his face, the change had
spread on to both of his cheeks, and tears were rolling on the sides of his visage, as he was
saying: ‘My master, your occultation has taken away my night’s sleep it has narrowed my
bed for me, and has snatched away the solace from my heart.
My master, your occultation has turned my tragedies into the atrocities of eternity. The loss
of one after the other perishes a crowd and a multitude.
No more I feel the tear that drops from my eye, and the moan that faintly leaves my chest
from the places of tragedies and past calamities except that it exemplifies before my eye
the greatest and cruelest of catastrophes, the most dismal and disdainful mishaps, mixed
with your wrath, and calamities coupled with your anger.’”
Sudair says: “Our hearts and minds were overwhelmed by that terrifying scene and
mortifying view. We thought that it is the sign of a dreadful shattering or times have
brought him a calamity.
We said: ‘May Allah, O’ son of the best of the creation, never bring tears into your eyes. For
what incidents are your eyes pouring and your tears raining and what situation has led you
to this mourning?’

Sudair says, as-Sadiq (as) took a deep sigh that his chest expanded and his fright
enhanced, and he said: ‘O’ you, I looked at the Book of al-Jafr this morning, and that is the
book that encompasses the knowledge of deaths, trials and tribulations and the knowledge
of all that has been and all that will be until the Day of Judgment, which Allah, glory to His
name, has exclusively imparted to Muhammad and the Imams after him, peace be unto him
and them.
I viewed therein the birth of our Qa`im a(ajtf) and his disappearance and its protraction and
the length of his lifespan and the trials of the believers through him after him in that period
and the generation of doubts in their hearts from the length of his disappearance and the
apostasy of most of them from their religion and their removing the cord of Islam from their
necks.
About which Allah, glory to His name, has said: “We have fastened to everyman’s neck his
fateful record’ which is the wilayah. So emotions overpowered me and grieves
overwhelmed me.’
We said: “O’ son of the Messenger of Allah, dignify us and bestow honor upon us by sharing
some of what you know from the knowledge.’
He said: “Allah, the Exalted, has consigned three qualities in the Qa`im (ajtf) of ours, which
He had consigned to three of the apostles. He foreordained his birth like the birth of Moses,
his disappearance like the disappearance of Jesus and his protraction like the protraction of
Noah. Moreover, He made the lifespan of His virtuous servant al-Khidhr a proof of his
lifespan.’
I said: “remove the curtains for us, O’ son of the Messenger of Allah from the faces of these
concepts.’
He said: “As for the birth of Moses: When the Pharaoh discerned that the demise of his
kingdom is in his hands, he ordered the soothsayers be called, who foretold him about his
lineage and that he will be from the Children of Israel. Pharaoh did not cease to have his
men rip open the abdomens of the pregnant women of the Children of Israel, until he killed
in the pursuit of Moses twenty and some odd thousand babies.
He was unable to murder Moses, for Allah, the Exalted, protected him. Likewise, when the
Umayyad and the ‘Abbasids discovered that the demise of their kingdom and that of their
kings and tyrants will be at the hands of the Qa`im (ajtf) from us.
They showed enmity towards us and took their swords out for the murder of the House of
the Messenger of Allah (as) and to cut off his progeny in order to make certain they have
killed the Qa`im (ajtf). However, Allah dislikes not revealing His Command for one of the
oppressors until His light is full, even if the pagans may dislike this.
As for the disappearance of Jesus: The Jews and the Christians formed unanimity that he
has been killed whereas Allah belied them in His verse:
“They did not kill, nor crucify him, but rather, it was made dubious for them.’
Likewise is the disappearance of the Qa`im (ajtf) since one congregation denies it for its
length ranging from one misguided person who says: “He was never born’, to another who
says: “He was born and he died’, to another who rejects faith by saying that our eleventh
was barren, to another who deviates by saying: “This will increase to thirteen an upwards’,

and another who sins against God, the Exalted, by saying: “The spirit of the Qa`im speaks
through the body of someone else.’
As for the protraction of Noah: When he prayed for the descent of punishment against his
people from the heavens, Allah, the Exalted, sent Gabriel, the Trusted Spirit, with seven
kernels, and said: “O’ Apostle of Allah, Allah, the Exalted, says to you: “They are my
creation and my servants.
I will not perish them with a lightening from my thunderbolts until the call has been
stressed upon and the proof has become binding.
Retain your hard labor in making the call to your people, for I will reward you for that. Plant
these kernels, because your relief and liberation will be at its plantation, outgrowth, and
fruition when it reaches fruition. Give this glad tiding to your believing followers.’
When the trees grew and thrived and their trunks and branches developed and spread out
and their fruits grew big, he asked Allah, the Exalted, for the fulfillment of the promise.
Allah, the Exalted, ordered him to plant the seeds of those trees and retain patience and
hard work and make the call to his people.
He informed the nations that believed in him; three hundred men of them turned away from
him and said: “If what Noah is claiming were true, the promise of his Lord would not have
been violated.’ Then Allah, the Exalted, continued to order him every time to plant the
seeds until they had been planted seven times.
Nations of believers continued to lose congregations until they were left only seventy and
some odd men. At that time, did Allah, the Exalted, sent a message to him and said: “O’
Noah, now the dawn on your eyes has broken the night as the truth has manifested with
clarity and the order of belief has become pure from impurity by the apostasy of everyone
who had a wicked disposition.
If I had destroyed the disbelievers and kept those who have apostatized from amongst the
believers in you, I had not fulfilled my early promise to the believers from your people who
were sincere in their belief in Me and had adhered to the rope of your Prophet hood that I
would make them heirs in earth and empower for them their religion and replace their fear
with security, so that worship be pure for me by the departure of doubts from their hearts.
How could I provide heirship and empowerment and replacement of fear with security while
I know the weakness of certainty of the people who apostatized and their wicked
dispositions and their evil insides, which were the outcomes of hypocrisy and the initiation
of misguidance?
If they had procured from Me the kingdom that will be given to the believers at the time of
heir ship when I will have killed their enemies, they would have sniffed the smells of its
attractions, and it would have strengthened the inner secrets of their hypocrisy, and
eternalized the strings of misguidance in their hearts, and they would have faced their
brothers with enmity and would have battled them in pursuit of chiefdom and the
distinction of commanding and forbidding.
And how can the religion’s empowerment and the Command’s spread amongst the
believers coexist with rise of mischief and occurrence of wars? Never. Build the ark under
our eyes and as We reveal.’”

AS-Sadiq (as) said: “Likewise is the Qa`im (ajtf). The days of his occultation will be lengthy
so truth may become clear and belief may become pure from impurity by the apostasy of
everyone from the Shi’a with a wicked disposition, who are feared they are hypocrites when
they expect heir ship and empowerment and a vast security in the reign of the Qa`im
(ajtf).’
al-Mufaďďal says, I asked: “O’ son of the Messenger of Allah, the nawasib believe this verse
has been revealed about Abu Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthman and ‘Ali (as)!’
He said: “May Allah not guide the hearts of the nawasib. When was the religion which Allah
and His Messenger pleased with empowered through spread of security in the Ummah and
departure of fear from their hearts and doubts from breasts during the reign of anyone of
them? In the reign of ‘Ali (as) especially with the apostasy of Muslims and mischief which
were occurring in their days and the wars that were breaking out between the disbelievers
and between themselves.’
Then as-Sadiq (as) recited this verse:
“Until, when the apostles despaired and deemed they were counted liars, our
succor came to him”
As for the virtuous servant of Allah, al-Khidr: Allah, the Exalted, did not lengthen his lifespan
for the sake of an apostleship ordained to him, nor for a book sent to him, nor for a code of
law replacing the previous codes from other messengers before him, nor for an Imamate
obliging His servants to follow him, nor any obedience mandated with respect to him.
Instead, since Allah, the Exalted, knew how lengthy He would make the life of the Qa`im
(ajtf) in the days of his disappearance and He knew the rejection of His servants with
respect to the length of that life, He lengthened the lifespan of the Virtuous Servant for no
other reason but to argue on its basis for the lifespan of the Qa`im (ajtf) and so that the
argument of the adversaries may cease and people may not have any proofs against
Allah.”3 and 4
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 44, pg. 278, sec. 34, no. 3
2. al-Ghaybah of al-Nu’mani, pg. 152; Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2, pg. 347,
sec. 23, no. 35
3. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2, pg. 352, sec. 33, no. 50; Biharul Anwar, vol.
51, pg. 219, no. 9
4. The translation of this tradition has been taken from the English translation of Biharul
Anwar, vol. 51, published by Ansariyan Publications and translated by Hasan Allahyari.

Responsibility 44: Making Others Cry for
the Imam
The believers should make others cry due to the separation with the Imam or because of
the difficulties which the Imam and his pure fore-fathers had to endure of course, this
should be done in accordance with ones’ ability.

It must be noted that this responsibility must only be carried out through the means
permitted by the faith. By this we mean that one must enact this responsibility through
recalling the authentic traditions which recount the trials and tribulations which the Ahlul
Bayt (as) went through.
Thus, a believer must not make others cry by lying or changing the history of what the
Infallibles went through as it is not permitted to make up historical narrations simply to
make people cry as this is not what Allah  and the pure and infallible family of the Prophet
want from us.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ُوَ ﻣَﻦْ ﺑَﻜـﻰ أَوْ أَﺑْﻜَـﻰ وَاﺣِﺪاً ﻓَﻠَﻪُ اﻟْﺠَﻨَّﺔُ وَ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﺒَﺎﻛَـﻰ ﻓَﻠَﻪُ اﻟْﺠَﻨَّﺔ
“A person who cries or makes one other person cry will be granted Paradise and even a
person who pretends to cry (if he cannot cry) will also be granted Paradise.”1
1. al-Luhuf, pg. 11; Biharul Anwar, vol. 44, pg. 288, sec. 34, no. 27

Responsibility 45: Supplicating for the
Imam
Another responsibility of the believers is to recite Du’a al-Nudbah1 which has been taught
to us by Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as). This supplication can be recited at any
time, however we are told that it is highly recommended to be recited on the four days of
‘Eid, namely: the day of Jumu’ah (Friday); ‘Eid al-Fitr; ‘Eid al-Qurban and ‘Eid al-Ghadir.
According to the opinion of some of our ‘Ulama2, it should also be recited on Thursday
night which is another very blessed time. After reciting this supplication, one should also
perform a two Rak’at Salat of Ziyarat to the Imam.
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 111, sec. 7, no. 2; MiSbah of al-Kaf’ami, pg. 550.
2. Muhaddith Nuri (related from the book Mizar Qadim)

Responsibility 46: Remembering the
Imam Frequently Part 1
Another responsibility is to remember Imam al-’Asr (ajtf) at all times and places as much as
possible, especially during the times of the year related to the Imam such as every Friday;
the 15th of Sha’ban, the Nights of Qadr (in the Month of Ramaďhan) and after each of the

daily prayers.
We must always be in a state of remembering the Imam and must always keep him in our
hearts. If it is possible to remember him with the tongue (openly and verbally), then this
must be done, otherwise if it is only possible to remember him in the heart (silently), then
one must act in this way, and if it is only possible to remember him in the mind, then this is
how he must be remembered. The point is that we should never be negligent of him.
When the heart of a true believer is taken over by the remembrance of Imam al-Mahdi
(ajtf), then his entire presence goes into a state of his remembrance and this is the best
state we can find ourselves in.
In order for a believer to be able to always remember the Imam, one need to be vigilant1
and constantly protect his heart and keep away from everything other than the Imam.
The greater in frequency of the verbal remembrance of the Imam, and the purer the
intention, the more of an effect this will have on a person. This will also make the
remembrance of the Imam stronger in our heart.
In certain instances, the remembrance of the Imam can actually be obligatory as those who
have a deep spiritual insight into this issue will attest to the remembrance of the Imam in
any time and in all forms is equivalent to remembering and mentioning Allah, and in a
tradition from Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) we read:

ِإِنَّ ذِﻛْﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻣِﻦْ ذِﻛْﺮِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“Surely our remembrance is from the remembrance of Allah.”2
Here, we refer to some of the specific times and places which we have been highly
recommended to remember Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf):
The night and day of the 15th of Sha’ban.
The nights of Qadr (in the Month of Ramaďhan)
The night and day of ‘Ashura (the 10th of Muharram)
The night and day of Jumu’ah (Friday)
The Day of Nuruz (first day of spring)
The afternoon of Monday and Thursday since it is these two days when all of our actions
(good and bad) are presented to the Imam
Before going to sleep
The last one-third of the night when even the Imam is busy in Salatul Tahajjud (Salatul Lail)
Whenever one is reciting Du’a
Anytime when a person is crying and asking Allah  for his needs3
The initial rising of the sun (Fajr time)
After Salatul Fajr
The beginning of the afternoon (Zuhr)
After Salatul Zuhr
After Salatul ‘Asr
At sunset

The Day of ‘Arafah (9th of Dhul Hijjah)
1. The Days of ‘Eid such as ‘Eidul Ghadir, ‘Eidul Fitr and ‘Eidul Qurban, the birth
anniversaries of the Infallibles  and their death anniversaries.
2 .As for the places which are specifically related to the Imam and should be shown
veneration, they include:
Masjid al-Haram
Masjid as-Sahlah
Masjid al-Kufah
Masjid Jamkaran
The cellar in Samarrah where his occultation began
Masjid Zaid
Masjid Sa’Sa’ah
The Plains of ‘Arafat4
The burial sites of all of the Infallibles (pubth), especially Karbala.
The gatherings and programs in which Allah is remembered and in which the greatness,
traits and trials and tribulations of the Ahlul Bayt (as) are recalled.
Indeed, one of the responsibilities of the true followers is to remember Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf) in these times and places by visiting them and holding them in great esteem and by
observing the etiquette and performing the acts which are related to each of these areas.
If we truly wish to remember the Imam in these places then we must see what his wish and
desire is for us to perform. Through this, we will be able to perform the deeds which will
earn his pleasure and happiness.
Remembering the Imam performing his visitation; sending greetings and prayers to him
praying for him and calling upon Allah for him dedicating the reward of righteous acts such
as the Salat and also the performance of certain other acts by means of proxy for him
within the acts of worship and servitude to Allah, are some of the ways in which this
responsibility towards the Imam can be carried out.
1. Refer to responsibility Fifty-Six for more information on this issue.
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 496, no. 2
3. From some of the narrations we can deduce that the Imam does not sleep and spends
his whole night in the worship and obedience of Allah  just as his noble fore-fathers
before him used to do and it may be for this reason that when the traditions speak about
the colour of his complexion as being a light yellow/brown colour, it is due to the fact that
the Imam spends this entire night in worship and prayer to Allah .
4. Masjidul Haram is in Makkah and includes the Ka’bah, Maqam of Ibrahim, and the well of
Zamzam; Masjid as-Sahlah is one of the largest Masajid and is located in Kufah; Masjid alKufah is the most sacred masjid in the city of Kufah and is also one of the oldest Masajid
after Masjidul Haram and was built by Prophet Adam ; Masjid Zaid b. Sawhan and the
Masjid of Sa’Sa’ah b. SawSan are also two important Masajid in Kufah; Masjid Jamkaran is
one of the Masajid of the Shi’a in Iran which is approximately eight kilometres south-east
of the city of Qum; the Plains of ‘Arafat are approximately twenty-one kilometres from the
city of Makkah just around the mountain known as the Mountain of Rahmah (Jabal alRahmah) and is one of the spots in which those performing the Hajj visit during the days of

the pilgrimage and is one of the pillars of the hajj rites.

Responsibility 47: Remembering the
Imam Frequently Part 2
A true believer must always remember the Imam in all acts of worship whether obligatory
or recommended even in the Salat. One must be aware that we are performing the Salat in
the presence of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) and we must realize that the Imam is watching us.
When a true believer says:

 ...ْ ﺻِﺮَاطَ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ أَﻧْﻌَﻤْﺖَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢ.َ إِﻫْﺪِﻧَﺎ ﺻِﺮَاطَ اﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﻘِﻴﻢ
“Keep us on the straight path, the path of those whom You have blessed” 1
One must remember that the Imam is the Siratul Mustaqim (the Straight Path) and Allah
completed and perfected His bounties and favours upon him and his forefathers.
When one recites the Tashahhud and says:

ٍأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَّ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
“O’Allah! Send your prayers upon Muhammad and the family of Muhammad” then at this
time too, one must remember the Imam since he is the most perfect manifestation of the
family of Muhammad!
When a believer recites the Salam in the Salat and says:

َأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ وَ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺤِﻴﻦ
“Peace be upon us and upon the righteous servants of Allah” or one says:

ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻜُﻢْ وَ رَﺣْﻤَﺔُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ ﺑَﺮَﻛَﺎﺗُﻪ

“Peace be upon all of you and may the mercy and blessings of Allah be upon you as well”
then one must also remember the Imam and the righteous servants of Allah and realize
that this line is actually being spoken to Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf).
Even during the Ruku’, Sujud, Qunut one must remember the Imam in short, one must
always be thinking about him.
This great personality must always be in our minds and the focus of our intentions, and
when we send prayers upon him and his noble family we must say:

ٍأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَّ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
“O’Allah! Send your prayers upon Muhammad and the family of Muhammad.”
1. Suratul Fatiha (1), Verses 6 and 7

Responsibility 48: Thanking Allah
through Supplication
Another responsibility is to supplicate to Allah and thank Him for placing us amongst the
lovers, friends, and true Shi’a of the Imam both in this world and the next.
As we know, the only way true success can be achieved in either of the two worlds is
through friendship and love for the Imam and to be recognized as his Shi’a.
In this regards, there are many supplications which can be recited, including Du’a al-’Ahd
(The Supplication of the Pact)1 which is as follows:

ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

ِ ْأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ رَبَّ اﻟﻨُّﻮرِ اﻟْﻌَﻈِﻴﻢِ وَ رَبَّ اﻟْﻜُﺮْﺳِﻲِّ اﻟﺮَّﻓِﻴﻊِ وَ رَبَّ اﻟْﺒَﺤ
ﺮ
َاﻟْـﻤَﺴْﺠُﻮرِ وَ ﻣُﻨْﺰِلَ اﻟﺘَّﻮْرَاةِ وَ اﻹِﻧْﺠِﻴﻞِ وَ اﻟﺰَّﺑُﻮرِ وَ رَبَّ اﻟﻈِّﻞِّ و
َاﻟْـﺤَﺮُورِ وُ ﻣُـﻨْﺰِلَ اﻟْﻘُﺮْآنِ اﻟﻌَﻈِﻴﻢِ و رَبَّ اﻟْـﻤَﻵﺋِﻜَﺔِ اﻟْـﻤُﻘَﺮَّﺑِﻴﻦَ و
َاﻷَﻧْـﺒِﻴﺂءِ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﺮْﺳَﻠِﻴﻦ

“O’Allah! Lord of the Great Light, Lord of the Exalted Throne, Lord of the tempestuous sea,
the Revealer of the Taurat, the Injil and the Zabur; Lord of the shade and the heat; the
Revealer of the great Qur`an, Lord of the Honoured Angels, the Prophets and the
Messengers.

َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّﻲ أَﺳْﺌَﻠُﻚَ ﺑِﻮَﺟْﻬِﻚَ اﻟْﻜَﺮِﻳـﻢِ وَ ﺑِﻨُﻮرِ وَﺟْﻬِﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﻨِﻴﺮِ وَ ﻣُﻠْﻜِﻚ
ِاﻟْﻘَﺪِﻳـﻢِ ﻳَﺎ ﺣَﻲُّ ﻳَﺎ ﻗَﻴُّﻮمُ أَﺳْﺌَﻠُﻚَ ﺑِﺎﺳْﻤِﻚَ اﻟَّﺬِي أَﺷْﺮَﻗَﺖْ ﺑِﻪ
َاﻟﺴَّﻤٰﻮَاتُ وَ اﻷَرْﺿُﻮنَ وَ ﺑِﺎﺳْﻤِﻚَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻳَﺼْﻠُﺢُ ﺑِﻪِ اﻷَوَّﻟُﻮنَ و
َاﻵﺧِﺮُونَ ﻳَﺎ ﺣَﻴًّﺎ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺣَﻲٍّ وَ ﻳَﺎ ﺣَـﻴًّﺎ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺣَﻲٍّ وَ ﻳَﺎ ﺣَـﻴًّﺎ ﺣِﻴﻦ
َﻻَ ﺣَﻲَّ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﺤْﻴِـﻲَ اﻟْﻤَﻮْﺗَﻰ وَ ﻣُـﻤِﻴﺖَ اﻷَﺣْﻴَﺂءِ ﻳَﺎ ﺣَﻲُّ ﻻَ إِﻟٰﻪَ إِﻻَّ أَﻧْﺖ
O’ Allah I ask you by your benevolent countenance and by the illumination of your brilliance
and your eternal kingdom. O’ the Ever-Living, O’ the Self Subsisting! I ask you through your
Name by which the heavens and the earth are illuminated, and through your Name by
which the predecessors and the successors are reformed.
O’ the Ever-Living before any living thing existed, and the Ever-Living even after all life will
cease. O’ Ever-Living even when there was no life at all, O’ One Who gives life to the dead
and brings death to the living, O’ Ever-Living, there is none worthy of worship except you.

ُأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑَﻠِّﻎْ ﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ اﻹِﻣَﺎمَ اﻟْـﻬَﺎدِيَ اﻟْـﻤَﻬْﺪِيَّ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢَ ﺑِﺄَﻣْﺮِكَ ﺻَﻠَﻮَات
َاﻟﻠﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ أَﺑﺂﺋِﻪِ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻋَﻦْ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ و
اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨَﺎتِ ﻓِﻲ ﻣَﺸَﺎرِقِ اﻷَرْضِ وَ ﻣَﻐَﺎرِﺑِﻬَﺎ ﺳَﻬْﻠِﻬَﺎ وَ ﺟَﺒَﻠِﻬَﺎ وَ ﺑَﺮِّﻫَﺎ
َو ﺑَﺤْﺮِﻫَﺎ وَ ﻋَﻨِّﻲ وَ ﻋَﻦْ وَاﻟِﺪَيَّ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺼَّﻠَﻮَاتِ زِﻧَﺔَ ﻋَﺮْشِ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَ ﻣِﺪَاد
ُﻛَﻠِﻤَﺎﺗِﻪِ وَ ﻣَﺎ أَﺣْﺼَﺎهُ ﻋِﻠْﻤُﻪُ وَ أَﺣَﺎطَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻛِﺘَﺎﺑُﻪ
O’ Allah, convey to our Master, the Imam, the guide, the guided, the establisher of Your
authority, may Your blessings be on him and his pure forefathers, from all the believing
men and women, in the east and the west of the world, in the plains and on the mountains,
on the lands and in the sea, and from me and my parents, the blessings that are equal in
weight to the Throne of Allah, the ink of His words and such as only encompassed by His
knowledge and covered by His book.

أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِﻧِّﻲ أُﺟَﺪِّدُ ﻟَﻪُ ﻓِﻲ ﺻَـﺒِﻴﺤَﺔِ ﻳَﻮْﻣِﻲ ﻫٰﺬَا وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻋِﺸْﺖُ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻳَّﺎﻣِﻲ
ًﻋَﻬْﺪاً وَ ﻋَﻘْﺪاً وَ ﺑَﻴْﻌَﺔً ﻟَﻪُ ﻓِﻲ ﻋُـﻨُﻘِﻲ ﻻَ أَﺣُﻮلُ ﻋَﻨْﻬَﺎ وَ ﻻَ أَزُولُ أَﺑَﺪا

O’ Allah, I renew on the dawn of this day and all the remaining days of my life, my pledge,
covenant and allegiance to him, which I shall neither contravene, nor neglect ever.

َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ اﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻧْﺼَﺎرِهِ وَ أَﻋْﻮَاﻧِﻪِ وَ اﻟﺬَّاﺑِّﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﺴَﺎرِﻋِﻴﻦ
ُإِﻟَﻴْﻪِ ﻓِﻲ ﻗَﻀَﺎءِ ﺣَﻮَاﺋِﺠِﻪِ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﻤْﺘَﺜِﻠِﻴﻦَ ﻟِﻸَوَاﻣِﺮِهِ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﺤَﺎﻣِﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻨْﻪ
ِوَ اﻟﺴَّﺎﺑِﻘِﻴﻦَ إِﻟـﻰٰ إِرَادَﺗِﻪِ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﺸْﻬَﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪ
O’ Allah include me among his helpers, supporters, protectors, those fulfilling his
commands, his defenders, the fore-runners to carry out his wishes and those to be
martyred in his presence.

َ ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِنْ ﺣَﺎلَ ﺑَـﻴْﻨِﻲ وَ ﺑَﻴْﻨَﻪُ اﻟْـﻤَﻮْتُ اﻟَّﺬِي ﺟَﻌَﻠْﺘَﻪُ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻋِﺒَﺎد
ك
، ﺷَﺎﻫِﺮاً ﺳَﻴْﻔِﻲ،ﺣَﺘْﻤﺎً ﻣَﻘْﻀِﻴًّﺎ ﻓَﺄَﺧْﺮِﺟْﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗَﺒْﺮِي ﻣُﺆْﺗَﺰِراً ﻛَﻔَﻨِﻲ
 ﻣُﻠَﺒِّﻴﺎً دَﻋْﻮَةَ اﻟﺪَّاﻋِﻲ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْـﺤَﺎﺿِﺮِ وَ اﻟْﺒَﺎدِي،ﻣُﺠَﺮِّداً ﻗَﻨَﺎﺗِﻲ
O’ Allah should death come between me and his reappearance the death which You have
made inevitable on your servants then bring me out from my grave covered in my shroud,
my sword unsheathed, my spear poised, responding to the call of the caller in the cities and
the deserts.

ﻢّ أَرِﻧِﻲ اﻟﻄَّﻠْﻌَﺔَ اﻟﺮَّﺷِﻴﺪَةَ وَ اﻟْﻐُﺮَّةَ اﻟْـﺤَﻤِﻴﺪَةَ وَاﻛْﺤُﻞْ ﻧَﺎﻇِﺮِي
َ ُأَﻟﻠّٰﻬ
ُﺮةٍ ﻣِﻨِّﻲ إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻋَﺠِّﻞْ ﻓَﺮَﺟَﻪُ وَ ﺳَﻬِّﻞْ ﻣَـﺨْﺮَﺟَﻪُ وَ أَوْﺳِﻊْ ﻣَﻨْﻬَﺠَﻪ
َ ْﺑِﻨَﻈ
ُوَاﺳْﻠُﻚْ ﺑِﻲ ﻣَـﺤَﺠَّﺘَﻪُ وَ أَﻧْﻔِﺬْ أَﻣْﺮَهُ وَاﺷْﺪُدْ أَزْرَه
O’ Allah grace me with a sight of the appearance of one rightly guided and the finest of the
praise-worthy, and cool my eyes with a glance towards him, and hasten his return; ease his
re-appearance; widen his course; lead me onto his path; cause his orders to be executed,
and strengthen his back.

ُّوَاﻋْﻤُﺮِ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺑِﻪِ ﺑِﻻَدَكَ وَ أَﺣْﻲِ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋِﺒَﺎدَكَ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ ﻗُﻠْﺖَ وَ ﻗَﻮْﻟُﻚَ اﻟْﺤَﻖ
ِﻇَﻬَﺮَ اﻟْﻔَﺴَﺎدُ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﺒَﺮِّ وَ اﻟْﺒَﺤْﺮِ ﺑِـﻤَﺎ ﻛَﺴَﺒَﺖْ أَﻳْﺪِي اﻟﻨَّﺎس
O’ Allah populate your cities through him and revive your servants by him, for

indeed you have said and your words are true: “Corruption has appeared in land
and sea on account of what the hands of the people have wrought.” (Al-Qur`an
30:41)

َﻓَﺄَﻇْﻬِﺮِ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻟَﻨَﺎ وَﻟِﻴَّﻚَ وَاﺑْﻦَ ﺑِﻨْﺖِ ﻧَﺒِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﺴَﻤَّﻰٰ ﺑِﺎﺳْﻢِ رَﺳُﻮﻟِﻚ
َﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﻻَ ﻳَﻈْﻔَﺮَ ﺑِﺸَﻲْءٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﺒَﺎﻃِﻞِ إِﻻَّ ﻣَﺰَّﻗَﻪُ وَ ﻳُﺤِﻖَّ اﻟْـﺤَﻖَّ و
ُﻳُﺤَﻘِّﻘَﻪ
O’ Allah make appear for us your friend and the son of the daughter of your Prophet who
bears the name of Your Messenger, until nothing false remains but that he destroys all of it
and manifests the truth fully and implements it.

ُ َوَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻪُ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻣَﻔْﺰَﻋﺎً ﻟِـﻤَﻈْﻠُﻮمِ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِكَ وَ ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮاً ﻟِـﻤَﻦْ ﻻَ ﻳَﺠِﺪُ ﻟ
ﻪ
ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮاً ﻏَﻴْﺮَكَ وَ ﻣُﺠَﺪِّداً ﻟِـﻤَﺎ ﻋُﻄِّﻞَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺣْﻜَﺎمِ ﻛِﺘَﺎﺑِﻚَ وَ ﻣُﺸَﻴِّﺪاً ﻟـِﻤَﺎ
ِوَرَدَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻋْﻻَمِ دِﻳـﻨِﻚَ وَ ﺳُﻨَﻦِ ﻧَﺒِﻴِّﻚَ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪ
O’ Allah! Make him a refuge for your oppressed servants; a helper for him who has no other
helper besides you, a reviver of the commandments of your book which have been
neglected; the strengthener of the teachings of your religion, and the traditions of Your
Prophet. May Allah’s blessing be upon him and his progeny.

َوَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻪُ اﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻣِـﻤَّﻦْ ﺣَﺼَّﻨْـﺘَﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﺄْسِ اﻟْـﻤُﻌْﺘَﺪِﻳﻦ
O’ Allah place him among those whom you have protected from the evil of the
transgressors.

ُأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ وَ ﺳُﺮَّ ﻧَﺒِﻴَّﻚَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪاً ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪِ ﺑِﺮُؤْﻳَﺘِﻪِ وَ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﺒِﻌَﻪ
ُﻋَﻠﻰٰ دَﻋْﻮَﺗِﻪِ وَارْﺣَﻢِ اﺳْﺘِﻜَﺎﻧَﺘَﻨﺎَ ﺑَﻌْﺪَه
O’ Allah please Your Prophet Muhammad, may the blessings of Allah be upon him and his
progeny, and those who accept the invitation of the Imam and have mercy on our state of
abasement after his appearance.

أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ اﻛْﺸِﻒْ ﻫٰﺬِهِ اﻟﻐُﻤَّﺔَ ﻋَﻦْ ﻫٰﺬِهِ اﻷُﻣَّﺔِ ﺑِﺤُﻀُﻮرِهِ وَ ﻋَﺠِّﻞْ ﻟَﻨَﺎ
َﻇُﻬُﻮرَهُ إِﻧَّـﻬُﻢْ ﻳَﺮَوْﻧَﻪُ ﺑَﻌِﻴﺪاً وَ ﻧَﺮَاهُ ﻗَﺮِﻳﺒﺎً ﺑِﺮَﺣْـﻤَﺘِﻚَ ﻳَﺎ أَرْﺣَﻢ
َاﻟﺮَّاﺣِﻤﻴﻦ
O’ Allah remove this grief from this Ummah by his presence and hasten his reappearance
for “verily they (the hypocrites) regard it to be distant and we see it very near” (al-Qur`an
70:6-7) by Your mercy, O’ the Most Merciful.”
One should then strike one’s right hand on the right thigh three times, and each time
recites the following:

ِأَﻟْﻌَﺠَﻞَ أَﻟْﻌَﺠَﻞَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ ﻳَﺎ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎن
“Hasten, Hasten, O’ my Master O’ Master of the time.”
It has been narrated that after Prophet Ibrahim saw the celestial lights of the fourteen
Infallibles, he said to Allah:

.َإِﻟٌـﻬِﻲ وَ ﺳَﻴِّﺪِي أَرَى ﻋِﺪَّةَ أَﻧْﻮَارٍ ﺣَﻮْﻟَﻬُﻢْ ﻻَ ﻳُﺤْﺼِﻲ ﻋِﺪَّﺗَﻬُﻢْ إِﻻَّ أَﻧْﺖ
 ﻗَﺎلَ إِﻟٌـﻬِﻲ وَ ﺑِـﻤَﺎ.ْﻗَﺎلَ ﻳَﺎ إِﺑْﺮَاﻫِﻴﻢُ ﻫٌﺆُﻻَءِ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘُﻬُﻢْ وَ ﻣُﺤِﺒُّﻮﻫُﻢ
َﻳُﻌْﺮَﻓُﻮنَ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘُﻬُﻢْ وَ ﻣُﺤِﺒُّﻮﻫُﻢْ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﺑِﺼَﻻَةِ اﻹِﺣْﺪى وَ اﻟْﺨَﻤْﺴِﻴﻦَ و
َاﻟْﺠَﻬْﺮِ ﺑِﺒِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢِ وَ اﻟْﻘُﻨُﻮتِ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ اﻟﺮُّﻛُﻮعِ و
ْ أَﻟﻠٌّﻬُﻢَّ اﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦ:ُ ﻗَﺎلَ إِﺑْﺮَاﻫِﻴﻢ.ِﺳَﺠْﺪَةِ اﻟﺸُﻜْﺮِ وَ اﻟْﺘَّﺨَﺘُّﻢِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻴَﻤِﻴﻦ
َّوَ إِن :ِ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻗَﺪْ ﺟَﻌَﻠْﺘُﻚَ ﻓَﺄَﻧْـﺰَلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻓِﻴﻪ.ْﺷِﻴﻌَﺘِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﻣُﺤِﺒِّﻴﻬِﻢ
ٍﻣِــﻦْ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘِﻪِ ﻟَﻺِﺑْﺮَاﻫِﻴﻢَ إِذْ ﺟَـــﺎءَ رَﺑَّﻪُ ﺑِﻘَﻠْﺐٍ ﺳَﻠِﻴﻢ
“O’ my Lord and my Master! I see lights encircling around these (fourteen celestial lights) of
which none know the number except You!” Allah replied: “O’ Ibrahim! These are their Shi’a
and their lovers (of the Ahlul Bayt).” Ibrahim said: “O’ my Lord! How are their Shi’a and
lovers known?”
Allah replied: “Through their fifty-one Rak’at of Salat their pronouncing the phrase In the
Name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful out loud (in their Salat); their
performance of the Qunut before going into the Ruku’, the prostration of thanks and
wearing a ring on their right hand.”
Ibrahim then said: “O’ Allah! Please place me among their Shi’a and their lovers (too).”

Allah replied to him: “I have placed you among them.” At this point, Allah revealed the
following, [And surely from amongst their Shi’a was Ibrahim when he went into the
presence of his Lord with a pure and submissive heart (Qalb-e-Saleem).]2
1. This supplication is mentioned in Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 110, sec. 7. It can also be
seen in Mafatih al-Jinan after Du’a al-Nudbah and we have also included it in this
responsibility.
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 36, pg. 213, sec. 40, no. 15

Responsibility 49: Assisting the Imam
Part 1
Another responsibility is to help the Imam as in essence, this is equivalent to assisting
Allah. The meaning of assisting Imam al-’Asr (ajtf) is that a true believer must accept and
follow whatever the Imam himself has put into place and must struggle to bring the wishes
of the Imam into being.
Helping the Imam takes on various forms according to the time, place, situation and events
that one is surrounded in. However it must be noted that helping the Imam during the
period of occultation is different than helping him during his advent.
Helping him during the occultation means that a true believer should spiritually purify
himself and observes awareness of Allah (taqwa). He must not abandon dissimulation
(taqiyyah) when it is required, and must supplicate on behalf of the Imam and his Shi’a.
During the occultation, a believer must also mention the greatness and qualities of the
Imam, and convey the importance of helping the Imam to his friends and Shi’a. One must
also write and spread whatever knowledge one has to help keep the religion alive. It goes
without saying that these are all to be done according to one’s ability.
As for helping the Imam during his advent, it includes things such as struggling (jihad) on
the side of the Imam; bearing difficulties with patience, and giving up one’s life and
property for the sake of the Imam.

Responsibility 50: Assisting the Imam
Part 2
In order to help Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) during his advent, we must have a strong spiritual
heart and be firm in our beliefs entering absolutely no doubts or confusion in regards to him
(and things related to him). In this regards, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has
said:

ْإِنَّ ﻟَﻜُﻢْ ﺛَﻮَابَ ﻣَﻦِ اﺳْﺘُﺸْﻬِﺪَ ﻣَﻌَﻪُ ﺑِﻨِﻴَّﺎﺗِﻜُﻢْ وَ إِنْ ﻣُﺘُّﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻓَﺮْﺷِﻜُﻢ
“Indeed for you is a promised reward equivalent to becoming a martyr with him (the Imam)
which results from your intention - even if you die on your beds.”1
In another tradition from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) it is stated:

َّإِﻧِّﻲ ﻻَ أُﺧْﺮِجُ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ ﺷُﻬَﺪَاءِ اﻟﻄُّﻔُﻮفِ وَ ﻻَ أَﻋُﺪُّ ُﺛَﻮَاﺑِﻲ أَﻗَﻞ
َﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻟِﻸَنَّ ﻣِﻦْ ﻧِﻴَّﺘِـﻲ اﻟﻨُّﺼْﺮَةَ ﻟَﻮْ ﺷَﻬِﺪْتُ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟْﻴَﻮْمَ وَ ﻛَﺬٌﻟِﻚ
ْﺷِﻴﻌَﺘُﻨَﺎ ﻫُﻢُ اﻟﺸُّﻬَﺪَاءُ وَ إِنْ ﻣَﺎﺗُﻮا ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻓَﺮْﺷِﻬِﻢ
“I do not think of myself as being out of the ranks of the martyrs of al-Tufuf (Karbala), nor
do I count myself as having a lesser reward than them because it is from my intention to
help if I had witnessed that day. This is also the case with our Shi’a they too are martyrs
even if they die on their beds.”2
1. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 229
2. Mikyal al-Makarim, vol. 2, pg. 228

Responsibility 51: Assisting the Imam
Part 3
Following the previous two responsibilities, another obligation upon the believers is for
them to gather together and agree to help Imam al-Zaman (ajtf).
Indeed, there is a great spiritual effect in gathering together and agreeing (to help the
Imam), which is not present when one does this act on his own in private.
In a verse of the Qur`an, we read that:

  ﺗَﻌَﺎوَﻧُﻮا ﻋَﻠﻰ اﻟْﺒِﺮِّ وَ اﻟﺘَّﻘْﻮى
“Help one another towards good deeds and God consciousness.”1
This verse proves that it is obligatory to gather together and help each other.
In a tradition from the Commander of the Faithful, ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) it has been
mentioned that:

ْ َأَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟﻨَّﺎسُ! ﻟَﻮْ ﻟَـﻢْ ﺗَﺘَﺨَﺎذَﻟُﻮا ﻋَﻦْ ﻧَﺼْﺮِ اﻟْﺤَﻖِّ وَ ﻟَﻢْ ﺗَﻬِﻨُﻮا ﻋ
ﻦ
ْﺗَﻮْﻫِﻴﻦِ اﻟْﺒَﺎﻃِﻞِ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻄْﻤَﻊْ ﻓِﻴﻜُﻢْ ﻣَﻦْ ﻟَﻴْﺲَ ﻣِﺜْﻠَﻜُﻢْ وَ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻘْﻮَ ﻣَﻦ
ْﻗَﻮِيَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻜُﻢ
“O’people! Had you not failed to support the right and undermine the wrong, he who is not
from you would not have overcome you and he who is now ruling over you would not have
had the opportunity to do so.”2
In addition, it has been stated by Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) in one of the letters he wrote that:

ِوَ ﻟَﻮْ أَنَّ أَﺷْﻴَﺎﻋَﻨَﺎ وَﻓَّﻘَﻬُﻢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟِﻄَﺎﻋَﺘِﻪِ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﺟْﺘِﻤَﺎعٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮب
ﻓِﻲ اﻟﻮَﻓَﺎءِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌَﻬْﺪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ ﻟَﻤَﺎ ﺗَﺄَﺧَّﺮَ ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢُ اﻟْﻴُﻤْﻦُ ﺑِﻠِﻘَﺎﺋِﻨَﺎ
“And if our followers, May Allah make them successful in obeying Him, were united with
their hearts in fulfilling the promise that is upon them, there would be no delay for them
from the good fortune of meeting us.”3
1. Suratul Ma’idah (5), Verse 2
2. Nahj al-Balagha, sermon 165, pg. 542
3. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 177, sec. 31, no. 8

Responsibility 52: Assisting the Imam
Part 4
The true believers must supplicate to Allah that when Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) makes his
advent, He places them among his companions, helpers and those who are his attendants.
In addition, this supplication will also petition Allah for the opportunity to witness the
Imam’s return!
There are various supplications which have been narrated in the books of prayers in
regards to this responsibility, such as Du’a al-Nur1, Du’a al-’Ahd2 and others all of which
are from the Ahlul Bayt (as).
In Du’a al-’Ahd, we read the following:

َﻦ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨِـﻲ ﻣِﻦ
َ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻧْﺼَﺎرِهِ وَ أَﺷْﻴَﺎﻋِﻪِ وَ اﻟﺬَّاﺑِّـﻴ
ِاﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﺸْﻬَﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪ

“And place me among his helpers and followers and defenders and among those who (are
blessed to) seek martyrdom in his presence.”
Therefore, the believers must pray to Allah that during the occultation, they are given the
opportunity to be with the companions and helpers of this great personality.
Just as we yearn to be blessed with this rank during his return, even during his occultation,
we should have the same wish.
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 111, sec. 7, no. 2; MiSbah of al-Kaf’ami, pg. 550
2. Refer to the footnote in the forty-eighth responsibility.

Responsibility 53: Assisting the Imam
Part 5
Another responsibility is to recite Du’a al-Nur1. This supplication has been narrated from
the A`immah of the Ahlul Bayt (as) and is a prayer which is found in many of the reliable
books of supplication.
It has been narrated that Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) said: “Any person who
makes a promise with Allah with this du’a for forty mornings will be among the helpers of
our Qa`im (ajtf).
If that person is to die before the return of the Imam, then Allah the High will bring him
forth from his grave (to help the Imam). For every letter of this pact, one thousand good
deeds will be written in the person’s book of records and one thousand sins will be
erased.”2
This supplication has been mentioned in responsibility forty-eight.
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 111, sec. 7, no. 2; MiSbah of al-Kaf’ami, pg. 550
2. Ibid.

Responsibility 54: Pledge of Allegiance
to the Imam
Another responsibility which the true believers must fulfill is to renew their pledge of
allegiance to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf).
According to the narrations, it is best that this act is done after every obligatory Salat or at
least once a day and if this is not possible, then at least once a week.
The meaning of pledging allegiance to the Imam is that the person obligates himself to help
the Imam. While fulfilling this promise, one must not show any remorse or regret if one

needs to help the Imam with his life or wealth.
One of the first times this sort of pledge was taken was during the speech of Ghadir when
the Prophet commanded the entire nation to make a pledge of allegiance to all the infallible
A`immah.
This pledge of allegiance is actually one of the necessary acts of true faith and in essence, a
true believer will never have faith until he realizes and comprehends this pledge of
allegiance and stays firm on it after making it.
The following conditions must be observed in this pledge of allegiance:
1. A person making the allegiance must have the intention in his heart to obey the Imam
and must promise that he will help him. In addition, a person must not show remorse if he
has to give up his life or wealth to maintain this pact.
2. The pledge of allegiance, intention to help the Imam and initiating this firm covenant
must be done verbally.
Of course, when the advent of the Imam takes place and when his government is
established, the pledge of allegiance for these two issues will be done physically with the
Imam by a shaking of hands.
It should be noted that the realization of this pledge of allegiance in which a person will
place his hand in the hand of the person whom he is pledging to is obligatory and this can
only take place when the person whom the allegiance is being made to is one of the
Infallibles or one of their directly appointed representatives. Thus, it is not permissible to
make this kind of pledge to anyone else!
Obviously, during the period of occultation, the fulfillment of this form of allegiance in which
a person places his hand in the hand of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) or his specific representative
is not possible since according to the traditions, the Imam is hidden from the view of the
people and thus, this form of the responsibility is limited to the time when he makes his
advent.
During the period of the occultation, no one has been designated by the Imam to accept
the pledge of allegiance, thus this form of allegiance cannot be performed with any person
and it is actually forbidden even if the person to whom the pledge is being made is a
scholar.
In addition, even if the scholar was a Faqihi Jami’ al-Shara`it (Wali al-’Amr al-Muslimin), still
it is not permissible to make such a pledge of allegiance to him.
Therefore, there is no proof of the permissibility of this form of pledge of allegiance during
the time of the occultation. Rather, the traditions have actually forbidden this and we all
know that in issues of the religion, such as this pact of allegiance, are all contingent upon
what the religious commandments specify and the permissibility of these particular acts
rest on the legislation of the Islamic laws.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َﺮ وَ ﻧِﻔَﺎقٌ و
ٌ ْﻳَﺎ ﻣُﻔَﻀَّﻞُ! ﻛُﻞُّ ﺑَﻴْﻌَﺔٍ ﻗَﺒْﻞَ ﻇُﻬُﻮرِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓَﺒَﻴْﻌَﺘُﻪُ ﻛُﻔ
ُﺧَﺪِﻳﻌَﺔٌ ﻟَﻌَﻦَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ اﻟْـﻤُﺒَﺎﻳِﻊَ ﻟَﻬَﺎ وَ اﻟْـﻤُﺒَﺎﻳَﻊَ ﻟَﻪ
“O’Mufaďďal! Every pledge of allegiance that takes place before the advent of al-Qa`im
(ajtf) is disbelief, hypocrisy and deception. May the curse of Allah be upon a person who
makes such a pledge of allegiance and the one who accepts this pledge of allegiance?”1
Without doubt, the meaning of bay’ah in this tradition is the hand to hand bay’ah and not
all forms of pledging allegiance since in other traditions, some forms of the bay’ah have not
been completely forbidden. Therefore, during the period of the occultation, the bay’ah
(pledging loyalty) which is done without giving one’s hand is not a problem and is actually
one of the signs of true faith and has been emphasized.
According to the traditions, during the period of the occulation of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), we
are permitted to pledge our allegiance to the general representatives of the Imam. Thus,
we can pledge ourselves to a scholar who fulfills the conditions of being followed especially
the Wali al-Faqih who is the guardian of the Muslim community.
This bay’ah is done with the thought in mind that paying allegiance to him is due to the fact
that he is a scholar who fulfills all of the conditions of being followed, is the Wali al-Faqih
and that the pledge of allegiance to him is actually a pledge to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf), and
the pledge of allegiance to the Imam is actually the pledge of allegiance to Allah.
There are many ways in which we can make the bay’ah to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) as have
been narrated by the infallible A`immah, one them is Du’a al-’Ahd.2
The scholars3 have stated that these supplications are recommended to be recited every
day after Salatul Fajr. Rather, it should be recited after every obligatory Salat, if possible. In
addition, due to there being some proof in the traditions, it is recommended that this
pledge of allegiance should be repeated every Jumu’ah (Friday).
It has also been recommended rather it is essential that Du’a of ‘Ahd which has been
narrated from Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) should be recited at least once during a
person’s lifetime.
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said: “Whosoever among our friends and
followers reads this supplication once in their life, it will be written on the parchment of
worship of Allah (that he recited this prayer) and his name will be mentioned in the book of
al-Qa`im (may Allah hasten his glorious advent).
Then, when al-Qa`im (ajtf) makes his advent, the name of the person who read this
supplication and his father’s name will be announced. In addition, the parchment which
contains the names of the worshippers of Allah will be given to him and it will be said that:
‘Take this writing which contains the transcript of the promise which you made to us in the
world.”
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) then said: “This is the truth which Allah, the Noble
and Grand stated when he said the following:

 ً إِﻻَّ ﻣَﻦِ اﺗَّﺨَﺬَ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ ﻋَﻬْﺪا
“...except the one who has taken a covenant with the Most Merciful.”4
As well, while in a state of ritual purity, the following supplication should be recited:

ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻲٖم
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

َ ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻳَﺎ إِﻟٰﻪَ اﻵﻟِـﻬَﺔِ ﻳَﺎ وَاﺣِﺪُ ﻳَﺎ أَﺣَﺪُ ﻳَﺎ آﺧِﺮَ اﻵﺧِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻳَﺎ ﻗَﺎﻫ
ﺮ
ِّاﻟْﻘَﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻠِﻲُّ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻈِﻴﻢُ أَﻧْﺖَ اﻟْﻌَﻠِﻲُّ اﻷَﻋْﻠﻰ ﻋَﻠَﻮْتَ ﻓَﻮْقَ ﻛُﻞ
 ﻫٰـﺬَا ﻳَﺎ ﺳَﻴِّﺪِي ﻋَﻬْﺪِي وَ أَﻧْﺖَ ﻣُﻨْﺠِﺰُ وَﻋْﺪِي.ٍّﻋُﻠُﻮ
“O’ Allah: O’ the God of all gods! O’ the One! O’ the One and Only! O’ the Last of the last!
O’ the most Omnipotent one over the powerful ones! O’ the High! O’the All great. You are
verily the High, the Most High. You have been High over all zeniths. This is, O’ master, my
pledge; and you shall certainly fulfill your promise to me.

َﻓَﺼَﻞِّ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ وَﻋْﺪِي وَ أَﻧْـﺠِﺰْ وَﻋْﺪِي آﻣَﻨْﺖُ ﺑِﻚَ وَ أَﺳْﺄَﻟُﻚَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚ
َاﻟْﻌَﺮَﺑِﻲِّ وَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚَ اﻟْﻌَﺠَﻤِﻲِّ وَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚَ اﻟْﻌِﺒْﺮَاﻧِﻲِّ وَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚ
ِاﻟْﺴُﺮْﻳَﺎﻧِﻲِّ وَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚَ اﻟﺮُّوﻣِﻲِّ وَ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚَ اﻟْـﻬِﻨْﺪِيِّ وَ أَﺛْﺒَﺖ
ِﻣَﻌْﺮِﻓَﺘِﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌِﻨَﺎﻳَﺔِ اﻷُوْﻟـﻰٰ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ أَﻧْﺖَ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻻَ ﺗُﺮَىٰ وَ أَﻧْﺖَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﻤَﻨْﻈَﺮ
ٰاﻷَﻋْﻠﻰ
So, O’ my Master, (please do) admit my pledge and fulfill your promise to me. I believe in
you and I pray to you in the Name of Your ‘Arab Veil, Your non-’Arab Veil, Your Hebrew Veil,
Your Syriac Veil, Your Roman Veil, and Your Indian Veil. And I admit my recognition of You
on account of the earlier care (of You over me), for You are verily Allah Who cannot be seen
while You are in the most elevated view.

ُ وَ أَﺗَﻘَﺮَّبُ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﺮَﺳُﻮﻟِﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﻨْﺬِرِ وَ ﺑِﻌَﻠِﻲٍّ أَﻣِﻴﺮِ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﺻَﻠَﻮَا
ت
اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ اﻟْـﻬَﺎدِي وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﺤَﺴَﻦِ اﻟﺴَّﻴِّﺪِ وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴﻦِ اﻟﺸَّﻬِﻴﺪِ ﺳِﺒْﻄَﻲ

ﻧَﺒِﻴِّﻚَ وَ ﺑِﻔَﺎﻃِﻤَﺔَ اﻟْﺒَﺘُﻮلِ وَ ﺑِﻌَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ اﻟْـﺤُﺴَﻴﻦِ زَﻳْﻦِ اﻟْﻌَﺎﺑِﺪِﻳﻦَ ذِي
ٍاﻟﺜَّﻔِﻨَﺎتِ وَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ اﻟْﺒَﺎﻗِﺮِ ﻋَﻦْ ﻋِﻠْﻤِﻚَ وَ ﺑِـﺠَﻌْﻔَﺮِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
ٍاﻟﺼَّﺎدِقِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﺻَﺪَقَ ﺑِـﻤِﻴﺜَﺎﻗِﻚَ وَ ﺑِـﻤِﻴﻌَﺎدِكَ وَ ﺑِـﻤُﻮﺳﻰٰ ﺑْﻦِ ﺟَﻌْﻔَﺮ
ٖاﻟْـﺤَﺼُﻮرِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﺑِﻌَﻬْﺪِكَ وَ ﺑِﻌَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﻮﺳﻰٰ اﻟﺮِّﺿَﺎ اﻟﺮَّاﺿِﻲ
ﺑِـﺤُﻜْﻤِﻚَ وَ ﺑِـﻤُﺤَﻤَّﺪِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ اﻟْـﺤَﺒْﺮِ اﻟْﻔَﺎﺿِﻞِ اﻟْـﻤُﺮْﺗَﻀﻰٰ ﻓِﻲ
ٖاﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَ ﺑِﻌَﻠِﻲِّ ﺑْﻦِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ اﻷَﻣِﻴﻦِ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﺗَـﻤَﻦِ ﻫَﺎدِي
ِاﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﺮْﺷِﺪِﻳﻦَ وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﺤَﺴَﻦِ ﺑْﻦِ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِ اﻟﺰَّﻛِﻲِّ ﺧِﺰَاﻧَﺔ
ِّاﻟْﻮَﺻِﻴِّﻴﻦَ وَ أَﺗَﻘَﺮَّبُ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻹِﻣَﺎمِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ اﻟْﻌَﺪْلِ اﻟْـﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈَﺮِ اﻟْـﻤَﻬْﺪِي
َإِﻣَﺎﻣِﻨَﺎ وَ اﺑْﻦِ إِﻣَﺎﻣِﻨَﺎ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ أَﺟْﻤَﻌِﻴﻦ
And I seek nearness to You through Your Messenger, the warner; and through ‘Ali, the
Commander of the Faithful, the guide, Allah’s blessings be upon him and through al-Hasan,
the master, and al-Husayn, the martyr, the two grandsons of Your Prophet, and through
Fatimah, the immaculate and through ‘Ali b. al-Husayn the Adornment of the Worshippers
and the one with a callus on his forehead (due to incessant worshipping) and through
Muhammad b. ‘Ali, who split (the profundities of) Your knowledge.
And through Ja’far b. Muhammad, the truthful who fulfilled his covenant and promise to you
and through Musa b. Ja’far, the chaste one who undertook his oath to You and through ‘Ali
b. Musa, the one who was pleased with Your judgement and through Muhammad b. ‘Ali, the
well-versed and the virtuous who is accepted by the believers and through ‘Ali b.
Muhammad, the honest, the trusted, and the guide of those who seek true guidance.
And through al-Hasan b. ‘Ali, the pure, the infallible, and the treasure of the successors.
And I seek nearness to You through the Imam (of the age), the director of justice, the
awaited, the well-guided, our leader and the son of our leader may Allah’s blessings be
upon all of them.

َ َ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻦْ ﻗَﺪ،َﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻦْ ﺟَﻞَّ ﻓَﻌَﻈُﻢَ وَ ﻫُﻮَ أَﻫْﻞُ ذٰﻟِﻚَ ﻓَﻌَﻔَﻰٰ وَ رَﺣِﻢ
ر
َ أَﺷْﻜُﻮ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺿَﻌْﻔِﻲ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻗَﺼُﺮَ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ ﻋَﻤَﻠِﻲ ﻣِﻦْ ﺗَﻮْﺣِﻴﺪِكَ و،َﻓَﻠَﻄُﻒ
ِﻛُﻨْﻪِ ﻣَﻌْﺮِﻓَﺘِﻚَ وَ أَﺗَﻮَﺟَّﻪُ إِﻟَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَّﺴْﻤِﻴَﺔِ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﻀَﺎءِ وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻮَﺣْﺪَاﻧِﻴَّﺔ
َاﻟْﻜُﺒْﺮىٰ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻗَﺼُﺮَ ﻋَﻨْﻬَﺎ ﻣَﻦْ أَدْﺑَﺮَ وَ ﺗَﻮَﻟَّـﻰٰ وَ آﻣَﻨْﺖُ ﺑِـﺤِﺠَﺎﺑِﻚ
َاﻷَﻋْﻈَﻢِ وَ ﺑِﻜَﻠِﻤَﺎﺗِﻚَ اﻟﺘَّﺎﻣَﺔِ اﻟْﻌُﻠْﻴَﺎ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﺖَ ﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎ دَارَ اﻟْﺒَﻻَءِ و
َأَﺣْﻠَﻠْﺖَ ﻣَﻦْ أَﺣْﺒَﺒْﺖَ ﺟَﻨَّﺔَ اﻟْـﻤَﺄْوَىٰ آﻣَﻨْﺖُ ﺑِﺎﻟﺴَّﺎﺑِﻘِﻴﻦَ وَ اﻟﺼِّﺪِّﻳﻘِﻴﻦ
َأَﺻْﺤَﺎبِ اﻟْﻴَﻤِﻴﻦِ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ ﺧَﻠَـﻄُﻮا ﻋَﻤَﻻً ﺻَﺎﻟِﺤﺎً و
آﺧَﺮَ ﺳَﻴِّﺌﺎً أَﻻَّ ﺗُﻮَﻟِّﻴَﻨِﻲ ﻏَﻴْﺮَﻫُﻢْ وَ ﻻَ ﺗُﻔَﺮِّقْ ﺑَﻴْﻨِﻲ وَ ﺑَﻴْﻨَﻬُﻢْ ﻏَﺪًّا إِذَا

ِﻗَﺪَّﻣْﺖَ اﻟﺮِّﺿَﺎ ﺑِﻔَﺼْﻞِ اﻟْﻘَﻀَﺎءِ آﻣَﻨْﺖُ ﺑِﺴِﺮِّﻫِﻢْ وَ ﻋَﻻَﻧِﻴَﺘِﻬِﻢْ وَ ﺧَﻮَاﺗِﻴﻢ
ِأَﻋْﻤَﺎﻟِـﻬِﻢْ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻚَ ﺗَـﺨْﺘِﻢُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬَﺎ إِذَا ﺷِﺌْﺖَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻦْ أَﺗْـﺤَﻔَﻨِﻲ ﺑِﺎﻹِﻗْﺮَار
َﺑِﺎﻟْﻮَﺣْﺪَاﻧِﻴَّﺔِ وَ ﺣَﺒَﺎﻧِﻲ ﺑِـﻤَﻌْﺮِﻓَﺔِ اﻟﺮَّﺑُﻮﺑِﻴَّﺔِ وَ ﺧَﻠَّﺼَﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺸَّﻚِّ و
َاﻟْﻌَﻤَﻰٰ رَﺿِﻴْﺖُ ﺑِﻚَ رَﺑًّﺎ وَ ﺑِﺎﻷَﺻْﻔِﻴَﺎءِ ﺣُﺠَﺠًﺎ وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﻤَﺤْﺠُﻮﺑِﻴﻦَ أَﻧْﺒِﻴَﺎءَ و
ًﺑِﺎﻟﺮُّﺳُﻞِ أَدِﻻَّءَ وَ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﻤُﺘَّﻘِﻴﻦَ أُﻣَﺮَآءَ وَ ﺳَﺎﻣِﻌﺎً ﻟَﻚَ ﻣُﻄِﻴﻌﺎ
O’ He who is Most Elevated and Most Magnificent, and He is deserving of this and has thus
pardoned and treated mercifully! O’ He Who ordains decrees with compassion: I complain
before you about my weakness and about the inadequacy of my actions as regards to my
confession of Your Oneness and the essence of my recognition of you.
And I turn my face towards you, (praying to You) by the white nomination and the great
monotheism that have not been realized by those who fled and turned away from You. And
I believe in your greatest veil and Your perfect, exalted words from which You have created
the abode of trial and through which You shall allow him whom You wish to enter the abode
of Paradise.
I believe in the “foremost” and the truthful, the companions of the right hand, among the
believers and those who have mixed a righteous act with another evil one (for which they
sought forgiveness): (I pray to You by all of these) that You do not allow me to follow
anyone other than these ones (i.e. the Imams) and that You do not exclude me from their
group tomorrow when You will stipulate (Your) pleasure as the criterion of Your judgement.
I believe in their secret and public teachings, and the sealing of their deeds, for you decide
the sealing of anyone’s deeds if you will. O’ You Who have honoured me by the confession
of Your Oneness, bestowed upon me with the recognition of Your Lordship, and deprived
me of doubt and blind-heartedness: I admit You as my Lord, and admit the Pure Ones as
the intermediaries to You, and admit the Veiled Ones as Prophets, and admit the
Messengers as guides (to You), and admit the Pious Ones as leaders, and pledge myself as
always listening to and obeying You.”
1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 8, sec. 28, no. 1
2. Refer to responsibility Forty-Eight.
3. Sayyid ibne Tawus, in his book Misbah al-Zair and ‘Allamah Majlisi in Bihar al-Anwar, vol.
102, pg. 110 have covered this.
4. Surat Mariam (19), Verse 87

Responsibility 55: The Wilayah of the
Imam
The true believers must supplicate that Allah bestows the wilayah (mastership) of Imam alZaman (ajtf) upon them and that they are granted the ability to gain true faith, love and

obedience to the Imam and that these characters are increased within them. One must be
serious and earnest in this supplication and must take this as something important.
The happiness of the true believer is contained within the wilayah, faith, love and
obedience to the Imam and the more the wilayah is made stronger and increases in the
heart, so too the status and rank of a true believer in the presence of Allah will also
increase, and thus, closeness to Allah will also increase.
Since the way to achieve this wilayah is only possible through the power of Allah  and is
out of the realm of a person to acquire on his own, the only way to achieve this is to
request it from Allah. The attainment of the wilayah and faith (in the Imam) and other
things such as these even things such as knowledge and sustenance are all issues which
are related to the essence of Allah and are out of the power of people to acquire without
the help of Allah.

Responsibility 56: Protecting Ones’
Spiritual Rank Part 1
The true believer needs to be vigilant in regards to the spiritual stations, ranks and
closeness to the Imam. One must ensure that nothing is done to damage this spiritual rank
that one is not distanced from the Imam through one’s action, nor loses the attention and
friendship of the Imam.
A believer must be vigilant so that in fulfilling one’s responsibilities which are the right of
the Imam over him, there is no negligence and that he performs them in the best possible
way.
A believer must also be attentive since he is constantly in the presence of Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf) and must keep away from anything which would lead the Imam to becoming upset.
In addition, one must ensure that in whatever state he is in, whatever movements he takes,
and even his silence are all performed in accordance with and for the intention of earning
the love of the Imam.
A Muslim must not fall into negligence for even one instant in regards to earning the
pleasure of the Imam which is equal to pleasing Allah. According to the traditions from the
Ahlul Bayt (as), the actions of the Shi’a are constantly being presented to Imam al-Zaman
(ajtf) with extra emphasis given on the days of Monday, Thursday and Friday when a report
of our actions is given to him.
Thus, it is imperative that a true Shi’a remains attentive and vigilant and does not do
anything which would result in being embarrassed in the presence of the Imam or would
result in the Imam being put into an uncomfortable situation when he sees our deeds.
It has been narrated from one of the infallible A`immah (as) that: “The actions of the
Ummah are presented to the Prophet every Tuesday and Thursday and thus, he is
constantly informed about them. In addition, the A`immah are also presented with the
actions and they also have knowledge of this.”1

Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said: “The actions (of the Ummah) are
presented to the Messenger of Allah and the A`immah on Thursday.”2
The meaning of showing vigilance is that in all of our actions, dealings, movements and all
of our words, a true believer must be observant of his Imam. He must know that the Imam
is with him and that he should not, even momentarily, (spiritually) separate himself, or fall
into negligence.
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) has stated:

ْ وَ ﻻَ ﻳَﻌْﺰُبُ ﻋَﻨَّﺎ ﺷَﻲْءٌ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺧْـﺒَﺎرِﻛُﻢ،ْﻓَﺈِﻧَّﺎ ﻧُﺤِﻴﻂُ ﻋِﻠْﻤﺎً ﺑِﺄَﻧْﺒَﺎﺋِﻜُﻢ
“Surely we have complete knowledge of your situation and there is nothing which is hidden
from us concerning you.”3
In another tradition, Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) has stated:

ْإِﻧَّﺎ ﻏَـﻴْﺮُ ﻣُﻬْﻤِﻠِﻴﻦَ ﻟِـﻤُﺮَاﻋَﺎﺗِﻜُﻢْ وَ ﻻَ ﻧَﺎﺳِﻴﻦَ ﻟِﺬِﻛْﺮِﻛُﻢ
“Verily, we are not inattentive in taking care of you nor are we heedless in remembering
you.”4
A true believer must know where the pleasure of Allah lies and must know that Imam alZaman (ajtf) himself is also seeking the pleasure of Allah. One must also realize that this
pleasure can only be attained by following the Imam in all affairs, with complete obedience
to the religion of Allah and by purification of the soul.
It is clear that this observance and vigilance will slowly enable a person to reach a desirable
end and permit one to attain the higher levels of proximity to Allah, as the most important
thing in life is to attain proximity to Allah.
1. Najm al-Thaqib, sec. 11, pg. 825; Majma’ al-Bayan, vol. 5, pg. 69; In addition, verse 105
of Suratul Tawbah (9) also mentions this point where Allah  says: ُﻟﻠٌّﻪ9 ﻋْﻤَﻠُﻮا ﻓَﺴَﻴَﺮى9 ْوَ ﻗُﻞ
َﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨُﻮن9 َﻋَﻤَﻠَﻜُﻢْ وَ رَﺳُﻮﻟُﻪُ و
Say: then do what you want (but know that) Allah sees your actions and so does His
Messenger and the true believers.Without doubt and according to the traditions which
have come to us, the meaning of the true believers as mentioned in this verse are the
Infallible A’immah  and without doubt, the complete and definite interpretation of the
word “ ”اﻟﻤﺆﻣﻨﻮنare the Infallible A’immah .
2. Najm al-Thaqib, pg. 825, sec. 11; BaSair al-Darajat, pg. 426, no. 16
3. al-Ihtijaj, pg. 497; Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 174, sec. 31, no. 7
4. al-Kharaij, pg. 902; Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 174, sec. 31, no. 7

Responsibility 57: Protecting Ones’
Spiritual Rank Part 2
The true believers must supplicate to Allah that He makes them firm and resolute on the
wilayah of the Imam and that they can move spiritually closer to the Imam. They must also
make du’a that the blessing and approval of the Imam (over his true followers) is not
removed from a person and that one does not lose this great spiritual rank once he has
attained it!
For example, if a person is blessed to be among the companions, helpers and Shi’a of the
Imam (either during the period of the occultation or during his advent), then this blessing
which has been bestowed upon him should be protected and there should be no change in
his status (of closeness to the Imam) nor should he do anything to have someone else put
in his place. In actuality, this is the same thing which we recite in the following du’a:

َﻚ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻏَﻴْﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺴِﻴﺮٌ وَ ﻫُﻮ
َ َوَ ﻻَ ﺗَﺴْﺘَﺒْﺪِلْ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻏَﻴْﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﺳْﺘِﺒْﺪَاﻟ
ٌﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻛَﺒِﻴﺮ
“And do not place someone else in our place since surely Your replacement of us with
others is something easy for You to perform, however this is something grave (and difficult)
for us (to bear).”1
1. MiSbah al-Mutahajjid, pg. 409; Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 95, pg. 330, sec. 115, no. 4; Mafatih
al-Jinan, sec. 3, Part 10 after Du’a al-Nudbah and Du’a al-’Ahd.

Responsibility 58: Protecting the Imam,
His Religion and Sunnah
Protecting the Imam and safeguarding the religion which he shall perfect (in its global
implementation) and preserving the sunnah (tradition) of the Messenger of Allah is another
responsibility which the true believers must enact.
This protection can be carried out very easily through propagating and disseminating
knowledge of the faith among the people and obviously, a person who is an ‘Alim (religious
trained scholar) and is aware of the truths must fulfill his responsibility and spread his
knowledge.
Thus, the command of defending the religion and the truths is the scholars’ responsibility
and is something which they must carry out in the best possible way – obviously, according
to their ability.

The Messenger of Allah (S) said:

ْإِذَا ﻇَﻬَﺮَتِ اﻟْﺒِﺪَعُ ﻓِﻲ أُﻣَّﺘِـﻲ ﻓَﻠْﻴُﻈْﻬِﺮِ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟِﻢُ ﻋِﻠْﻤَﻪُ ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻔْﻌَﻞ
ِﻓَﻌَﻠَﻴْﻪِ ﻟَﻌْﻨَﺔُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“When innovations come up in my nation, it is obligatory upon the scholar to make his
knowledge known to the people (to guide them). If he does not do this, then the curse of
Allah is upon him.”1
1. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 45, sec. on Innovations, no. 2

Responsibility 59: Serving the Imam
Serving the Imam to the best of one’s ability is another responsibility of a true believer and
even the Angels and the Prophets take pride in assisting the Imam! In addition, we are told
that one of the Prophets who holds a very high status namely Prophet Khiďr comes to the
assistance of the Imam when a need arises.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

وَ ﻟَﻮْ أَدْرَﻛْﺘُﻪُ ﻟَﺨَﺪَﻣْﺘُﻪُ أَﻳَّﺎمَ ﺣَﻴٌﺎﺗِﻲ
“If I would have met him (al-Mahdi), I would serve him for my entire life.”1
Helping other believers is a highly recommended act in Islam which carries a great reward.
In addition, it is one of the distinct characteristics of the true believers and leaders of the
faith, that they can be easily recognized through their assisting the creations of Allah.
Therefore, providing assistance to the Imam who is the true leader of our time and for all
the faithful, is the best form of worship and obedience (to Allah)
Prophet ‘Isa b. Mariam has said:

ْ ﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ﻗُﻀِﻴَﺖ.ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻌْﺸَﺮَ اﻟْﺤَﻮَارِﻳِّـﻴﻦَ ﻟِﻲ إِﻟَﻴْﻜُﻢْ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺔٌ أُﻗْﻀُﻮﻫَﺎ ﻟِـﻲ
ِ ﻓَﻘَﺎمَ ﻓَﻘَﺒَّﻞَ أَﻗْﺪَاﻣَﻬُﻢْ )أَوْ ﻓِﻲ ﺑَﻌْﺾِ اﻟﻨُّﺴْﺦ.ِﺣَﺎﺟَﺘُﻚَ ﻳَﺎ رُوْحَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
:َ ﻛُﻨَّﺎ ﻧَﺤْﻦُ أَﺣَﻖَّ ﺑِﻬٌﺬَا ﻳَﺎ رُوْحَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ! ﻓَﻘَﺎل:ﻓَﻐَﺴَّﻞَ أَﻗْﺪَاﻣَﻬُﻢْ( ﻓَﻘَﺎﻟُﻮا
إِنَّ أَﺣَﻖَّ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺨِﺪْﻣَﺔِ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟِﻢُ إِﻧَّﻤَﺎ ﺗَﻮَاﺿَﻌْﺖُ ﻫٌﻜَﺬَا ﻟِﻜَﻴْﻤَﺎ

ْﺗَﺘَﻮَاﺿَﻌُﻮا ﺑَﻌْﺪِي ﻓِﻲ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ ﻛَﺘَﻮَاﺿُﻌِﻲ ﻟَﻜُﻢ
“O’ assembly of disciples! I have a desire which I wish you to fulfill for me.” They said:
“Consider it done O’ Spirit of Allah!” So he (‘Isa) stood up and kissed their feet [in some
narrations it is mentioned that he washed their feet]. The companions said: “We were more
worthy to do this for you, O’ Spirit of Allah!”
He said: “Indeed the person who has the most right to serve the people is the scholar. I
have displayed this humility (to you) so that after me, you too will show this form of
humbleness to the people just as I have done for you.”2
Indeed, Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) is the most worthy of people who is deserving of our
assistance and there are many proofs for this.
Thus, assisting Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) can be accomplished through helping his friends,
followers and the Shi’a of the Imam fulfilling their needs, alleviating the difficulties and
solving issues which may come up their lives all of these are ways in which one can assist
the Imam.
In addition, establishing gatherings for the remembrance of the Imam or to write and
spread the teachings in relation to him strengthening the theological seminaries, etc if
these are done with the intention that one wishes to assist the Imam, then they are
counted and recognized (by Allah) as being things done to help the Imam.
Therefore, we see that there are many ways in which one can assist the Imam, however
they must be performed with the intention that they are being doing with the purpose of
assisting him.
It must be mentioned that there is a difference between ‘serving’ and ‘helping’. The word
‘serving’ is much more specific in its meaning than ‘helping’, and thus, every form of
‘helping’ does not necessarily mean that one is ‘serving’ someone.
‘Serving’ another person can be accomplished through overseeing and also directly acting
and performing a task, however ‘helping’ and assisting does not require overseeing nor the
direct performance of a task.
Thus, assisting someone can be done without anyone overseeing the task and can also be
done indirectly and through the help and assistance of other people.
In other words, in regards to serving, the one who is serving another person must himself
be overseen and perform the actions himself. However the act of helping can even be done
by hiring someone else to do the job.
Another difference is that with serving, a person who is performing this task is humbling
and lowering himself and expressing his insignificance to the one whom he is serving
however this is not the case in regards to helping someone else.
It is also important to mention that if the act of assisting is done with the intention of
serving a person and there is some form of overseeing in this issue, then it would be
counted as serving (that person) as well. 

1. Bihar al-Anwar, vol. 51, pg. 148, sec. 6, no. 22
2. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 37, sec. ‘The Characteristics of the ‘Ulama,’ no. 6

Responsibility 60: Awaiting the Advent
Another responsibility is to await the advent of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) every day and night
rather we must await his return every single hour of our life. In essence, the true believer
must always be in a state of anticipation of the return of the Imam.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َ ِﻃُﻮﺑـﻰ ﻟِﺸِﻴﻌَﺔِ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻤِﻨَﺎ اﻟْﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻟِﻈُﻬُﻮرِهِ ﻓِﻲ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪ
و
ٌﻻَ ﺧَﻮْف َاﻟْﻤُﻄِﻴﻌِﻴﻦَ ﻟَﻪُ ﻓِﻲ ﻇُﻬُﻮرِهِ أُوْﻟٌﺌِﻚَ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎءُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦ
َﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ وَ ﻻَ ﻫُﻢُ ﻳَﺤْﺰَﻧُﻮن
“Glad tidings (of Paradise) to the Shi’a of our Qa`im (ajtf) those who are awaiting his advent
during his occultation and those who are obedient to him during his advent. Surely these
are the close, intimate friends of Allah for whom [There shall be no grief, nor shall they
have any sorrow.]”1
Imam ‘Ali b. Husain as-Sajjad (as) has said:

ِإِنَّ أَﻫْﻞَ زَﻣَﺎنِ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻠِﻴﻦَ ﺑِﺈِﻣَﺎﻣَﺘِﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻟِﻈُﻬُﻮرِه
ٍأَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻫْﻞِ ﻛُﻞِّ زَﻣَﺎن
“Surely the people who are living during the period of his occultation and who believe in his
(Divinely appointed) leadership and are awaiting his advent are the best people of all
times.”2
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Taqi (as) has said:

َﻓَﻴَﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮُ ﺧُﺮُوﺟَﻪُ اﻟْﻤُﺨْﻠِﺼُﻮنَ وَ ﻳُﻨْﻜِﺮُهُ اﻟْﻤُﺮْﺗَﺎﺑُﻮن
“The sincere ones will await his advent, while the doubters shall deny it.”3
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ًﻓَﻌِﻨْﺪَﻫَﺎ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺘَﻮَﻗَّﻌُﻮا اﻟْﻔَﺮَجَ ﺻَﺒَﺎﺣﺎً وَ ﻣَﺴَﺎء
“During the occultation, they will await his (Imam al-Mahdi’s) advent every morning and
evening.”4
In numerous traditions it has been mentioned that to await the advent of Imam al-’Asr (ajtf)
is actually a part of the religion of Allah and all people must observe this.
In addition, it has been mentioned that even the Muslims who lived during the lives of the
other infalliable A`immah (as) awaited and expected the advent of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) as
this was also obligatory upon them. Thus, this is something which is not only limited to the
period of his occultation!
The period of waiting for the Imam’s advent will not earn us a Divine reward (thawab)
unless it coupled with the intention of seeking nearness to Allah and conforming to His
commandments, just as the performance of prayers, fasting and Hajj all necessitate a
Divine reward from Allah when performed with the intention of seeking nearness to Him.
Of course the intention of seeking nearness to Allah has limits and can be realized in
different forms and be achieved in various ways the best form being that a believer
performs these acts simply to follow the commandments of Allah and in His obedience.
It goes without saying that He is the most worthy of being worshipped and obeyed and
therefore our worshipping of Him should not be done for the love which one has for Him,
nor for Paradise, nor to earn His pleasure and definitely not due to the fear of the fire of Hell
and the punishment and chastisement!
All of these are simply forms of seeking nearness to Him and therefore, it is best that a true
believer stays away from these sorts of intentions (in his acts).
If what we have just stated is correct, then what would be the state of a person if his
intention for the advent of the Imam is his own material gains and pleasures in this world??
We must also realize that awaiting the advent is not limited to a particular time or place or
only in certain circumstances. Rather, a true believer must always be in a state of
anticipation and awaiting the Imam.
One must never go into a state of hopelessness or despair since this is forbidden and most
definitely, a person who falls into a state of despair will never be able to patiently wait for
the advent of the Imam.
Having even ‘partial despair’ in his advent is not correct, and this too is forbidden! By a
‘partial despair’ we mean that one must not lose hope in the return of Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf),
the minor or major occultation, or other things related to him based on his own feelings and
way of thinking.
For example it should not be said that: “The Imam will not make his advent for another fifty
years” or that “He will not make his advent today since it is a Saturday” or that “It is such
and such time of the day or night and thus, he will not make his return since the traditions
tell us something different.”

It is clear that no matter what level of despair we fall into, the spiritual state of anticipation
for the advent of the Imam will be taken away from us in that same amount. In addition, we
would have neglected the performance of an obligatory act legislated by Allah.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

وَ ﺗَﻮَﻗَّﻊْ أَﻣْﺮَ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺒِﻚَ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﻚَ وَ ﻧَﻬَﺎرَكَ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻛُﻞَّ ﻳَﻮْمٍ ﻫُﻮَ ﻓِﻲ
ٍ ﻻَ ﻳَﺸْﻐَﻠُﻪُ ﺷَﺄْنٌ ﻋَﻦْ ﺷَﺄْن،ٍﺷَﺄْن
“Anticipate the advent of your patron (i.e. the Imam) in your day and night, for Almighty
Allah has a decision every moment and no affair may distract Him from another.”5
It has been mentioned in the traditions that we must not specify a specific time or occasion
as to when the advent of the Imam will take shape. Rather, the advent of the Imam can
take place at any time.
The period of advent of the Imam is one of those events which are subject to alteration, and
can either be hastened or delayed and is related to its own causes and conditions which
must be realized (before it can be manifest). Due to this, we are not able to specify a
specific time as to when it will occur.
As well, it has also been mentioned that his advent will occur unexpectedly, when people
are in state of complete hopelessness.
It has been narrated from Imam ‘Ali b. Muhammad al-Hadi (as) that:

ْﻓَﺘَﻮَﻗَّﻌُﻮا اﻟْﻔَﺮَجَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺗَﺤْﺖِ أَﻗْﺪَاﻣِﻜُﻢ
“Anticipate the advent from (the land) under your feet (meaning at any place and time).”6
1. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 357, no. 54; Biharul Anwar, vol. 52, pg. 149;
sec. 22, no. 76
2. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 320, no. 2
3. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 378, sec. 36, no. 3
4. Biharul Anwar, vol. 52, pg. 94, sec. 20, no. 9; Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg.
339, no. 17
5. al-Iqbal, pg. 201
6. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 341, sec. ‘The Occcultation,’ no. 24

Responsibility 61: Making Supplication

for an Early Advent
Thee believers should supplicate for an early return of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) and this should
be carried out every day and night rather if possible, it should be done every hour of the
day!
There are numerous supplications which have been related from the Infallibles (as) and
have been preserved in the books of prayers and supplications in regards to praying for an
early advent, however in this work, we relate the prayer1 given to us from Imam ‘Ali b.
Musa al-Riďa (as):

ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

َ ِأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ادْﻓَﻊْ ﻋَﻦْ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ وَﺧَﻠِﻴﻔَﺘِﻚَ وَﺣُﺠَّﺘِﻚَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻚَ وَﻟِﺴَﺎﻧ
ﻚ
َ وَﺷَﺎﻫِﺪِك،َ وَﻋَـﻴْﻨِﻚَ اﻟﻨَّﺎﻇِﺮَةِ ﺑِﺈِذْﻧِﻚ،َاﻟْـﻤُﻌَﺒِّﺮِ ﻋَﻨْﻚَ اﻟﻨَّﺎﻃِﻖِ ﺑِﺤِﻜْﻤَﺘِﻚ
ُ وَأَﻋِﺬْه،َ اﻟْـﺠَﺤْﺠَﺎحِ اﻟْـﻤُﺠَﺎﻫِﺪِ اﻟْﻌَﺎﺋِﺬِ ﺑِﻚَ اﻟْﻌَﺎﺑِﺪِ ﻋِﻨْﺪَك،َﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِك
َﻣِﻦْ ﺷَﺮِّ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ ﻣَﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﺖَ وَﺑَﺮَأْتَ وَأَﻧْﺸَﺄْتَ وَﺻَﻮَّرْت
“O Allah! Defend Your close servant, Your representative and Your proof over your creation,
Your mouthpiece who speaks on Your behalf, the speaker with Your wisdom, Your eye that
sees with Your permission, Your witness on Your servants, the master and the striver (for
the sake of Allah) the seeker of Your protection, Your sincere worshipper. Keep him safe
from the evil of all that which you have created and made, and that which You fashioned
and formed.

ْوَاﺣْﻔَﻈْﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻴْﻦِ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪِ وَﻣِﻦْ ﺧَﻠْﻔِﻪِ وَﻋَﻦْ ﻳَـﻤِﻴـﻨِﻪِ وَﻋَﻦْ ﺷِﻤَﺎﻟِﻪِ وَﻣِﻦ
ْ وَاﺣْﻔَﻆ،ِﻓَﻮْﻗِﻪِ وَﻣِﻦْ ﺗَﺤْﺘِﻪِ ﺑِﺤِﻔْﻈِﻚَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻻَ ﻳَﻀِﻴﻊُ ﻣَﻦْ ﺣَﻔِﻈْﺘَﻪُ ﺑِﻪ
َ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻪُ ﻓِﻲ وَدِﻳﻌَﺘِﻚ،َﻓِﻴﻪِ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ وَآﺑَﺎءَهُ أَﺋِﻤَّـﺘَﻚَ وَدَﻋَﺎﺋِﻢَ دِﻳـﻨِﻚ
اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻻَ ﺗَﻀِﻴﻊُ وَﻓِﻲ ﺟِﻮَارِكَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻻَ ﻳُﺨْﻔَﺮُ وَﻓِﻲ ﻣَﻨْﻌِﻚَ وَﻋِﺰِّكَ اﻟَّﺬِي
ُﻻَ ﻳُﻘْﻬَﺮ
And protect him from his front and from behind, from his right and his left, from above him
and from beneath; with your protection that preserves the one whom you protect! And

keep your messenger and his (i.e. Imam al-Mahdi) forefathers, the pillars of your religion,
safe through him. Include him in your deposit that never diminishes, and with your
proximity that is never covered, and with your protection and power that are never
defeated!

 وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻪُ ﻓِﻲ،ِوَآﻣِﻨْﻪُ ﺑِﺄَﻣَﺎﻧِﻚَ اﻟْﻮَﺛِﻴﻖِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻻَ ﻳُﺨْﺬَلُ ﻣَﻦْ آﻣَﻨْﺘَﻪُ ﺑِﻪ
ُ وَاﻧْﺼُﺮْهُ ﺑِﻨَﺼْﺮِكَ اﻟْﻌَﺰِﻳﺰِ وَأَﻳِّﺪْه،ِﻛَﻨَﻔِﻚَ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻻَ ﻳُﺮَامُ ﻣَﻦْ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻓِﻴﻪ
ُ وَوَالِ ﻣَﻦْ وَاﻻَه،َﺑِﺠُﻨْﺪِكَ اﻟْـﻐَﺎﻟِﺐِ وَﻗَﻮِّهِ ﺑِﻘُﻮَّﺗِﻚَ وَأَرْدِﻓْﻪُ ﺑِـﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺘِﻚ
 وَأَﻟْﺒِﺴْﻪُ دِرْﻋَﻚَ اﻟْـﺤَﺼِﻴﻨَﺔَ وَﺣُﻔَّﻪُ ﺑِﺎﻟْـﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔِ ﺣَﻔًّﺎ،ُوَﻋَﺎدِ ﻣَﻦْ ﻋَﺎدَاه
Secure him by your impenetrable security in which one who takes asylum is not forsaken,
put him under Your guardianship in which one who is put under is not left (unsecured) aid
him with Your might help assist him with Your undefeatable army strengthen him with Your
strength and put Your Angels at his disposal, support the one who supports him and oppose
the one who opposes him, dress him with Your fortified armor, and make the Angels
surround him.

ْأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ اﺷْﻌَﺐْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟﺼَّﺪْعَ وَارْﺗُﻖْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﻔَﺘْﻖَ وَأَﻣِﺖْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْـﺠَﻮْرَ وَأَﻇْﻬِﺮ
ُ وَأَﻳِّﺪْهُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻨَّﺼْﺮَ وَاﻧْﺼُﺮْه،َﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﻌَﺪْلَ وَزَﻳِّﻦْ ﺑِﻄُﻮلِ ﺑَﻘَﺎﺋِﻪِ اﻷَرْض
ْ وَدَﻣِّﺮ،ُ وَدَﻣْﺪِمْ ﻣَﻦْ ﻧَﺼَﺐَ ﻟَﻪ،ِﺑِﺎﻟﺮُّﻋْﺐِ وَﻗَﻮِّ ﻧَﺎﺻِﺮِﻳﻪِ وَاﺧْﺬُلْ ﺧَﺎذِﻟِﻴﻪ
ِ وَاﻗْﺼِﻢْ ﺑِﻪ،ُ وَاﻗْـﺘُﻞْ ﺑِﻪِ ﺟَﺒَﺎﺑِﺮَةَ اﻟْﻜُﻔْﺮِ وَﻋَﻤَﺪَهُ وَدَﻋَﺎﺋِﻤَﻪ،ُﻣَﻦْ ﻏَﺸَّﻪ
،ِرُؤُوسَ اﻟﻀَّﻻَﻟَﺔِ وَﺷَﺎرِﻋَﺔَ اﻟْﺒِﺪَعِ وَﻣُـﻤِﻴﺘَﺔَ اﻟﺴُّـﻨَّﺔِ وَﻣُﻘَﻮِّﻳَﺔَ اﻟْﺒَﺎﻃِﻞ
 وَأَﺑِﺮْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْـﻜَﺎﻓِﺮِﻳﻦَ وَﺟَﻤِﻴﻊَ اﻟْـﻤُﻠْﺤِﺪِﻳﻦَ ﻓِﻲ،َوَذَﻟِّﻞْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْـﺠَﺒَّﺎرِﻳﻦ
َ ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﻻ،ﻣَﺸَﺎرِقِ اﻷَرْضِ وَﻣَﻐَﺎرِﺑِﻬَﺎ وَﺑَﺮِّﻫَﺎ وَﺑَﺤْﺮِﻫَﺎ وَﺳَﻬْﻠِﻬَﺎ وَﺟَﺒَﻠِﻬَﺎ
ًﺗَﺪَعَ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ دَﻳَّﺎراً وَﻻَ ﺗَﺒْﻘﻰٰ ﻟَـﻬُﻢْ آﺛَﺎرا
O Allah! Through him, patch up the differences bring order out of confusion, eradicate
oppression, manifest justice, and adorn the Earth by a lengthy life for him. Support him with
(Divine) assistance, aid him by putting terror in his enemies’ hearts; strengthen his
supporters, thwart his enemies, destroy those who declare war on him, annihilate those
who double-cross him and through him, kill the chiefs, pillars and supports of infidelity.
Through him, crush the heads of deviation, the innovators of heresies, the eradicators of
the sunnah and the supporters of misguidance. Through him, humiliate the haughty
tyrants, and terminate the infidels and all the atheists (wherever they are) in the east or the
west of the world, on the lands or in the oceans, in the plains or on the mountains, until You
do not leave a single one of them and no trace of them is left.

ِ ِ وَأَﻋِﺰَّ ﺑ،َأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ﻃَﻬِّﺮْ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﺑِﻻَدَكَ وَاﺷْﻒِ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻋِﺒَﺎدَك
ﻪ
،َ وَدَارِسَ ﺣُﻜْﻢِ اﻟﻨَّﺒِﻴِّﻴﻦ،َاﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَأَﺣْﻲِ ﺑِﻪِ ﺳُﻨَﻦَ اﻟْـﻤُﺮْﺳَﻠِﻴﻦ
َ ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﺗُﻌِﻴﺪَ دِﻳﻨَﻚ،َوَﺟَﺪِّدْ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣَﺎ اﻣْـﺘَﺤﻰٰ ﻣِﻦْ دِﻳـﻨِﻚَ وَﺑُﺪِّلَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺣُﻜْﻤِﻚ
َﺑِﻪِ وَﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪِ ﺟَﺪِﻳﺪاً ﻏَﻀّﺎً ﻣَـﺤْﻀﺎً ﺻَﺤِﻴﺤﺎً ﻻَ ﻋِﻮَجَ ﻓِﻴﻪِ وَﻻَ ﺑِﺪْﻋَﺔ
ِﻣَﻌَﻪُ وَﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﺗُﻨِﻴﺮَ ﺑِﻌَﺪْﻟِﻪِ ﻇُﻠَﻢَ اﻟْـﺠَﻮْرِ وَﺗُﻄْﻔِﺊَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻧِﻴـﺮَانَ اﻟْـﻜُﻔْﺮ
 ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻪُ ﻋَﺒْﺪُكَ اﻟَّﺬِي،ِوَﺗُﻮﺿِﺢَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻣَﻌَﺎﻗِﺪَ اﻟْـﺤَﻖِّ وَﻣَـﺠْﻬُﻮلَ اﻟْﻌَﺪْل
َ وَﻋَﺼَﻤْﺘَﻪُ ﻣِﻦ،َاﺳْﺘَﺨْﻠَﺼْـﺘَﻪُ ﻟِﻨَﻔْﺴِﻚَ وَاﺻْﻄَﻔَﻴْـﺘَﻪُ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻋَـﻴْـﻨِﻚ
َ وَﺳَﻠَّﻤْﺘَﻪُ ﻣِﻦ،ِ وَﻃَﻬَّﺮْﺗَﻪُ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺮِّﺟْﺲ،ِاﻟﺬُّﻧُﻮبِ وَﺑَﺮَّأْﺗَﻪُ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻌُـﻴُﻮب
ِاﻟﺪَّﻧَﺲ
O Allah! Purify your lands from them (the disbelievers) and heal your servants’ hearts from
them, honor the faithful believers through him (the Imam), and through him, revive the
norms of the messengers and the ways of the prophets.
Through him, renew the signs of Your religion that were erased and Your judgments which
were distorted, until You rekindle Your religion through him and by his hands, as welldefined, pure and sound as it was, free from distortions and heresies, and until You illumine
the darkness of injustice (by means of his justice).
Extinguish the fires of disbelief though him, and elucidate the positions of truth and the
misunderstood issues of justice, for he is Your servant whom You have chosen for Yourself,
and whom You have selected, and whom You have protected against sins, and from whom
You have removed all defects, and whom You have purified from filth saved from all
impurity.

ْ َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﺎ ﻧَﺸْﻬَﺪُ ﻟَﻪُ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ وَﻳَﻮْمَ ﺣُﻠُﻮلِ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻣَّﺔِ أَﻧَّﻪُ ﻟ
ﻢ
ًﻳُﺬْﻧِﺐْ ذَﻧْﺒﺎً وَﻻَ أَﺗٰﻰ ﺣُﻮﺑﺎً وَﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﺮْﺗَﻜِﺐْ ﻣَﻌْﺼِﻴَﺔً وَﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﻀَﻴِّﻊْ ﻟَﻚَ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺔ
،ًوَﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻬْﺘِﻚْ ﻟَﻚَ ﺣُﺮْﻣَﺔً وَﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﺒَﺪِّلْ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﺮِﻳﻀَﺔً وَﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﻐَﻴِّﺮْ ﻟَﻚَ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻌَﺔ
.ُّوَأَﻧَّﻪُ اﻟْـﻬَﺎدِي اﻟْـﻤَﻬْـﺪِيُّ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮُ اﻟﺘَّﻘِﻲُّ اﻟﻨَّﻘِﻲُّ اﻟﺮَّﺿِﻲُّ اﻟﺰَّﻛِﻲ
ِأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ أَﻋْﻄِﻪِ ﻓِﻲ ﻧَـﻔْﺴِﻪِ وَأَﻫْﻠِﻪِ وَوَﻟَﺪِهِ وَذُرِّﻳَّﺘِﻪِ وَأُﻣَّﺘِﻪِ وَﺟَﻤِﻴﻊ
َ وَﺗَﺴُﺮُّ ﺑِﻪِ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻪُ وَﺗَﺠْﻤَﻊُ ﻟَﻪُ ﻣُﻠْﻚ،ُرَﻋِﻴَّﺘِﻪِ ﻣَﺎ ﺗُﻘِﺮُّ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَـﻴْﻨَﻪ
َ ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﺗُﺠْﺮِي،اﻟْـﻤُﻤْﻠَﻜَﺎتِ ﻛُﻠِّﻬَﺎ ﻗَﺮِﻳـﺒِﻬَﺎ وَﺑَﻌِﻴﺪِﻫَﺎ وَﻋَﺰِﻳﺰِﻫَﺎ وَذَﻟِﻴﻠِﻬَﺎ
ٍ وَﺗَﻐْﻠِﺐَ ﺑِﺤَﻘِّﻪِ ﻛُﻞَّ ﺑَﺎﻃِﻞ،ٍﺣُﻜْﻤَﻪُ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺣُﻜْﻢ
O Allah! We shall testify for him on the Day of Resurrection and on the day when the

catastrophe will take place that he: did not commit a single sin (that he did not) practice
any unlawful thing nor perform any act of disobedience, nor miss any act of obedience (to
Allah), nor violate any sanctified thing; nor distort any precept, nor did he change any law.
(We testify that) he is the guide and the rightly guided, the pure and the pious, the
immaculate, the approved and the righteous. O Allah! Grant him for his own self, his family,
his children, his offspring, his nation and all of his subjects all that which makes him
delighted and all that which pleases him, put all kingdoms under the sphere of his
authority, the near and the remote, the powerful and the weak, until You cause his rule to
prevail on every (false) rule, and his right will overcome all the wrong.

ٰ أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ اﺳْﻠُﻚْ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻪِ ﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎجَ اﻟْـﻬُﺪى وَاﻟْـﻤَﺤَﺠَّﺔَ اﻟْﻌُﻈْﻤ
ﻰ
،وَاﻟﻄَّﺮِﻳﻘَﺔَ اﻟْﻮُﺳْﻄَﻰٰ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﻳَﺮْﺟِﻊُ إِﻟَﻴْﻬَﺎ اﻟْﻘَﺎﻟِﻲ وَﻳَﻠْﺤَﻖُ ﺑِﻬَﺎ اﻟﺘَّﺎﻟِﻲ
ِ وَاﻣْـﻨُﻦْ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﺑِـﻤُﺘَﺎﺑَﻌَﺘِﻪ،ِوَﻗَﻮِّﻧَﺎ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻃَﺎﻋَﺘِﻪِ وَﺛَﺒِّﺘْﻨَﺎ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺸَﺎﻳَﻌَﺘِﻪ
َوَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻓِﻲ ﺣِﺰْﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﻘَﻮَّاﻣِﻴﻦَ ﺑِﺄَﻣْﺮِهِ اﻟﺼَّﺎﺑِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻣَﻌَﻪُ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻟِﺒﻴﻦ
ِ ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﺗَﺤْﺸُﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ ﻓِﻲ أَﻧْﺼَﺎرِه،ِرِﺿَﺎكَ ﺑِـﻤُﻨَﺎﺻَﺤَﺘِﻪ
ِوَأَﻋْﻮَاﻧِﻪِ وَﻣُﻘَﻮِّﻳَﺔِ ﺳُﻠْﻄَﺎﻧِﻪ
O Allah! Lead us, through him, to the course of guidance; the greatest path; the middle
path to which those who had gone too far will return to (repentant) and those who had
fallen back will catch up with. Strengthen us in carrying out the acts of obedience to him
and make us stand firm in following him.
Grant us the favor of adherence to him and include us with his faction as those who act
upon his commands with steadfastness and are seeking his pleasure by exhorting (each
other) towards him until you gather us on the Resurrection Day among his supporters and
helpers and those who consolidate his authority.

أَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ وَاﺟْﻌَﻞْ ذٰﻟِﻚَ ﻟَــﻨَﺎ ﺧَﺎﻟِﺼﺎً ﻣِﻦْ ﻛُﻞِّ ﺷَﻚٍّ وَﺷُﺒْﻬَﺔٍ وَرِﻳَﺎ ٍء
 ﺣَﺘّٰﻰ ﻻَ ﻧَـﻌْﺘَﻤِﺪَ ﺑِﻪِ ﻏَﻴْﺮَكَ وَﻻَ ﻧَﻄْﻠُﺐَ ﺑِﻪِ إِﻻَّ وَﺟْﻬَﻚَ وَﺣَﺘّٰﻰ،ٍوَﺳُﻤْﻌَﺔ
ِ وَأَﻋِﺬْﻧَﺎ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﺴَّﺎﻣَﺔِ وَاﻟْﻜَﺴَﻞ،ُﺗُﺤِﻠَّﻨَﺎ ﻣَﺤَﻠَّﻪُ وَﺗَﺠْﻌَﻠَﻨَﺎ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْـﺠَﻨَّﺔِ ﻣَﻌَﻪ
،َ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻣـِﻤَّﻦْ ﺗَﻨْـﺘَﺼِﺮُ ﺑِﻪِ ﻟِﺪِﻳـﻨِﻚَ وَﺗُﻌِﺰُّ ﺑِﻪِ ﻧَﺼْﺮَ وَﻟِـﻴِّﻚ،ِوَاﻟْﻔَﺘْﺮَة
َوَﻻَ ﺗَﺴْﺘَﺒْﺪِلْ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻏَﻴْﺮَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺈِنَّ اﺳْـﺘِﺒْﺪَاﻟَﻚَ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻏَﻴْﺮَﻧَﺎَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺴﻴﺮٌ وَﻫُﻮ
ٌﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻛَﺒِﻴﺮ
O Allah! Make us do all these things without any doubt, confusion, ostentation or seeking
reputation so that we do not rely upon him except for You and we do not seek from him
anything other than Your proximity and put us up in his vicinity and place us with him in

Paradise and protect us against weariness, laziness and lethargy.
Include us with those whom You make helpers of Your religion and whom You make the
aider of Your close servant and do not replace us with others, for it is easy for You to put
others in our places, but this would be extremely difficult upon us (to bear).

ْ وَﺑَﻠِّﻐْﻬُﻢْ آﻣَﺎﻟَـﻬُﻢ،ِأَﻟﻠّٰـﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ وُﻻَةِ ﻋَﻬْﺪِهِ وَاﻷَﺋِﻤَّﺔِ ﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِه
ْ وَﺗَـﻤِّﻢْ ﻟَـﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﺎ أَﺳْﻨَﺪْتَ إِﻟَﻴْﻬِﻢ،ْ وَأَﻋِﺰَّ ﻧَﺼْﺮَﻫُﻢ،ْوَزِدْ ﻓِﻲ آﺟَﺎﻟِـﻬِﻢ
َ وَﺛَﺒِّﺖْ دَﻋَﺎﺋِﻤَﻬُﻢْ وَاﺟْﻌَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻟَـﻬُﻢْ أَﻋْﻮَاﻧﺎً وَﻋَﻠﻰٰ دِﻳـﻨِﻚ،ْﻣِﻦْ أَﻣْﺮِكَ ﻟَـﻬُﻢ
َ ﻓَﺈِﻧّـَﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﻌَﺎدِنُ ﻛَﻠِﻤَﺎﺗِﻚَ وَﺧُﺰَّانُ ﻋِﻠْﻤِﻚَ وَأَرْﻛَﺎنُ ﺗَﻮْﺣِﻴﺪِك،ًأَﻧْﺼَﺎرا
ْ وَﺻَﻔْﻮَﺗُﻚَ ﻣِﻦ،َوَدَﻋَﺎﺋِﻢُ دِﻳـﻨِﻚَ وَوُﻻَةُ أَﻣْﺮِكَ وَﺧَﺎﻟِﺼَـﺘُﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋِﺒَﺎدِك
ُ وَﺻَﻔْﻮَةُ أَوْﻻَدِ ﻧَﺒِـﻴِّﻚَ وَ اﻟﺴَّﻻَم،َ وَأَوْﻟِﻴَﺎؤُكَ وَﺳَﻻَﺋِﻞُ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋِﻚ،َﺧَﻠْﻘِﻚ
ُﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ وَرَﺣْﻤَﺔُ اﻟﻠﻪِ وَﺑَﺮَﻛَﺎﺗُﻪ
O Allah! Send blessings upon his (the Noble Prophet’s) representatives and on the leaders
after him fulfill their wishes; increase their ages, give value to their support; make perfect
for them that, which helps them in carrying out your will, strengthen their foundations.
Make us their helpers and the supporters of Your religion for they are the sources of Your
Words the treasures of Your knowledge, the supports of (the belief in) Your Oneness, the
pillars of Your religion, the ones in authority of Your command, the closest of Your servants,
the well-chosen ones among Your creatures; the selected descendants of Your Prophet
peace and Allah’s mercy and blessings be upon him and them.”
As is seen in the traditions from the Ahlul Bayt (as), we have been told that making haste in
any action goes against the principle of patience and submission to the will of Allah.
However, supplicating and asking Allah to hasten the advent of the Imam is not from the
negative, despised and prohibited forms of haste.
Supplicating for the speedy advent of the Imam is the epitome of certainty, true faith and
complete submission to the will of Allah  and complying with ‘predestination’.
In reality, these supplications are a manifestation of the truth that the advent of Imam alMahdi (ajtf) and the gathering of all of the causes needed for him to make his advent are
only in the hands of Allah and that his advent and dawn can only be made possible through
His permission. Therefore in reality, these prayers show our belief and conviction in the
existence and life of the Imam and that he will make his advent.
The recitation of these prayers is a manifestation of the pure certainty and true faith in the
Imam, his uprising and revolt, and is nothing other than exercising patience and submission
in the presence of the wishes of Allah.
1. MiSbah al-Mujtahajjid, pg. 409; Biharul Anwar, vol. 95, pg. 330, sec. 115, no. 4; Mafatih
al-Jinan, sec. Three, Part Ten after Du’a al-Nudbah, Du’a al-’Ahd and Du’a al-Nur.

Responsibility 62: Preparing for the
Advent
Another responsibility is to prepare for the advent of the Imam and we must perform those
actions which should be carried out during the period of awaiting the Imam.
It is clear that if a person is awaiting something to come about or waiting for a friend to
arrive, one will prepare himself accordingly. Thus, one who is awaiting Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf)
must prepare himself to meet the Imam and be ready to accept the Imam and follow his
commands and this cannot be accomplished except through purification of the soul, guiding
others and following the appropriate people (the scholars of the faith).
During this period, one must also strive to attain the praiseworthy ethical traits which
cannot be achieved except through piety, reaching the level of wara’ (a stage even higher
than taqwa in which even the mubah acts are not performed) and in striving to follow all of
the commandments of Allah.1
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ِﺮ وَ ﻟْﻴَﻌْﻤَﻞْ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻮَرَع
ْ ِﻣَﻦْ ﺳَﺮَّهُ أَنْ ﻳَﻜُﻮنَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺻْﺤَﺎبِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﻨْﺘَﻈ
ٌوَ ﻣَﺤَﺎﺳِﻦَ اﻷَﺧْﻻَقِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻣُﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮ
“A person who would like to be among the companions of al-Qa`im (ajtf) should be in a
state of waiting and perform all of his actions with piety and with the most beautiful
etiquette and only then, will one be counted as being in a state of waiting.”2
1. Of course there are people who, in regards to this issue, do not possess the correct
understanding and belief and thus have been misguided from the truth and have not
considered that this preparation and purification of the soul and seeking guidance and
enlightenment from others as being something necessary and some have actually outright
denied this requirement!
2. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 200, no. 16

Responsibility 63: Not Making Haste in
the Advent of the Imam
The next responsibility is to submit entirely to Allah and not make haste in regards to the
return of the Imam. A true believer must not be in a state of hurriedness or say: “Why has
the Imam not made his advent yet? I have had enough of the occultation! I don’t have the
ability to bear this any longer!” One must be extremely patient and content with the wish of

Allah and must not complain about the apparent delay of the Imam.
However, this does not mean that a believer should not supplicate for the speedy advent of
the Imam, nor does it mean that one should not seek to lay the groundwork for the advent
of the Imam! Rather, these things are recommended to be performed during his
occultation.
One of the companions said to Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as):

َ ﻣَﺘَـﻰ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻷَﻣْﺮُ اﻟَّﺬِي ﺗَﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮُوﻧَﻪُ؟ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ ﻃَﺎل،َﺟَﻌَﻠَﻨِﻲ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻓِﺪَاك
 ﻛَﺬِبَ اﻟْﻤُﺘَﻤَﻨُّﻮنَ وَ ﻫَﻠَﻚَ اﻟْﻤُﺴْﺘَﻌْﺠِﻠُﻮنَ وَ ﻧَﺠَﺎ:َ ﻓَﻘَﺎل.ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ
َاﻟْﻤُﺴْﻠِﻤُﻮنَ وَ إِﻟَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻳَﺼِﻴﺮُون
“May Allah sacrifice me for your sake, when will this definite command (the advent of alMahdi) which you are waiting for (come about)? For it has taken very long.’ The Imam (as)
replied: ‘Those who desire his advent (to appear soon) are liars, and those who want his
advent to occur soon are the ones who shall be destroyed, and surely the Muslims are
those who will be saved and will wind up with us.’”1
Without a doubt, being in haste and showing impatience has many harmful effects. It is
possible that a person who is in a hurry may run after those (false) people who claim the
status of Mahdawiyyah (claim to be the Imam), in which case they will take the wrong
person as being al-Mahdi (ajtf) and will actually end up misguiding themselves and others.
In addition, it is possible that a person who makes haste in this affair would also become
despondent or may even completely deny the advent of the Imam as ever taking place. He
may also entertain doubts and uncertainty in regards to the words of the infallible A`immah
(as) and the promises which they have given us in regards to the return of the Imam.
Such a person may end up denying the return of the Imam, rejecting it entirely or may fall
prey to denying Allah, the decree and decision of Allah and His justice. Through all of this,
one will cease activity in the state of anticipation and recitation of supplications for the
Imam or one may give up performing the responsibilities which one must fulfill towards the
Imam. Such a person may also go towards those actions which the faith of Islam is not
pleased with!
Thus, the physical and mental state, words and deeds of a true believer must be exactly
that which Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) himself has stated:

وَ أَﻧْﺖَ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻟِﻢُ ﻏَﻴْﺮُ ﻣُﻌَﻠَّﻢٍ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻮَﻗْﺖِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﺻَﻻَحُ أَﻣْﺮِ وَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ ﻓِﻲ
اﻹِذْنِ ﻟَﻪُ ﺑِﺈِﻇْﻬَﺎرِ أَﻣْﺮِهِ وَ ﻛَﺸْﻒِ ﺳِﺮِّهِ ﻓَﺼَﺒِّﺮْﻧِﻲ ﻋَﻠَـﻰ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﺣَـﺘـﻰ
َﻻَ أُﺣِﺐَّ ﺗَﻌْﺠِﻴﻞَ ﻣَﺎ أَﺧَّﺮْتَ وَ ﻻَ ﺗَﺄْﺧِـﻴﺮَ ﻣَﺎ ﻋَﺠَّﻠْﺖ

“And You O’ Allah are the All-Knowing, without the aid of a teacher, about the time which is
best for your close servant to get the permission to make his advent and to reveal his
secret! So grant me patience in this issue so that I do not wish to make haste in what you
have decided to delay and that I do not wish there to be delay in what you have decided to
hasten...”2
1. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 197, sec. ‘That which the Shi’a have been Commanded to
Follow,’ no. 8
2. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 512

Responsibility 64: Safeguarding One’s
Faith Part 1
Another responsibility for those living during the period of occultation of the Imam is to
supplicate for the protection of one’s faith and to show humility while in the presence of
Allah.
We must seek assistance in the protection of our religion from the devils which are from
among the Jinn and mankind, the disbelievers and hypocrites, the enemies of the Ahlul Bayt
(as) and from the doubts and uncertainties which may strike us and affect our faith.
In this regards, reciting the supplication which is mentioned in the next responsibility is
sufficient to protect ourselves.

Responsibility 65: Safeguarding One’s
Faith Part 2
Another responsibility of the people of true faith is to recite the following supplication which
has been mentioned in the tradition quoted below.
This supplication has been narrated from Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as):

ﺳَﺘُﺼِﻴﺒُﻜُﻢْ ﺷُﺒْﻬَﺔٌ ﻓَﺘَﺒْﻘُﻮنَ ﺑِﻻَ ﻋَﻠَﻢٍ ﻳُﺮى وَ ﻻَ إِﻣَﺎمٍ ﻫُﺪًى وَ ﻻَ ﻳَﻨْﺠُﻮ
 ﻛَﻴْﻒَ دُﻋَﺎءُ اﻟْﻐَﺮِﻳﻖِ؟: ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﺮَّاوِي.ِﻣِﻨْﻬَﺎ إِﻻَّ ﻣَﻦْ دَﻋَﺎ دُﻋَﺎءَ اﻟْﻐَﺮِﻳﻖ
ْ ﻳَﺎ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻳَﺎ رَﺣْﻤٌﻦُ ﻳَﺎ رَﺣِﻴﻢُ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﻘَﻠِّﺐَ اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبِ ﺛَﺒِّﺖ:ُ ﻳَﻘُﻮل َﻗَﺎل
َﻗَﻠْﺒِﻲ ﻋَﻠَـﻰ دِﻳْﻨِﻚ
“’You shall be plagued with doubt (during this period) when you will remain without any

visible flag (of leadership), and no (apparent) Imam to guide you and there is none who will
be saved from this state, except for the person who recites the Du’a of al-Ghariq.’” The
narrator asked the Imam: “What is the supplication of al-Ghariq?’ The Imam (peace be upon
him) replied: “Say:

َﻳَﺎ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻳَﺎ رَﺣْﻤٰﻦُ ﻳَﺎ رَﺣِﻴﻢُ ﻳَﺎ ﻣُﻘَﻠِّﺐَ اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبِ ﺛَﺒِّﺖْ ﻗَﻠْﺒِﻲ ﻋَﻠَـﻰٰ دِﻳْﻨِﻚ
O’ Allah, O’ the Merciful, O’ the Compassionate, O’ the Reformer of the Hearts! Make my
heart firm on your faith.’”1
1. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, pg. 351, no. 49

Responsibility 66: Praying for the
Imam’s Victory
Another responsibility is to supplicate for the victory of the Imam over the disbelievers,
hypocrites, those who do not accept him and all of his adversaries. In summary, this
supplication should be targeted against all enemies of the religion of Allah.
One of the best supplications to use in these regards is Du’a al-Nudbah1, however there are
many other ones mentioned in the books of supplication.
In Du’a al-Nudbah, we come across many lines which convey the victory of the Imam:

...َأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ وَ أَﻗِﻢْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْـﺤَﻖَّ وَ أَدْﺣِﺾْ ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْﺒَﺎﻃِﻞ
“O’ Allah! Through him (the Imam), establish truth and destroy all falsehood.”
In addition, we read:

...َوَ أَذْﻟِﻞِ ﺑِﻪِ أَﻋْﺪَاﺋَﻚ
“Through him (the Imam), humiliate all of your enemies.”
1. Refer to footnote on responsibility Thirty-Nine for more information.

Responsibility 67: Not Uprising
Another responsibility during the period of occultation is that we must not rise up in revolt
or wage war against the people of falsehood, oppressive governments and super-powers of
our time. During this era, we must seek to safeguard our faith and religion and must work
for the betterment of ourselves in this life and the next and this is something which has
been mentioned in numerous traditions.
This issue has been emphasized many times in the words of the Ahlul Bayt (as), and from
the narrations we can deduce that to rise up and fight against the governments of our time
is not correct and does not lead to the pleasure of the Ahlul Bayt (as).
In Sahifatul Sajjadiyah, it has been narrated from Imam ‘Ali b. al-Husain as-Sajjad (as) that:

َ َﻣَﺎ ﺧَﺮَجَ وَ ﻻَ ﻳَﺨْﺮُجُ ﻣِﻨَّﺎ أَﻫْﻞَ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖِ إِﻟـﻰ ﻗِﻴَﺎمِ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻤِﻨَﺎ أَﺣَﺪٌ ﻟِﻴَﺪْﻓ
ﻊ
ﻇُﻠْﻤﺎً أَوْ ﻳَﻨْﻌَﺶَ ﺣَﻘًّﺎ إِﻻٌّ اﺻْﻄَﻠَﻤَﺘْﻪُ اﻟْﺒَﻠِﻴَّﺔُ وَ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻗِﻴَﺎﻣُﻪُ زِﻳَﺎدَةً ﻓِﻲ
ﻣَﻜْﺮُوﻫِﻨَﺎ وَ ﺷِﻴﻌَﺘِﻨَﺎ
“None of us, the Ahlul Bayt (as), have risen or will rise until the advent of the Awaited Imam
(ajtf), to repel oppression or revive the truth except that he shall definitely be overcome by
misfortunes and his revolt shall result in more adversity of us and our Shi’ah.”1
However supposing that this tradition or other traditions such as this (which are many) are
all correct, and if we suppose that the chain of narrators are correct and there is no issue of
taqiyyah (dissimulation) and that there is no other impediment in the traditions (which
would prevent us from understanding them).
Then we understand that what has been prohibited in this and other traditions is not that
we are not permitted to rise up against an oppressor or oppressive government, rather, it
means that we are not permitted to fight against them with force and weapons and this is
what has been prohibited.
From another point of view, the task of understanding the meaning of this tradition is not
the job of just anyone. Rather, the responsibility of analyzing this (and other such)
traditions and bringing forth its correct understanding is the duty of the prominent ‘Ulama,
Fuqaha and the learned ones who possess the ability to carry out this task.
In addition, it is possible that after extracting and understanding the truth of this type of
tradition according to his understanding, a Mujtahid would act according to his grasp of
knowledge of such a statement.
Indeed, we know that those who are not at the level of ijtihad (the ability to pass legal
judgment on the laws of Islam) would be obliged to follow (perform taqlid of) the Mujtahid
who fulfills all of the conditions of being followed. Thus, the layman’s obligation is merely to
perform taqlid and not to simply follow the Qur’anic verses and Prophetic traditions.

Thus, if we agree with these types of traditions which tell us that it is not correct for us to
rise up and fight against a government, then we cannot say that if a Mujtahid who fulfills all
of the conditions of being followed was to rise up and fight against an oppressive
government that we would leave him alone and not support him!
Rather, it is imperative upon the followers (muqallidin) to refer to the scholar’s fatawa and
act according to what he has decreed! They must work together with him and provide the
support needed and thus, they too must rise up if he says to!
In summary, it is correct to state that: The true believers must not rise up and fight against
the governments of their time except if the Mujtahid who fulfills all of the conditions2 for
being followed gives a hukm (ruling) that it is obligatory to rise up and fight. In this
instance, according to the proofs of the performance of taqlid, this uprising and revolt
would be permissible and correct for the followers rather, it would be obligatory.
Therefore, from this responsibility, we are better able to understand that the people must
not drift away from the path of taqlid of their Maraja’ (sources of emulation).
In the traditions, jurisprudential sources and references it has been mentioned that in
certain instances, the act of jihad (fighting) can become obligatory and the ruling of this is
based on the ruling (fatwa) and injunction (hukm) of a Mujtahid and this information can be
seen in the ‘Section of Jihad’ which is in the books of Islamic jurisprudence where a
complete and detailed discussion has been given.
1. as-Sahifat as-Sajjadiyah (Compiled by Faidhul Islam), pg. 22
2. Refer to the footnote in responsibility Thirteen.

Responsibility 68: Not To Specify a Time
for the Advent Part 1
The believers must not set a specific time for the return of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) and this
responsibility can be proven from many traditions. For example, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad
as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َﻳَﺎ ﻣُﻔَﻀَّﻞُ! ﻻَ ﺗُﻮَﻗِّﺖْ ﻓَﺈِنَّ ﻣَﻦْ وَﻗَّﺖَ ﻟِﻤَﻬْﺪِﻳِّﻨَﺎ وَﻗْﺘﺎً ﻓَﻘَﺪْ ﺷَﺎرَكَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
ِﻓِﻲ ﻋِﻠْﻤِﻪِ وَ ادَّﻋﻰ أَﻧَّﻪُ أَﻇْﻬَﺮَهُ )اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰ( ﻋَﻠﻰ ﺳِﺮِّه
“O’Mufaďďal! Do not specify a time (of advent of the Imam) since anyone who specifies a
time for the return of our Mahdi (ajtf) has (claimed to) become a partner with Allah in His
knowledge and has declared that He (Allah, the High) has given him knowledge of His
secret.”1
A companion once asked Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as):

،َ ﻛَﺬِبَ اﻟْﻮَﻗَّﺎﺗُﻮن،َ ﻛَﺬِبَ اﻟْﻮَﻗَّﺎﺗُﻮن:َﻫَﻞْ ﻟِﻬٌﺬَا اﻷَﻣْﺮِ وَﻗْﺖٌ؟ ﻓَﻘَﺎل
َﻛَﺬِبَ اﻟْﻮَﻗَّﺎﺗُﻮن
“Is a time set for this event (the advent of al-Mahdi)?” The Imam (peace be upon him)
replied: “Those who specify a time are liars those who specify a time are liars those who
specify a time are liars!”2
The meaning of not being permitted to set a time for the advent of the Imam is that the
date, year, month, week or even hour of his advent must not be specified or speculated
about. However, we know that the time of his advent has been alluded to in the traditions
through the various signs and events which will occur. Therefore, it is not a problem to
explain his return in this manner.
Abu BaSir said to Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as):

َ ْ ﻳَﺎ أَﺑَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ! إِﻧَّﺎ أَﻫ:َ ﻣَﺘـﻰ ﺧُﺮُوجُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ؟ ﻓَﻘَﺎل،َﺟُﻌِﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﺪَاك
ﻞ
َّ ﻛَﺬَبَ اﻟْﻮَﻗَّﺎﺗُﻮنَ! ﻳَﺎ أَﺑَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ إِن ٌﺑَﻴْﺖٍ ﻻَ ﻧُﻮَﻗِّﺖُ وَ ﻗَﺪْ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
َﻗُﺪَّامَ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻷَﻣْﺮِ ﺧَﻤْﺲَ ﻋَﻻَﻣَﺎتٍ أُوْﻻَﻫُﻦَّ اﻟﻨِّﺪَاءُ ﻓِﻲ ﺷَﻬْﺮِ رَﻣَﻀَﺎنَ و
َﺧُﺮُوجُ اﻟﺴُّﻔْﻴَﺎﻧِﻲِّ وَ ﺧُﺮُوجُ اﻟْﺨُﺮﺳَﺎﻧِﻲِّ وَ ﻗَﺘْﻞُ اﻟﻨَّﻔْﺲِ اﻟﺰَّﻛِﻴَّﺔِ و
ِﺧَﺴْﻒٌ ﺑِﺎﻟْﺒَﻴْﺪَاء
“’May I be your ransom! When will al-Qa`im (ajtf) make his advent?’ The Imam replied: “O’
Aba Muhammad! Surely we the Ahlul Bayt (as) do not specify a time for his advent as (the
Prophet) Muhammad (Peace be upon him and his progeny) has said: “Those who specify a
time for his advent are liars!”
O’ Aba Muhammad! Indeed before this command comes to pass, there are five signs (which
must occur): The first is the call (from the skies) during the month of Ramaďan the coming
of Sufyani the coming of Khurasani, the killing of the (one with a) ‘pure soul’ and the sinking
of the ground in Bayda` (into the Earth).”3
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 3, sec. 28, no. 1
2. al-Ghaybah of Shaykh Tusi, pg. 426, sec. ‘Prohibition of Setting a Time for his Advent.’
3. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 289, no. 6

Responsibility 69: Not To Specify a Time
for the Advent Part 2

Another responsibility which lies on the shoulders of the believers is that if a person tries to
set a specific time for the return of the Imam, he must be called a liar, he must be
introduced to the community at large as a liar and one who commits fraud and deceit! In
this regards, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ُﻣَﻦْ أَﺧْـﺒَﺮَكَ ﻋَﻨَّﺎ ﺗَﻮْﻗِﻴﺘﺎً ﺑِﻮَﻗْﺖٍ ﻻَ ﺗَﻬَﺎﺑَﻦَّ أَنْ ﺗُﻜَﺬِّﺑَﻪُ ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﺎ ﻻَ ﻧُﻮَﻗِّﺖ
ًﻟِﻸَﺣَﺪٍ وَﻗْﺘﺎ
“Whoever reports to you from us regarding a specified time (for the advent of the Imam),
do not hesitate to belie him, for we have never specified the time (of the advent) to
anyone!”1
1. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 289, no. 3

Responsibility 70: Purification of the
Soul
The purification of the soul is another responsibility and while traversing this path, the
believers must strive to acquire knowledge, ma’rifah and complete faith. In addition, the
believers must seek to clothe themselves with the noble humanistic traits.
They must strive to be the people of taqwa and wara’ and keep away from all types of
spiritual pollutants and through this, emulate their Imam and group themselves with him.
In reality, this is one of the most important responsibilities which the true believers have,
whereas everything mentioned up to this point and those which will be mentioned later on,
all return back to this responsibility.
Therefore, the first responsibility is the purification of the soul1 and to travel spiritually
towards Allah.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ِﺮ وَ ﻟِﻴَﻌْﻤَﻞْ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻮَرَع
ْ ِﻣَﻦْ ﺳَﺮَّهُ أَنْ ﻳَﻜُﻮنَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺻْﺤَﺎبِ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﻨْﺘَﻈ
ٌوَ ﻣَﺤَﺎﺳِﻦِ اﻷَﺧْﻻَقِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻣُﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮ
“A person who would like to be among the companions of al-Qa`im (ajtf) should be in a
state of waiting and perform all of his actions with piety and with the most beautiful
etiquette and only then, will one be counted as being in a state of waiting.”2

Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

ٍﻓَﺄَﻋﻴِﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻮَرَعٍ وَ اﺟْﺘِﻬَﺎد...
“...So then assist (us) through piety and struggle.”3
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) wrote the following:

َﻓَﻤَﺎ ﻳَﺤْﺒِﺴُﻨَﺎ ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢْ إِﻻَّ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺘَّﺼِﻞُ ﺑِﻨَﺎ ﻣِﻤَّﺎ ﻧَﻜْﺮَﻫُﻪُ وَ ﻻَ ﻧُﺆْﺛِﺮُهُ ﻣِﻨْﻬُﻢْ و
ُاﻟﻠٌّﻪُ اﻟْﻤُﺴْﺘَﻌَﺎنُ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﺣَﺴْﺒُﻨَﺎ وَ ﻧِﻌْﻢَ اﻟْﻮَﻛِﻴﻞ
“Nothing prevents us from them (our followers) but their coming to us with that (action)
which we detest, and we do not like this from them; and Allah is the only one from whom
help is sought and He is Sufficient for us! The most Excellent trustee! “4
In the letter which was written to Shaykh al-Mufid, Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) stated:

ِ  ﻋَﻠﻰ اﺟْﺘِﻤَﺎعٍ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮ،ِ وَﻓَّﻘَﻬُﻢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟِﻄَﺎﻋَﺘِﻪ،وَ ﻟَﻮْ أَنَّ أَﺷْﻴَﺎﻋَﻨَﺎ
ب
ْﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻮَﻓَﺎءِ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌَﻬْﺪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ ﻟَﻤَﺎ ﺗَﺄَﺧَّﺮَ ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢُ اﻟْﻴُﻤْﻦُ ﺑِﻠِﻘَﺎﺋِﻨَﺎ وَ ﻟَﺘَﻌَﺠَّﻠَﺖ
ِﻟَﻬُﻢُ اﻟﺴَّﻌَﺎدَةُ ﺑِﻤُﺸَﺎﻫَﺪَﺗِﻨَﺎ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﺣَﻖِّ اﻟْﻤَﻌْﺮِﻓَﺔ
“And if our followers, may Allah make them successful in obeying Him, were united with
their hearts in fulfilling the promise that is upon them, there would be no delay for them
from the good fortune of meeting us, and their happiness would be hastened by witnessing
our advent with complete understanding.”5
1. There are many books written on the topic of the purification of the soul – of which the
first and foremost is the noble Qur`an and principally, the main objective of the revelation
of the Qur`an is for this purification of the soul and this was also the task of and the reason
for the deputation of the prophets.
2. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 200, no. 16
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 187, no. 5
4. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 177, sec. 31, no. 8
5. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 177

Responsibility 71: Being Cautious
Around Others
Observing taqiyyah (dissimulation)1 is another responsibility for those of true faith during
the period of occultation.
A true believer must practice dissimulation in the face of the enemies of the faith, the
deniers, hypocrites, disbelievers - and in summary, in the presence of anyone who is not
worthy of hearing the truth!
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َأَﻟﺘَّﻘِﻴَّﺔُ ﺗُﺮْسُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦِ وَ اﻟْﺘَّﻘِﻴَّﺔُ ﺣِﺮْزُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦِ وَ ﻻَ إِﻳْﻤَﺎنَ ﻟِﻤَﻦْ ﻻ
ُﺗَﻘِﻴَّﺔَ ﻟَﻪ
“Dissimulation (taqiyyah) is the shield of the believer, dissimulation is the safeguard of the
believer, and the person who does not observe dissimulation has no faith.”2
Just as was mentioned, we must observe dissimulation (taqiyyah) while in the presence of
disbelievers, hypocrites, objectors, deniers of the truth and anyone who displays any type
of animosity and opposition to the truth.
In addition to these groups of people, we must also practice dissimulation in the presence
of those whose understanding of the faith is weak. These may be people who, even though
they possess true faith, are still not able to handle or safeguard the secrets (of the Ahlul
Bayt) and keep them hidden from others and thus, we must observe dissimulation even
when around such people.
In addition, we must also observe taqiyyah while in the company of people who do not have
inclinations for the truth, would not benefit from such information or would harm them
because they cannot bear to hear it.
However, what do we do in regards those whose mental state we are unaware of? What do
we do in regards to those about whom we are not aware if they can acknowledge and
accept such truths?
Since we do not know if such people would safeguard the teachings or if they would expose
them to others not worthy of hearing such things, we are told that there is no need to
practice taqiyyah around them and can convey the teachings to them.
However with that said, we must be careful to expose the truths to them piece by piece,
and if we see that they are accepting of them and are able to safeguard the secrets, then
we can continue.
Taqiyyah is not to be used in regards to those who are: confused and full of doubt,
misguided or have gone astray from the faith, those who have fallen into error in regards to

affairs of the life of this world or the next life, those who are ignorant of the truths of the
faith but have the ability to accept the truth (if told to them) and are able to keep secrets
from other people who are not worthy of such knowledge.
Thus in regards to such individuals, we must not observe taqiyyah and it makes no
difference if they are ignorant or just misled or plagued with confusion and doubt or
whether they are people of faith, disbelief, hypocrisy or willful disobedience.
Rather, it is sufficient that these people are those who are not willfully opposed to the
truths and that they have the ability within them to accept, bear, safeguard and hide the
truths from those who are not worthy of such truths being told to them and that there is a
possibility that knowing these things will be of spiritual benefit to them.
The complete discussion concerning taqiyyah, how it works and under what conditions it is
applicable has been mentioned in its own relevant place in the sources of Islam and those
interested in learning more about this issue are advised to refer to the various Islamic
resources.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َ ِإِﻧَّﻪُ ﻟَﻴْﺲَ ﻣِﻦَ اﺣْﺘِﻤَﺎلِ أَﻣْﺮِﻧَﺎ اﻟﺘَّﺼْﺪِﻳﻖُ ﻟَﻪُ وَ اﻟْﻘَﺒُﻮلُ ﻓَﻘَﻂْ ﻣ
ﻦ
َ ﻓَﺎﻗْﺮِأْﻫُﻢُ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمَ و.ِاﺣْﺘِﻤَﺎلِ أَﻣْﺮِﻧَﺎ ﺳَﺘْﺮُهُ وَ ﺻِﻴَﺎﻧَﺘُﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﻏَﻴْﺮِ أَﻫْﻠِﻪ
ْ ﺣَﺪِّﺛُﻮﻫُﻢ،ِ رَﺣِﻢَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺒْﺪاً إِﺟْﺘَﺮَّ ﻣَﻮَدَّةَ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ إِﻟـﻰ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻪ:ْﻗُﻞْ ﻟَﻬُﻢ
 وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣَﺎ: َ ﺛُﻢَّ ﻗَﺎل.َﺑِﻤَﺎ ﻳَﻌْﺮِﻓُﻮنَ وَاﺳْﺘُﺮُوا ﻋَﻨْﻬُﻢْ ﻣَﺎ ﻳُﻨْﻜِﺮُون
ُاﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺐُ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﺣَﺮْﺑﺎً ﺑِﺄَﺷَﺪَّ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﻣَﺆُوﻧَﺔً ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻨَّﺎﻃِﻖِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﺑِﻤَﺎ ﻧَﻜْﺮَه
“To undertake our affair is not only to believe it and accept only rather, it means to conceal
and protect it against those who are not worthy of knowing about it. Thus, you must greet
them and say: ‘May Allah have mercy upon the servant who tries to acquire the people’s
love for him.’
Speak with them about subjects which they are familiar with, but conceal from them the
matters which they deny. The Imam then added: ‘By Allah (I swear): He who wages war
against us is not worse than him who reports from us matters that we detest (to
publicize).’3
In a tradition from the Commander of the Faithful ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) it has been stated
that:

 ﻓَﺎﻧْـﺒِﺬُوا إِﻟـﻰ،ٌإِنَّ ﺣَﺪِﻳﺜَﻨَﺎ ﺻَﻌْﺐٌ ﻣُﺴْﺘَﺼْﻌَﺐٌ ﺧَﺸِﻦٌ ﻣَﺨْﺸُﻮش
ُ ﻻَ ﻳَﺤْﺘَﻤِﻠُﻪ، وَ ﻣَﻦْ أَﻧْﻜَﺮَ ﻓَﺄَﻣْﺴِﻜُﻮا،ُ ﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻋَﺮَفَ ﻓَﺰِﻳﺪُوه،ًاﻟﻨَّﺎسِ ﻧَﺒْﺬا
ُ أَوْ ﻋَﺒْﺪٌ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦٌ إِﻣْﺘَﺤَﻦَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ،ٌ أَوْ ﻧَﺒِﻲٌّ ﻣُﺮْﺳَﻞ،ٌ ﻣَﻠَﻚٌ ﻣُﻘَﺮَّب:ٌإِﻻَّ ﺛَﻻَث

ِﻗَﻠْﺒَﻪُ ﻟِﻹِﻳْـﻤَﺎن
“Verily, our traditions are difficult, hard to understand (properly), uneasy to pass, and
alarming; therefore present a little of it to the people. If one realizes it, then you may give
him more; but if he denies it, then stop. None can bear it except three (groups of people):
(1) An archangel, (2) a Prophet who is sent with a Divine Message, or (3) a believing man
whom Almighty Allah has tried his heart’s competence for faith.”4
1. The definition of taqiyyah is to hide one’s true beliefs and teachings which one follows
due to a fear of the oppression of others and the fear of them putting extra pressure on a
person.
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 221, sec. ‘Taqiyyah,’ no. 23
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 222, sec. ‘al-Kitman,’ no. 5
4. BaSair al-Darajat, pg. 21, no. 5

Responsibility 72: Bearing Difficulties
with Patience
Another responsibility is to observe patience in the face of persecution and harassment and
to withstand the hatred of the enemies, hypocrisy of the hypocrites; and to patiently bear
the difficulties, losses, tribulations, poverty, abjectness and sufferings and all other types of
afflictions which come upon a true believer.
In addition, one must also observe perseverance in relation to the affairs of the faith and
must be firm in regards to the Shari’ah.
One must observe patience in the face of the examinations which come from Allah  and
must be able to bear them and strive to become victorious during these tests. During this
period, one must be patient with those who deny the Imam and mock the religion and must
show forbearance in the face of those who belie and seek to deny the Imam.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has quoted the Messenger of Allah as saying:

ِﺳَﻴَﺄْﺗِﻲ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ زَﻣَﺎنٌ ﻻَ ﻳُﻨَﺎلُ اﻟْﻤُﻠْﻚُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻘَﺘْﻞِ وَ اﻟﺘَّﺠَﺒُّﺮ
ِوَ ﻻَ اﻟْﻐِﻨـﻰ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐَﺼْﺐِ وَ اﻟْﺒُﺨْﻞِ وَ ﻻَ اﻟْﻤَﺤَﺒَّﺔُ إِﻻَّ ﺑِﺎﺳْﺘِﺨْﺮَاجِ اﻟﺪِّﻳﻦ
َ ﻓَﻤَﻦْ أَدْرَكَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنَ ﻓَﺼَﺒَﺮَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻔَﻘْﺮِ وَ ﻫُﻮ،وَ اﺗِّﺒَﺎعِ اﻟْﻬَﻮى
ِﻳَﻘْﺪِرُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻐِﻨـﻰ وَ ﺻَﺒَﺮَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﺒِﻐْﻀَﺔِ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻤَﺤَﺒَّﺔ
َوَ ﺻَﺒَﺮَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﺬُّلِّ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرُ ﻋَﻠـﻰ اﻟْﻌِﺰِّ آﺗَﺎهُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺛَﻮَابَ ﺧَﻤْﺴِﻴﻦ
ﺻِﺪِّﻳﻘﺎً ﻣِﻤَﻦْ ﺻَﺪَّقَ ﺑِـﻲ

“A time will come upon the people when they will not acquire power except by means of
murder and tyranny; they will not gain riches except by means of usurpation and stinginess
and they will not gain love (and respect from the people) except by abandoning the religion
and pursuit of lowly desires.
So whoever lives in such a period and endures poverty although he can acquire riches;
endures hate (and enemity of the people) even though he can acquire their love; and
endures humility even though he is able to acquire honour then the Almighty Allah shall
grant him the reward of fifty entirely truthful individuals who believed in me.”1
In another tradition, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has stated that:

َأَﻻَ ﺗَﻌْﻠَﻢُ أَنَّ ﻣَﻦِ اﻧْﺘَﻈَﺮَ أَﻣْﺮَﻧَﺎ وَ ﺻَﺒَﺮَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺮى ﻣِﻦَ اﻷَذى و
اﻟْﺨَﻮْفِ ﻫُﻮَ ﻏَﺪاً ﻓِﻲ زُﻣْﺮَﺗِـﻨَﺎ؟
“Do you not know that a person who waits for our command to come and is patient upon
that which he sees from the difficulties and the fear will, tomorrow, be (with us) in our
company?”2
As well, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺑِﺎﻟﺼَّﺒْﺮِ ﻓِﻲ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ أُﻣُﻮرِك
“I advise you to observe patience in all of your affairs.”3
Of course, the meaning of patience and withstanding difficulties does not go against the
principle of supplicating and taking legitimate steps to remove any difficulties or obstacles;
nor does it go against the principle of the right of a person to defend himself.
Without doubt, a true believer must struggle to ensure that all of the difficulties, challenges
and problems are kept far away from him and of course, this must be done through the
legitimate means.
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 91, sec. ‘Patience,’ no. 12
2. al-Kafi, vol. 8, pg. 37, no. 7
3. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 88, sec. ‘Patience,’ no. 3

Responsibility 73: Encouraging Others to
Patience
Encouraging others to observe patience and staying firm on this path during the period of

the occultation (as was mentioned in the previous section) is another responsibility that the
true believers must perform.
One must command and encourage his family, friends, brothers and sisters to observe
patience and stay firm on the true faith.
The Messenger of Allah (S) has said:

،ِ وَ رَبِّ ﻋَﺼْﺮِ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔ:وَ ﻓِـﻲ ﻋَﻠِﻲٍّ ﻧُﺰِّﻟَﺖْ [ وَ اﻟْﻌَﺼْﺮِ ] وَ ﺗَﻔْﺴِﻴﺮُﻫَﺎ
]  أَﻋْﺪَاءَ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ [ إِﻻَّ اﻟَّﺬِﻳﻦَ آﻣَﻨُﻮا:] ٍ[ إِنَّ اﻹِﻧْﺴَﺎنَ ﻟَﻔِﻲ ﺧُﺴْﺮ
ﺑِﻮِﻻَﻳَـﺘِﻬِﻢْ [ وَ ﻋَﻤِﻠُﻮا اﻟﺼَّﺎﻟِﺤَﺎتِ ] ﺑِﻤُﻮَاﺳَﺎةِ إِﺧْﻮَاﻧِﻬِﻢْ [ وَ ﺗَﻮَاﺻَﻮا
ْﺑِﺎﻟْﺤَﻖِّ وَ ﺗَﻮَاﺻَﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟﺼَّﺒْﺮِ ] ﺑِﺎﻟﺼَّﺒْﺮِ ﻓِﻲ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺔِ ﻏَﺎﺋِﺒِﻬِﻢ
“Surat al-’Asr was revealed about ‘Ali (as) and its exegesis is as follows: I swear by the
time, I swear by the Lord of the Day of Judgement. Verily all of mankind is at loss, the
enemies of the family of Muhammad Except for those who believe in their (the Ahlul Bayt’s)
wilayah, And perform righteous actions showing kindness to their brothers in the faith, and
encourage others to observe the truth and encourage others to observe patience they
encourage the observing of patience during the occultation of the one who is in
occultation.”1
1. al-Iqbal, pg. 457

Responsibility 74: Good Thoughts of the
Awaited Imam
Another responsibility of the people is to have good thoughts about the twelfth Imam (ajtf).
A true believer must always perform good deeds which will earn the pleasure of the Imam
and this cannot be achieved except through obedience to the commandments he has given
us and through possessing taqwa of Allah.
In reality, the followers of each of the A`immah (as) wanted the best for their Imam and
obeyed them in all matters and tried to always follow their orders. Therefore, the true
beauty of a person is that he does those things which are the best for his Imam and refrains
from anything which would hurt or annoy him.
Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has stated that the Messenger of Allah said:

ِﻣَﺎ ﻧَﻈَﺮَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﺰَّ وﺟَﻞَّ إِﻟـﻰ وَﻟِﻲٍّ ﻟَﻪُ ﻳُﺠْﻬِﺪُ ﻧَﻔْﺴَﻪُ ﺑِﺎﻟﻄَّﺎﻋَﺔِ ﻟِﻺِﻣَﺎﻣِﻪ

وَ اﻟﻨَّﺼِﻴﺤَﺔِ إِﻻَّ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻣَﻌَﻨَﺎ ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺮَّﻓِﻴﻖِ اﻷَﻋْﻠﻰ
“Almighty Allah never looks at a servant and finds him working hard in obedience and
compliance with his Imam, but that He includes him with us in the most exalted rank. “1
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has stated that:

ًﻛُﻮﻧُﻮا ﻟَﻨَﺎ زَﻳْﻨﺎً وَ ﻻَ ﺗَﻜُﻮﻧُﻮا ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ ﺷَﻴْﻨﺎ
“Be a beauty for us (the Ahlul Bayt) and do not be a source of embarrassment for us.”2
1. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 404, sec. ‘That which the Prophet commanded,’ no. 3
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 68, pg. 151, sec. 19, no. 6

Responsibility 75: Remaining Unknown
and Anonymous
Another responsibility of the true believer is to remain unknown and refrain from gaining
popularity within the society because being well-known may result in problems in the
spiritual growth and may prevent the believer from ease and free time.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ْإِنِ اﺳْﺘَﻄَﻌْﺖَ أَنْ ﻻَ ﻳَﻌْﺮِﻓَﻚَ أَﺣَﺪٌ ﻓَﺎﻓْﻌَﻞ
“If you are able remain unknown to others, then do so.”1
Jabir b. ‘Abdullah al-AnSari said to Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as):

َﻳَﺎﺑْﻦَ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣَﺎ أَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺴْﺘَﻌْﻤِﻠُﻪُ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﻓِﻲ ذٌﻟِﻚ
ِ ﺣِﻔْﻆُ اﻟﻠِّﺴَﺎنِ وَ ﻟُﺰُومُ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖ:َاﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ؟ ﻗَﺎل
“O’son of the Messenger of Allah! What is the best action which a true believer can perform
in that period (of the occultation of the Imam)?” The Imam replied: “Protecting the tongue
and staying at home (to remain unknown to the people).”2

The Commander of the Faithful ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) has said:

َﺪ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﻌْﺮَفْ و
َ ِوَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ زَﻣَﺎنٌ ﻻَ ﻳَﻨْﺠُﻮ ﻓِﻴﻪِ إِﻻَّ ﻛُﻞُّ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦٍ ﻧُﻮَﻣَﺔٍ إِنْ ﺷَﻬ
 أُوﻟٌﺌِﻚَ ﻣَﺼَﺎﺑِﻴﺢُ اﻟْـﻬُﺪى،ْإِنْ ﻏَﺎبَ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳُﻔْﺘَﻘَﺪ
“During that time (the occultation), none will be saved except the anonymous believers
who, when they are present, will not be recognized and when they are absent, nobody will
miss them. They are surely the lanterns of true guidance.”3
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 456; Biharul Anwar, vol. 77, pg. 216, sec. 8, no. 1 (with slight
difference)
2. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 2, pg. 330
3. Nahj al-Balagha (Faidhul Islam), pg. 305, Speech 102

Responsibility 76: Protecting Ones’ Self
A true believer must protect himself so that during the advent of the Imam, one may be
able to assist him.
In regards to this, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

َّإِذَا ﻛَﺎﻧَﺖْ دَوْﻟَﺔُ اﻟﻈُّﻠْﻢِ ﻓَﺎﻣْﺶِ وَ اﺳْﺘَﻘْﺒِﻞْ ﻣَﻦْ ﺗَﺘَّﻘِﻴﻪِ ﺑِﺎﻟﺘَّﺤِﻴَّﺔِ ﻓَﺈِن
َوَ ﻻ :ُ إِنَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻳَﻘُﻮل،اﻟْـﻤُﺘَﻌَﺮِّضَ ﻟِﻠﺪَّوْﻟَﺔِ ﻗَﺎﺗِﻞُ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻪِ وَ ﻣُﻮﺑِﻘُﻬَﺎ
ِﺗُﻠْﻘُﻮا ﺑَﺄَﻳْﺪِﻳﻜُﻢْ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﺘَّﻬْﻠُﻜَﺔ
“In the reign of the unjust regime, you must walk carefully and receive those whom you
fear with greetings. Verily, one who opposes such a regime will have killed himself and
brought about his own perdition. Surely Allah says: And do not cast yourselves with your
own hands to destruction.”1
Imam Muhammad ibne ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

َّﻛَﺄَﻧِّﻲ ﺑِﻘَﻮمٍ ﻗَﺪْ ﺧَﺮَﺟُﻮا ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤَﺸْﺮِقِ ﻳَﻄْﻠُﺒُﻮنَ اﻟْﺤَﻖَّ ﻓَﻻَ ﻳُﻌْﻄَﻮْﻧَﻪُ ﺛُﻢ
ﻳَﻄْﻠُﺒُﻮﻧَﻪُ ﻓَﻻَ ﻳُﻌْﻄَﻮْﻧَﻪُ ﻓَﺈِذَا رَأَوْا ذٌﻟِﻚَ وَﺿَﻌُﻮا ﺳُﻴُﻮﻓَﻬُﻢْ ﻋَﻠﻰ
َﻋَﻮَاﺗِﻘِﻬِﻢْ ﻓَﻴُﻌْﻄَﻮْنَ ﻣَﺎ ﺳَﺄَﻟُﻮا ﻓَﻻَ ﻳَﻘْﺒَﻠُﻮﻧَﻪُ ﺣَﺘَّﻰ ﻳَﻘُﻮﻣُﻮا وَ ﻻ

ُﻳَﺪْﻓَﻌُﻮﻧَﻬَﺎ إِﻻَّ إِﻟـﻰ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺒِﻜُﻢْ ﻗَﺘْﻻَﻫُﻢْ ﺷُﻬَﺪَآءُ أَﻣَﺎ إِﻧِّﻲ ﻟَﻮْ أَدْرَﻛْﺖ
ِذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻟَﻸَﺑْﻘَﻴْﺖُ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻲ ﻟِﺼَﺎﺣَﺐِ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻷَﻣْﺮ
“It is as if I see myself with a people who rose up from the east. They demand their right
but it will be withheld from them. They will ask for it again but it will not be given. When
they see this, they place their swords on their shoulders (ready to use them), so they are
given whatever they ask for but they do not accept it.
They revolt and deliver their victory to your patron (al-Mahdi). Their killed ones will be
martyrs. Verily, were I to live until that time, I would try to save myself for the Patron of this
Matter (so as to join him).”2
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has narrated that if one wishes to have a long life
and be able to assist the Imam, then one should recite the following prayer. The narrator of
this supplication states that: “When I continuously recited this supplication, my life
extended to such an amount that I was satisified with living.”

َ أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ إِنَّ رَﺳُﻮﻟَﻚَ اﻟﺼَّﺎدِق.ٍأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠـﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
 ﻣَﺎ ﺗَﺮَدَّدْتُ ﻓِﻲ:َاﻟْـﻤُﺼَﺪَّقَ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاﺗُﻚَ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ وَ آﻟِﻪِ ﻗَﺎلَ إِﻧَّﻚَ ﻗُﻠْﺖ
ُﺷَﻲْءٍ أَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﺎﻋِﻠُﻪُ ﻛَﺘَﺮَدُّدِي ﻓِﻲ ﻗَﺒْﺾِ رُوْحِ ﻋَﺒْﺪِيَ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦِ ﻳَﻜْﺮَه
ٍ أَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﻓَﺼَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠـﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ.ُاﻟْـﻤَﻮْتَ وَ أَﻧَﺎ أَﻛْﺮَهُ ﻣَﺴَﺎﺋَﺘَﻪ
وَ ﻋَﺠِّﻞْ ﻟِﻮَﻟِﻴِّﻚَ اﻟْـﻔَﺮَجَ وَ اﻟْﻌَﺎﻓِﻴَﺔَ وَ اﻟﻨَّﺼْﺮَ وَ ﻻَ ﺗَﺴُﺆْﻧِﻲ ﻓِﻲ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻲ
...(ٍوَ ﻻَ ﻓِﻲ أَﺣَﺪٍ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺣِﺒَّﺘِﻲ وَ ﻻَ ﻓِﻲ ﻓُﻻَنٍ )وَ ﻻَ ﻓِﻲ ﻓُﻻَن
“O’Allah! Bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad. O’ Allah! Your Messenger, the
truthful, the trustworthy - may Your blessings be upon him and his household has said that
You say ‘I have not hesitated in a matter that I decide to do more than My hesitation in
taking the soul of My believing servant who hates to encounter death and I hate to perturb
him.’
O’ Allah! Bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad and hasten the relief of your
intimate servant and give him wellbeing and succor, and do not perturb me or any of those
whom I love, including so and so.’”3
If one wishes, he can then take the names of each of his friends and close acquaintances
whom he wishes this supplication for and in place of the word  ﻓﻼنand the words which
appear in the brackets, one can mention all of his friends.
1. Tuhaf al-’Uqul, pg. 309; Suratul Baqarah (2), Verse 195
2. al-Ghaybah of Nu’mani, pg. 273, sec. 14: “Signs before the Avent,’ no. 50; Biharul
Anwar, vol. 52, pg. 243, sec. 25, no. 116
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 86, pg. 7, sec. 38, no. 7; Makarim al-Akhlaq, pg. 284

Responsibility 77: Emulating the Imam
in Manners
Another responsibility of the true believers is that they must follow the manners and
etiquettes of their living Imam and seek to emulate him in all aspects of their life.
One must constantly be striving to follow the commandments which he has been given to
help him improve his manners and act in the way that his Imam is known to act in. There
are many manners and etiquette of the Imam which those who have a deep understanding
of this issue are aware of, some of which include:
Performing the Salatul Lail and staying awake a portion of the night in worship.
Continuously performing the supplications and whispered prayers (munajat) to Allah.
Performing the daily Nawafil or additional recommended prayers (we must perform a
minimum of 51 rak’at of Salat every day which are made up of the 17 obligatory Salat and
the 34 recommended prayers in a 24 hour period).
We must cry and show our grief and sorrow every morning and evening upon the loss of
Imam Husain b. ‘Ali (as).
We must perform the recommended actions and refrain from the discouraged act which is
one of the specific qualities of the twelfth Imam (ajtf). We must seek to stay aloof from the
material world and develop a desire and longing for the next life.

Responsibility 78: Offering a Gift to the
Imam
Another responsibility is to give a gift1 to the Imam through our wealth or whatever we
possess from the material world. It goes without saying that this must be done according to
one’s own ability without going to extravagance and that this should be carried out every
year, month, week and every day if possible!
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ُدِرْﻫَﻢٌ ﻳُﻮْﺻَﻞُ ﺑِﻪِ اﻹِﻣَﺎمُ أَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻟْﻔَﻲْ أَﻟْﻒِ دِرْﻫَﻢٍ ﻓِﻴﻤَﺎ ﺳِﻮٌاه
ِّﻣِﻦْ وُﺟُﻮهِ اﻟْﺒِﺮ
“One dirham which reaches the Imam is better than two million dirham’s (spent) in all other
good deeds.”2
During the advent of the Imam, this wealth will be given directly to the Imam, however

during the time of the occultation of the Imam the wealth or whatever we have from this
world which we wish to offer to him can be spent in ways which would earn his pleasure. Of
course the intention for this act would be to offer the gift to the Imam (directly).
Our money can be used to print much needed books to uphold the faith; or the money can
be spent in holding gatherings (majalis) and programs in which the Imam or his close
friends are remembered.
In addition, the fellow Shi’a can be given this money so that they are able to fulfill their own
needs and material requirements especially if they are the children and offspring of the
Noble Prophet, or are scholars, propagators and missionaries of the faith!
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

ُوَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرْ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﺻِﻠَﺘِﻨَﺎ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺼِﻞْ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﺻَﺎﻟِﺤِﻲ ﻣَﻮَاﻟِﻴﻨَﺎ ﻳُﻜْﺘَﺐ
ﻟَﻪُ ﺛَﻮَابُ ﺻِﻠَﺘِﻨَﺎ
“A person who is not able to present us with a gift should give it to the righteous ones from
among our followers and through this, a reward will be written for him as if he had given
this gift to us.”3
1. The meaning of gift in this responsibility is any present or offering which a person would
give for the Imam to gain his spiritual attention; in other words, it is those gifts and
presents which would lead to our Imam (peace be upon him) being pleased and happy
with us which are offered to him.
2. al-Kafi, vol. 1, pg. 538, sec. ‘Offering a Gift to the Imam,’ no. 65
3. Kamil al-Ziyarat, pg. 319, no. 1

Responsibility 79: Pleasing Other True
Believers
Another responsibility is to please and cheer up the true believers, friends and Shi’a of the
Imam as this actually makes the Imam happy!
We can please another believer through various ways, including: removing any difficulties
from his life; helping him in his problems or worries; fulfilling his needs; helping one in the
treatment of his sickness; and supplicating for the believer and showing respect and honour
to him. One can also help his friends and close relatives such as his immediate family
members, and children through material gifts.
Helping a true believer can be done through various means; however in all of them, if the
person helps someone else purely for the pleasure of Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf) then without
doubt, one has succeeded in attaining the pleasure of another believer and the happiness
of the Imam of the Time!

Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ُﻻَ ﻳَﺮى أَﺣَﺪُﻛُﻢْ إِذَا أَدْﺧَﻞَ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦٍ ﺳُﺮُوراً أَﻧَّﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻪِ أَدْﺧَﻠَﻪ
ِ ﺑَﻞْ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَـﻰ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ، ﺑَﻞْ وَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻨَﺎ،ْﻓَﻘَﻂ
“None of you should think that if you bring happiness to a believer that happiness has been
brought to that person alone. Rather, by Allah, it has also brought us (the Ahlul Bayt)
happiness, rather, by Allah, it has even brought happiness to the Messenger of Allah!”1
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, pg. 189, sec. ‘Bringing Happiness to a True Believer,’ no. 6

Responsibility 80: Giving Gifts and
Presents to the Shi‘a
Another responsibility is to give gifts to the righteous Shi’a and friends of the Imam from
one’s wealth and whatever else one has in this material world and this is something that
has been mentioned in the traditions which we will shortly review.
Not only does this act earn the pleasure of other believers, rather it also has an impact on
the society in general and as a result, the Shi’a and friends of the Imam, through the
exchange of gifts, actually help to alleviate poverty amongst one another! This will, in turn,
help them to lift themselves up from their abject state through which, their lives will
improve and they will not fall victim to difficulties and tribulations!
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

ُﻞ ﺻَﺎﻟِﺤِﻲ ﻣَﻮَاﻟِﻴﻨَﺎ ﻳُﻜْﺘَﺐُ ﻟَﻪ
ْ ِوَ ﻣَﻦْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرْ ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﺻِﻠَﺘِﻨَﺎ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺼ
ﺛَﻮَابُ ﺻِﻠَﺘِﻨَﺎ
“A person who is not able to present us with a gift should give it to the righteous ones from
among our followers. It will be written for him as a reward for presenting a gift to us!”1
1. Kamil al-Ziyarat, pg. 319, no. 1

Responsibility 81: Giving Precedence to

the Imam Part 1
The next responsibility is to give precedence to the Imam and to give him priority at all
times.
How can we distinguish this important act and employ it in our daily lives? This is up to the
believer himself to realize. For example, if we are able to supplicate for only two people,
then we must first make supplication for the Imam, if one wants to make tawassul to one of
two people, then the Imam must be the one whom we make tawassul to if the people are
called to have a better understanding of something and to perform good deeds.
Then after the call and invitation to Tawhid, before anything else, one should invite others
to the Imam and his wilayah if a person decides to give a gift, then the first person one
should give this gift to is the Imam and if a person wants to perform the Ziyarat or send
salutations upon another infallible, then one must start by sending greetings and
salutations to the Imam and send prayers upon him first.
And if it is decided that one will perform a task and send the reward of this task to a person
for example if one was to perform Salat or hajj and give the reward to someone, then it
should be first given to the Imam (the Imam should be kept in mind when this act is being
performed so that the reward is given to him).
If a person is able to perform the various prayers and supplications after every obligatory
Salat, then one must perform those which are related to the Imam as this will establish a
closer relationship with him.

Responsibility 82: Giving Precedence to
the Imam Part 2
The true believers must place the Imam first when performing any supplication.
Before one remembers himself, he must first remember the Imam and pray for him. After
this, one may pray for himself and other people and this becomes a manifestation of the
love a true believer has for the Imam.
Without doubt, every supplication which a true believer makes for the Imam will earn him
many things one will obtain the Divine reward from Allah, gain the specific benefits related
to that particular supplication and in addition, the contents of the supplication and what
was prayed for will be accepted and fulfilled both for the Imam and the believer.
It has been mentioned in the traditions that whenever a person supplicates for another
person, whatever he prayed for will also be applicable to him and his pleas will be
accepted. In this regards, Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has said:

َ آﻣِﻴﻦَ و:ُﻫُﻮَ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻦُ ﻳَﺪْﻋُﻮ ﻟِﻸَﺧِﻴﻪِ ﺑِﻈَﻬْﺮِ اﻟْﻐَﻴْﺐِ ﻓَﻴَﻘُﻮلُ ﻟَﻪُ اﻟْﻤَﻠَﻚ
 وَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣِﺜْﻻَ ﻣَﺎ ﺳَﺄَﻟْﺖَ وَ ﻗَﺪْ أُﻋْﻄِﻴﺖَ ﻣَﺎ:ُﻳَﻘُﻮلُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ اﻟْﻌَﺰِﻳﺰُ اﻟْﺠَﺒَّﺎر
ُﺳَﺄَﻟْﺖَ ﺑِﺤُﺒِّﻚَ إِﻳَّﺎه
“He is a believer who prayers for his brother (in faith) in his absence, to which the Angel
says: ‘Ameen (May Allah accept your prayer).’ At this time, Allah, the Noble and Grand
says: ‘And for you is granted twice of that which you have asked (for your brother in faith)
due to your love for him.’”1
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

ُ وَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣِﺎﺋَﺔ:ِإِنَّ ﻣَﻦْ دَﻋَﺎ ﻟِﻸَﺧِﻴﻪِ ﺑِﻈَﻬْﺮِ اﻟْﻐَﻴْﺐِ ﻧُﻮدِيَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﻌَﺮْش
ٍأَﻟْﻒِ ﺿِﻌْﻒ
“Verily when one supplicates for his (believing) brother in his absence, a sound is heard
from the Noble Throne: ‘For you is one hundred thousand times (the reward for what you
supplicated for him).’”2
1. al-Kafi, vol. 2, The Book of Du’a, sec. ‘Making supplication for one’s brother while he is
not there’; pg. 507, no. 3; Biharul Anwar, vol. 93, pg. 388, sec. 26, no. 19
2. al-Kafi, vol. 2, The Book of Du’a, sec. ‘Making supplicaiton for one’s brother when he is
not there’; pg. 508, no. 6; Biharul Anwar, vol. 93, pg. 384, sec. 26, no. 8

Responsibility 83: Not Hurting or
Upsetting the Imam
Another responsibility is to keep away from anything which would lead to the Imam being
upset or saddened with us.
Without doubt, the primary reason for the Imam being upset with his followers is due to us
not obeying the orders of Allah  and instead, following our base desires. In other words
when we do not follow the religion and teachings of the Imam (which as we know, is the
same religion and set of teachings which his noble fore-fathers taught), it is at this time
that the Imam becomes upset with us.
Indeed, the Ahlul Bayt (as) sacrificed everything including their own lives to implement the
religion, just like the sacred chain of previous prophets had done.
Disrespecting the sacred beliefs of the faith, objecting to and desecrating the faith and its
teachings and the method of the Prophet of Islam, exposing the secrets of Allah  in places

where they should not be mentioned, not observing taqiyyah, not having taqwa,
exaggerating and over glorifying the pure Ahlul Bayt (as) are all things which lead to the
Imam becoming distraught and thus, we must keep away from all of these things.
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) wrote the following to his followers:

ِﻢ وَ ﻣَﻦْ دِﻳﻨُﻪُ ﺟَﻨَﺎحُ اﻟْﺒَﻌُﻮﺿَﺔ
ْ ُﻗَﺪْ آذَاﻧَﺎ ﺟُﻬَﻻَءُ اﻟﺸِّﻴْﻌَﺔِ وَ ﺣُﻤَﻘَﺎﺋُﻬ
ُأَرْﺣَﺞُ ﻣِﻨْﻪ
“Surely the ignorant and foolish Shi’as have upset us and the person whose faith is (as
weak as) the wing of a gnat is better than one of them (the ignorant Shi’as).”1
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 25, pg. 266, sec. 10, no. 9; al-Ihtijaj (Tabrisi), pg. 473

Responsibility 84: Respecting Those
Close To the Imam
Another responsibility is to show respect to those who are related to and are close to Imam
al-Zaman (ajtf).
The higher a person’s (spiritual) status is, the closer that person is to Imam al-Zaman (ajtf)
and the more important it is for the true believers to show respect and honor to such a
person.
Those who are related to the Imam include the noble family of the Sadat, especially the
children of the twelfth Imam the scholars who act according to the Islamic injunctions, and
the true believers who possess taqwa. The final categories of those who must be respected
include all of the true believers and lovers of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) no matter what level or
societal class they belong to.
The most deserving of people who should be shown respect and those who are the closest
to the Imam compared to all others are the scholars who act according to the Islamic
teachings. More than all others, these are the people of taqwa and wara’ and from among
these, the closest are the great scholars and those who make up the chain of the
mujtahidin (Jurists) from among the Maraja’ Taqlid (sources of emulation). In any case, the
true believer must love all of the friends of the Imam and respect them.
The Noble Prophet has said:

َﻃُﻮْﺑـﻰ ﻟِﻤَﻦْ أَدْرَكَ ﻗَﺎﺋِﻢَ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻲ وَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﺄْﺗَﻢُّ ﺑِﻪِ ﻓِﻲ ﻏَﻴْﺒَﺘِﻪِ ﻗَﺒْﻞ
َ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻣِﻦْ رُﻓَﻘَﺎﺋِـﻲ و،ُﻗِﻴَﺎﻣِﻪِ وَ ﻳَﺘَﻮَﻟَّـﻰ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺂءَهُ وَ ﻳُﻌَﺎدِي أَﻋْﺪَاءَه

ِذَوِي ﻣَﻮَدَّﺗِﻲ وَ أَﻛْﺮَمِ أُﻣَّﺘِـﻲ ﻋَﻠَـﻲَّ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔ
“Glad tidings to the one who meets the Qa`im (ajtf) of my Ahlul Bayt (as) while he has
followed him during his occultation before his advent and has been an ally to those who are
his allies and an enemy to those who are an enemy to him. These people are my friends
and those who have my love, and are the noblest of my nation to me on the Day of
Judgement.”1
1. Kamal ad-Din wa Tamam an-Ni’mah, vol. 1, pg. 286, sec. 25, no. 2

Responsibility 85: Respecting Things
Related To the Imam Part 1
Showing respect to those things which are associated to the Imam is another responsibility
of the true believers.
Some of these things which we need to show respect to include the places which are
related to the Imam such as Masjid as-Sahlah the celler where his occultation began in the
city of Samarrah the Grand Masjid of Kufah; Masjid Jamkaran1 Masjid al-Haram the places
which have been visited by the Infallible A`immah, the prophets and their successors; and
the graves of the intimate friends of Allah and the true believers.
Showing respect to places which are associated to the Imam is related to the level of
connection which that thing or place has to the Imam and thus, the respect is of various
degrees and levels - the more the connection to the Imam, the more respect, honor and
esteem should be shown.
Showing respect to places2 such as Masjid as-Sahlah, Masjid Jamkaran and other places
such as these is possible through various ways, including beautifying them improving or reconstruction work, laying carpets, cleaning, deodorizing, illuminating, frequenting, entering
the premises barefooted, entering them with humility, keeping busy with the remembrance
of Allah while visiting them.
Recitation of prayers, Qur`an, supplications and other things, ensuring that these places
are not made impure (najis) or dirty, purifying that area in the event that it becomes
impure (najis), sweeping and cleaning the area; not entering while in a state of ritual
impurity (janabat or for a woman, during her monthly period).
Ensuring that there is no mixing of the genders while in these areas; keeping away from all
acts which are reprehensible and forbidden, keeping away from pointless joking and
laughing and speaking and arguing in a loud voice. These and all other such acts must be
observed while in similar sacred places.
1. Refer to the second footnote on responsibility Forty-Six for more information.
2. There are some places that shall be mentioned separately whose explanation shall be
given in the next responsibility.

Responsibility 86: Respecting Places
Related to the Imam Part 2
We are also obliged to show respect and reverence to Masjid as-Sahlah and to perform the
special acts of worship in that place.1
As for the sanctity and greatness of this Masjid, it has numerous characteristics which other
Masajid do not have - for example, it was the original house of Prophets Ibrahim and Idris ,
and was also a place that the great man of Allah, al-Khiďr frequented. It is also a place
where Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) occasionally resides.
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has stated that:

ُ ﻗُﻠْﺖ.ِﻛَﺄَﻧِّﻲ أَرَى ﻧُﺰُولَ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢِ ﻓِﻲ ﻣَﺴْﺠِﺪِ اﻟﺴَّﻬْﻠَﺔِ ﺑِﺄَﻫْﻠِﻪِ وَ ﻋَﻴَﺎﻟِﻪ
َ ﻛَﺎنَ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻣَﻨْﺰِلَ إِدْرِﻳﺲَ و.ْﻳَﻜُﻮنُ ﻣَﻨْﺰِﻟَﻪُ ﺟُﻌِﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﺪَاكَ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻧَﻌَﻢ
ْﻛَﺎنَ ﻣَﻨْﺰِلَ إِﺑْﺮَاﻫِﻴﻢَ ﺧَﻠِﻴﻞِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﺑَﻌَﺚَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻧَﺒْﻴﺎً إِﻻَّ وَ ﻗَﺪ
ﺻَﻠَّﻰ ﻓِﻴﻪِ وَ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻣَﺴْﻜَﻦُ اﻟْﺨِﻀْﺮِ وَ اﻟْﻤُﻘِﻴﻢُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻛَﺎﻟْﻤُﻘِﻴﻢِ ﻓِﻲ
ُّﻓُﺴْﻄﺎَطِ رَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻣِﻦْ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻦٍ وَ ﻻَ ﻣُﺆْﻣِﻨَﺔٍ إِﻻَّ وَ ﻗَﻠْﺒَﻪُ ﻳَﺤِﻦ
إِﻟَﻴْﻪِ وَ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﺻَﺨْﺮَةٌ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﺻُﻮْرَةُ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻧَﺒِﻲٍّ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ ﻓِﻴﻪِ أَﺣَﺪٌ ﻓَﺪَﻋَﺎ
ٍاﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﺑِﻨِﻴَّﺔِ ﺻَﺎدِﻗَﺔٍ إِﻻَّ ﺻَﺮَﻓَﻪُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺑِﻘَﻀَﺎءِ ﺣَﺎﺟَﺘِﻪِ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺣَﺪ
َ ﻗَﺎل،ُ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ ﻫٌﺬَا ﻟَﻬُﻮَ اﻟْﻔَﻀْﻞ.ُإِﺳْﺘَﺠَﺎرَهُ إِﻻَّ أَﺟَﺎرَهُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻣِﻤَﺎ ﻳَﺨَﺎف
 ﻗَﺎلَ ﻫُﻮَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟْﺒِﻘَﺎعِ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ أَﺣَﺐَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ أَنْ ﻳُﺪْﻋَﻰ،ْﻧَﺰِﻳﺪُكَ؟ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ ﻧَﻌَﻢ
َﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻣِﻦْ ﻳَﻮْمٍ وَ ﻻَ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔٍ إِﻻَّ وَ اﻟْﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔُ ﺗَﺰُورُ ﻫٌﺬَا اﻟْﻤَﺴْﺠِﺪ
ًﻳَﻌْﺒُﺪُونَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪَ ﻓِﻴﻪِ أَﻣَﺎ إِﻧِّﻲ ﻟَﻮْ ﻛُﻨْﺖُ ﺑَﺎﻟْﻘُﺮْبِ ﻣِﻨْﻜُﻢْ ﻣَﺎ ﺻَﻠَّﻴْﺖُ ﺻَﻻَة
َ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ ﺟُﻌِﻠْﺖُ ﻓِﺪَاكَ ﻻ.ُإِﻻَّ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻳَﺎ أَﺑَﺎ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ ﻣَﺎ ﻟَﻢْ أَﺻِﻒْ أَﻛْﺜَﺮ
ْ ﻗُﻠْﺖَ ﻓَﻤِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِهِ؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻫٌﻜَﺬَا ﻣِﻦ.ْﻳَﺰَالُ اﻟْﻘَﺎﺋِﻢُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ أَﺑَﺪاً؟ ﻗَﺎلَ ﻧَﻌَﻢ
ِﺑَﻌْﺪِهِ إِﻟـﻰ اﻧْﻘِﻀَﺎءِ اﻟْﺨَﻠْﻖ
“‘It is as if I see the descending of al-Qa`im (ajtf) in Masjid al-Sahlah, accompanied by his
family and close relatives family.’ (The companion said) I asked: ‘May Allah accept me as
ransom for you! Will it be his dwelling place?’ The Imam stated: ‘Yes, it will be. It was the
dwelling place of Prophet Idris and Prophet Ibrahim, the intimate friend of the all-Merciful
and Allah did not send any prophet but that he offered prayers in it (Masjid al-Sahlah).
It was also the house of al-Khiďr. He who resides in it is like one who resides in the tent of
Allah’s Messenger. The hearts of true believing men and women yearn for it (Masjid al-

Sahlah). In it there is a rock which has the pictures of all the Prophets.
Nobody prays there and supplicates to Almighty Allah with a sincere intention but that his
needs are fulfilled by Almighty Allah; and nobody takes it as a shelter but that he is
protected by Almighty Allah against whatever he fears.’ I said: ‘This is indeed an excellent
virtue.’
The Imam said: ‘Should I tell you more?’ The companion replied: ‘Yes.’ The Imam
continued: ‘It is one of the places where Almighty Allah likes to be called upon. There is no
day or night when the Angels are not frequenting this Masjid to worship to Almighty Allah.
Verily, if I were to live near you, I would not offer a single prayer anywhere else. O’ Abu
Muhammad! There is more than what I have just said.’
I asked: ‘May Allah ransom me for you! Will al-Qa`im (ajtf) reside in that place for all time?’
The Imam replied: ‘Yes, he will.’ The companion then asked: ‘Will those who come after him
reside in the same place?’ The Imam replied to the man: ‘Yes, they will up until the end of
creation.’”2
1. Mafatih al-Jinan, sec. 6: “the greatness and actions to be performed in Masjid al-Sahlah.’
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 100, pg. 436, section 7, no. 7

Responsibility 87: Visiting Masjid
Jamkaran
Another responsibility is to visit Masjid Jamkaran and to perform the recommended actions
in that sacred masjid. Masjid Jamkaran was built under the direct order of Imam Waliul ‘Asr
(ajtf) and has specific acts of worship which are recommended to be performed in it.
In addition, it is one of the places which the Imam frequents and where the legitimate
requests of the people are fulfilled and the Imam himself has ordered the people to visit
this sacred site!
In regards to the construction of this masjid, the following has been narrated by Hasan
Muthallah Jamkarani: “I was sleeping in my home in the village of Jamkaran on Tuesday
night, the 17th of the month of Ramaďan in the year 313 ah. It was just after midnight that
out of nowhere, a group of people came to my house, woke me up and said: ‘Wake up and
answer the call of your Master, Imam Mahdi Sahib al-Zaman (ajtf) who has summoned
you!’”
Hasan continued: “I woke up, collected myself and prepared to get dressed and said to the
people: ‘Just let me put my shirt on.’
At that time, I heard a voice saying: ‘That is not your shirt!’
After removing the shirt, I reached for my pants, and again I heard a voice say: ‘Those are
not your pants! Do not put them on!’
I removed them too and was able to find my own shirt and pants. I got dressed and then

started to look for the key to unlock the door when a voice said: ‘The door is already
unlocked and open!’
I went towards the door, opened it, and saw a group of pious, noble people. I offered them
my greetings, to which they replied accordingly.
They took me to a place where the present location of Masjid Jamkaran is located and as I
was looking around, I saw a couch surrounded by fine carpets and pillows. A young man,
who looked to be around 30 years old, was reclining on the couch, resting against the
pillows. An old man was sitting beside him reading a book out loud while more than 60 men
were around them some of them dressed in white and others in green offering their Salat.
The old man, whom I later found out was Prophet Khiďr asked me to be seated. At that
time, the Imam, who was sitting next to Prophet Khiďr, called me by name and said: “You
must go to Hasan Muslim and give him the following message.
Tell him that for the past five years, you have been farming on this land, planting and
growing many things, but whatever you grow is being destroyed. This land is sacred, and
Allah the Almighty has chosen this land above all others and bestowed distinction and
honor to it.
Even this year, you have intended to plough and cultivate this land, though you do not have
the authorization to do so! Thus, whatever financial earnings you have earned from this
land must be returned so that a Masjid can be built on this spot.
Since you have taken this land which does not belong to you, Allah the Glorious and
Powerful, has taken two of your young children away from you, but still you have not
realized the wrong you are doing! If you continue in this way, the punishment of Allah which
is beyond your imagination, will strike you.’’
I said: “O’ my Master, I must have some convincing signs, since without this, the people will
not believe me.”
The Imam said: “I will show you the signs at this spot so that your statement will prove to
be truthful. You simply go and convey the message to the people. Go and see Sayyid Abul
Hasan in Qum and tell him to come with you to visit Hasan Muslim and collect from him the
earnings of the farm land for the past few years, and with this money, lay the foundation for
the Masjid.
For the remaining expenditure, you may collect it from the village of Rihaq, in the Ardhal
region (near Kashan) which belongs to me, to complete the building of the Masjid. Also, half
of the estate of the village of Rihaq has been given as Waqf (endowment) for the
maintenance of the Masjid. Tell the people to visit this place, and to respect and honor it by
offering four Rak’at of Salat as follows:
The first Salat of two Rak’at should be prayed with the intention of ‘Salutation to the Masjid’
( )ﺗﺤﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪwhere in each Rak’at, Suratul Fatiha is recited once, followed by Suratul IkhlaS
seven times. In every Rak’at, the dhikr:

ِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎنَ رَﺑِّﻲَ اﻟْﻌَﻈِﻴﻢِ وَ ﺑِﺤَﻤْﺪِهin Ruku’:

ِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎنَ رَﺑِّﻲَ اﻷَﻋْـﻠﻰٰ وَ ﺑِﺤَﻤْﺪِهand in Sajdah:
Should be recited seven times, the second Rak’at should be recited exactly as the first one.
The second Salat is also two Rak’at and it should be prayed with the intention of ‘Salat for
Imam al-Zaman’(ajtf) in which Suratul Fatiha is recited once, and the line:

 ُ إِﻳَّﺎكَ ﻧَــﻌْﺒُﺪُ وَ إِﻳَّﺎكَ ﻧَﺴْﺘَﻌِﻴﻦ
is recited one hundred times. The surah should then be completed, followed by the
recitation of Suratul IkhlaS once.
In every Rak’at, the dhikr:

ِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎنَ رَﺑِّﻲَ اﻟْﻌَﻈِﻴﻢِ وَ ﺑِﺤَﻤْﺪِهin Ruku’:

ِ ﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎنَ رَﺑِّﻲَ اﻷَﻋْـﻠﻰٰ وَ ﺑِﺤَﻤْﺪِهand in Sajdah:
Should also be recited seven times each. The second Rak’at is to be recited exactly like the
first one.
Once both of the Salat are finished, the following line should be said once:

ِﻻَ إِﻟٰـﻪَ إِﻻَّ اﻟﻠﻪ
Followed by the Tasbih of Fatimah az-Zahra (sa):
34 times:ُأَﻟﻠﻪُ أَﻛْﺒَﺮ
33 times:ِأَﻟْـﺤَﻤْﺪُ ﻟِﻠّٰﻪ
33 times: ِﺳُﺒْﺤَﺎنَ اﻟﻠﻪ
After this, you should go into sajdah and recite Salawat on Prophet Muhammad (S) and his
family (as) one hundred times:

ٍأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَ آلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ

The Imam then said:

ِﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﺻَﻻَّﻫﺎَ ﻓَﻜَﺄَﻧَّـﻤَﺎ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖِ اﻟﻌَﺘِﻴﻖ
‘Whoever performs this Salat (will receive the same reward) as the one who prays inside
the ‘Ancient House’ (the Holy Ka’bah).’”1
1. Najm al-Thaqib (al-Tabrisi), sec. 7, story 1

Responsibility 88: Respecting Things
Related to the Imam Part 3
Another responsibility of the true believers is to honor the specific times, days and nights
which are related to the Imam.
For example, on the days of ‘Eid which include: ‘Eid al-Qurban; ‘Eid al-Ghadir, ‘Eid al-Fitr,
the 15th of Sha’ban (the birth anniversary of the Imam), the days which mark the birth or
the martyrdom of each of his pure forefathers, the day of Nawruz which marks the (solar)
new year; the Hajj season; the Day of ‘Ashura, the night preceeding and the day of
Jumu’ah, and the nights of Qadr in the month of Ramaďhan, must all be respected and
honored.
In these time periods, it is incumbent upon a true believer to pay special attention to the
Imam and more than other people, one should strive to fulfill the rights of the Imam which
are related to these specific times.
As for how one can show honor and veneration to some of these time periods, this shall be
mentioned in later sections. However generally speaking, respecting the times which are
related to the Imam can be carried out in various ways such as performing the specific acts
of worship which have been mentioned in the traditions.
The etiquette which each of these time periods have related to them has been mentioned
in the books of traditions and Du’a, and these should be followed by the true believers.
Therefore, the supplications and Ziyarat which have been mentioned to be read at specific
times should be performed in order to fulfill this responsibility.

Responsibility 89: Respecting Things
Related to the Imam Part 4
The next responsibility is to show honour to the night and day of the 15th of Sha’ban with

extra emphasis on the night of the 15th. In addition, one must perform the specific acts
which have been recommended to be performed on this night.1
The 15th of Sha’ban is equal in greatness to the night of Qadr (in the month of Ramaďhan),
is very important and is one of the time periods related directly to the Imam.
In regards to the greatness of this night, Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) has stated:

ﻫِﻲَ أَﻓْﻀَﻞُ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔٍ ﺑَﻌْﺪَ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔِ اﻟْﻘَﺪْرِ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﻳَﻤْﻨَﺢُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟَﻰ اﻟْﻌِﺒَﺎ َد
ﻓَﻀْﻠَﻪُ وَ ﻳَﻐْﻔِﺮُ ﻟَﻬُﻢْ ﺑِﻤَﻨِّﻪِ ﻓَﺎﺟْﺘَﻬِﺪُوا ﻓِﻲ اﻟْﻘُﺮْﺑَﺔِ إِﻟـﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ
ْﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻬَﺎ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔٌ آﻟَﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻋَﻠﻰ ﻧَﻔْﺴِﻪِ أَنْ ﻻَ ﻳَﺮُدَّ ﺳَﺎﺋِﻻً ﻟَﻪُ ﻓِﻴﻬَﺎ ﻣَﺎ ﻟَﻢ
ِﻳَﺴْﺄَلْ ﻣَﻌْﺼِﻴَﺔً وَ إِﻧَّﻬَﺎ اﻟﻠَّﻴْﻠَﺔُ اﻟَّﺘِﻲ ﺟَﻌَﻠَﻬَﺎ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟَﻨَﺎ أَﻫْﻞَ اﻟْﺒَﻴْﺖِ ﺑِﺈِزَاء
ِﻣَﺎ ﺟَﻌَﻞَ ﻟَﻴْﻠَﺔَ اﻟْﻘَﺪْرِ ﻟِﻨَﺒِﻴِّﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺎﺟْﺘَﻬِﺪُوا ﻓِﻲ اﻟﺪُّﻋَﺎءِ وَ اﻟﺜَّﻨَﺎءِ ﻋَﻠﻰ اﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“It (the 15th of Sha’ban) is the best of nights after the night of Qadr. In it Allah grants His
blessings to His servants and through His generosity and nobility, He forgives them. So
strive and struggle to seek closeness to Allah, the Most High, in it.
For it is a night in which Allah has ordained upon Himself not to turn away anyone who
comes to Him asking for something as long as the request is not something impermissible.
It is the night which Allah the High, has placed for us (the Ahlul Bayt) just as the Night of
Qadr (in the month of Ramaďhan) was placed for our Prophet.
Thus, strive to perform the supplications and praise Allah, the High (in it).”2
The reason for the greatness of this night over all the other nights and times is the
felicitous birth of Imam Waliul ‘Asr (ajtf) during the early morning period.
1. These acts are mentioned in Mafatih al-Jinan, sec. 2: “The greatness and actions of the
Month of Sha’ban.’
2. Iqbal al-A’mal, pg. 695; MiSbah al-Mutahajjid, pg. 831

Responsibility 90: Respecting Things
Related to the Imam Part 5
Another responsibility of the true believers is to consider the Nights of Qadr (in the month
of Ramaďhan) as nights of reverence and respect and to perform the specific actions for
these nights.1
The Nights of Qadr are directly related to the 12th Imam (ajtf) and therefore, the best act
which can be done on these nights is remembering and focusing on him and seeking
intercession from the Imam.

The Night of Qadr is that night which the entire year cannot reach in greatness, and the
actions which are performed on that night are better than the actions performed during the
span of one thousand months!
It is on this night that all of the commands for the next year are decreed and the Angels
and the Ruh who is the greatest of Angels descend to the Earth by the permission of their
Lord and arrive in the service of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf). Whatever has been decreed for
every person for the entire year is then presented to the Imam.
Thus, we must perform those specific actions related to these nights and seek closeness to
Allah through the Imam. We must also hold firm to the Imam, take him as our intercessor
and ask our needs and wants through him (and with the permission of Allah, these will be
granted).
1. Mafatih al-Jinan, sec. 3: “The greatness and actions of the Blessed Month of Ramaďhan
and the actions for the Nights of Qadr.’

Responsibility 91: Respecting Things
Related to the Imam Part 6
Another responsibility of the servants of Allah is to show honor to everything which is
related to the Imam (this is separate from the times and locations and the things which we
have already spoken about). This includes things such as: his titles and appellations
whether these are spoken and mentioned out loud or if they are written on paper, plaques,
rocks or anything else.
In addition, the letters, speeches and traditions which have been narrated from the Imam
must also be shown veneration. This also includes the books which contain writings in
regards to the Imam.
Works of art, cultural and religious artifacts which are related to the Imam or his great
forefathers such as the hand written copies of the Qur`an, must also be respected.
At the forefront of all things which are related to the Imam is the Noble Qur`an and one
must show honor and respect to this. We are able to deduce the necessity of showing honor
to the Qur`an from the traditions which have come to us from the Messenger of Islam and
the Infallible A`immah (as) and this is something which all of the sects of Islam accept.
The Qur`an is, just as the Prophet described it, the “Greater of the two weighty things (alThaqalayn)” which he advised his nation to follow when he said, “The Ahlul Bayt (as) shall
never be separated from the Qur`an” and thus, the Muslim nation must follow both the
Qur`an and Ahlul Bayt (as).
Guarding the Qur`an and showing it honor can be done through acting according to the
verses and as we know, even Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) himself has also been ordered to follow
its commandments.
Thus, to show honor and esteem to the Qur`an and to act according to its verses is the
most important responsibility for us to perform and it is also one of the duties towards the
Imam.

Responsibility 92: Performing Good
Deeds on Behalf of the Imam
Another responsibility is to perform acts of worship on behalf of the Imam such as giving
Sadaqah, performing Hajj and recommended Salat and going for the Ziyarat of the Infallible
A`immah (as) or other righteous believers either alive or dead. It should be noted that this
is something other than performing the act and dedicating the reward to the Imam.
Therefore, the meaning of performing acts of worship and other righteous acts which can
be done by proxy do not include the obligatory act of worship such as the five daily Salat or
the obligatory fasting of the month of Ramaďhan since it is not permissible to do these
things by way of proxy (for one who is alive).
The narrator of the following tradition said that he asked Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim
(as):

َأَﺣُﺞُّ وَ أُﺻَﻠِّـﻲ وَ أَﺗَﺼَﺪَّقُ ﻋَﻦِ اﻷَﺣْﻴَﺎءِ وَ اﻷَﻣْﻮَاتِ ﻣِﻦْ ﻗَﺮَاﺑَـﺘِـﻲ و
(ٌ ﺻَﺪِّقْ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ وَ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻨْﻪُ وَ ﻟَﻚَ أَﺟْﺮٌ )آﺧِﺮ،ْ ﻧَﻌَﻢ:َأَﺻْﺤَﺎﺑِــﻲ؟ ﻗَﺎل
ُﺑِﺼِﻠَﺘِﻚَ إِﻳَّﺎه
“Can I perform the Hajj and the Salat and give Sadaqah for the living and deceased from
among my close family and friends?” He replied: “Yes, give Sadaqah and perform the Salat
on their behalf and due to you seeking to maintain the ties of closeness with them, there is
an additional reward for you.”1
From this tradition, we clearly understand that to perform actions by proxy for Imam alZaman (ajtf) the leader and master of all the true believers - according to the first way
mentioned is permissible.
A true believer must give whatever amount of Sadaqah or perform the recommended Salat
on behalf of his Imam. For example, one can perform the Salat of Ja’far al-Tayyar or the
Salat of the Commander of the Faithful ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) on behalf of his living Imam.
Through this act, not only will the believer avail himself of the reward for performing that
action, but in addition he will also receive a reward for maintaing the ties and relations with
his Imam!
Some of the acts of worship which a person is able to perform by way of proxy for the Imam
include:
1. Different Salat [the Salat of Ja’far al-Tayyar, Salat of the Commander of the Faithful ‘Ali b.
Abi Talib and the other Infallibles and the other recommended Salat which have been
mentioned in the detailed books of prayer and supplication]. A person is even able to
perform a general two Rak’at Salat with the intention that he is offering the prayer as a gift

to the Imam.
2. The recommended Hajj or ‘Umrah
3. Tawaf of the Ka’bah
4. Giving Sadaqah
5. Recitation of the Qur`an
6. Sacrificing an animal
7. Paying back the debts of a true believer
8. Performing the visitation (Ziyarat) of the graves of the Messenger of Allah and the other
Infallibles (as) and their righteous companions. In addition, one can also visit the graves of
other true believers from either far or near with the intention that the reward is to be given
to the Imam.
9. Freeing a captive, and in this day and age, freeing a prisoner by paying his debts, for
example.
Just as has been mentioned, performing actions by proxy in relation to the obligatory
actions such as the five daily prayers is not permissible, except in certain circumstances
such as in the performance of the Hajj. A person once asked Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad asSadiq (as): “A person performs the Hajj on behalf of another person – how much of a reward
and recompense is he given?”
The Imam replied:

ٍﻟِﻠَّﺬِي ﻳَﺤُﺞُّ ﻋَﻦْ رَﺟُﻞٍ أَﺟْﺮُ وَ ﺛَﻮَابُ ﻋَﺸْﺮِ ﺣِﺠَﺞ
“For a person who performs the Hajj on behalf of another person there is a reward and
recompense equal to the performance of ten Hajj.”2
In another tradition, Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) said:

ْﻟَﻮْ أَﺷْﺮَﻛْﺖَ أَﻟْﻔﺎً ﻓِﻲ ﺣَﺠَّﺘِﻚَ ﻟَﻜَﺎنَ ﻟِﻜُﻞِّ وَاﺣِﺪٍ ﺣَﺠَّﺔٌ ﻣِﻦْ ﻏَﻴْﺮِ أَن
ًﺗَﻨْﻘُﺺَ ﺣَﺠَّﺘُـُﻚَ ﺷَﻴْﺌﺎ
“If you were to make a thousand people partners in the reward for your Hajj, then for each
and every one of them, there will be a reward for performing one Hajj, with no reduction in
the reward of your Hajj!”3
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) said:

ِ  ﻓَﺼَﻞِّ رَﻛْﻌَﺘَﻴ،َ ﻓَﻘَﻀَﻴْﺖَ ﻣَﺎ ﻳَﺠِﺐُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚ ِّﻓَﺈِذَا أَﺗَﻴْﺖَ ﻗَﺒْﺮَ اﻟﻨَّﺒِــﻲ
ﻦ
ْ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻧَﺒِـﻲَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻣِﻦ:ْ ﺛُﻢَّ ﻗُﻞ ِّﺛُﻢَّ ﻗِﻒْ ﻋِﻨْﺪَ رَأْسِ اﻟﻨَّﺒِـﻲ
ِأَﺑِﻲ وَ أُﻣِّﻲ وَ زَوْﺟَﺘِـﻲ وَ وُﻟْﺪِي وَ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ ﺣَﺎﻣَّــﺘِـﻲ وَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊ

ْ وَ أَﺑْﻴَﻀِﻬِﻢْ وَ أَﺳْﻮَدِﻫِﻢْ ﻓَﻻَ ﺗَﺸَﺎءُ أَن،ْ ﺣُﺮِّﻫِﻢْ وَ ﻋَﺒْﺪِﻫِﻢ،أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻠَﺪِي
َ إِﻧِّـﻲ أَﻗْﺮَأْتُ رَﺳُﻮلَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻨْﻚَ اﻟﺴَّﻻَمَ إِﻻَّ ﻛُﻨْﺖ:ِﺗَﻘُﻮلَ ﻟِﻠﺮَّﺟُﻞ
ًﺻَﺎدِﻗﺎ
“When you come to the grave of the Prophet (saws), and after performing that which is
obligatory upon you (the Ziyarat rites) then perform a two rak’at Salat. Then, stand near
the head of the Prophet (saws) and say:

َأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻧَﺒِـﻲَّ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻣِﻦْ أَﺑِـﻲ وَ أُﻣِّﻲ وَ زَوْﺟَﺘِـﻲ وَ وُﻟْﺪِي و
َ و،ْ ﺣُﺮِّﻫِﻢْ وَ ﻋَﺒْﺪِﻫِﻢ،ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ ﺣَﺎﻣَّــﺘِﻲ وَ ﻣِﻦْ ﺟَﻤِﻴﻊِ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻠَﺪِي
ْأَﺑْﻴَﻀِﻬِﻢْ وَ أَﺳْﻮَدِﻫِﻢ
“Peace be upon you, O’ Prophet of Allah, from my father, mother, wife, children, all of my
friends and everyone in my city the free and the enslaved the white skinned and the black
skinned.’
(If you act in this way) then you will not say to a person “‘I conveyed greetings and
salutations to the Messenger of Allah on your behalf’ except that you will be speaking the
truth.”4
When it comes to the recommended deeds, a true believer can either perform them himself
for the Imam or hire another person to do them on his behalf.
For example, one can hire somebody else to, on behalf of the Imam, perform the Hajj or
perform a recommended Salat.
1. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 5, pg. 367, no. 9 (with a slight difference); Biharul Anwar, vol. 88,
pg. 310, no. 3
2. al-Kafi, vol. 4, pg. 312, no. 2
3. Ibid., vol. 4, pg. 317, no. 10
4. al-Kafi, vol. 4, pg. 316, no. 8

Responsibility 93: Donating the Reward
of Good Deeds
Another responsibility is to donate the reward of acts of worship to the Imam whether
obligatory or recommended acts.
For example, after a person has finished performing his Salat, he can donate the reward of

that prayer to the Imam one can perform the Hajj and give the rewards of the Hajj to the
Imam.
A companion once said to Imam Hasan b. ‘Ali al-’Askari (as):

ٌ ﻟَﻚَ ﺑِﺬٌﻟِﻚَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﺛَﻮَاب: َإِﻧِّﻲ زُرْتُ أَﺑَﺎكَ وَ ﺟَﻌَﻠْﺖُ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻓَﻘَﺎل
ُوَ أَﺟْﺮٌ ﻋَﻈِﻴﻢٌ وَ ﻣِﻨَّﺎ اﻟْﻤَﺤْﻤَﺪَة
“I visited your father and gave the reward of this act to you.” The Imam replied: “Due to
this act of yours, there is a great reward and recompense for you from Allah and a
commendation from us.”1
One of the Imams said:

ِﻣَﻦْ ﺟَﻌَﻞَ ﺛَﻮَابَ ﺻَﻻَﺗِﻪِ ﻟِﺮَﺳُﻮلِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ أَﻣِﻴﺮِ اﻟْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ وَ اﻷَوْﺻِﻴَﺎء
ُﻣِﻦْ ﺑَﻌْﺪِهِ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻬِﻢْ أَﺟْﻤَﻌِﻴﻦَ وَ ﺳَﻠَّﻢَ أَﺿْﻌَﻒَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟَﻪ
ُﺛَﻮَابَ ﺻَﻻَﺗِﻪِ أَﺿْﻌَﺎﻓﺎً ﻣُﻀَﺎﻋَﻔَﺔً ﺣَـﺘَّـﻰ ﻳَﻨْﻘَﻄِﻊَ اﻟﻨَّﻔْﺲَ وَ ﻳُﻘَﺎلُ ﻟَﻪ
َ ﻳَﺎ ﻓُﻻَنُ ﻫَﺪِﻳَّﺘُﻚَ إِﻟَﻴْﻬَﺎ وَ ﻧَﻔْﻌَﺘُﻚَ و:ِﻗَﺒْﻞَ أَنْ ﺗَﺨْﺮُجَ رُوﺣُﻪُ ﻣِﻦْ ﺟَﺴَﺪِه
َّأَﻟْﻄَﺎﻓُﻚَ ﻟَﻨَﺎ ﻓَﻬٌﺬَا ﻳَﻮْمُ ﻣُﺠَﺎزَاﺗِﻚَ وَ ﻣُﻜَﺎﻓَﺎﺗِﻚَ ﻓَﻄِﺐْ ﻧَﻔْﺴﺎً وَ ﻗَﺮ
َ ﻗُﻠْﺖُ و:َ ﻗَﺎل.ِﻋَﻴْﻨﺎً ﺑِﻤَﺎ أَﻋَﺪَّ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻟَﻚَ وَ ﻫَﻨِﻴﺌﺎً ﻟَﻚَ ﺑِﻤَﺎ ﺻِﺮْتَ إِﻟَﻴْﻪ
ِ ﻳَﻨْﻮِي ﺛَﻮَابَ ﺻَﻻَﺗِﻪِ ﻟِﺮَﺳُﻮل: َﻛَﻴْﻒَ ﻳُﻬْﺪِي ﺻَﻻَﺗَﻪُ وَ ﻳَﻘُﻮلُ؟ ﻗَﺎل
ِاﻟﻠٌّﻪ
“A person who offers the reward of his Salat to the Messenger of Allah, the Commander of
the Faithful and the successors who come after him, may the blessings of Allah be upon all
of them Allah will increase the reward of his Salat, a multi-fold increase, until his soul
departs and before his soul leaves his body, it will be said to him: “O’ so-and-so!
Your gift, goodness and kindness has reached us therefore, today is the day for your reward
and repayment of your goodness. Thus, may your soul be pleased and may your eyes be
brightened due to that which Allah has prepared for you and glad tidings to you for what
you have reached.’
The narrator of the tradition then asked them Imam: “How does one send the reward of his
Salat, and what does he say?’
The Imam replied: “one makes the intention that the reward of the Salat be given to the
Messenger of Allah.’”2
1. Wasa`il ash-Shi’a, vol. 10, pg. 464, sec. 103, no. 1

2. Jamal al-Usbu’, pg. 15; Biharul Anwar, vol. 91, pg. 215, sec. 3, no. 1

Responsibility 94: Greeting the Imam
Every Day
The true believers must perform the Ziyarat and send greetings to the Imam every week
rather if possible, this should be done every day!
Greeting the Imam can be done at any place and time however it is best to greet the Imam
during those times and in those places which he has a special affinity to, such as the night
and day of Jumu’ah, the Nights of Qadr in the month of Ramaďhan, the 15th of Sha’ban and
special places such as Masjid as-Sahlah and Masjid Jamkaran.
It is recommended to read the Ziyarat of Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) every day and the visitation
rights and salutation to him should be those which have been taught to us by the Ahlul Bayt
(as) and recorded in the books of prayers and supplication. These prayers include Ziyarat
Aale Yasin1 which can be read at any time one wishes to greet Imam al-’Asr (ajtf), and it
starts with2:

...ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳﺎ دَاﻋِﻲَ اﻟﻠﻪ،ۤﺳَﻻَمٌ ﻋَﻠٰﻰ آلِ ﻳٰﺲ
“Peace be upon the family of Yasin. Peace be upon you O’ caller to Allah...”
In addition, the other special Ziyarat3 for the 12th Imam on the day of Jumu’ah should also
be recited [this Ziyarat will be mentioned in the next responsibility.]
1. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 171, sec. 31, no. 5; Mafatih al-Jinan, sec. 3, part 10: “The
rites when one visits the celler in Samarrah and how one must perform the Ziyarat of the
representative of Allah over His servants.’ – the first Ziyarat.
2. The complete Ziyarat is mentioned in responsibility Twenty-Seven of this book (tr.).
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 215, no. 1; Jamal al-Usbu’, pg. 37; Mafatih al-Jinan - just
before Du’a al-Sabah and after Du’a Kumayl.

Responsibility 95: The Ziyarat of the
Imam for Friday
Another responsibility upon the servants of Allah is to perform the ziyarat of the forefathers
and pure ancestors of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf) on the days when their Ziyarat has been
recommended to be recited.

According to a tradition from Imam ‘Ali b. Muhammad al-Hadi (as), each day of the week
has been reserved for one or more of the Infallibles (as) and on those days, we should
perform their Ziyarat.1
Saturday: The Messenger of Allah (S)
Sunday: Amirul Mo`minin ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (as) and Fatimah az-Zahra (sa)
Monday: Imam Hasan (as) and Hussain (as)
Tuesday: Imam ‘Ali b. Husain as-Sajjad (as), Imam Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Baqir (as) and
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as)
Wednesday: Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as), Imam ‘Ali b. Musa al-Riďa (as), Imam
Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Taqi (as) and Imam ‘Ali b. Muhammad an-Naqi (as)
Thursday: Imam Hasan b. ‘Ali al-’Askari (as)
Friday: Sahib al-’Asr wal Zaman, Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf), may Allah hasten his return.
The specific Ziyarat which we have been recommended to recite is as follows:2

ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٰﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

ِ  أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻴْﻦَ اﻟﻠ،ِأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺣُﺠَّﺔَ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻓﻲ أَرْﺿِﻪ
ﻪ
،َ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻧُﻮرَ اﻟﻠﻪِ اﻟَّﺬِي ﻳَﻬْـﺘَﺪِي ﺑِﻪِ اﻟْـﻤُﻬْـﺘَﺪُون،ِﻓﻲ ﺧَﻠْﻘِﻪ
َوَﻳُﻔَﺮَّجُ ﺑِﻪِ ﻋَﻦِ اﻟْـﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦ
“Peace be upon you O’ Proof of Allah on His Earth, peace be upon you O’ Representative of
Allah with His Creations peace be upon you O’ Divine Light of Allah by whom those who
seek guidance are guided and through which he grants salvation to the true believers.

ُّ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟْﻮَﻟِﻲ،ُأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ أَﻳُّﻬَﺎ اﻟْـﻤُﻬَﺬَّبُ اﻟْـﺨَﺎﺋِﻒ
َ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻋَﻴْﻦ،ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﺳَﻔِﻴﻨَﺔَ اﻟﻨَّﺠَﺎة،ُاﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺢ
ِاﻟْﺤَﻴَﺎة
Peace be upon you O’ refined and awe-inspiring; peace be upon you O’ the intimate
advisor; peace be upon you O’ ship of salvation peace be upon you O’ essence of life!

َ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﺻَﻠَّﻰ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ وَﻋَﻠﻰ آلِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻚَ اﻟﻄَّﻴِّﺒِﻴ
ﻦ
ِ أَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻋَﺠَّﻞَ اﻟﻠﻪُ ﻟَﻚَ ﻣَﺎ وَﻋَﺪَكَ ﻣِﻦَ اﻟﻨَّﺼْﺮ،َاﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦ
ِوَﻇُﻬُﻮرِ اﻷَﻣْﺮ
Peace be upon you – prayers of Allah be upon you, and upon your family (the Ahlul Bayt)
the pure and pious ones. Peace be upon you may Allah hasten for you that what He has
promised you of (His) help and appearance of the (universal world) order.

ُ أَﺗَﻘَﺮَّب.َ أَﻧَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَكَ ﻋَﺎرِفٌ ﺑِﺄُوﻻَكَ وَأُﺧْﺮَاك،َأَﻟﺴَّﻻَمُ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَي
ِّاِﻟـﻰٰ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﺗَﻌَﺎﻟـﻰٰ ﺑِﻚَ وَﺑِﺂلِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻚَ وَأَﻧْـﺘَﻈِﺮُ ﻇُﻬُﻮرَكَ وَﻇُﻬُﻮرَ اﻟْـﺤَﻖ
َﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻚ
Peace be upon you O’ master, I am your friend and follower, and I am well aware of your
aim and ultimate purpose. I seek nearness to Allah, the Most High, through you and your
family (the Ahlul Bayt). And I await your advent and the advent of the truth at your hands.

َ وَأَنْ ﻳَﺠْﻌَﻠَﻨِﻲ ﻣِﻦ،ٍوَأَﺳْﺄَلُ اﻟﻠﻪَ أَنْ ﻳُﺼَﻠِّﻲَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪٍ وَآلِ ﻣُﺤَﻤَّﺪ
َاﻟْـﻤُﻨْﺘَﻈِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻟَﻚَ وَاﻟﺘَّﺎﺑِﻌِﻴﻦَ وَاﻟﻨَّﺎﺻِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﻟَﻚَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ أَﻋْﺪَاﺋِﻚ
َوَاﻟْـﻤُﺴْﺘَﺸْﻬَﺪِﻳﻦَ ﺑَﻴْﻦَ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻚَ ﻓِﻲ ﺟُﻤْﻠَﺔِ أَوْﻟِﻴَﺎﺋِﻚ
I ask Allah that He send blessings upon Muhammad and the family of Muhammad and that
He places me among those who are awaiting you and those who follow (you) and those who
will help (you) against your enemies; and those who will achieve martyrdom (when fighting)
with you, in the ranks of all of your intimate and close friends.

ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ ﻳَﺎ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐَ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎنِ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚَ وَﻋَﻠﻰٰ آلِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻚَ ﻫٰﺬَا
ِ وَاﻟْـﻔَﺮَجُ ﻓِﻴﻪ،َ وَﻫُﻮَ ﻳَﻮْﻣُﻚَ اﻟْـﻤُﺘَﻮَﻗَّﻊُ ﻓِﻴﻪِ ﻇُﻬُﻮرُك،ِﻳَﻮْمُ اﻟْـﺠُﻤُﻌَﺔ
َ وَأَﻧَﺎ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَي،َ وَﻗَﺘْﻞُ اﻟْــﻜَﺎﻓِﺮِﻳﻦَ ﺑِﺴَﻴْﻔِﻚ،َﻟِﻠْﻤُﺆْﻣِﻨِﻴﻦَ ﻋَﻠﻰٰ ﻳَﺪَﻳْﻚ
،ِ وَأَﻧْﺖَ ﻳَﺎ ﻣَﻮْﻻَيَ ﻛَﺮِﻳـﻢٌ ﻣِﻦْ أَوْﻻَدِ اﻟْﻜِﺮَام،َﻓِﻴﻪِ ﺿَﻴْﻔُﻚَ وَﺟَﺎرُك
َ ﺻَﻠَﻮَاتُ اﻟﻠّٰﻪِ ﻋَﻠَﻴْﻚ،وَﻣَﺄْﻣُﻮرٌ ﺑِﺎﻟﻀِّﻴَﺎﻓَﺔِ وَاﻹِﺟَﺎرَةِ ﻓَﺄَﺿِﻔْﻨِﻲ وَأَﺟِﺮْﻧِﻲ
.َوَﻋَﻠﻰٰ أَﻫْﻞِ ﺑَﻴْﺘِﻚَ اﻟﻄَّﺎﻫِﺮِﻳﻦ

O’ my master, O’ the Present Imam of our time! Blessings of Allah be upon you and your
family (Ahlul Bayt). This is the day of Jumu’ah (Friday) and it is the day in which your advent
is expected and the coming of relief for the believers (from their difficulties) by your hands,
and (in which will be the) execution of the disbelievers with your sword.
And I am, O’ my master, in it (this day), your guest and neighbor, and you O’ my master are
generous, from the sons of the generous ones. And you have been commanded to receive
guests and welcome neighbors. So then receive me and welcome me, blessings of Allah be
upon you and upon your family (the Ahlul Bayt), the purified ones.
1. The Ziyarat for each day of the week are not mentioned in this work, however readers
who wish to benefit from them can refer to “Daily Duas” published by Tayyiba Publishers
(tayyiba@telus.net [8]) which features the Ziyarat in ‘Arabic with full English translation.
(Tr.)
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 102, pg. 210, sec. 9, no. 1; Jamal al-Usbu’, pg. 25

Responsibility 96: Visiting the Righteous
Lovers of the Imam
Another responsibility is to visit those righteous people who love and have a strong affinity
for Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) as such a visit will give a person the same reward as performing
the Ziyarat of the Imam himself!
This responsibility can be fulfilled with those who are alive or those who have left this world
especially the scholars in the religion who are amongst those with the taqwa of Allah!
Imam Musa b. Ja’far al-Kadhim (as) has said:

ُﻣَﻦْ ﻟَﻢْ ﻳَﻘْﺪِرْ أَنْ ﻳَﺰُورَﻧَﺎ ﻓَﻠْﻴَﺰُرْ ﺻَﺎﻟِﺤِﻲ ﻣَﻮَاﻟِﻴﻨَﺎ ﻳُﻜْﺘَﺐُ ﻟَﻪُ ﺛَﻮَاب
زِﻳَﺎرَﺗِﻨَﺎ
“A person who is not able to perform our Ziyarat should instead visit the righteous people
from among our followers and the reward of visiting us will be written for him.”1
1. Kamal al-Ziyarat, pg. 319, no. 1

Responsibility 97: Sending Prayers and
Salutations upon the Imam

Another responsibility is to send prayers and salutations upon Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf).
In order to fulfill this responsibility, a true believer may for example, say something like the
following line:

ِأَﻟﻠّٰﻬُﻢَّ ﺻَﻞِّ ﻋَﻠـﻰٰ ﻣَﻮْﻻَﻧَﺎ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐِ اﻟﺰَّﻣَﺎن
“O’Allah! Send your blessings upon our Master, the Master of the Time.”
In the books of Du’a, many different greetings1 have been mentioned in regards to Imam
al-’Asr (ajtf) and the other Infallibles (as) and we must only use these greetings when
saluting him since these have been taught to us by the Ahlul Bayt (as) and thus, what
better greeting can there be than these?
Sending salutations upon the Imam (ajtf) is a form of Du’a a complete and comprehensive
supplication. In this form of a petition and request from the true believer (the salutations to
the Imam), we see the desire for the Imam to be protected and the prayer for the
protection of his helpers and friends all forms of grief and anguish to be removed from the
Imam’s heart, prayer for his advent to be hastened the desire that he is granted a victory
and many other subtle points.
In reality, the greetings and salutations which we send to the Imam are actually us praying
and seeking His mercy in all areas related to the Imam, whether these are the affairs of this
world or the next life.
Thus, we affirm that the key to the rectification of all issues is in the hands of Allah alone.
1. Such as those mentioned in Mafatih al-Jinan, sec. on Ziyarat, right after Ziyarat Jami’a
under the heading of: “Greetings upon the Righteous Proofs of Allah”

Responsibility 98: Fulfilling the Financial
Rights of the Imam
Another responsibility of the believers is to fulfill the financial rights of Imam al-Zaman (ajtf)
namely the Khums which is one of the obligatory “taxes” in the Shari’ah.
As we know, Khums is considered as one of the Furu’ ad-Din (Branches of the Faith) of Islam
and we must fulfill this requirement. In addition, we must ensure that we do not spend any
money upon which the Khums is due as this is not permitted (for other details regarding the
Khums, refer to your Mar’ja Taqlid or the relevant books on the topic).
Imam Ja’far b. Muhammad as-Sadiq (as) has said:

ِإِنَّ أَﺷَﺪَّ ﻣَﺎ ﻓِﻴﻪِ اﻟﻨَّﺎسُ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ أَنْ ﺗَﻘُﻮمَ ﺻَﺎﺣِﺐُ اﻟْﺨُﻤْﺲ
! ﻳَﺎ رَبِّ ﺧُـﻤْﺴِﻲ:ُﻓَﻴَﻘُﻮل
“Surely the hardest of thing for a person to bear on the Day of Resurrection is when the
person whom the Khums belonged to stands up to protest and says: “O’ Lord! (What about)
My Khums!’”1
There is a letter which is from one of the specific representatives of Imam al-Hujjah (ajtf)
written to Abul Hasan Asadi which states:

َ ﻟَﻌْﻨَﺔُ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔِ وَ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ أَﺟْﻤَﻌِﻴﻦ،ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
.(ﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻣَﻦِ اﺳْﺘَﺤَﻞَّ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻣْﻮَاﻟِﻨَﺎ )ﻣَﺎﻟِﻨَﺎ
“In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. May the curse of Allah and the
Angels and all of mankind be upon that person who considers (the use of) the portion of our
wealth as being permissible for them.”
Abul Hasan Asadi stated: “My heart trembled that such a curse would be justified for that
person who takes even one dirham of the wealth of the Imam and considers it is as being
permissible for him...”
He continued and said: “I swear by the One who raised Muhammad with the truth and
made him as a giver of good tidings, that after I saw this letter and I looked into my heart
(and what I thought of this issue), I completely changed (my outlook on the Khums).”
The 12th Imam (ajtf) has stated:

َﺔ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ وَ اﻟْﻤَﻻَﺋِﻜَﺔِ وَ اﻟﻨَّﺎسِ أَﺟْﻤَﻌِﻴﻦ
ُ َ ﻟَﻌْﻨ،ِﺑِﺴْﻢِ اﻟﻠٌّﻪِ اﻟﺮَّﺣْﻤٌﻦِ اﻟﺮَّﺣِﻴﻢ
.ًﻦ ﻣَﺎﻟِﻨَﺎ دِرْﻫَﻤﺎً ﺣَﺮَاﻣﺎ
ْ ِﻋَﻠـﻰ ﻣَﻦْ أَﻛَﻞَ ﻣ
“In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. May the curse of Allah and the
Angels and all of mankind be upon that person who uses even one dirham of our wealth
without permission.”2
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) also told us:

َوَ ﻣَﻦْ أَﻛَﻞَ ﻣِﻦْ أَﻣْﻮَاﻟِﻨَﺎ ﺷَﻴْﺌﺎً ﻓَﺈِﻧَّﻤَﺎ ﻳَﺄْﻛُﻞُ ﻓِﻲ ﺑَﻄْﻨِﻪِ ﻧَﺎراً و
ًﺳَﻴَﺼْﻠـﻰ ﺳَﻌِﻴﺮا

“A person who consumes anything from our wealth has surely put fire in his stomach and
soon he shall enter the flaming fire.”
Imam al-Mahdi (ajtf) has said the following in relation to that person who considers the
using of the wealth of the Imam (Khums) as being permissible:

ْﻓَﻤَﻦْ ﻓَﻌَﻞَ ذٌﻟِﻚَ ﻓَﻬُﻮَ ﻣَﻠْﻌُﻮنٌ وَ ﻧَﺤْﻦُ ﺧُﺼَﻤَﺎؤُهُ ﻳَﻮْمَ اﻟْﻘِﻴَﺎﻣَﺔِ وَﻗَﺪ
ﻗَﺎلَ اﻟﻨَّﺒِﻲُّ اﻟْﻤُﺴْﺘَﺤِﻞُّ ﻣِﻦْ ﻋِﺘْﺮَﺗِـﻲ ﻣَﺎ ﺣَﺮَّمَ اﻟﻠٌّﻪُ ﻣَﻠْﻌُﻮنٌ ﻋَﻠـﻰ
ٍﻟِﺴَﺎﻧِﻲ وَ ﻟِﺴَﺎنِ ﻛُﻞِّ ﻧَﺒِﻲٍّ ﻣُﺠَﺎب
“A person who does so (inappropriate our wealth which we are entitled to) is cursed and we
will be his enemies on the Day of Resurrection and surely the Prophet (Muhammad) has
said: ‘The person who considers it permissible to use that which belongs to my progeny,
which Allah has made impermissible, is cursed by my tongue and the tongue of all the
prophets whose supplications are accepted.’”3
1. ‘Awail al-Layali, vol. 3, pg. 127, sec. on Khums; al-Muqnah, pg. 280, sec. on the Ziyarat.
2. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 183, sec. 31, no. 12; Kamal ad-Din, pg. 522
3. Biharul Anwar, vol. 53, pg. 182, sec. 31, no. 11; al-Ihtijaj, pg. 479

Responsibility 99: Belie2ng the
Claimants of Mahdawiyyah
The final responsibility of a believer (which we will cover in this book) is to keep away from
and also to proclaim those who claim to be the Mahdi (ajtf) as being liars.
This responsibility cannot be realized except through a complete understanding of the
rightful Imam and successor of the Messenger of Allah (S) as it is only through this correct
understanding that one can recognize those who falsely claim to be al-Mahdi (ajtf).
It is possible for a person to falsely claim the status of Mahdawiyyah, and to introduce
himself to others as being the Mahdi (ajtf) and those who lack intelligence or are ignorant
and do not recognize the true Imam or a group of people who are only looking out for their
own interests or are plagued with following Satan and who are on the path of confusion and
spiritual darkness, and disbelief and hypocrisy, may take this (false) claim of Mahdawiyyah
and fall into error and also lead others to the wrong path and thus, they will have strayed
away from the path of Allah and the religion of His Messenger and his rightful Successors.
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